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PREFACE

On M;lrch 31, 1976, the Environmental Pmtecliml Agency issued a regulnlion
governing noise emissions _'rOlll nl_dimn mid heavy lrncks. Theft regulation w_lsissued under
Section 6 of tile Noise Conlrol Act of 1972,

This docume.nt presenls and discusses tile b!lckground data used by thc Agency in
setling the st_mdards contained in the rcguhltion. Presenled here is a comprehensive
exposition on Ihe most llpiIo-dtltt_ ;ivailabie infornlaliml Oli Ihe cnvJronnlentill_ techno-
logical, and economic _specfs of medinm and heavy lrnck noise.
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Section I

INTRODUCTION

STATUTORY BASIS FOR ACTION

Tllrough the Noise Coutrol Act of 1972 (86 Slat. 1234), Congress established a

narional policy "to promote an environment for all Americuas frec from noise that jeop-
ardizes their health and welfare." In pursuit of that policy, Congress slated, in Section 2
of the Act, "that, while primary responsibility for control of nolse rests with State and
local governments, Federal action is essential to deal with m:Jjor noise sources in com-
merce, control of which requires national uniformity of treatment, "As part of that essen-
tial Federal action, subsection 5(b)(] ) requires tl|e Environmen|al Protection Agency
(EPA), after consultation with appropriate Federal agencies, to publish a reportor series
of reports "identifying products (or classes of products) which in his judgment are major
sources of noise." Further, Section 6 of tile Act requires the EPA to publish proposed
regulations for each product, which is identified or which is part of a product class identi-
fied as a major source of noise, where in his judgment noise standards are feasible and fall
into various categories of which transportation equipment (including recreatiomd vehicles
and related equipment) is one.

Pursuant to subsection 5(b)(I). the Administrator has published a report which
identifies new medium and heavy tracks as a major source of noise I I I. As required by
Section 6, EPA shall prescribe regulations on the noise omissions from new medium and
heavy trucks which are "requisite to protect the public healri| and welgare, taking into
account the magnitude and conditions of use of new medinm andhcavp tracks, the degree
of noise reduction achievable through the application of the best available technology, uud
the cost of compliance."

In October 1974, EPA published proposed regulations on new medium and heavy
trucks[2]. Interested parties were given opportunities to participate in the final regulations
by submitting comntenls on tile proposed regulations, Comments were made in lile form
of written responses in Docket ONAC 74-1 and in Public Hearings held on 19-20 February
1975 in Arlington, Virginia and on 27 February 1975 in San Francisco, California. Discus-
sions of the public comments are continued in Appendix A.

After the effective date era regulation on noise emissions from a new product,
Sectim| 6 of the Noise Control Act requires that no State or political subdivision thereol'
may adopt or enforce any law or regulation which sets a limit of noise emissions from such

- new product, or components of such new product, whicl| is not identicat to the standard
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prescribed by the Feden_l Regulation. Subsection 6(c)(2), however, provides that notldng
in Section 6 precludes or denies tile rlghl of any State or political stlbdiv/sion fllcreof to
establish and enforce controls on cnvlronmmlla] noise through Ib¢ licensing, regulation or
restriction of tile LlSe,operation or movmnent of any prodllct or conlbhlatJon of products.

Tile noise controls wlficil are reserved to Stale ;lnd local aufllority by subsection 6(0)(2)
include, but are not limited to the following:

l, Controls on the manner of operation of products

2. Controls on tile time in which products may be operated

3. Controls on the places in which products may be operated

4. Controls on the number of products which may be operated togetller

5. Controls on noise emissions from the property on which products are used

6, Controls on tilelicensing of products

7. Controls on environmental noise levels

To assist EPA in enforcing regulations on noise emissions from new products, State
and local authorities are encouraged to enact regulations on new products offered for sale
wifieh arc identical to Federal regulations.

OUTLINE AND SUM[',IARY OF BACKGROUND DOCUMENT

Background information used by EPA in developing regulations limiting the noise
emissions from new medium and heavy trucks is presented in tiffs document. An outline
and summary is given below.

Section 2 - The Truekhldustry. General infomlation on medium and heavy iruck,
their manufacturers and users are contained in this section.

Section 3 - Baseline New Truck Noise Lel,els. Tile mcd|od of measurement of noise

emissions from medium and heavy trucks used in obtaining most of the data on the new
truck noise levels presented in this document is discussed in Section 3. Noise levels ibr
existing new medium and heavy trucks is presented. A summary of current State and
local regulations on new medium and heavy trucks is given,

Section 4 - Health attd Welfare. This section discusses Ihe benefits to be derived from
the various regulatory options. It discusses tile concepts of fractional noise impact, the

1-2
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procL_dures for Coulputillg tile redllctlou l]1 _lverage It[if fie noise I_vels and cqLdv[]]@ut UUUl-

ber of peoplo impacted by urban traffic noise, Annoyauca restdring from an individual
truck passby is also preseuled,

Section 5 - Techllology. This section provides iulbnnatiou on the noise control
technology required to bring trucks into cmnfdbulca with not-to-exceed regulatory levels
of 83, 80, 78 and 75 dl_A. A discussion of the uoise reduction achievable through file
application of the best available techuology is provided in Sectiou 5.3. Criterion for
determining the levels to which trucks can be quieted are set forlh and are evaluated with
respect to the lead time necessary to produce complaint vehicles.

Sectioll 6 -- Cost of Compliance. This section provides estimates of the costs to briug
medium gasoline, heavy gasoline, meditml diesel and heavy diesel trucks iolo compliance
with not-to-exceed regulatory levels of 83, 80, 78 and 75 dBA. L:stinlates of chat|gcs iu
fuel and maintenance cost caused by noise control treatments ;ire also presented.

Section 7 - Econotttlc Atlal),sis. This section cxa|nlues file impact of different reglda-
tory options on tile rcductlon [n track sales, enlp[oynlellt aud stlpp]ies of quiet ullglnes and
noise treatment ]lardwate. Tile economic hnpact on tbc trucking iudlistry, cousllmer prices
and different sectors of tile national econoluy are also considered.

Section 8 - Enforcement. This section discussed Asserubly Process Testing as the
primary method of assuring that the new trucks will conlbrm to the regulatiou. The various
enforcement actiolls open to EPA are also stated, shotdd they be needed when a nluuufac-
lurer is found to be prodaciug noncompliaut vehicles.

Section 9 - Enviromnental Effects. For this section, the effects of truck noise
regulations on air and water polhttiou, solid waste disposal, energy and uatural resource
consumption and land use are considered.

Appendix A - The Docket Analysis. Appendix A exanlbles iu detail all of the
written public comlnents submitted to Docket ONAC 74-I and presented in Public Hearings
in Arlington, Virgilliu and San Francisco, California. Public comments are suuunarizcd arid
organized according to contributor. Analyses of comments on issues hi the following areas
are given.

• Benefits to public health and welfare

• Noise conlrol technology

• Costs of compliance

• Costs versus belleflts
¢

• Economic impact

I-3
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• Test procedure

• l_.nl_orceulent

• Cb_ssiflcution

Action taken bl response to public comment on each issue is discussed,

Appendix 11- Predictions of traffic popukltion mixes used in estimating benefits to
public health and welfare are presented and discussed.

Appendix C - Tbe elasticity of deuland for mediunl and heavy trucks is considered.

Appendix D - The estimated costs of Coulpliance are given ill terms of 1975 dollars.

Appendix E - Tile computer model used to determine total costs for different regula-
tory options is discussed. Computer printouts Ibr all options considered by the Agency are
presented.

Appendix 1;'- Tile net operating income is defined.

Appendix G - The nlethod for eonlputing tile economic impact Oil a specific sector
of Ihe trucking industry is discussed.

Appendix H - Estimates of the costs of testing are presented.

,,Ippendix I - Summary of Fan Clutch Field Tests.
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Seclilm 2

THE TRUCK INDUSTRY

Of tile major nlemls by which goods arc trallsportcd, Table 2- ] hnplies Ilnlt trucks ;+ru
not tile ]east expellsive; yet, hecmise of convenlence, trt£cks ;iccounl Ik_rover 80 percent of
the total dollars spent oil nloving dmnestlc freight.

Tile cost per too-mile (approxlnl:liely 17 cents) is ¢onsid,.'nlhly more uxpellsive I]lan
tile cost (approxhllately 1.5 cents per ton-mile) for shipping by r;dl, the llt+XIlargest car-
rier of goods. However. ;is c;m be inferred fronl Table 2-I, trncks on the aver;_gt_carry
more goods over shorter distances, and provide :Lflexihilily th;tt cannot be _+¢hievcdby
other modes of transportation.

Over the period 1967 to 1972, total new trnck sales in,:rcascd 1.3 times as fast as the
gross national product; new heavy truck sales increased more than 2.5 times as f_Jst [ I I.
The trend over tile past several years has been for more goods In be moved hy truck. It is
expected that this trend will continue and that e_lchyear there will be nlore trucks oil the
nation's freeways, highways, and city and residenlial streels.

Table 2-1

Domestic Freight Tranportatiml Market, 1970

Mode Tons Ton-Miles Revenue Dollars

Transportation Millimls Percent Millions Percent Millions Percent

Truck ...... $1,684 34.2 $412,000 18,7 $69,084 81.3

Rail ....... 1,572 32.1 771,000 34,8 I 1,869 14.0

Water*.. 867 17.6 595,000 26.9 1,902 2.3

Pipeline 790 16. I 431,000 19.5 1,396 1.6

Air .... 3 0.0 3,400 0.1 720 .8

Total ....... $4,916 100.0 $2,212,000 100.0 $84,971 100.0

*Includes Domestic Deepse_h Great Lakes and I nlnnd W;iterways.
Source: Transportation F,cts and Trends, TAA Quarterly Snpplement, April 1973.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF MEDIUM AND IIEAVY TRUCKS

Medium and heavy tracks are defined ;is tr/icks with a gross vehicle weight ratings
(GVWR) greater than I0,000 pouuds. There is u wide range of types of tnedltuo nud heavy

Irueks, At one extreme Of the vehicle eharacterlstics are gasollne-powt.,red 2-axle slng]e
vehicles with 4 tires and GVWR of less than 13,000 pounds, AI the other extrenle there
are I 1-axle conlbinution veldeles wilb 42 fires, tarbocharged diesel engilles and a gross
combhlation weight r;lllng ill excess of 130,000 pokmds.

Mediunl and be:Ivy trucks c;m be dr.,scribed ill terlns of the following attributes: the
GVWR. the lll;ijor rise, the IlUUlber of axles, Ibc tyf,¢ ;n'Ldsize of ¢ugh|c, ;rod Ihe style oF
the cab.

Designation in terms of GVWR Ibr nlcdinnl and heavy trucks has been defined by the
Motor Vehicle Maltafacturers Associntlon 121 and is shown in Tnble 2-2.

Table 2-2

Truck Designation by GVWP, (Pounds)

GVWR Category GVWR Group Range of GVWR

Mediumtracks 1 I0,001- 14,000
( I0,001-26,000ibs) 2 14,001_16,000

3 16,001- 19,500
4 19,501- 26,000

Heavy trucks 5 26,001 - 33,000
(over26,000Ibs) 6 over33,000

There are three types of truck designs which reflect the major uses for medium and
heavy trucks. A ruggedly built cab-chassis unit for mounting dump beds, concrete mixers,
etc., is often referred to as a construction truck while u light cab-chassis unit for mounting
van bodies, etc., is designated as a delivery truck. A truck-tractor for pulling trailers is
culled a line-haul truck.

The number of axles by which engille power is transmitted to tile road surlace can
also be used for truck designation. For trucks with two axles, one of which drives tbe
truck (as in un automobile), the designation is 2 x 4; Le., two out of the four wheels (dual
tires count us one wheel) are driving. Similarly, u tandem axle, truck-tr;tctor is designated
as a 4 x 6 and un all-wheel drive truck is a 4 x 4 or a 6 x 6.

In terms of engine type, trucks can be designated simply as huving either a gasoline
engine or a diesel engine. Tile horsepower rating of tile engine can also be used for truck
classineation purposes.
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Tracks canalso be designated hy tile style of the truck cab. The two main styles of
cabs are tile corlventloria[cab (SOlUClbuesternled ;I "fixed" c;ib) style _lrldthe c;ib-over
engine (COE) style. In a conventional cab, tile driver sits behind the engine. Conventional
cab styles may beeither "short" ([;ig. 2-I) or "long" (Fig. 2-2), depending on the length of
the ilood. In tile COE style, tile driver is positioned above end to the sideof tile engiile+
The COE style nnly be elther "'low" (Fig. 2-3) or "Idgh" (Fig. 2-4), depending on the dis-
tance of file deck,or floor, of the cubabove the ground.

DISTRIBUTION OF TRUCKS BY CATEGORIES

A statistical analysis of the census data on the dnmlcteristics and uses of the truck
population in tile United States, width was collected and made available to EPA by tile
Bureau of tile Census, provides all estimate of tile tolal truck populallou ill tile United
States in 1972, Tile total truck population wilb GVWR in excess of I0,000 pounds in 1972
was estimated to be 3,533,000 trucks. Tile distribution oftbese trucks by GVWR category
and type of engine is shown in Table 2-3 [ I 1.

Table 2-3
Total Truck Po mhltion, 1972

GVWR Gasoline Engine Diesel Engine Total

Category Number Percent Number Percent Trucks

Medium .. 2,335,000 98 41,000 2 2,376,000

Heavy ..... 509,000 44 648,000 56 1,157,000

Total .... I 2,844,000 80 689,000 20 3,533,000

Table 2-4, a breakdown for diesel engine trucks by GVWR. for selected years between
1966 and 1972, shows a trend toward fewer medium trucks being powered by diesel
engines and a trend toward increased use of diesel engines for heavy trucks, particularly
the larger GVWR group 6 trucks.

The distribulion of new truck production in 1972, according to GVWR category and
group as well as type of engine, is shown in Table 2-5 [ I I. Over 90 percent of the new
trucks produced arc used in domestic trtlek transportation.
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Figure2-3, TruckWithLowDeckCab-Over-Engine
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Figure. 2-4, Truck with Iligh I)eck Cab-Over I_nglne
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Table 2-4
Percent of Diesel Trucks to Total Tracks by Categories

for Selected Ye_lrs, 1966-1972

Medium Trucks Heavy Trucks

Year GVWP, Group Total GVWR Group Total
1 2 3 4 5 6

1966 0% 0% 1% 3% 4% 5% 19% 24g

1968 0 0 0 2 3 4 21 25

1970 0 0 0 3 3 4 28 32

1972 0 0 0 1 I 3 30 33

Source: MVMA 1973 MotorTruck Facts,

Table 2-5
New Truck Production, 1972

GVWR Gasoline Eilgine Diesel Engine Total
Category Number Percent Number Percent Trucks

Medium 227,263 98 5,045 2 232,308

Heavy 41,994 23 138,044 77 180_038

Total 269,257 65 143,089 35" 412,346

GVWR
Group:

1 44,221 100 0 0 44,221
2 9,397 98 215 2 9,612
3 26,330 100 31 0 26,371
4 147,315 97 4,789 3 152,104
5 25,364 65 13,563 35 38,927
6 16,630 12 124,481 88 141,111

Total 269,257 65 143,089 35 412,346
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TRUCK MANUFACTURERS

Tile number or new trucks produced by tile nl_ljor truck OlallLlfa_tnrers in I(_72 at0
shown in Table 2-6 [ I ]. Four truck manufacturers, General ]',iotors (inehldhlg its
Chewotet Division), Ford, International Harvester and Dodge, produce ahuost 98 percent
of all medium trucks and approximately 60 percent of the hoa_ trucks.

"rile filnulelal dlaracteristics of th_ parent conlpanies of the nlajor tr/lck ir_anufat:turers
isshown in Table 2 7 ( 1I. Of these parent companies, the five that are coosklered largo,
havesal_s and assets in excess of $ I billion; two have sales or assets between $500 million
and $1 billion; and four smaller companies have less than $100 million in sales and assets.

Table 2-6

Number of New Trucks by Manufacturer) 1972

Truck Medium Trucks Hea W Tracks
Manufacturer Gasoline Diesel Total Gasoline Diesel Total

Ch_wolet 53,722 135 53.857 1.602 3.696 5,298

Diamond Roe 37 - 37 1,044 3.207 4,251

Dodge 45.042 278 45.320 3.623 1.480 5,103

P'BVD 4 8 12 301 606 907

Ford 63.544 3.010 66.554 13.932 18.824 32.776

GMC 25.568 446 26.014 8.126 16.017 24.143

IHC 39,064 1.165 40,229 12.230 29.311 41.841

Mack 0 0 0 I 25 26.331 26.356

White 0 0 3 753 21.854 22.607

Others 282 0 282 338 16.718 17.056

Total 227.263 5,045 232.308 41.994 138,044 180.038

t
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Tabl_ 2-7
I- ]_1 cJ;lChlrac ors icsol Ir ckM J;c rers

Parent Company, ]972 ($ Millions)

Psrent Company of Net Net
Trnck M;lllllfilcturer S;i]es [neolne Assets V*orth C_.nn n)ellt s

,i
(.,,.mend Motors Corporation $30,435 t $23 63 S18,273 $I 1,683 Truck producia_g divisions z_reChevrolet and

GMC.

Fortl _,lotor Colnpmly 20,194 870 11,634 5,9(_1 For ye:Jr ended 10/31/72,

Chrysler Corporatiorl 9,759 221 5,497 2,489 Truck prodtlcing stlbsidiury is Dodge
Trucks, Inc.

lntern;_tion;d II:irvester 3,527 87 2,574 I.I 98
Conlp_lny

The Sign;d Comp_my (_,lack) , 1,481 41 1,328 653 Truck producing snbsidkiry is Mtlck. hlelndin
Brockway, e Division of Mack. had consoli-

t-._ dated sales of S713 million and net income of
c_ $35 million..

White Motor Corporation 943 9 573 222 Trnek producing divisions are Autoc_r, White,
F_eightliner and Western Star. Total truck
sales of these groups were $61 I million with
earnings of $27 million in 1972.

Paeaer, Inc. 595 30 268 170 Truck producing subsidiaries arc Ken;vorth
and Peterbilt. On and off-highway tracks
produced by Peterbilt, l(enworth and Dart
represents about 75% of sales.

Diamond Reo Trucks, Inc. 83 7 30 5

Hendrlekson Mantffacturing 44 Not 23 15 S;des include trucks, special truck equipment,
Co. Available and truck modifications.

FWD Corporation 28 0,4 25 6 Sales primarily trucks, year end 9/30/72.
FWD is a sttbsidiary of Oewen Corpor:Jtion,
and investment company.

Oshkosh Truck Corporation 22 0.3 14 7 Sales primarily tracks.



MOTOR TRUCK USERS

A listingof tile 111ajorLIS(_rsof trtlcks to Ioovegoods is gJv¢llill Tab]e 2-8 13]. A._
shown, tile agricultural industry is the largestuserof medium trucks and for-hire industry
is tile largesl riser ol'heav'd trucks.

Table 2-8

l)istribulion of Tracks by Major Users, 1972

Major User of Trucks Medium Heavy Total

Agriculture 32,5% 10.3% 26.3%

Wholesale and retail trade 19.8 18.3 19.4

Construct ion I I. I 19. I 13,4

For-hire 6.3 30.6 13.4

Services 9.5 2.5 °7.5

Personal transportation 9.0 1.0 6.7

Manufacturing 3.6 8.5 5,0

Utilities 3.4 1.9 2,9

Forestry and lumbering 1.7 3.6 2,3

Mining .6 1.9 1,0

All other 3,0 2.3 2,1
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Section 3

BASELINE NEW TRUCK NOISE LEVELS

Tile baseline noise levels for different truck categories ;is well as tile test procedure
ttsed to determine the noise levels are presented in this section.

TEST PROCEDURE USED

Tire most widely used test in the United States for measuring noise levels for medium
and heavy trucks is the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) Stand;_ll J366b test
entitled "Exterior Sound Level for l-leaw Trucks aud Buses." In April 1973, the test was
revised, making it an SAE Standard (d366b) rather titan an SAE J366a Recommended
Practice. The majority of the truck noise level data In this document was measured using
the SAE J366a recommended practice test procedure. No significant changes in the test
procedure were made in this SAE J366b revision. Accordingly, the previous new truck
noise level data based on J366a are used hereln as tile baseline noise levels for current

production trucks. A brief description of the SAE J366b test procedure follows.

"lhe test site Ibr performing the SAI._J366b exterior tb:ack unise level test is illttstrated
in Figure 3-1. A mlorophone is located 50 feet t'rom the centerliue of the truck passby.
The track approaches the acceleration point with the engine operating at about two thirds
of maximum rated or goverued engine speed. At rite acceleration point, the accelerator is
rapidly and fully depressed. The truck engine must reach the maximum rated or governed
RPM within the end zone ofthe accelcratiml hme. Several runs are performed in different
direclions and the average of the two highest A-weighted sound levels, which are within
2dBA of each other and measured on the noisiest side of tim vehicle, arc reported. During
the test, the truck never exceeds 35 mph. Since tires are relatively quiet at low speed, the
J366 test results are primarily au indicator of engine-related noise, which includes noise
front the cooling fan, air intake, engine, exlumst, transmission, and rear axle.

NOISE LEVEL._ FOR NEW TRUCKS

A histogram of the noise levels of new diesel trucks, measured according to the SAE
d366 test procedure, is shown in Figure 3-2 [I ]. For the total of 384 diesel trucks mea-
sured, the mean noise level was 84.7 riB(A) with a standard deviation of 2.24 dB(A). The
trucks measured included trucks front the eight truck manufacturers which produced
approximately 85 percent ofthe new diesel trucks sold in 1971. Not included in this total
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are experimental trucks such as those developed under tile Quiet Truck Program of tl|e

Department of Transp rtation or tbose trncks developed by variotls truck mantlfacturers

without government sponsorship.

End Zone in Which
To ReachMax.
Rated RPM

Acceleration
Point 9FI

Acceleration
Vehicle Path Lane

100 Ft,
100Ft. Radius
Radius

Microphone
Point

Moaluremont
100 Ft, Area
Radiu=

Figure 3-1. Test Site for SAE Standard J366b

Data on the noise levels of new tracks with gasoline engines are presented in tile histo-

gram shown in Figure 3-3 [ 1 I. For tile total of 18 trucks measured, the mean level was
83.5 riB(A) With a standard deviation of 2.35 dB(A). The difference between the mean
noise level or"gasoline and diesel powered new trucks is 1,2 dB(A).

A cumulative distribution of the new diesel truck noise levels is shown in Fignre 3-4 I 1 ].

Approximately 1 percent of newly manufactured 1973 trucks produce 80 dB(A) or less, 30

percent produce under 83 dB(A), and 86 percent produce less than 86 dB(A). Several new

trucks did produce i|oise levels in excess of 90 dB(A).

Histogrnrns of the noise levels me;_sared for new gasoline-powered medium and heavy

trucks are shown in Figure 3-5 [ I J. Tile mean noise level for mediurn trucks appears to be

less than 2 dB(A) lower th:|n the meun noise level for heaw, gasoline powered new trucks.
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Total Trucks: 18
co
_¢ Mean Level: 83,5 dB(A)
¢J
•_ Standard Deviation: 2.35 dB(A)

P 5

io ,nN , ,
70 75 80 85 90

SOUND LEVEL (dBA)

Figure 3-3. Noise Level Histograms of Gasoline-Powered Tracks

STATE AND LOCAL REGULATIONS

Summaries of existing State and local regtllations on new medium and heavy trucks
that will be preempted by Federal regulations ;|re given in Table 3-1. Note that some States
(California and Maryland) have required medium and heavy trucks to meet an 83 dBA
standard since us cady as 1975. Although the Federal 83 dBA regulation is more stringent
due to a tighter enforcement program, manufacturers have been supplying medium and
heaw trucks which comply with an 83 dBA regulation.
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Figure 3-5. Noise Level Histograms of Gasoline-Powered Medium
and Heavy New Trucks
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Table 3-I

Slate and Local Noise Regulalions on Now Medium aud Heavy Trucks

Year
i

State and Localities 1972

or 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 11979 1980 1981 1983earlier

California 88 86 83 80 70..*° °*_._,.*°

Colorado 88 86°o..°...°**J_.*...o

u., Florida 86 83 80 75
• °o*..*_ .oo

,,', Maryland 86 83 80 75
•_ °.°.°.. °*o

._ Minnesota ....... 88 86
e_ *o *

Nebraska....... ,.. 88 86 84 80
Navada 88 86

°°° °.°_ " Oregon ..... 86 83 80
Pennsylvania 90

W_hington ... 86
Barrington, Illinois* 88 86 84 75

_= Boston, l',tassaeh usetts 88 86 84 75

Chicago, Illinois ... 86 84 75

DesPlaines,Illinois.. 86 84 75

Grand Rapids, l'4ichigan 88 86 84 75

Madison, Wisconsin.. 88

Cook County, Illinois 86 84 75

All standards based upon ShE J366 test procedure.
*Standards measured at 25 feet.

I
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Section 4
PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE BENEFITS FROM REGULATIONS

INTRODUCTION

The Environmental Protection Agancy (EPA) has proposed [ 1 ] noise emission regula-

tions on new medinm and heavy trucks, The proposed regulations specify not-to-exceed
levels of 83 dBA in 1977, 80 dBA in 1981, and 75 dBA in 1983, as measured according
to the SAE J366b test procedure, and are intended to control engine-related truck noise,
Tire noise will be the subject of separate, future regulations,

Predictions of both costs and benefits involved are required to define the tradeoffs for
various options for the regulatory levels. In this analysis, predictions of the potential health
and welfare benefits for a range of possibb regulatory programs of new truck noise emissions
are presented. Costs of compliance and economic impact for different regulatory programs
are discussed in sections 6 and 7, respectively.

Because of inherent differences in individual responses to noise, the wide range of
traffic situations and environments, and the complexity of tile associated noise fields, it is

not possible to examine all traffic situations accurately. Thus, in this predictive analysis,
certain stated assumptions have been made to approximate typical or average situations. The
approach taken to determine the benefits associated with the truck noise regulation is,
therefore, statistical in that an effort is made to determine the order of magnitude of the

population that may be affected for each regulatory option. There may exist some uncer-
tainties regarding individual eases or situations. However, such effects cannot be completely
accounted for; thus, a statistical approach is necessary.

Measures of Benefits to Public Health and Welfare

Tile phrase public health and welfare, as used here, includes personal comfort and well-
being as well as the absence of clinical symptoms such as hearing damage,

Reducing noise emitted by trucks will produce the following benefits [2B] :

• Rcdtlcfion in average traffic noise levels and associated cumulative long-term im-

pact upon the exposed population.

• Fewer activites disrupted by individual (single-event) truck pas_by noise.
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• AssocJatt:dreducllml of noise ill truck cabs,which sJ]onldreduce aluloyancc,

speechinlerference,and possiblebearhlg daolage.

PrediclJolls of vehicle noise levels under various regulalory optlons are prusented in
terffts of Ihe eller_y.,averagt_of tile I)eak noise levelsa,_ocJatedwith a contlnnmlS sequenceof

passbys,The passbynoiselevelsareweightedaccordingtotrafficpolmlatlonsormi×osbefore
averaging.Re(lacIim|sin;iverageofthepassbynoiselevelsfromcurrentconditions(i.e.,

with no noise emission regulations) are presented for 14 regulatory options oil now medium
aml heavy trucks, both with and wJthoal reductions in the noise emission frmn other
lnd'fic noise sources. Projections of the pnpulatiml impacted as well as Ih¢ relative

rednctions in impact from current conditions arc determined from rudnctions in
average passby noise levels.

The redactioo in tile energy-average of tile passby levels for a mix of vehicles in traffic

does not adequately describe the annoyance produced by a single truck passby for all
situations, since the average noise level tends to average out tile disruptive and annoying

peak noise level produced by a single passby. In addition, annoyance frequently depends
on the activity and location of tile individual As an additional measure of benefits,
noise levels that produce annoyance or interference in eight activity/location scanarios are
compared to the noise levels from single passbys for trucks that are regulated at different
levels. Truck passby distances from an observer at wl'dch annoyance or interference witb
activities occur arc calculated for regulated trucks, These distances,are compared to

distances delemfined for existing trucks, after correcting appropriately for propagation and
building transmission losses,

Regulatory Options

Predictions of traffic noise reductions and tile population impacted are presented for
both freeway and urban street traffic conditions under the 14 regulatory options shown in
Table 4-1, For predictions of health and welfare benefits with concurrent redactions in
emission from new automobiles, motorcycles, and bnses, an effective date for tile regulations
of January I, 1976, is assumed, In addition, tile EPA Interstate Motor Carrier Regulations

apply to all trucks as of October 1, 1975

Outline of Section 4

Tile predictions of tile reduction in average passby noise levels and tile population impacted are
contained In die following discussion, Both freeway (high speed-55 mph) and urban street
(low speed-27 mph) traffic conditions arc treated, and the sam of tile number of people
impacted is given, The trafl_c mixes used in this discussion arc presented in Appendix B.
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Table 4-1
RegtllMory Optiolls for Mediunl and Heavy Trucks

Noi-to-L:xceed Regohltory Level - dBA

Regtdatory Optlcns f'Y1978 CYI982 . CY1984 CY1986 CYI988

A $3 80 75 - -
l] 83 80 75 -
C 83 80 78 -
.D 83 - 78 -
E 83 80 - -
F 83 - 80 -
G 83 - --
H - -
I 83 80 - 75
J 83 - 75
K 83 80 75 (gas)

78 (diesel)
L 83 80 75 (gas on_y)
M 83 80 75 (medium)

78 (heavy)
N 83 80 75 (medium only)

In tile next discussion, predictions of ch.anges in aanoyaaee or inlerferenees with activi-
ties resulting from diffi,'reot regt_latory levels are determhled for a range of differen t activity/
location sittm6ons.

Reduction of in-cab noise levels is discussed in tile final portion of this section.

REDUCTIONS IN THE IMPACT FROM TRAFFIC NOISE

Projections of reductions ill average traffic possby noise levels are presented for scenarios
of both nrban street trafi'ic, where the average vehicle speed is assumed to be 27 mph, and

freeway traffic, where tile average vehicle speed is assumed to be 55 nlph. Note, however, that
the bellefits ;tcerued from the reguhltory programs for new trucks considered Ilere will be less for

freeway traffic Ihan for urban street traffic for tile following reasons:

• The number of people exposed to freeway traffic noise is less than .the number of
people exposed to urb;m street traffic noise.

• The reductions in traffic noise, levels resulting from tile regulations on new trucks
will be less in freeway traffic than in urban street traffic.

As depicted in Figure 4-l, the number of people currently exposed to outdoor noise
levels that are greater than Ldn = 55 dBA dominated by urban street traffic noise is signifi-
cantly higher than tile number exposed to freeway traffic noise (93.4 million as opposed to
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Figure4-1, "l'lLstinratedNumberof Peoplein ResidentialAreasCurrently
SubjectedtoTrafficNoiseAboveLdn= 55 dB.

4.9 million).Thus,reducingurbanstreet trafficnoisewillbenefitsignificantlymore
peoplethanwillsimilarreduciionsin freewaytrafficnoise.

The newtruck regulationsconsideredarebasedon trucknoiseemissionsmeasuredin
accordancewith theSAEJ366b testprocedure. In the SAEJ366b test procedure,truck
Boiseemissionsaremeasuredwith filetruck speedless than35 mpband the truckengine
fullyloaded. Since,ingeneral,engine-relatednoiseenlissionsincreasewithenginespeed
and load,andnoisegeneratedby tiresincreaseswithvehiclespeed,the SAEJ366btest
procedureis designedsothat maximumengine-relatednoiselevelsam measured.The noise
generatedbytiresunderSAEJ366btestconditionsis sigoifi_:ant.Therefore,thenew
truck ragult|tioosconsideredhereshouldhave littleel'feet in reducingtruck tire noise.

At freewayspeeds,truck tirescontributesignifieantlyto theoverallpassbyBoiselevels.
Therefore,tilereductionof engine-relatednoisesproducedby the newtruck regulationswill
be partiallymaskedby tirenoiseinfreewaytruffle. Becausevehiclespeedsarelowerin
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arb;in street mfffie, tire noise contributesless to tile overall no/soemissions. Thus, redac-

tions in ovenlli IrtJck noise levels by lowering engine-related noise emissions will be less af-
fected by _ire noise.

Reduction of tire iloise levels will be necessary before tile benefits from new _mck
regulations can be fillly realized in freeway traffic. Tile EPA hascxp|'esscd its intent to
rcgalate tires in the future I l L

Description of Traffic Noise Impact

To perform the analysis described in this discussion, a noise measure is utilized that
condenses the information contained in the noise environment into a simple imlieator of
quantity and quality of noise. This me;tsure correlates well with the overall long-term effects

o)' noise on Ihc public )leallh and welfare 12] and was developed as a result of the Noise
Control Act of 1972. which required EPA to present information on noise levels "requisite
to prelect the public health and weHhre with an adequafc margin of safely."

EPA has chosen tile equivalent A-weighted sound level in decibels as its general

mcasttre for environmental noise 13]. The general symbol for equivalent level is Lcq, and
its basic definition is:

where t= - h is the interval of time over which tile levels are evaluated, P(t) is the time
varying magnitude of the sound pressure, and Pc is a refe|enee pressure, standardized at 20

micropaseaL Tbe Let(will be used to describe traffic noise emissions. When expressed in
terms of A-weighted sound level, LA, the equivalent A-weighted sound level, Leq, is defined
es;

=101ogla | • _*t2 10[LA(t)/10].dtLeq
t2 - t_ ,)tl

Indescribingtheiml_aetofnoisconpeople,firemeasurecalledtlmday-nightsound

level (Ldn) is used. This is a 24--hour measure with a wei,ghting applied to nigbttime noise
levels to account for the iecr_ased sensitivity of people to intruding noise associated willl tile
decrease in background noise levels at night. The Ldn is defined as the equivalent noise level
during a 24-hr period, with a l O-dB weighting applied to the equivalent noise level during the

nightrime hours of I0 p.m. to 7 a.m. This may be expressed by the following equation {3J :
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,5/'0Ld"0t 0('0 Ll'0"'0/1
where Ld is file daytime equivalent level obtained between 7 a.m. and 10 p.nt, and Lit is tbe
uight fime equiwdent level obtained between 10 p,m. and 7 a.m.

Urban Street Traffic Noise

Two averages are taken to predict the average noise level from urban street traflie, First,
an energy average is taken of the noise emissions from several passbys of each type of noise
source. Next, the average traffic noise level is then computed by energy averaging the dufived

passby levels for each vehlcalar source, after appropriate weigbting for tile number of each
type of vehicle in urban traffic.

Vehicle noise levels in urban street traffic

Tile following noise sources arc t:otlsldcred in inodefiag urban street traffic noise:

• Noise treated and untreated aatoulobiles, motorcycles alld buses

• _,leditnn and heavy trucks that are unregulated, regulated by tbe interstate Motor

Carrier regulations and regulated by not-to-exceed levels of 83, 80, 78 or 75 dBA.

For a populatJou ofinslaat_aleous iloJse levels observed at equally spaced fiole lntt_rvais

that has a aormal (Gaussian) distribaliou, tile energy-average of the noise levels over time (see
equation 4-1) is given by [3, 4]

Leq = L_o +0,115o_. (4-3)

wbere L;o is tile mediaa noise level and 0 7. is file standard deviation. It is assonled Ihat tile
distribution of roadside passby uoise levels lbr each type of vehielt: is approximated by a aormal
(Gaussian) distribution and that there is a steady stream of closely spaced p_ssbys. This
assumption permits calculation of the euergy-average of the passby noise levels from n|edial|

passby noise levels in a lnanuer similar to the computation o1"Leq in Equation 4-3; that is

La = L_0 + O. I 15 o _ (4-4)

I I
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where La is tile energy-average of tile passby levels, Lso is tile median level anti o is tile
standard deviation of vehicle passby noise levels. As Equation 4-4 demonstrates, vehicle
passby noise depends on both median level and tbt_ variability of these levels. The median

levels and standilrd deviations used for each type of noise source in conll_Lll[ng tile traffic noise
levels are given in Table 4-2.

Table 4-2

Assumed Passby Noise Levels for Vehicles in Urban Street Traffic

Urban Street - 27 inb/2h
dBA

Type of Veldcle Lso o La

1. Heavy Trucks
(a) Unregulated 85.0 3.7 86.6
(b) Interstate Motor Carrier Regulatioris 82.0 3.0 83.0

(e) 83 dBA New Truck Regulation 77.3 2.0 77.8
(d) 80 dBA New Truck Regulation 74.6 2.0 75.1
(e) 78 dBA New Truck Regulation 73,0 2,0 73.5
(1") 75 dBA New Truck Regtdatioa 70,8 2,0 71.3

2. Medium Trucks

(a) Unregulated 77.0 3.7 78.6
(b) Inierstate Motor Carrier Regulations 77.0 3.7 78.6
(e) 83 dBA New Truck Regulation 77.0 2.0 77.5
(d) 80 dBA New Truck Regulation 74.6 2.0 75,1
(e) 78dBA New Truck Regulation 73.0 2.0 73.5

(f) 75dBANewTruek Regulation 70,8 2.0 71.3

3. Automobiles

(a) Untreated 65.0 3.7 66.6
(b) Treated 61.0 2.0 61.5

4. Buses

(a) Untreated 79.0 3.7 80.6
(b) Treated 75,0 2.0 75.5

5, Motorcycles
(a) Untreated 82.0 3.7 83.6
(b) Treated 78.0 2.0 78.5

The data in Table 4-2 demonstrate that regulating the noise emissions from vehicles
lowers the median noise levels as well as the variability of the noise levels witldn each

velliele class, Th/s is because all the vehicles within each class are subject to the same regula-
q tory level, wlfich tends to decrease tile spread in the noise levels.
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Median Noise Levels for Trucks

Levels Jbr Curreot Trtlcks

Since nlost nlediuln trucks are powered by gasoline engines and most heavy tracks by
diesel engines [51, inediam trucks are generally quieter than lreav_, trucks. Therefore,
medium and heavy trucks will be treated separately,

In a survey of truck noise emissions [6] trucks were classified by number of axles rather

than vehicle weight or engine type. A median level of about 76 dBA was reported for tracks with
two axles in speed zones less than 35 mph when measured at grassy sites 50 ft from the street.
A characteristic of many urban street sites, however, ida hard surface between the truck
and tile observation point. A hard surface will usually increase tile observed truck noise
levels over those that would be expected at a grassy site. Some medium trucks have more
than two axles and, therefore, were grouped with trucks having higher reported median
levels. Given these factors, it is assumed that medium trucks at typical sites will emit a
median level approximately 1 dBA higher than that reported for two-axle trucks near grassy
sites. Thus, a level oi"77 dBA observed at S0 ft was selected as the median noise level for
nredium trucks.

A median level of approximately 84 dBA measured at a distance of 50 ft over grassy
areas is reported for trucks with 5 axles at speeds less than'35 alph [6]. Because many urban
sites have hard stlrfaces between the truck dud observer, a inedian level of 85 dBA is selected.

Levels for Regulated Trucks

The Interstate Motor Carrier regulations are in-use standards specifying maximum per-
missible noise emissions for old and new medium and heavy tracks. At low speeds, the
regulation states that the roadside levels generated by trucks shall not exceed 86 dBA. This
regulation will not significantly impact medium tracks that currently emit a median level of
77 dBA. However, the current median roadside level for heavy trucks is approximately 85
dBA. Therefore, so that most heavy trucks can comply with the Interstate Motor Carrier
regulations, a median level of 82 dBA has been assumed.

The median roadside passby levels for regulated _'_ewtrucks will aetuany be below the
specified regulatory levels for the following reasons:

• Trucks will be designed and built wilh median test noise levels below the not,to-ex-

ceed regulation levels, so that most of the trucks of a given model will comply

with the regulation.

• Less noise is produced under ty_,ioal road operating conditions than under test
conditions.
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• There are differences between roadside sites and lest Sites So Ihat tbc observed
noise levelswill often be lower ;It roadside sites.

Since the regnbltions prescribe levels not to beexceeded, trucks must be designctl and
built so that the measured levelswill fall b_low tile prescribed level. If the desired median
level is set two standard deviationsbelow the regnbltory level, 97.7 percent of the trucks
sho'tdd bebelow file regn/atory level.

In the selective enforcement auditing procedur_ in the regulalions, I0 percent
of the tested vehiclesare allowed to exceed the regulatory level, so that a median level
two standard devialions below tile rcgubltory level should be low enoltgb for compliance, if
design tolerances arid uncertainties in measured levels are ignored. Available noise control
technology for trucks does not permit a designer to eonfidenlly Idt a nlcdlan noise level
goal exactly [7]. Tllat is, some nncertainty should be related to the variation in the
noiselevels.

A design tolerance, or safety factor, on the median level of one standard deviation is as-
sumed. Therefore, a median level of three standard deviations below the regulatory level is
assumed sufficient to aecorult for design tolerances and variations in noise levels from differ-
ent tracks of one configuration. The standard deviation of noise levels measured from 30
nominally identical trucks tested at the same site, with the same instrumentation and in ac-
cordance with SAE J366b test procedures, was approximately 0.5 dl3A [8]. Therefore, a
level approximately 1.5 dBA below tbe regulatory level should be adequate to emnpensate
[br design tolerances and variation in the noise levels.

Measurement uncertainties associated with the test site and n|easurement instrumenta-

tion will be approximately 1.0 dBA. Thus, a median level of 2,5 dBA below the regulatory
level should be sufficient to account for variations in noise emissions and measurement un-

certainties. Tile 2.5-dBA factor is in agreement with most of tile comments received fronl
truck mam|faeturers in response to tile proposed regulations.

The SAE J366b test procedure is designed to measure maximum engine-related noise.
However, because the engine will not always be at maximum load and speed for trucks in

urban street traffic, observed noise levels for typical operating conditions on urban streets
will be lower than the levels measured in accordance with the SAE J366b test procedure,
The average difference between the noise levels measured according to SAE J366b pro-
cedure and the levels measured during typical city startup conditions for 15 heavy diesel
trucks is approximately 1.O dBA [9]. However, little data is available regarding tile differ-
enees between SAE 2366b measured noise levels and the passby noise levels of the tested
trucks cruising at speeds of less than 35 mph. In addition, little data exists regarding driving

cycles of trucks to show tile amount of time trucks are accelerating or cruising.
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For predicting typical roadside noise levels, cruising trucks are assumed to emit levels
3.0 dBA below the SAE J366b noise level Fnrther, it is assumed that tracks cruise 80

percent of the time and aeederale 20 percent of the time while in urban street trafl_c.
Weighting according to this 'asstunption oil the driving cycle, tile average roadside level for
trucks is estimated to be 2.5 dBA below the median SAE J366b test level,

In tile test procedure required in the EPA proposed regulations, a llaM stlrface between

tile truck and u|easnrement potnt is required. Many roadside sites Ilave grassy surfaces be-
tween tile truck and an observer 50 ft frmn tile thick passby. Therefore, softie ofthe noise

will be absorbed by the soft grassy surface, so that the observed noise levels will be lower
than the levels that would be observed at sites similar to the reqnired test site. The differ-
ence in the noise levels observed at sites with concrete or sealed asphalt between tile tracks
and the observer and die levels observed nt sites witb grass between the trucks and the ob-
server is approximately 2 dBA [9]. By assuming that about half of the urban street sites
have a soft surface, the median level of the observed noise emitted by trucks in urban street
traffic will be approximately 1.0 dBA below those observed at test sites for the same trucks
and operating conditions,

By considerlng all of the preceding factors, the medhm noise level of the engine-re-
lated noise 50 ft from an urban street is assumed to be 6.0 dBA below the regtdatory level.
The 6.0 dBA represents a summation of the following factors:

* Designing 2.5 dBA below the regulatory level.
• Typical operating conditions producing noise levels 2.5 dBA below the test noise levels.
• A reduction of 1.0 dBA due to differences in test and roadside sites.

The data in Table 4-2 for the median level of regulated now trucks are the energy sum
& engine-related noise and tire noise. Tile tire noise is asstnned to have a level of 66 dBA at
50 ft forspeeds of27mpb, whiehis representative of ribbed tires [I0].

Median Noise Levels for A ulomobiles

A median roadside noise level of 65 dBA is given b| Table 4-2 for untreated auto-
mobiles with speeds below 35 mph as observed at 50 ft from tbe centerline of the automobile
passby, This level repmeent3 the average of tile following published survey data: 68 dBA
[11], 68 dBA [12], 64.4 dBA [13], 61.4dBA [14], 62 dBA [15],and 64.2dBA [16].
The lowest of these levels (61,4 dBA) is the average of tb_ noise emitted from eight new

automobiles operated at u constant speed of 35 mph [ 14]. Selection of 61 dBA as a median
passby level for new noise-treated automobiles was based on the assumption tbat treating

automobiles will lower the median level of new antonmbiles operated on urban streets to the
current average level for new automobiles operating at constant speed. This is one of the
quietest of normal operating conditions.
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Median Noise LeJ,els fi_r Buses

Tile 79-dBA median level lbr untreated buses, shown in Table 4-2, represents tile

average lloiseemission level for busesoperating iu tirban street traffic [ I 7]. This level is 2

dBA lligber than tile median lew.'l_Jssunledfor inedium trucks and 6 dBA lower than file
Inedian level assalned for heavy trucks. TreatEd new bnses are assunrl2d to have p;tssby
levels of 4 dBA lower Iban untreated btlses, This redttction io passby levels for buses is
identical to tire reduction assunled for antonlt_biles.

Median Noise Lerels for Motorcycles

Tbe 82-dBA median level for tnltrealed nlotocycles, shown in Table 4-2, represents
the average level for motorcycles operating in urban street traffic [ 171. "fbis level is 3 dBA
below tbe inedJ_lnlevel assnlned for heavy Iracks. It is assluned that treating Irew motor-

cycles will reduce roadside levels by 4 dBA, which is identical to the reductions assumed for
alltolnobilES and buses,

Standard Deviations

The average of tire standard deviations for tile roadside noise levels from trucks at
speeds of less than 35 ulph is approxbnately 3.9 dBA [61. The California llighway Patrol
found a 2.8-dBA standard deviation for trucks cruising at speeds less than 35 nlpb [ 12]. A
standard deviation, 4.0 dBA, is given by Olson [ 13]. The average standard deviation for

trucks ealetdated from the preceding data is 3.6 dBA. For autonlobiles, a staodard devia-
tion of 3.7 dBA was reported by tile California Higbway Patrol [ 18]. For motorcycles,

values of 4,4 dBA [191 and 3,OdBA [20] have been reported. Avemgingtbese values gives
3.7 dBA as a representative standard deviation for motorcycles. From this data, it appears

that the standard deviation of typical roadside noise levels dOESnot significantly vary for
different types of motor vel_ieles. Thas, a typical standard deviation of 3.7 dBA is assumed
for all untreated vehicles.

For regulated new trucks, a standard deviation of 2,0 dBA is assumed. This value is

higher than the expected 0,5-dBA standard deviation of SAE J366b nreasnred noise levels
because it also includes tile effects of variations br operating conditions and roadside site
characteristics. By assuming that the standard deviation for tbe roadside noise levels of
regulated tracks is 2.0 dBA, only tbe noise levels exceeding tile nredian level by more tban
three standard deviations would be higher tban tile regulatory level, since tile median road-
side level is aSSUlrlEdto be 6.0 dBA below the regulatory level,
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Thus, assnnting that the uoise levels for trucks do not cllange with track age, only a

small percentage (less than 0.1 percent) of the regulated trucks would be capable of prodnc-
ing noise levels above tllC regulatory level and, therefore, would have been out of conlplianee
with the regulations when they were new.

A standard deviation of 2,0 dBA is also assunlcd to apply to new noise-treated automobiles,
motorcycles, and buses. Since the Interstate Motor Carrier regulations are applicable to both
old and new trucks, a larger variation in roadside noise levels is anticipated for trucks

complying with these regtdatlons than for rile trucks complying with the new track rcguhl-
tions, Thus, a standard deviation of 3,0 dBA is assumed for heavy tnJcks regulated by the
Interstate Motor Carrier regulations. Note that tltis standard deviation is higher than the
2.0 dBA standard deviation assumed for trucks subject to the new track regnlations and is
lower than the 3,7 dBA standard deviation assumed for unregulated trucks.

Reduction of average urban street traffic noise levels

From the figures regarding traffic population percentage in urban street traffic pre-
sented in Appendix B and tile average passby noise levels given previously, average passby
noise level for urban street traffic noise levels (Ca) may be computed using the following equation

La = 101°glo _i 7i 10Ll (4-5)

where "ri is tile fraction of tile total traffic population for the ith type of noise source (see
tables in tile Appendix B) and LJa is the average passby noise level for tile ith type of noise
source (see Table 4-2).

The reduction in the average passby noise levels relative to existing average passby noise

levels are presented ill Tables 4-3 and 4..4 for the years 1978, 1982, 1984, 1986, 199 I, and
2001, for each of the regulatory programs for new trucks given in Table 4-1, In Table 4-3,
it is assumed that automobiles, moloreyeles, and buses are not treated so that tbe new truck
regalations are supported only by the Interstate Motor Carrier regulations, The effectiveness
of rite Interstate Motor Carrier regulations will decrease as a larger portion of the trucks becolne
subject to new truck regulations tllat reduce tile noise emissions to levels below the levels
specified in file Interstate Motor Carrier regulations. In Table 4-4, it is assumed that new
truck and Interstate Motor Carrier regulations are supported by treatment of new automobiles,
motorcycles, and buses, that reduce their roadside noise levels by 4 dBA.

For the purposes of these computations, it is assumed that the total populatiou of urban
street vehicles remains constant. This assumptioll should have little impact on the relative
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Table &3
Redaction in Urban Street Trafllc Noise - Without Redtlctioas

in Noise _oln Automobiles, Motorcycles ;rod Bnses

_eduction in Average Noise - dBA at 50 Ft

Calendar Year

Regulato_
Option I978 1982 1984 1986 1991 2001

A 0,7 1,2 1.6 2.1 2,7 3,0
B 0,7 1.2 1,6 1,9 2.6 3.0
C 0,7 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2,6
D 0,7 1.2 1.4 1.8 2.4 2.6
E 0,7 1.2 1.6 1.9 2.2 2,3
F 0.7 1.2 1.4 1.7 2.1 2.3

G 0.7 1.2 1,4 1.4 1.6 1.6
H 0.7 0.7 0,7 0.7 0.7 0.7
I 0,7 1.2 1.4 1.7 2.4 3.0
J 0.7 1.2 1,4 1.4 2.4 2,9
K 0.7 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.6 2,9
L 0.7 • 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.6 2.9

M I 0.7 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.6 2.9
N _1 0,7 1.2 1.6 2,0 2.6 2.9

magnitudesofu_anst_ettramenoiselevels, becausetheaveragenoiselevclslbrallof
the_lato_pmg_mswillbeaf_ctedeqaallybychangesintotalvehielepopulation.

Redaction in noise impact from urban street traffic

To assess the impact of traffic noise, a relation between tile changes in traffic noise
just discussed and the responses of the people exposed to tire noise is needed, The responses

may vary depending upon previous exposure, age, socioeconomic status, polit!eal cohesive-
ness, and other social variables, In tile aggregate, however, for residential locations, the
average response of groups of people is related to cumulative noise exposure as expressed in
a measure such as Ldn. For example, the different forms of response to noise, such aa bear-

lag damage, speech or other activity interference, and annoyance, were related to Leq or
Ldn in the EPA Levels Document [3]. For the ptlrposes of this study, criteria based on Ldn
presented in the EPA Levels Document are used. Furthermore, it is assumed that if tire

outdoor level of Ldn = 55 dB, which is identified in the EPA Levels Document as requisite
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Table 4-4
Redaction in Urban Street TraM¢ Noise Wilh a 4 dBA Reduction ill Noise t'rom

AUtOlnUbilas, Motorcycles and ffnses

Reduction Jn Average Noise - dBA at 50 Ft

Regulatory Calendar Year
Option

1978 1982 1_)84 1986 Ic_91 2001

A I.l 2.5 3.7 5.0 6.3 7.1
B 1.1 2.5 3.7 4.6 6.2 7.1
C 1.I 2.5 3.7 4,8 5,8 6.3
D I.I 2.5 3.3 4.4 5.7 6.3
E I.I 2.5 3.7 4.6 5,2 5.5
F 1.1 2,5 3.3 4.2 5.1 5.5

G 1,1 2.5 3.3 3.8 4.0 4.1
H 1.1 1.9 2.4 2.7 2.7 2.7
I 1.1 2,5 3.3 4.2 5,7 7.0
J 1.1 2.5 3.3 3.8 5.8 6.9
K 1.1 2.5 3.7 4.9 6.2 6.9
L 1.1 2.5 3.7 4.9 6.2 6.8
M 1.1 2.5 3.7 4.9 6.2 6.9
N 1.1 2.S 3.7 4.9 6,2 6.8

to protect the public health and welfare, is met, no adverse in|pact in ternrs of general an-
noyance and community response exists.

The intelligibility of sentences (first presentation to listenersl drops to 90 percent when
tile level of the noise environment is increased approximately 19 dB above the level ideu-

tiffed in tbe EPA Levels Document and to 50 percent when the level is increased approxi-
mately 24 dlL The intelligibility of sentences (known to listeuers) drolrs to 90 percent when
the level is increased approximately 22 dB above the identified level and to 50 percent wbcn
tile level is increased approximately 26 dB 15]. Thus, sluce nornral conversation contains
a mixture of some new and some familiar material, it is clear tbat when the level of environ-

mental noise is increased more than 20 dB above the identified level, the intelligibility of
conversational speech deteriorates rapidly with each decibel ofinerease. For this reason, a

level 20 dB above tile identified level is considered to result in 100 percent impact on tile
people exposed. For environmental noise levels that are between 0 and 20 dB above the
identified level, the impact is assumed to vary lb|early with level; i,e., a 5-dB excess consti-

tutes a 25 percent impact and a lO-dB excess constitntes a 50 percent impact.
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A Slnlflar conehlsion can be drawn fronl tile conunnnity r_aetlon and amloyance data

contained in Appendix B of the Levels Document [3], The comlnanity reaction data show
that the expected reaction to an identifiable scarce of intruding noisechanges from "none"

to "vigorous" when file day-night sound level increases from 5 dB b_]ow tile level existing
without tile presence of tile intruding noise to 19.5 dB above tile level before intrusion. Thus.
20 dB is a reasonable value to associate with a change from 0 to 100 percent inlpact. Such
a change in level would increase the percentage of tile poptdation that is highly annoyed by
40 percent of tile total exposed poptllation [ 3 J. Further, the data in the Levels Document
suggest that within thesa upper and lower bounds the rehdionship between impact and level

varies linearly; that is, a 5-dB excess (60 Ldn) constitutes a 25 percent impact anti a I0-dB ex-
cess (65 Ldn) constitutes a 50 percent impact.

For convenience of calculation, percentages of impact may be expressed as Fractional
• Impact (FI). A FI of 1.0 represents an impact of 1O0 percent, il'*accordance with tile for

lowing formula:

_0 (L-55) for L
> 55

FI = (4-6)
0 for L _ 55

where L is the observed or measored Ldn of the environmental noise. Note that FI can
exceed unity for exposures greater than Ldn = 75 dB.

The magnitude of the impact associated with a given level of traffic noise (L_ln) may
he assessed by multiplying the mlmber of people exposed to that level of traffic noise by the
fractional impact associated with the level as follows:

Pieq = (Fli)Fi, (4-7)

where P_q is the magnitude of tile impact on tile population exposed to traffic noise LdJn
and is numerically equal to the number of people, all of which would have a fractional

impact equal to unity (100 p.ercent impacted). FI i is the fractional impact associated with
a day-night noise level of Ld_ over 55 dB, and Pi is the population exposed to this level of
traffic noise•

When assessing the total impact associated with traffic noise, tile observed levels of
noise decrease as the distance between the source and receiver increase. The magnitude of

the total impact may be computed by determining the number of people exposed at each
level and summing over the rasmtlng impacts. The total impact is given in terms of the
equivalent number of people impacted by tile following formula:
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Peq= _ Pi' Fli, (4-8)i

where .FIi is tile fraetignal intpact associated with Lidnand Pi is rite popnlation associated
with L_In, In !Iris stndy, the mid-level of each 5..dBA sector of levels above Ldo --. 55 dB will

be used for L_Inin computing Pew

The change in impact associated with regulations on the noise emissions front traffic

vehicles may be assessed by cmoparing the magnitude of the impacts, both with and without
regulations, in terms of the percent reduction in impact (,_), wbiclt is calculated from the fol-
lowing expression:

z_ = 100 IPeq (before) - Peq (after)l . (4-9)
Peq(before)

The population figures (Pi) in Equation 4-7 are based on a snrvey in which the total popula-
tion exposed to outdoor noises of Ldn above 55 dB was eslimated from lueasuren'Lcnts
taken at 100 sites throughout the United States [21 ]. The sites were selected far enough
from freeway traffic and airports so that these sources of noise were not significant contri-
butors to the measured outdoor noise levels. Thus, urban street traffic was a dominant

noise source for each of the survey sites. Results front this study are given in Table 4-5.

Using tbe data contained in Table 4-5, a Peq for existing traffic conditions of 34.6
million is calculated, as shown in Table 4-6. The Peqs associated with the previously calcu-
lated reduutions in the average passby noise levels for urban street traffic presented in Tables
4-3 and 4-4 are predicted by shifting (reducing) the values of Ldn in Table 4-5 by the average
passby noise reduction of interest and performing computations shuilar to those shown in

Talple 4-6. lit following this procedure for estimating Peq, it is ;,ssumed that

• Reductions in the average passby noise level h'_urban street traffic will produce
equal reductions in file Ldn for the outdoor noise.

• Tbe population in urban ureas will remain constant.

The projected values of Pecl for urban street traffic noise are presented in Tables 4-7
and 4-8 for tire years 1978, 1982, 1984, 1986, 1991, and 2001, for each of the regtdatory
programs for new trucks given in Table 4-1. Tbe results, as del_ieted in Table 4-7, pertain to
the noise redC,ctions presented in Table 4-3, in which no noise treatment of new automobiles,
motorcycles, and buses are assumed. Likewise, the rest,Its in Table 4-8 pertain to tile noise

reductions presented in Table 4.4, in which tbe new truck regnlalioas are assumed to be
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'_lblc 4-5

Distribution of Urbaa Population at or Greater Tlum u Specified Ldn

Ldn Cumulative (in Millions of People) Ldo Cullltdalive (in Milliotls of People)

55 93.427 70 6.853

56 87.665 71 5.155

57 81.237 72 3.826

58 74.222 73 2.776

59 66.738 74 1.963

60 58.997 75 1.347

61 51.234 76 0.889

62 43.668 77 .559

63 36.542 78 .332

64 30.061 79 .187

65 24.320 80 .093

66 19.352 81 .039

67 15.200 82 .012

68 11.791 83 .002

69 9.046 84 .0

complimented by a 4 dBA reduction in passby noise levels from atttomobiles, motorcycles,
and buses.

Freeway Traffic Noise

The same methodology used to predict reductions in the average pussby noise in urban
street traffic noise is used to predict reductions in freeway traffic noise levels.
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Table 4.6

Calculation of Equivalent Number of People Impacted by Urban Street Traffic Noise

PopulationExposed
Population Exposedto Levels Fractional Impact iEquivalent Numberof

to

Laat orlligher Between Lldnand L[I_I to Mid.Level Peopl0 Impacted

Lldn p/ _ el F 1 FIiPII'mlllions) Pi - Pc - Pc
55 93.4 34,4 O,125 4.3
60 59.0 34.7 0.375 13,0
65 24.3 17,S 0.625 10.9
70 6.8 5,5 0.875 4.9
75 1.3 1,2 1.125 1.4
80 0,l O.I 1.375 0.l

-(Peq = 34.6 million

Vehicle noise levels in freeway traffic

The following types of noise sources are included in the freeway traffic noise prediction
model:

• Noise - treated and untreated automobiles,

• Unregulated medium and heavy trucks.

• Medium and heavy tracks regulated by the Interstate Motor Carrier regulations.

e Medium and heavy trucks regulated at not-to-exceed levels of 83, 80, 78, or 75
dBA as measured in accordance with SAE J366b test procedure.

The assumed median noise levels, standard deviations, and average passby noise levels

[ for each type of noisesource are given in Table 4-9. The average passby noise levels are
computed using Equation 4-4,

Median Noise Levels for Trucks

For purposes of predicting freeway traffic noise, medium and heavy trucks are grouped
together. The median level for medium and heavy truck passbys is approximately 85.5 dBA
when the average speed is 57 mph [6]. The Interstate Motor Carrier regulations are assumed
to lower the median passby level for existing trucks by 1.0 dBA, The median levels for

trucks subjeat to new truck regulations are computed by adding tire noise levels at 55 mph to
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'Fable 4-7

Equivalent Number of People hupacted (Peq)by Urban Street Traffic Noise -
Without Reductions in Noise from Automobiles, Motorcycles and Buses

Peq - Millions
Calendar Year

Regulatory Option 1978 1982 1984 1986 1991 2001

A 31.4 29.3 27.6 25.6 23.3 22.0
B 31.4 29.3 27.6 26.4 23.5 22.0
C 31.4 29.3 27.6 26.0 24.4 23.5

D 31.4 29.3 28.4 26.8 24.4 23.5
E 31.4 29.3 27.6 26.4 25.2 24.8
F 31.4 29.3 28.4 27 3 25.6 24.8
G 31.4 29.3 28.4 28.4 27.6 27.6
I-1 31.4 31.4 31.4 31.4 31,4 31,4
I 31.4 29.3 28.4 27,3 24,4 22.0
J 31.4 29.3 28.4 28.4 24.4 22.5
K 31.4 29.3 27.6 26.0 23.5 22.5
L 31.4 29.3 27.6 26.0 23.5 22.5
M 31.4 29.3 27.6 26.0 23.5 22.5
N 31.4 29.3 27.6 26.0 23.5 22.5

the median levels for engine-related noise from trucks cruising in urban street traffic. The
engine-related median noise level is assumed to be 6.5dBA below the regulatory level.

The 6.5 dBA factor includes 2.5 dBA for designing below tbe regulatory level, 3.0
dBA for differences in testing and typical enduing conditions, and 1.0 dBA for differences
in test and typical roadside sites. An 81-dBA median tire noise level is assumed [71, car-

responding to the peak level observed at 50 ft for a singleunit (two-axle) loaded trnek
with half-worn tires gassing by at 55 mph [ 101. No corrections for tile differences in test

and roadside sites are assumed for tire noise, since most of the tire noise is generated at
points near the road surface, so that tile noise suffers few reflections from the surface be-
tween the truck and observer.

Median Noise Levels for Automoblles

A median roadside noise level of 75 dBA is given in Table 4-9 for untreated auto-
mobiles in freeway traffic observed at 50 ft from the eenterline of the automobile passby.
This level is an average computed from tire following levels as reported in studies on
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Table 4-8

Equivalent Number of People Impacted (Peq) by Urban Street Traffic Noise -
With a 4 dBA Reduction in Noise from Automobiles, Motorcycles and Buses

Peq - Millions
Calendar Year

Regulatory Option 1978 1982 1984 1986 1991 200 I

A 29.7 24.0 19.7 15,4 12.0 9.9
B 29.7 24.0 19.7 17.0 12.3 9.9
C 29.7 24.0 19.7 16.3 13.4 12.0
D 29.7 24.0 21.0 17.5 13.6 12.0

E 29,7 24.0 19,7 17,0 15.0 14.1
F 29.7 24.0 21.0 17.9 15.2 14.1
G 29.7 24.0 21.0 19.4 18.7 18.4
H 29.7 27.3 24.4 23.3 23.3 23.3
1 29.7 24.0 21.0 17.9 13.6 10.2
J 29.7 24.0 21.0 19.4 13.4 I0,5

K 29.7 24.0 19.7 15.7 12.3 10.8
L 29.7 24.0 19.7 15.7 12.3 10,8
M 29.7 24.0 19.7 15.7 12.3 10.8
N 29.7 24.0 19.7 15.7 12.3 10.8

Table 4-9

Assumed Passby Noise Levels (dBA) for Vehicle in Freeway Traffic

Freeway - 55 mph
Type of Vehicle Lso o La

1. Medium and Heavy Trucks

(a) Unregulated 85.5 3.5 86.9
(b) Interstate Motor Carrier Regulations 84.5 3.0 85.5
(c) 83 dBA NewTruek Regulation 82.3 2.0 82.8
(d) 80 dBA New Truck Regulation 81.7 2.0 82.2
(e) 78 dBA NewTruek Regulation 81.5 2.0 82.0
(0 75 dBA NewTruck Regulation 81.2 2,0 81.7

2. Automobiles

(a) Untreated 75 3.5 76.4

(b) Treated 71 2.0 71,5
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automobile passby levels ia freeway traffic: 74.2 dBA [ I I], 78,9 dBA [ 12], 78,6 dBA [22],
73 dBA [13], 71.5 dBA [13r,and 72.6 dBA [I8]. Assoa|inglhat the median levellbr
treated aew atltolnobilcs will be at least as low ;Is tile lowest of the reported values, a
median I_:velof 71 dl:lA is used for treated aulolnobiles.

Standard Deviations

A St_lndard deviation of 3.5 dBA given in Table 4-9 for untreated vehicles in free-
way traffic is taken froln tbe saule study 118] that reported u staadard deviation for

passby anise of 3.7dBA for vehicles in urbml street truffle. For treated vcbiclos, a stml-
dar,.I deviation identical to those used for urbarl street noise is used for freeway noise leveis.

Reduction of average freeway traffic noise levels

Front tile traffic population percentage data for freeway traffic given in Appefidix B
and from the average passby noise levels given in Table 4-9. the average passby noise level

foI freeway traffic noise levels (La) are computed using Equation 4-5. Reduction of tile
average passby noise levels I't'Olllaverage passby noise levels Ibr existing freeway traffic art.
presented in Tables 4-10 and 4-11 lbr the years 1978, 1982, 1984, 1986, 1991, and 2001
for each of the regulatory programs given in Table 4-1. In Table 4-I0 it is assumed that
automobilss are not treated. Thus, Ilia new truck regulations are assumed to be comple-

mented only by tbe Interstate Motor Carrier regulations. In Table 4-1 I, it is assumed
that new truck and Ioterstale Motor Carrier regulations complemented by noise treatments
on new automobiles, which will reduce their passby noise levels by 4 dBA.

For purposes of predicting the impact of freeway traffic noise, tile total vehicle popu-
lation is assumed to rentain constant, This assumption is anticipated to have little effect on
tile predictions, since changes in the total vehicle populations should have an equal effect on
all of tile predictions sbown in Tables 4-10 and 4-11.

Redueflou In noise impact from freeway traffic

The equivalent number of people intpacted (Peq) by freeway traffic noise is computed
using Equation 4-8. The population exposed to different levels of freeway noise, expressed

in terms of Ldn, is estimated from predictions of noise levels as a function of distance and
population densities near freeways.
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_ble 4-10

Redtlction in Freeway Traffic Noise - Without Redactions in Noise _om Automobiles

Reduction in Average Noise - dBA st 50 Ft
Calendar Year

Regulato_ Optiou 1978 1982 1984 1986 1991 2001

A 0.7 1.2 1.5 1.7 2.0 2.1
B 0.7 1.2 1,5 1.7 2,0 2.1
C 0.7 1.2 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.0

D 0.7 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.9 2.0
E 0.7 1.2 1.5 1.7 18 1.9

F 0.7 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 1,9
G 0.7 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.7 1.8

H 0,7 0,7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
l 0.7 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.9 2,1
J 0,7 1,2 1.4 1.6 1.9 2.1
K 0.7 1.2 1.5 1.7 2.0 2.1
L 0.7 1.2 1.5 1.7 2.0 2,1
M 0.7 1.2 1.5 1.7 2.0 2,1
N 0.7 1,2 1.5 1.7 2.0 2.1

For existing freeway traffic, tile distances (in miles) from freeways at which different
noise levels occur are computed according to Equation 4-I0. Equation 4-10 was derived from
the data shown in Figure 4-2, which was derived from design data for freeways [28].

Lidn -- 30 - 30 log d i. (4-10)

Differences in tile distances (_di) for levels above Ldn -_ 5i dB and 5 dB apart are computed.

In computingnd i, ;t minimum distance of 70 ft (0.013 mi) is used, since it is assume,l that
there are no residents closer than 70 ft from freeways. Assuming that

I. There are 8000 miles of freeways in urban areas [231,

2. People are exposed on both sides of freeways,

3. Tbt_averag¢ population density in residential urban areas is 5000 pcople/mi 2
[24], and

4. One-half of urban areasare residential,
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Table 4-11

Reduction in Freeway Traffic Noise Witil a 4 ,.IliA P,edaction in Noise from Automobiles

Reduction in Average Noise - dBA at 50 Ft
Calendar Year

Regulatory Option 1978 1982 1984 [956 1991 2001

A 1.0 2.5 3.5 4,3 4.8 5,0
B 1,0 2.5 3.5 4.2 4.8 5,0
C 1.0 2.5 3.5 4.3 4,7 4,8
D 1.0 2.5 3.4 4.2 4,6 4,8
E 1.0 2,5 3.5 4.2 4.6 4.7
F 1.0 2.5 3.4 4.2 4.6 4.7
G 1,0 2,5 3.4 4.0 4.3 4.4
H 1.0 1.8 2.2 2.6 2.6 2.6
I 1.0 2.5 3.4 4.2 4,7 5.0
J 1.0 2.5 3.4 4.0 4.7 5.0
K 1,0 2.5 3.5 4.3 4.8 5.0
L 1.0 2.5 3.5 4.3 4.8 5.0
M 1.0 2.5 3.5 4.3 4.8 5.0
N 1.0 2.5 3.5 4.3 4.8 5.0

tile following equation is used to calculate tile number of people living within 5 dB sectors
above Ldn = 55 d13near I_'eeways:

Pi = Adi (8000) (2) (5000) (0,5), (4-11 )

whidl equals 40.0 (_,di) million people.

Using Equations 4-10 and 4- I 1 to calenlale Peq for existing freeway traffic results in a
value of 2.72 million, as shown in Table 4-12. Using data on the population exposed to different

levels of outdoor noise derived from measurements of outdoor noise taken near freeways [ 21 ]. a Peq
of 2.77 inillion was computed, which is In agreement with the value computed in Table 4-12.

Predictions of Peq associated with the freeway traffio noise reductions presented in
Tables 4-I0 and 4-11 are computed following the methodology just discussed, with tile fol-
lowing modification of Equation 4-10:

f

Liln- 8 = 30 - 30log di, (4-12)
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Figure 4-2, Noise Enviroomeltt Adjacent to Urban Freeway.

where 6 represents the reduction in the average passby noise levels in freeway traffic of interest

and di' is the distance fronl tbe freeway where the level L_ln - _5occurs. The predicted values

of Peq for freeway traffic are presented in Tables 4-13 and 4-14 lbr each of the regulatory

options for new trucks given i0 Table 4-1. The data included ill Table 4-13 are derived from

the noise reduction data in Table 4-10, in which it is assumed that autonmbiles are not treated.

Tile results presented in Table 4-14 are derived from tile noise reductions given in Table 4-I 1,

in which the new truck regulations are assnnlcd to be supported by noise treatment of new

automobiles.

Total noise impact from urban street and freeway traffic

Tile total noise impact in urban areas due to urban street and freeway traffic is de-

rived by adding the equivalent numbers of people impacted by urban street and by freeway

traffic noise. Combining the data contained in Tables 4-7 and 4-12 yields the total noise

impact shown in Tablo 4.15 for different regulatory programs on new trucks, when it is

assumed that the noise emissions of other types of vehicle are not reduced.
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Table 4-I 2

Calculation of Equivalent Number of People (Ill Millions)
Impacted by Freeway Noise

Populalion Exposed Io Levels

d '_ 30-_i -Lidn Between Lidnand Lid_lI Fractional Impact Equivalent Numberof
i 10 30 Adi' PI to Mid.Level People lmpacled

L_ln (miles)_ (millions)2 FI1 FlIPi

55 0,147 0.047 1.88 0.125 0.24
60 0,100 0.032 1.28 0.375 0.48
65 0,068 0.022 0.88 0.625 0.55
70 0.046 0,014 0,56 0.875 0.49
75 0.032 0.010 0.40 1.125 0.45
80 0.022 0.007 0,28 1.375 0.28
85 0.015 0.002 0.08 1.625 0.13
90 0.0_3 - -

Peq = 2.72

_$topdi'at 70 ft = 0.013 mL
2Po= Ad[(8000 mt of freeway)X 2 sidesX (5000 people/mia) X 0,5 =-40 X 106AdD

Table 4-13

Equivalent Number of People hnpacted (Peq) by Freeway
Traffic Noise - Without Reductions in Noist: from Automobiles

Peq - Millions
Calendar Year

Regulatory Option 1978 1982 1984 1986 1991 200 I

A 2.56 2.40 2.32 2.29 2.21 2.19

B 2.56 2,40 2.32 2.29 2.21 2.19
C 2.56 2.40 2.32 2.29 2.23 2,21
D 2,56 2.40 2.35 2.30 2.23 2.21
E 2.56 2.40 2.32 2.29 2.25 2.23"
F 2.56 2.40 2.35 2.30 2.25 2.23
G 2.56 2.40 ' 2.35 2.30 2.29 2.25

H 2.56 2.56 2.56 2.56 2,56 2.56
1 2.56 2.40 2.35 2.30 2.23 2.19
J 2,56 2.40 2,35 2.30 2.23 2,19
K 2.56 2.40 2.32 2.29 2.21 2.19
L 2,56 2.40 2.32 2.29 2,21 2.19
M 2,56 2,40 2,32 2.29 2,21 2.19
N 2,56 2.40 2,32 2.29 2.21 2,19
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Table 4-14

Equivalent Number of People hnpaeted (Peq) by Freeway
Traffic Noise ,- WIth a4 elBA RedLlction JONoise fronl Anlonlobi/es

Peq - Millions
Calendar Year

Regulatory Option 1978 1982 1984 1986 1991 2001

A 2.49 2.10 1.86 1.73 1.65 1.62
B 2.49 2.10 1.86 1.75 1.65 1.62
C 2.49 2, I 0 1,86 1,73 1,66 1.65
D 2.49 2,10 1.92 1.75 1.68 1.65
E 2.49 2.10 1.86 1.75 1.68 1.65
F 2.49 2.10 1.93 1.75 1.68 1.65
G 2.49 2,10 1.92 1,79 1.73 1.71
H 2,49 2.25 2.17 2,08 2.08 2,08
I 2.49 2.10 1.92 1.75 1.66 1.62
J 2.49 2,10 1.92 1.79 1.66 1.62
K 2.49 2.10 1.86 1.73 1,65 1.62
L 2.49 2.10 1.86 1.73 1.65 1.62
M 2.49 2.10 1.86 1.73 1.65 1.62
N 2.49 2.10 1.86 1.73 1.65 1.62

Assuming that file noise emissions from vehicles olber than inedium and heavy trucks

are reduced by 4 dBA, tile total noise bupact title to both urban street and freeway traffic is ob-
tained by summing tile data in Tables 4-8 and 4-14 to yield the results shown in Table 4-16.

The percent reductions in the Peq for existing urban traffic (37.3 milfion) in Tables 4-15 ;rod
4-16 are given in Tables 4-17 and 4-18, respectlv¢ly. For a graphic comparison, the results
in Tables 4.17 and 4-18 are plotted in Figures 4-3 and 4-44. For the calendar years 1984,
1986, 1991, and 2001, tile total population in urban areas exposed to different outdoor

traffic noise levels is given for each option in Figures 4-5 through 4-8.

Increasing the lead time by 2 years (regulatory option A to 8, or E to F) produces
losses in benefits of approximately 1 to 2 percent in 1991. Larger increases in lead times
(regulatory options A Io I) produce higher losses in benefits of 2.9 to 4.5 percent in 1991.
Dropping tile 75-dBA regulation (regulatory option A to El shows losses of 6.1 to 8.8 per-
cent in 1991. Relaxing tile 75-dBA regalatlon to 78 dBA (regulatory option A to C)

produces about half these losses (2.9 to 4.0 percent) in 1991. Tile relaxation of the 75-dBA
regulation to 78 dBA yields losses similar to tile losses associated with tile longer lead times
in option 1. Dropping the 80-dBA regulation (regulatory option E to 13)results in losses of
6.7 to 9.9 percent in 1991, which are slightly higher than the losses associated with dropping
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Table 4-15

Total Equivalent Number of People hnpaeted (Peq) by Urban Traffic Noise
(Urban Street or Freeway) - Withmtt Redttclions ill Noise l'roln Nulltrttck Vehicles

Pet] - Millions
Calendar Year

RegulatoryOption 1978 1982 1984 1986 1991 2001

A 34.0 31.7 29.9 27.9 25.5 24.2
B 34.0 31.7 29.9 28.7 25.7 24.2
C 34.0 31.7 29.9 28.3 26.6 25.7
D 34.0 31.7 30.8 29.1 26.6 25.7
E 34.0 31.7 29.9 28.7 27.4 27.0
F 34.0 31.7 30.8 29.6 27.8 27.0
G 34.0 31.7 30.8 30.7 29.9 29.8
H 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0
1 34.0 31.7 30.8 29.6 26.6 24.2
J 34.0 31.7 30.8 30.7 26.6 24.7
K 34.0 31.7 29.9 28.3 25.7 24.7
L 34.0 31.7 29.9 28.3 25.7 24.7

M 34.0 31.7 29.9 28.3 25.7 24.7
N 34.0 31.7 29.9 28.3 25.7 24.7

the 75-dBA regulation. Eliminating the 80-dBA regulation in regulatory option C to produce
option D results in small losses in benefits (O.O percent to 0.5 percent) in 1991. Total losses for
regulatory option D relative to option A are 2.9 to 4.5 percent in 1991. Eliminating the 80-
dBA regulation in regulatory option B to produce option J results in losses of 2.4 to 3.2
percent in 1991. These losses are larger than the losses associated with the elimination of the
80-dBA regulation from option C.

Because medium gasoline trucks are regulated at 75 dBA in 1983 in regulatory options
K, L, M and N and they comprise a majority of the medium and heavy truck population in
low speed traffic, the benefits for these options are nearly the same as the benefits for
option A. For example, losses in benefits of O.5 to 0.8 percent occur for option K, L, M
and Nin 1991.

ACTIVITY INTERFERENCE BY INDIVIDUAL (SINGLE-EVENT) TRUCK PASSBY NOISE

The activity interference produced by noise from single events depends upon the type
of activity in which the observer is engaged as well as the location of the observer. For
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Table 4-16

Total Equivalent Number of People Irupacled (Peq) by Urban Traffic Noise
(Urban Street or Freeway) - With a 4 d11A Reduction in Noise from Nontruck Vehicles

Peq - Millions
Calendar Year

Regulatory Option 1978 1982 1984 1986 1991 2001

A 32.2 26.1 21.6 17.1 13.6 11.5
B .32.2 26.1 21.6 18.8 13.9 11.5

C 32.2 26,1 21.6 18.0 15,1 13,6
D 32.2 26.1 22.9 19.3 15.3 13.6
E 32,2 26.1 21.6 18.8 16.7 15.7
F 32.2 26.1 22,9 19.7 16.9 15,7
G 32.2 26.1 22.9 21.2 20.4 20,1
H 32.2 29.5 26.6 25.4 25.4 25.4
I 32.2 26.1 22.9 19.7 15.3 11.8
J 32.2 26.1 22.9 21.2 15.1 12.1
K 32.2 26.1 21.6 17.4 13.9 12.2
L 32.2 26.1 21.6 17.4 13.9 12.4
M 32.2 26.1 21.6 17.4 13.9 12.2

N 32.2 26.1 21.6 17.4 13.9 12.4

purposes of tiffs analysis, interference with activities caused by single events is assumed to
occur when the noise level exceeds by 10 dBA tile maximum acceptable ambient noise level
for the specified activity 1,'31,.Acceptable ambient noise levels for different indoor and
outdooraetivitias have been identified 151,. Thus, to characterize the unacceptability of
sinl_le-tmek passbys, it is necessary to determine the minimum acceptable distance from
truck passbys to an observer at whidl tl|n truck noise levels are 10 dBA above the acceptable
ambient noise level for specified activities, for both unregulated and regulated trucks.

Activity Interference Levels

Three activities are considered in this analysis: normal conversation, thought process.
and sleeping. Acceptable ambient noise levels for these activities, both indoors and out-
doors, are shown in Table 4-19. For sctivities indoors, noise attenuation due to transmission

through exterior structures is considered for both opened and closed windows, With win-
dows closed, an attenuation of 25 dBA is assumed, and with windows open. an attenuation
of 15 dBA is assumed [5. 251,.
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Table 4-17

Percent Reduction in Total Equivalent Number of People Impacted by Urban Traffic Noise
(Urban Street or Freeway) - With a 4 dBA Reduction in Noise from Nontruck Vehicles

Calendar Year

Regulatory Option I 1978 1982 1984 1986 1991 2001

A I 8.8% 15.0% 19.8% 25.2% 31.6% 35.1%B 8.8 15.0 19.8 23.0 31,1 35, I
C 8,8 15.0 19.8 24.1 28.7 31.1
D 8.8 15.0 17.4 22.0 28.7 31.1

E 8.8 15.0 19.8 23.0 26.5 27.6
F 8.8 15.0 17.4 20,6 25.5 27.6
G 8.8 15.0 17.4 17,7 19.8 21.1
H 8.8 8.8 8.8 8.8 8.8 8.8

l 8,8 15.0 17.4 20.6 28.7 35,1
J 8.8 15.0 17.4 17.7 28.7 33.8

K 8.8 15.O 19.8 24,.I 31.1 33.8
L 8.8 15,0 19.8 24.1 31.1 33.8
M 8.8 15,0 19.8 24.1 31.1 33,8
N 8,8 15.O 19.8 24.1 31.1 33.8

Maxinmm Actlvitydnterferanee Distances

In this context, Maximum Activity-Interference Distance is the distance between a track
producing noise and an observer, when the truck passby produces a noise level at the observer
that is I 0 dBA in excess or the acceptable levels lbr various outdoor or indoor activities
specified in Reference 5. By assuming tllat the noise level from an individual truck decreases

6 dBA with each doubling of distance, the maximum activity-interference distance (dm)
is computed from the following ecluatian:

! 14- 2Olog-_-- = Ln + Na + 10dBA = Lc
(4-13)

where I4 is the truck passby noise level at 50 It, Ln is the acceptable noise level given in
Table 4-19, Na is the noise attenuation for indoor situations and Le is the activity-interfer-
ence level.

Activttyhnterference distances from truck passbys are determined only at low speeds
(urban street), Tile differances in the noise levels for unregulated and regulated trucks at
high spe0ds are small enougl| that little differences in aetivity4nterferenee distances are ex-

pected for trucks in freeway traffic,
÷
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Table 4-18

Percent Reduction in Total Equivalent Number of People Impacted by Urban Traffic
Noise (Urban Street or Freeway) -Wltb a 4 dBA Reduction in Noise From Nontruck Vehicles

Calendar Year

Regulatory Option 1978 1982 1984 1986 1991 2001

A 13,7% 30.0% 42.1% 54.2% 63.5% 69.2%
B 13,7 30.0 42,1 49.6 62.7 69.2
C 13,7 30.0 42.1 51.7 59.5 63.5
D 13.7 30.0 38.6 48.2 59.0 63,5

E 13.7 30.0 42.1 49.6 55.2 57.9
F 13,7 30.0 38.6 47.2 54.7 57.9
G 13.7 30.0 38.6 43,2 45.3 46.1
H 13.7 20.9 28.7 31,9 31.9 31.9
I 13.7 30.0 38.6 47.2 59.0 68.4
J 13.7 30.0 38.6 43.2 59.5 67.6

K 13,7 30.0 42.1 53.4 62.7 67,3
L 13.7 30.0 42.1 53.4 62.7 66.8
M 13.7 30.0 42.1 53.4 62.7 67.3

N 13.7 30.0 42.1 53.4 62.7 66.8

Table 4-20 shows tile median passby noise levels for low speed trucks. For existing
trucks and trucks subject to the Interstate Motor Carrier regulations, the median levels

given in Table 4-2 are weighted according to the truck population of 1 percent heavy and 6
percent medium trucks. For trucks subject to not-to-exceed new truck regulatory levels of
83, 80, 78, and 75 dBA, the median passby levels for accelerating trucks are used in coru-

puting tile levels given iu Table 4-20. That is, the eugine-related noise levels are assumed to
be 4,5 dBA below the regulatory levels. The 4.5 dBA difference includes 2.5 dBA for design-
ing below regulatory levels, 1.0 dBA for differences in test and typical acceleration conditions
and 1.0 dBA for differences in test and typical roadside sites. Tbe median truck passby
levels shown in Table 4-20 are derived by adding a 66-dBA tire noise level to tile engine-re-
lated noise. Tile level used for the 83-dBA trucks is tbe weighted average of the levels de-

rived for accelerating heavy and medium trucks. Predictions of tile 10, 1, and O. 1 percen-
tiles for truck passby levels are computed from the median levels by assuming that the
levels have a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 1.5 dBA. A standard devia-
tion of 1.5 dBA for accelerating trucks is selected so that the difference in tile median road-

side level and regulatory level is equal to three standard deviations,

Using the passby truck noise levels contained in Table 4-20 and the acceptable activity-
iuterferance levels contained in Table 4-19. the inaximum activity-interference distances for
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the eight situations arecomputed using Equation 4-12. Figures4-9 through 4-14 present
the largestdistances over which disruption of activities occurs. Becausehomes areassumed
to be situatedat least 70 ft from the centerlineof the truck passby, datadepicted in
Figures 4-Pthrough 4-14 arc truncated at 70 ft.

Observationof the results in Figures4-9 through4-14 indicates that the distances
m'quisit¢to preclude activity-interferenceshould be reducedalmost in half by tile
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Interstate Motor Carder Re/_'ulations. Tize cilanges in the distances with reduefiot]s in the

new truck regulatory levels diminish for levels 80 dBA and below, Results for trucks at

high speed and cruising trucks at low speeds will show smaller differences in the maximum

distaRceS for new trucks regulated at levels below 83 dBA.

• r
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IN-CAll NOISE

Reductions in exterior truck noise are expected to produce reductions in the noise
inside the truck cab. These expected reductions in in-cab noise should reduce the threat
to operator hearing damage and should decrease disruption of

• Speech communication

• Reception of warning signals
• Listening to music or a radio.
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In addition, reductions in the noise in the cabs of new trucks will decrease t118effort

_quired to comply with Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety nolsc exposure regulations,

ExistingIn-CobNoiseLeveLs

Tileequivalentnoise16velsestimatedusingmeasureddatatakenneartheoperator's
fightearin thre6heavydieseltruckswiththewindowsclosedundernormalop6rating
conditions[9] are84, 88, and86dBAoverperiodsof about9, 7, and 11hours,respectively,
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in-cab noise levels for gasoline trucks are expected to be tower by approximutely 5 dBA

or more. These data indicate that levels inside most medium and heavy trucks wil] probably

be l'dgher than the level or Lcq(8 ) = 75 dBA identifiied by EPA as requisite to protect hearing [3 ].

In.Cab Noise for Quieted Trucks

With the following relations, it would bc possible to estimate the average interior noise

levels un0er normal operating conditions for quieted trucks with known SAE J366b exterior

noise levels.

-=
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• Relation between exterior noise levelsmeasured in accordance with tbe SAE
J366b test procedure and interior noise levels observed during tests.

¢ Relation between interior noise levels observed under SAE J366b test conditions
and levelsunder normal operating conditions.

SAEJ366b exteriorand interior levels

Data taken concerningexterior andinterior noise levels for heavytrucksoperated in
accordancewith the SAE J366b testprocedure are plotted in Figure4-15. Mostofthe data
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Table 4-19

Noise Levels from lmlividtml Trt_ck P_]asbysThat Interfere With Activities

IndividualTruck I'assby
AcceplableOuldoor Noise Noise LevelsThat

AmbientNoise Reduction Annoyance Interfere WilhActivities
SJluation Level(La) (Na) Criteria a150 Ft (Lc)

N0rlnalcotwcrsation
Indexers- windows closed 60 dBA 25 dBA 10dBA 95 dBA

Normal conversation
Indoors - windows open 60dBA 15 dBA 10dgA 85 dgA

Thought process
Indoors - windows closed 45 dBA 25 dgA 10dgA 80dBA

Thought process
Indoors - windowsopen 45 dBA 15dBA I0 dBA 70dIIA

Sleeping
Indoors - windows closed 40 dBA 25 dBA 10dBA 75 dBA

Sleeping
Indoors - windows open 40 dllA 15dgA I0 dBA 65 dBA

Normal conversation
Outdoors 60dBA 0 dBA 10dBA 70 dBA

Thought process
Outdoors 51 dBA 0 dBA 10dBA 61dBA

Table 4-20

Percentile Noise Levels for Individual Truck Passbys

PercentilePassb ' Noise Levels
Truck Type Lso Lie LI Led a

Existingtrucks 83.5dBA 88.2dBA 91.8 dBA 94.9 dBA 3.7 dllA
Interstatemotor carrier trucks 78.2dBA 82.0dflA 84.9 dBA 87,5 dBA 3.0 dllA
83 dllA regulaled trucks 77.2 dBA 79.1dBA 80.5 dBA 81.8 dllA 1,5dl3A
80dgA regulatedtrucks 76.0 dBA 77.9.dBA 79.3 dBA 80,6 dBA 1.5 dBA
78dBAregulatedtrucks 74,2 dBA 76.1 dBA 77.5 dBA 78,8 dBA 1.5 dBA
75dBA regulated tracks 71.8 dBA 73.7 dBA 75.1 dBA 76.4 dBA 1.5 dBA

in Figure 4-15 are for existing unquieted trucks [91 and show little correlation bet weez't ex-

terior and interior levels. Only three of the date points in F!gure 4-15 are for quieted trucks.
Tile reduction in the exterior noise levels for the Frelghtliner DOT Quiet Truck from 88 to
75 dBA was aeeompaiaied by a reduction in the interior noise level from 93 to 74 dBA [261.
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Figure 4-15. Exterior and Interior Noise Levels Observed Under
SAE J366b Test Conditions

On the White Motors DOT Quiet Truck, the reduction in exterior noise from 84 to 79 dBA
produced a reduction in interior noise from 92 to 78 dBA [271. However, a further
reduction in exterior noise from 79 to 76 dBA resulted in an increase in the interior noise

level from 78 to 90 dBA t27]. Therefore, data from the DOT Quiet Truck Program does
not show a good correlation between exterior and interior noise levels.

Interior SAE J366b levels and levels for nomtal operating conditions

On tile average, the interior leveis under SAE J366b test conditions were found to be

approximately 1dBA higher than the interior levels observed with the engine at maximum
speed (high idle) and the track stationary [9]. On three heavy diesel trucks, the interior

level at high idle was approximately 4 dBA higher than the average level observed under
normal operating conditions [91. These limited amounts ofdata indicate that the interior

level under SAE J366b test conditions is approximately 5 dBA higher than the average
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in-cab noise level under normal operating conditions. Applying this 5-dBA factor to tile threc
interior noise levels given in Figure 4-15 for the quieted trucks shows that in two cases tile

average interior levels under typical operating conditions would probably be less tban 75
dBA.

In-Cab Noise Levels for Regulated Tracks

Tile paucity of data from which rel;ttions between exterior and interior noise levels

can be drawn prevents reliable estimates of the in-cab noise levels for medium and heavy
trucks complying witb tbe EPA regulations. However, the data indicates that some redne-
tions will result frmn decreases in exterior noise.
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Section S

TECHNOLOGY

COMPONENT NOISE CONTROL

Tile most sigui_cant of tile truck components contributing to total truck noise levels
at low speedsare the engine, fan, Intake, nnd exhaust. "tile relative importance of each of
these sources varies according to the truck model and type of truck operation. This section
describes noise abatement technlquos for reducing tile component source levels.

EnRJn0

Internal combnstJon en_nes convert tile eboulical energy of fuel to mechanical energy
through the controlled combustion of fuels in a cylinder, Tbe motion of engine components
and the sudden increase in cylinder pressure occurring during combustion excites the engine
structure, causing vibration of the external surfaces and attendant sound radiation. The
magnitude of the radiated noise depends more on engine type and design t/tan on engine
sizeor power [ I 11.

Gasoline-fueledenginestendtobe quieterthandiosel-fileledengines,The reasonisthat

In present production diesel engines, the combustion forces arc greater especially in the mid
to _gfi frequencies w/lore resonant structural modes are present in the engine.

Possible noise control treatments include modifications to the engine and modifica-

tions to control the path of engine stmcturnl noise radiating to the exterior. The choice of
methods depends on the degree of noise reduction required, cost, lead time, and any associ-
ated penalties in performance.

Reduction of combustion-related noise is particularly desirable for diesel engines,
However, reducing this nois_ by reducing combustion power would also entail a reduction in

engine output power. An alternative approach is to smooth out the rapid rise in pressure

[1]. One methpdis to control lira fuel delivery rate, but with present production toler-
ances in the injection system this would be difficult, Anoti_er method is to use a turbo-

charger on 4.stroke diesel engines. Turbocharging increases peak cylinder pressures while
decreasing tile rate ofpressure rise. Still another technique is to redesign the combustion
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chamberandinjeetorspray pattern [2I. At present, all these solutions are being tested by
the major engine manufacturers. One major inanufacturar is phasing out of production all
naturally aspirated engines and replacing them with turboeharged models.

Control of machinery-related forces (e,g.,oscillating pistons slapping tile cylinder
walls [3]) in present engines is aimed primurily at changingor reducing the structural
responseof the engine. Investigatorsare experinmntingwith better ways to support tile
piston in the cylinderend are trying to obtain better bzlallce :_ndcloser tolerances in pro-
duction engines. This technique (ill combination with turbocharging)wasused by one
manufacturerto reduce the overallnoise of a diesel-powered tnJek to 75 dBA,

/:
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Several engine manufacturers are presently marketing engine quieting kits that at-

tenuate engine structural noise by altering its transmission path. Depending on the particn-
lar quiefiug kit and truck configuration, englne'noise reduction rauges from 0 to 4 dBA,
with most kits providing about a 2 to 3 dBA reduction, Tile kits generally consist of covers
for the sides of the engiue block and oil pan,vibration isolation of the valve covers or air-

intake manifolds und crossovers, and possibly, damping treatment on sheet metal covers [4].
Thleu [ 5] reports that a close-fitting enclosure extending over the entire engine structure
provided about 15 to 20 dBA reduction in engine noise, Discussions with one major engine
nnnul faeturer indicated that such enclosures could reduce the overall truck noise by I 0 to 15
dBA. However, the engine mautlfacturers also indicated that these enclosures arc not
presently acceptable for production utilization becanse problenrs with cooling and service

access Ilave yet to be resolved,

To obtain the lowest possible overall truck noise level, most engine mannfacttlrers
appear to prefer an enclosure bnilt into the truck cab rather than fitted onto the engine.
Under DOT contracts, three truck manufacturers (hlteraational llarvester, White and
Freigi|tliner) have investigated enclosure designs for cab-over engine trucks. Tile enclosures
involved a tunnel configuration with the cooling fan at the enclosure entrance, Air flows
through the enclosure and around the enginE, exiting Ihrougll openings in the rear of the

enclosure. The partial engine enclosure reduced engine noise on the Freightliner truck by
10.5 dBA [8]. On the lntemafional Harvester truck, the partial enclosure reduced engine
noise by 7 dBA. The difference between the reductions for the enclosures used on the Freight-
liner and International Hawester trucks may be partly attributed to the use of thicker layers
of absorption material on the Freightliner enclosure. The use of a partial enclosure allowed
nn overall noise reduction for the White Motors truck of over 10 dBA [6].

I_an

Truck cooling fans have been designed witb primary emphasis on purchase price

_ther than on aerodynamic efficiency or noise _lbatement. Accordingly, most fans have
been made of stamped sheet metal blades riveted to a hub that is turned by means of a belt
_nd pulley arrangement connected to tile engine. The fans tend to be small and operate at
high speeds leading to high noise levels, since fan noise generation is proportional to fan
speed. Tile fire cross-section is not aerodynamically shaped, and the blade pitch angle

often does not vary with radius _s it should if it is to properly develop uniform flow through
all portions of tile radiator, In order to minimize tractor length, it appears that manul'ac-

lurers tend to squeeze the fan between the engine and radiator. Under favorable conditions,
the fan wonld move air axially; in the usually cramped engine compartment, the flow is
mostly radial, with a nommiform velocity distribatlm|,
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Noisedata for various truck tans are shown in Figure 5-2 asa function of engine fly-

wheel horsepower. The brackets on the five points in tho 3(]0 to 400 hp region designate
limits of uncertainty resu]ling fronl O.S dBA levels of uncertainty in the n|easuremeots used
to estimate the fan noise levels. Fan noise on gasoline-powered trucks tends to be nearly

equal to levelson diesel-powered trucks becausefire greater heat rejection of the cornbustioo
processin gasoline enginesis compensated for by higher surfacearea-to vohnne ratios,
Neither c'db type oor engine power appear to have a significant effect of diesel-powered
truck fan noise.

The control of fan noise must be viewed io terms of total cooling system design.
Some ooise reduction can be achieved by modifying the radiator, radiator shutters, fan
shrottd, and fan. Radiator design is closely related to fan perfornmnce and noise. Radiators

designed with low airflow requireorents allow the use of slower turning and, thus, quieter
faos. The amount of noise reduction achievable through modifications to the radiator de-

pends on the initial design, but even well-designed cooling systems can often be qnieted by
2 to 3 dBA through modifications to radiator design [7].

Thermostatically controlled shutters are used on many trucks to regulate air flow
through the radiator, The primary purpose of the shutters is to prevent cold water from

overcooling the engine. Shutters significantly influence fan noise. When the sllutters are
closed and air flow to the fan is substantially reduced, tho fan blades stall and generate more
noise.

Shrader and Page [7] report a 5 dBA increase in fan noise as a result of closed shutters.
One mamlfaeturer reported approximately a 2 to 3 dBA increase in total truck noise when
shutters were closed. Several manufacturers feel that shutters could be replaced by tlrermo-

stats and bypass tubing.

The fan shroud, which ducts air from the radiator to the fan, is important in maximiz-
ing fan effectiveness and preventing reeireulation of hot _tirback tb_uugh the radiator.
Shrouds that do not channel this air smoothly into the fan can lead to stalled blade tips
with an attandant increase in noise, Shrader and Page [7] claim that improved shroud

designs can produce a 3 to 5 dBA reduction in fan noise levels.

The fan itself can often be changed to reduce noise. One of the most effective changes
is to increase fan diameter and decrease fan speed, A 2- to 3-inch increase in fire diameter

typically allows a 3 to 5 dBA reduction in noise for a constant volume flow rate. The
extent that the fan diameter may be increased is limited by the configuration of the radiator
and essential structural members of the truck.
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Tile Cab OverEngine (COE) tractor is particularlysuitable for a large, slow fan. Be-
cause of the large, blunt front on the COE, the forward motion of tbe truck tends to develop
a high pressure rise in front of the radiator that supplements the flow created by tile fan.
With this type of c0band a largeradiator with a frontal area of 2,000 square inches,
Fralghtliner was able to usea31-inch fan toredueetbe fan noiselevelby 14dBA [81.
The fan (thermostatically controlled) operates for about I percent of tile time. For the re-
roainder of the time, the forward motion of the truck is able to force sufficient cooling air
through the radiator. On the WhiteMotors truck, fan noise was reduced by 6 to 8 dBA by
replacing the original 28-inch fan with a 30-incb fan ofbetter design [6]. International
Harvester reported changes in a noise level of 3 dBA by using fansof the same sizebut of

different design t,71.
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Tile data in Figure 5.2 indicates that nlany fans generate less than 80 dBA.
Those that are noisier can be replaced by a slightly different fan model and fan/engine speed
ratio. Reduction of fan noise of 74 dBA should be possible with tile use of better radiator,
fan, and shroud designs without increasing fan or radiator size, Levels cart be redu cod to 64

dBA with larger radiator cores, larger and slower fans, careful design of fan shrouds, and a
thermostatically controlled fan clutch that is phased with a shutter thermostat to prevent
fan operation wlfilo the shutters are closed.

The Department of Transportation (DOT), daring its Quiet Truck Program, has inves-
tigated nrany cases ofthermostatieally controlled radiator fall clutch systems. These systems

require the fan to operate only when the extra cooling is needed; the fan does not operate
when sufficient ram-air is provided by the forward motion of the truck, or if the truck engine

is no( heavily loaded.

Data shown in Appendix I demonstrates the time that the fnn actually does operate.
It shows that, for the on-off units, the annual average total fan-on time is less than 3 per-
cent, For both types ofelutches the annual average signif'tcant time on (from a noise point
of view) is below 1 percent.

Intake

Air intake systems supply truck engines with the continuous flow of clear air needed
for fuel combustion. These systems can range in size and complexity from a simple air i
filter mounted on top era carburetor to an external air filter with ducts leading to the
engine and a cab mounted snorkel unit. Noise is generated by an unsteady flow of air into
engine cylinders. Supercharged engines with Rootes blowers also exldbit tones associated
with tke lobe-passage frequency of the blowers. Turbochargers tend to smooth flow ir-
regularities associated with cylinder charging.

The majority of airJntake systems have noise levels less than 72 dBA with a few as
low as 57 dBA [9]. It isexpected that few trucks will require air intake system treat-

ment to comply with not-to-exceed regulatory levels of 83 or 80 dBA, To comply
with a 78 or 75 dBA regulatory level, it may be necessary to add art air intake silencer. A
6 dfiA reduction in air intake noise was reported by International Harvester for an air intake
silencer [ 10].
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Exhaust

Exhaust ontlet noise emanates frmn tile exhaust system terminus and is generated by
the pressure pulses ofexlraust gases from the engine. Shell-related exhaust noise consists
of radiation from the external surfaces of the pipes and nm fflers of the exhaust systen_, It
is generated by two mechanisms, tile transmission and subsequent radiation of engine vibra-
tion to the exhaust system and tile transmission of internal sound Io tile exterior of the pipe.

Hunt et al, [141 found that file source levels of unmuffled outlet uoise for diesel engiues
can range from 82 to 105 dBA at 50 feet, with the levels from 2-stroke diesel ellgines about
10 d BA higher than the levels for 4-stroke diesel engines. The exhaust noise levels for
present exhaust systems given in Table 5-I art: derived fronl data presented by Ihmt et al.

Table 5-1

Exhaust Noise Levels for Present Exbaast Systems

Diesel Engine Average Level Lowest Level

Naturally aspirated, 4..stroke 79,4 dBA 71 dBA
Turbocharged, 4.-stroke 80,2 dBA 70 dBA

Naturallyaspirated,2-stroke 84.0 dBA 77 dBA
Turboeharged, 2-stroke 82,5 dBA 76 dBA

[ 13] and Donnelly et al. [9]. For 4-stroke diesel engines, exhaust systems are available
which reduce exhaust noise to below 73 dBA, The exhaust systems with tile lowest noise
levels ire not always the most costly [ 14.!. For 2-stroke diesel engines, the present exhaust
systezn noise levels are 2 to 5 dBA higher oll the average than for 4-stroke diesel engines, All
of the levels reported by Hunt and Donnelly for 2-stroke diesel engines are above 75 dBA.

Since exhaust gases pass through turbochargers, some additional attenuation of exhaust

noise is expected. Attenuation on the order of 5 to 10 dBA have been reported, Tile data
in Table 5-1 indicate that present exhaust systems on 4-stroke diesel engines do not take ad-

vantage of the additional attenuation provided by turboehargers.

Almost all of the noise control efforts in the trucking industry Irave centered on the
diesel truck. Consequently, little information is available on exliaust source levels for
gasoline trucks. Muffled exlraust noise levels of about 80 dBA lrave been measared on present
gasoline tmeks, This is similar to tile present muffled levels for 4-stroke diesel engines (See

Table 5-1), It is expected that the exhaust treatments required to bring gasoline trucks into
compliance with noise emissions regulations will be similar to treatments required for the
4-.stroke diesel engines,
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Noise control techniques for exhaust noise consist or muffling exhaust outlet noise,
sealblg e×haust leaks, and using double-wall corlstmcfion on pipes and mklfflers to reduce
exhaust shell noise. Exhaust systems with high backpressnre will increase file work tile

engine nlast expel_d for pushing exhaust gases out of tile exhaust port resulting in the de-
gradation of ovcnlll cng[rle perfornlanee. A comparison of the baukpressare developed by
several nnffller systems shows that some quiet systems have the same ba(:kprcssure as noisier
ones. Tilere are systems available, therefore, that Ilave low nmffied exhaust noise levels that
do nol degradeengiue prufornlanee.

hltheDOT QuietTruck Program, severalexhaustsystetnnoisetreahnentsprovedef-

fectiveinrcduclngexhaustoutletand sbellnoise.The useofstacksilencersand larger

mofflersreducedtheexhaustoutletoiltileFreightlincrDOT QuietTruckfront8"2.dBA to

70 dBA 112].Sealingexhaustleaksreducedexhaustshellnoisefrom 75dBA to7]dBA

[8]. Tbc inanifold nlal'fler usedbad an insertion Jossof approxhnatcly 7 dBA.

Tile use of larger wrapped muffiers on lbe Intemafional Harvester DOT Quiet Truck
reduced the exhaust noise I¥om 83 dl3A to 72.5 dBA f 101. Tile International Harvester truck

was the only truck in tile DOT Quiet Truck Program to have a 2-stroke diesel engine pro-
ducing, iri general, more exhaust noise than the 4-stroke diesel cnglnes. Most of tile exhaust
noise from tile quieted exhaust system on the International Harvester track was tile exhaust
shell noise which was not reduced below 72 dlJA, Tile use of double wall piping (where the
two walls were in contact with each otller) was found to be ineffective by International Harveste

in reducing shell noise. Isolating the walls from each other would .probably improve the re-
duction of pipe shell noise,

On tile Wbite Motors DOT Quiet Truck, tile exhaust noise was reduced from 76 dBA
to 67 dBA with a larger muffler f61, Stack silencers and exhaust resonators were found to
be ineffective on th,_ White Motors truck.

TOTAL TRUCK NOISE CONTROL

Tile component noise control measures described may be combined in a variety of
ways to meel specified limits for overall truck noise. Ill general, tile noise control strategy
is determined by tile source level of the noisiest and most difficult.to-control component,
usually the engine. Gasoline and diesel trucks are discussed separately because of the dif-
ference in their engine source levels.

Tile eonlbinations of source levels suggested for achieving specified overall truck levels
are intended to be representative of practical examples, In some cases, a manufacturer may

prefer to have one source level higher and another lower than suggested, As required in tile
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new tnlck noise emission regnlatlons,in order thai the noise emission levels from most trucks
era single configuration are below the regulatory level, component levels arc selected so
that file median ovcralr trtrck noise level will. be ut least 2 to 3 dBA below tim regalntory
level,

83 (IliA Regnlatory Level

Present production medium and heavy diesel trucks display the lbllowing ranges of
|neasnred source, levels (in dBA) nuder prescribed test conditions:

Engine Fan Exhaust

75-85 75-85 75-85

All nlalrufaeturcrs are currently able to reach an 86 dBA overall level with off-the-
shdfhardware with apparer_tt concentration on quieting the noisiest production trucks
fir,st. Thus, trucks having et_gines with source levels of S0 to 85 dBA have quieter fans and
exhaust systems than trncks with qnieter engines,

The sanrce levels n|easured in gasoline lrncks are (in dBA)

Englnt_ Fan Exhaust

75-77 8O-85 80

Table 5-2 sbows one combination orsource levels that will yield a production line truck

Table 5-2

Component Source Levels for an 83 dBA Regulatory Level

Component Noise Level, dBA

Engine 77
Fan 73
Exhaust 73

Air intake 72
All others 70

Total 80.6

that generates an overall noise level of less than 80.6 dBA. The nse of better-designed, slower
turning fans with shrouds, tile best nmfl]ars presently being prodnced, and available tmgine
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quieting kits should be sufficiant to bring all but the noisiest diesel trucks into compliance with
tha 83 dBA regulatory level. For the noisiest of tile presently available diesel engines, noise side-
shields may be required.

For gasoline tracks, modifications to Ihe cooling fall and use of better available mufflers

should be sufficient for compliance to a 83 dBA regulation. No engine treatment is needed.

80 dBA Regulatory Level

Componant source levels which will bring trucks into compliance with the 80 dBA regulatory
level are sht)wn in Table 5-3. In most diesel trucks, the required noise treatment of the cooling systemi
will include larger slower-turning fans, fan shrouds and thermostatically controlled fan clutches. On

i most diesel trucks advanced exhaust mufflers will be needed that are similar to those demonstrated

in the DOT Quiet Truck Prognnn but not presently being inass-prodaecd. Engine noise side shields
and an underpan should be adequate to redace the noise from most presently available diesel
engines to 74 dBA. Tile noisiest of the presently available diesel engines may require partial engine
enclosures. However, tbe lead time for the 80 dBA regnlation should be adequate to allow engines

Table 5-3

Component Source Levels for an 80 dBA Regtdatory Level

Component Noise Level, dBA

Engine 74
Fan 70
Exhaust 69
Airintake 69
All others 70

Total 77.5

to be quieted so that tile partial enclosures will be elimb|atcd. Side shields should be adequate
to allow gasoline trucks to comply with tile 80 dBA regulatory level.

Additional cooling system treatment of the fan, fan thrund and/or radiator can be used to

reduee fan noise from 73 to 70 dBA for the 80 dBA regulatory level. To reduce exhaust noise to
69 dBA, longer, more advanced mufflers should be sufficient.
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78 dBA Regulatory Level

In Table 5-4, the component levels suggested for a 78 dBA regulation are given. Addi-
tional engine noise treatment, Sllch as larger side shields and nnd_Irpans, call be u_d to reduce

: engine noise an additional 2 dBA from Ihe engifle noise design level used for the 80 dBA
regulatory level

Larger fans and radiators with engine-mounted shrouding shotdd be sufficient to reach

cooling system noise levels of 64 dBA or below. The same exhaust system treatments dis-
cussed •under tile 80 dBA regulatory level apply hera. Air intake silencers can be employed
to reduce air intake noise to 65 dBA or below.

75 dBA Regulatory Level

Table 5-4 shows a combination of component levels that will produce a truck which
complies with a regulatory level of 75 dBA.

Table 5-4

Component Source Levels ibr a 78 dBA
Regulatory Level

Component Noise Level, dBA

Engine 71
Fan 64
Exhaust 69

Air Intake 65
All Others 70

Total 75.6

Additional engine noise treatment is necessary to reduce the engine noise level given in
Table 5-4 for a 78 dBA regulatory level to the level given in Table 5-5 for a 75 dBA regulatory
level. Most existing diesel engines will require engine enclosures and special engine mounts to
achieve engine noise levels of 68 dBA. The noisiest of the existing diesel engines will need
quiet kits in addition to engine enclosures, IIowever, modifications to diesel engines is expec-
ted to lower engine noise enough that the use of both enclosures and quiet kits will not be

necessary for a 75 dBA regulation. For gasoline trncks, side shields and an tmderpan should
be sufficient to reduce engine noise to 68 dBA or below.
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F.xbaust systeln treatnlenls necessary to reach levels t_f 65 dBA or below Ibr most
trucks inehldc nlanifold mufllers, advanced mufflers, omBlerjackets and double-wall

exhaust i_iping.

Silencers ell the air intake should be adequate to reduce the air intake noise on diesel
trucks to low enough levels so tile truck can comply with tile 75 dBA regulatory level. All
sources other than the engine, fan, and exhaust will be 65 dBA or below with transmission

noise treated by tile engine enclosure. "]'irenoise should be below 65 dBA under test condi-
tions and the noise from the rear axle below 60 dBA on most trucks.

Table 5-5

Component Source Levels for a 75 dBA Regulatory Level

Component Noise Level,dBA

Engine 68
Fall 64
Exhaust 65
Air intake 65
All others 65

Total 72.6

BEST AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY

The Noise Control Act requires that in setting noise emission standards for products
distributed in commerce, tbe administrator take into account the level achievable through

application of tile "best available teabnology." The term "best available technology" is

not defined. Based upon caselaw precedent reJating to identical or similar language under
other statutes, EPA believes that ibis term, as applied to tbe mass production of quiet

products, refers to levels whicb can be achieved by application of conventional techniques
and materials. Further, these levels need not be levels routinely achieved by products already
on tile nmrket. At tile same time, they cannot be levels EPA has arrived at by crystal ball

inquiry.

Accordingly, as applied to new medium and heavy trucks, EPA believes that the level
achievable througil application of the best available technology is the level which it can be
reliably predicted, through tile exercise of sound engineering analysis, that assembly line
trucks of all classes subject to the standard will be able to meet by the effective date,
through appBeation of currently known noise attentmtion techniques and materials.
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O11this basis EPA has determined that, given a lead time of 8 years, the not-to-exceed
regulatory level achievable by applicatiml of the best available technology is 75 dBA. Tht:
sources of truck noise have been isolated, and Inlve been found to be reducible in eveu tile

noisiest trucks to levels which, when combined, will result in a Irnck which produces 72.9 dBA.
The techniques used for reducing to these levels are commonly known, and :Ire applicable Io
all classes of nmdiant and heavy trucks. Furlbernlore, tile noise reduction applieatious can be

readily integrated into the assembly line process, Finally, tile 2,1 dBA margin beyond the 75
dBA regulatory level is sufflclant to account for the design tolerance necessary in translating
to a popalatima of muss-produced trucks.

The achievability of the 75 dBA regulatory level has bean demonstrated by the DOT
quiet truck program, where one manufacturer suecessliJlly built a 72 dBA truck which has
been operating in regular line-haul service for over one year. This truck applies the conven-
tional quieting techniques discussed by EPA in developing these standards, the same hinds of
applications which EPA has said are transferable to the general truck population. Moreover,
this experience bus shown that a previously noisy truck can be quieted without impairing
its performance capabilities or its utility to the user.

Engineering Information

The design of quiet trucks involves the application of established acoustical principles.
The body of tbis type of information is large and, since truck quieting is relatively uew,
enough time has not yet elapsed for this reservoir of knowledge to be properly tapped, Tile

future should bring additional quieting techniques not presently available. It is necessary,
however, to confine tile discussion to methods utilized today. Over the years information
bas been collected on mufflers, fans, and transmission of sound througb barriers, which can

be applied to the truck noise rednerion problem, The most recent and directly applicable
data was obtained in tile DOT Quiet Thick Program, In this effort, quieting techniques were
studied and applied to an existing model truck. Analysis of component test data show that
file major noise sources in a truck (tested according to SAE-366b) can be reduced to tile
levels in Table 5-6, The individual sources are briefly discussed.

Table 5-6

Major Truck Noisu Corn onents

Level dBA

Source (366b Test) Reference

Engine 65 [81
Fan 64 181

Exhaust 70 [81, [ I0]
All Other 66 [81, [ 101

Total 72,9
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Enghle noise lre_ltnlmlt

Tile noise levelof a heuvy-duty dieselenginecurrently in production isaround 75 d BA
[ 15]so that the technology exists to design and build diesel engineswith noise levelsof

75 dBA, With a 75 dBA engine, tile use of a partial mlclosare providing a noise reduction of
10,5 dBA [ I 1] will give engine noise levels arotlnd 64.5 dBA. Full enclosures and two-stage
enginenlounts are available techniques and bare been applied to reduce engiue noise from
84 to 59 dBA [ I I 1, These techniques could be used to reduce file noise levels from all other
engines Io levels below 65 dBA. 'rite leclmology required to redesign truck cabs to accom-

modate engine enclosures and additional cooling for the enclosed engine is solved routinely.
It involved routine engineering design, such as enlarging cab space und rearranging equipment.

Fan noise treatment

The installation of a larger, slower-turning, well-designed tint has been demonstrated to

redaee fan noise from 83 to 64 dBA [ 11 ]allowing tile trnck lo cmnply with the 75 dBA
regulation.

Exhaust noise treatment

On a 4..stroke diesel engine, tile exhaust outlet noise was reducltd to 61 dBA using a
manifold muffler and larger exhaust mufflers [ I I ]. Tile exhaust shell noise was reduced to 68
dBA using available muffler jackets and pipe joint seals 181. On a 2-stroke diesel engine,
the outlet noise was reduced to 64.5 dBA and the shell noise to 72 dBA without wrapping
tbe exhaust piping [ 1"2]. Wrapping rite exhaust piping has been shown to reduce exhaust
shell noise by more than 4 dBA [ I0]. Therefore, the technology has been demonstrated
that will bring exhaust noise levels down to 70 dBA for both 2- and 4-stroke diesel engines.
Gasoline engine exhaust noise treatment is similar to 4-stroke diesel engine exhaust treat-
mont.

Trentment of other sources of noise

Other noise sources include tires, transmission, rear axles and air intakes, Ribbed tires,
on the Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck, had a noise level below 6I dBA under test conditions

[8]. The noise level from the rear axle was measured at approximately 58 dBA [81, 1"he
treatment of noise from transmissions i's included in the engine enclosures. Air intake silen-
cers have been used to reduce air intake noise to below 63 dBA [ 101, [81. Therefore, the noise
frmn sources other than the engine, exhaust, and fan can be reduced to 66 dBA or below

ushtg dentonstrated technology.
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Sllmnlury

On tbc basis of individual source levels, the discussion indicates that a total level of

72.9 dBA or less is achievabIc. For a "not to exceed" standard of 75 dBA, this leaves a
margin of 2.1 d BA or more, which should be adequate to account for variations in noise
levels from trucks of a single configuration and measurement uncertainties.

Demonstration (Tile 72 dBA Truck)

The Freightllner Corporation has built a heavy diesel track using the discussed tech-
notogy and tile overall noise level reduced from 88 dBA to 72 dBA [ 10]is low enough to
compIy with tile 75 dBA regnlatory level allowing for a tolerance of 3 dBA. Tbis 72 dBA

truck has eompIeted I00,000 miles oflinehau] service. It was empIoyed in normal fleet
operations for aperiod of I year. No unusual maintenance problems were observed and tile
noise abatement components ]lave performed generally quite well [13]. It should also be
noted that tbe introduction of the noise reduction hardware produced no oddities in the
appearance of the truck. To the casual viewers, it appeared no different from other trucks.

Applicability of Quieting Techniques

A careful review of the Freightliner acoustical treatment indicates that all of

the techniques employed on this truck are transferrable to otlrer trucks, if appropriate
routine engineering precautions are observed.

Mass Production

All of the elements involved in the noise mducdon system arc conventional structures.
Some of the noise reduction items are:

Larger, slower-turning fans,
Fan clutches

Wrapped exhaust system piping, and
Engine enclosures.

If the truck and the production process are properly designed, trucks containing the
required noise treatments should be mass-producible.
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Time Allowed for Design Cycle

The shortest time interval considered for tile achievemcnl of a 75 dBA level is 8 years.
The General Motors Corporation in tbeir docket stlbmission of April 10, 1974, included a
detailed bar cbart illustrating the steps in noise control development and the production
cycle. The total time span of tire cycle is 4 years. International Harvester has stated in their
docket submission that any major redesign takes 2 and 3/4 years. On the basis of GM's and
IH's statements, it is reasonable to deduce that they (and other manufacturers) would be

able to meet the reqnired level inside the 8-year time period allotted by the regulation.

A somewhat more extensive discussion of the "lead time" question is given in refer-

ence12.

Conclusions

Perusal of the preceding text reveals tile criteria presented earlier are satisfied• Therefore,
it is concluded that technology is available to permit the design and mass production of
trucks complying with a 75 dBA regulation inside tile shortest prescribed time interval
considered (i,e., 8 years).
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Secfitm 6
COSTS OF COMPLIANCE

In complying with noise emission regulations on medium and heavy trucks, increases in
cost will be accrued by tile truck user in the following areas:

I, Increases in truck prices, and

2, locreasesin truck operating costs

Estimates of the increases in t_'uck prices and increases in operating costs associated with
noise treatment are considered in this section.

Tile estimates given am estimates of tile costs of compliance with not-to-exceed regula-
tory levels• [ i 9] In deriving the estimates presenlvd, estim_Jtes given ill the BBN Report No.

2710 [ l land the background documenl for the proposed regulations [2Jure revised to
include the following:

1. In[cremation made available since tile publication of the BBN Report No, 2710 and
the background document for the proposed regulations.

2, Costs of compliance with u 78.dBA regulatory level, that were included in some of
the regulatory options considered by EPA in response to public comments on the
proposed regulations.

INCREASES IN TRUCK PRICES

Table 6-I gives tile anticipated customer price increases associated with tile reduction
of noise levels from tile engine, fan, exhaust, and air intake to levels below those given at tbe

top of the table. The key for tile noise treatments in Table 6-1 is given in Table 6-2. Tile
estimates of price increases are given in terms of 1973 dollars and are based on cost esti-
mates presented in the DOT Quiet Truck Program, manufacturers' estimates of the costs for
similar noise treatment hardware, aod, when hardware is currently in production, list

prices. All of tile component noise levels in Table 6-I are design levels low enough to allow
medium and heavy trucks to comply with not-to-exceed regulatory levels. Except where
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noted, _d[noise Jcvels _lrc with the track opcndcd hi accord;race with the SAE J366b test
procedure _l a site with _zhard st_rface between tile truck lultl lneasurenlent point,

Because the cost for quieting trneks is largely dependent on tile initial engine and ex-
haust noise levels, derived from the engine model used in the truck, Table 5-1 has been
organized according to engine model instead of truck model. The nmge of englne noise
levels are given for each engine model witl'_ the engine inside file truck cab and at maximum
speed and load.

The design levels for e_eh regulatory level were selected In minimize the costs. Because

engine noise is usually more costly to reduce, design levelslmve been selected thr the engine
that arc higher than tile levels for other soarces. For the .80- and 78-dBA regulatory levels,
it was foand that the costs for some engine models couhl be appreci_lbly reduced by select-

tag one of the two sets of desi_l levels given _t the top of Table 6-1.

Finally, to provide additional insigilt into tile relative impact on the blcrease in purchase
price associated with each regulatory level, Table 6-1 shows the approximate percentages of
the total truck population comprised of medium or heavy trucks powered by the indicated
engine model [2]. In estimating tile percentages for medium-duty engines, it is _ssumed that
heavy-duty engines are used only in heavy trucks.

NOISE CONTROL TREATMENTS AND COSTS

Cooling System

Since the noise from untreated cooling systems will depend on the configuration of the
trtick cab and engine compartment, the treatment associated with each engine model in
Table 6-1 will be different for different track models. Therefore, the average of the noise
reductions required to reach the design level is used in estimating the required fan treatment
and associated costs in Table 6-1.

A fan noise level of 73-dBA is suggested for the 83-dBA regulatory level. In Order to
reach this level, fan noise treatment #! is given in Table 6-1. Tile average of the fan noise
levels as reported in the DOT Quiet Truck Program [3], iS] - [6] and Appendix C of BBN
Report No. 2710 [ I ] is 78.dl]A. Therefore, on the average, u _'eduction in fan noise of

approximately 5-dBA should be required to achieve tile 73-dBA design level. Reductions of
6- to 8-dBA ware obtained on the White Motors DOT Quiet Truck by improving the fan and

fan shroud design [3]. The price increase for these design sabstitutionsis estimated at $10.
Ten dollars is not unreasonable because the fan and fan silroud used hI the final (64-dBA) cooling
system treatment on the Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck produced a price increase of S 13.50 [7].
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On trucks equipped with radiator shutters, the fun usually stalls when the shutters are
closed,increasing fall noise levels. With a thermostalically controlled tim chltcb, the radiator
shutters can be rmnovcd. The change in truck price for replacing the radiator shutters and

conventional ran huh with a I,m clutch is $96 [7], Adding the cost for replacillg tile fan and
lhn shroud with atlas of batter design gives an approximate price increase for fan treatment
a I of $ I 1O, Currently. radiator shutters are nat widely used oil medium trucks, therefore,
the costs of tim chttches are not included in price increases for medium trucks.

For the 80-dBA regulatory level, fan treatment a2 is used in Table 6-1 to reach a design

level of 70-dBA. In fan trealment a2, an improved radiator is added to fall traatment a I to
reduce the noise level from ?3-dBA to 70-dBA. Using a radiator with the same frontal area
but more heat transfer urea should be adequate to provide tile 3-dBA of additional fan noise
attenuation [8]. The addition of an improved radiator, such as the serpentine type used in
automobiles, _hould not increase truck prices significantly. Production costs fern serpentine
radiator should be similar to tllose Fora tube and fin radiator, which hlclude the costs of
some/land assembling. In some trucks, it may be possible to optimize the fan-to-radiator
distance to achieve nearly the same reduction in fan noise [8]. An estialated price increase
of $25 for replacing tile fan, fan shroud, and radiator with ones of bailer design is used for
fan treatment a2 (Table 6-1). For heavy tracks, tile cost of $100 fur a fan clutch is added.

A design level for fan noise of 64-dBA is selected for the 78- mid 7$-dBA regulatory
level. With the attenuation provided by engine noise shields, the use of a welbdesigned fan
shroud and larger slower-turning fan should be adequate to uehieve a 64-dBA fan noise level
[51. Tile larger fan will require a larger radiator in most trucks, A $25 price increase is

given for replacing the existing radiator with one with a larger frontal area, For medium
trucks, tile radiators are usually small enough so that larger radiators can be used will|out
requiring enlargement of the engine compartment. In addition, a fan smaller 01an tile 3 I-
in-diameter fan used on the Frcightliner DOT Quiet Truck should be adequate for most
medium trucks, since the cooling requircmeots arc usually less tlum those for heavy trucks.

Therefore, the total price increase for fan treatment a3 in medium tnloks is $50, which
includes the costs for cooling system design substitutions and a larger radiator.

On heavy trucks, where cooling requirements are usually greater original equipment
radiators are larger than on medium trucks. For a square radiator, a frontal area of 1200
sq in should be adequate to accommodate the larger fan in treatment a3. This frontal area
represents an average increase in radiator size for hdavy trucks of approximately 200 sq.
in. On the Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck, the net increase in cost for the 2000.sq.in radi-
ator over the cost for the standard 1200-sq-in radiator was estimated by Freightliner as
approximately $150. Based on this estimate, an increase in frontal area of about 200 sq
in would increase the price of a truck by $37,50. To accommodate an increase in radiator
size on most heavy trucks some modifications to the cab will bc reqtdred to provide
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additional frontal area. Tile increase ill price for the larger radiator and tile cab whicb had
room for a larger radiator _md engine oil tile Freigh0bler DOT Quiet Truck is $300 [ 7 I. Snb-
trotting $150 for the larger radiator yields a price increase or $150 for the bJrger cad). llowcver,
since only the fronl part of tile cab will need to be modified and radiators smaller than the

one used in the Freigbtliuer truck will probably be suMcient, the increase in price Ibr this
cab modlficaltion is $50. Adding the costs for design substitutions, it larger radiator and hm
clutch brings tile total price incre;lse to $200 for treatnlent ;13. On heavy trucks where

partial or fnll ellclostlres are required for tre_tment of engine noise. Ibe cost for tilt: I:lrger
radiator and additional sl'alce ill tba truck cab is included in Ihe cost for cab treatment. The
costs for the larger radiator is inchlded with the costs Ibr cab treatments d3 and d4, where

applicable, since larger radiators will be required to provide additional cooling for enclosed
enghres. Irt these cases, the price increase or $125 is used for fan treatment a3,

In estimating the costs for ran treatments, it is aSSUlned that fails equipped with
thermostatically-controlled clutcbes will be required to be on during testing. If the fall clutch
is permitted to be disenguged during testiug, then the costs for fan treatment (other than for
fan clutches), can be avoided.

Exhaust System

An exhaust system noise level of 73-dBA is given in Table 6-1 for tile 83,.dBA regulatory
level, lri order to reach this level, exbaust system noise treatment b I is used. Tile noise

levels for exhaust systems with the best mufflers currently being manufactured are 73-dBA
or below [ 1]. The retail price for these nnffflers range from about S40 to $80, Incremental

prices for $25 to $50 are used for replacing the existing mufflers with the best mufflers
currelltly being manufactured. A price increase of $50 is used for the 4-stroke diesel engine
models which have higher unmuffled exhaust noise levels. Tile unmuffled noise levels for

2-sffoke diesel engines are about 10-dBA higher than tbe unmuffled levels for the 4-stroke
engines [ I ]. Therefore, more attenuation of exhaust noise will be required on 2-stroke
engines in order to reach the 73-dl]A design level. Mufflers, which are similar to the mufflers
used on the International Harvester DOT Quiet Truck should provide sufficient zlttenuation
to reduce exhaust rioise level to 73-dBA or below 19]. Since tile mtzfflers used in treatment
a I on 2-stroke engines provide more attenuation, their costs will probably be b[ghcr than the
costs for mufflers on 4-stroke engines whicb reduce exhaust noise levels to 73ntBA. Therefor..,
the Increase in trnck price of $75 is given for treatment a I for 2-stroke engines. To reduce
noise from exhaust leaks, exhaust gas seals are used in treatment u Iou diesel engines. The

price increase for exhaust seals should be approximately $5 171.

An _ldvauced system (Code b2) should be needed to reduce exllaust noise to the design
level of 69-dBA for tbe 80- and 78-dBA regulatory levels. This treatment will probably
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involve the construclion of longer, wider nlufllers, possibly with double wall construction to
reduce shell noise. Tile cost of these uluff]ers will probably be nlore thai1 tile costs of tile
best available mtlfflers. For purposes of estimating file price increases in Table 6-1, the
incremental price increases for the best awdlable nmfflers (Code bl) are doubled aml
treated as conservative (i,e,, high) estimates, The nltiomde is that nlufflers typically provide

10-20 dBA attemmtion. While two mtdTlers in series will not provide twice the uttermntion
of one, 4-10 dBA of _ldditionnl attenuation can be expected [ I], Accordingly, the price
increase estimates for Code b2 arc $50-150.

A design level of 65-dBA for exhaust noise is given in Table 6-1 for the 75-dBA regula-
tory level. In order to reach this level, a manifold muffler, muffler jackets, and insulated

double-wall exhaust piping arc added to the nlufflers nsed in Code b2, The manifold muffler
used in tile "Final Selection" exhaust systenl on the Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck reduced
tile exhaust noise level fi'om 70 to 65..5-dBA [5]. Tile nmnnfactnrer's cost for a manifold
muffler is estinlated at $ 100 [7], Using a scaling factor of 1.5, Ibe estbuated prlce increase
for u manifold mnffier is $150, Price increases of $30 are used for the |uaffier jackets [7],

and $30 for insulated double-wall exhaust piping. Using these estimates, the price increases
given in Table 6-1 for Code b3 are obtained by adding $2 IO to the price increases for tile
advanced mufflers (Code b2).

Engine and Cab

: Ill order to determine tile reduation of engine noise needed to reduce the engine level
to the given design noise level, tile difference between the engine noise design level and tile

! higlmst of engiue noise levels given for each engine model is determined, By using tile highest
i

of engine noise levels, the noise treatment used in Table 6-1 sbotdd be adequate to reduce
i the noise from all engines of a given model enough to allow trucks to comply with tile given

regulatory level.

Engine quieting kits arc available for many diesel engines. Tbese kits consist of dose-
fitting covers and isolated or damped exterior panels. Tile estimated prices for these kits are
based on prices quoted by engine manufacturers and range from $100 to $275. When the
total required engine noise reduction is less than 3 dBA, underhood treatment (Code d l)

is used since it is less costly. Engine quiet kits are used in some cases to obtain an additional
2-3dBA attenuation avoiding lbe need for tile more costly underpan or providing additional
attenuation beyond the I$-dBA for full engine enclosures,

One truck manufacturer estimated that the increase in truck price for tile application
of underhood treatment will be about $100 [ I ] for a truck equipped with a diesel engine.
This price is used to achieve the 2-3 dBA of engine noise attenuation, When noise reduction
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of 4-dBA is required for diesel engines larger side sBields may be needed, In this case, an
eslimated price for Code d I of $200 is used in Table 6-1. Tile $200 is tile price increase for
"Shields" only [5], plus a price increase for "Interior Cab Treatment," [31.

Because gasoline eogiues have half the side surface area as diesel engines, tile size of
the engine side shields needed to provide tile same noise attenuation for gasoline engines will

be about half the size of the shields used for diesel engine noise, Accordingly, the price
increases for treatment ell of $50-100 (estimated for smaller shield size) are used for gasoline
engines,

An underpan between the truck frame rails, acting as a barrier to engine noise radiated
from underneath the truck cab, is added to the underhood treatment (Code dl) providing
total engine noise reduction of 5-9 dBA [ 101. Based on the Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck
[5], the price increase for the underpan is estialated at $300 as shown in Table 6-3. An

underpan of about $ feet in length is used in making this esBmate since a 5-foot underpan
should be adequate to cover the length of the engine (Table 6-9) so that engine noise reduc-
tions of 4-9 dBA can be achieved. As shown in Table 6-3, tbe $300 estimate is added to the
price estimates for the underhood treatment (Code d 1) arriving at estimated prices of $400
to $500 for the cab treatment d2. A price increase of $400 is used for engine noise reduc-
tions of 5-6 dBA and S500 for 7-9 dBA noise redactions.

Since gasoline engines are, in general about a foot shorter dam diesel engines (Table 6-9),
obviously the underpans used on gasoline trucks will be about I foot shorter, Using the
same procedure as in Table 6.3, price increases for treatment d2 of $275 to $325 is derived
for gasoline trucks.

When engine noise reductions of I0-15 dBA are needed, special engine mounts and a
partial or full enclosure is used (Table 6-2). A partial enclosure, (open in front and back),
is used'with special engine mounts (Code d3) to obtain 10-11 dBA of engine noise reduc-
tion .[5]. Tile increase in truck price with special engine mounts and a partial enclosure is
estimated at $850 [7] ; This estin_ate includes the costa for a cab with a larger engine com-
partment which may be necessary to accommodate the engine enclosure and for a larger
radiator to provide additional cooling for the enclosed engine. A full engine enclosure and
special engine mounts (Code d4) are used in Table 6-1 when 12-15 dBA of attentuation is

required. Price increases for full enclosures will depend on the initital truck cab configura-
tion. The estimated price increases for full engine enclosure made by truck manufacturers

range from $775 to $1300 [ l], For purposes of estimating tile increases in truck prices,
the average ofthe estimated price increase of $1,000 is used for full engine enclosures, The

price increase of $75 for special engine mounts [Tits added to the price increase for full
enclosures to obtain the estimated price increase of $1075 for Code d4, For the ?5-dBA
regulatory level, two engine models require attenuation of 15 dBA or more. For these

engines, an engine quieting kit (Code e I) along with a full caelosnre (Code d4) are used.
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Table 6-3

Esthnation of Price Increase for Cab Treatment d2 on Diesel Trucks

Cab l'reatnlent d2 Purchase Price

Partied enclosure with 9.foot underpan and side sbie/ds ..... 773

Side shields ...................... 267*

9-foot underpan (difference of I and 2, above) ........ 506

5-foot undcrpao (5/9 of 3. above) ............. 300

Side shields ($100-$200) and 5-foot underpan ........ $400-$500

* The side shields nscd on the Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck were part of tile partial euclosure
which enclosed tile engine alld transmission and were therefore larger than the eagin¢ side
shields called for in treatments d I and d2 in step 5.

Air Intake

Of the .34 air intakes tested on diesel engines, a majority had noise levels below 72-dBA
[ 13]. Therefore. noise treatment should not he necessary for trucks complying with tile
83-dBA regulatory level. However, some treatment may be necessary for the other regula-
tory levels, A design level of 69-dBA for tile air intake anise should bc low enough to allow

most trucks to comply with the 8D.dBA regulatory level. Replacing the rain cap on tbe air
intake opening with one of better design reduced tile air intake noise on tile International
Harvester DOT Quiet Truck from 72- to 69-dBA [9], Titus, it shouhl be possible to quiet
most existing systems by replacing equivalent parts witll parts era better design (Code el).

The price has been estimated at $5.

For the 78- and 75.dBA regulatory levels, a design level for air hltake noise of 65-dBA
is used in Table 6-l. In addition, it was found that by reducing the air intake noise to 65-
dBA on some trucks complying with tile 80-dBA regulatory level, a savings could be realized

by relaxing the required engine noise treatments. An air intake silencer should be sufficient
to provide the additional 4-dBA of attenuation [9] needed to reduce air intake noise to
65-dllA or below. An average estimated price of $25 is used in Table 6-1 for air intake
silencers, so that tile total estimated price increase for Code e2 is $30, In some cases, air
intake noise can be reduced to 65.4BA or below at a savings by using a non-snorkle air
intake ['/1
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Other Sources

Tile noise front sources other than tbe cngifle, tim, exhaust, and air intake [such as
transmissions, tires, and mar uxles) should combine to generate a noise level of less than
70-dBA without treatment. Transmission noiselevelsfor medium and heavy trucks are

upproxbnately 70-dBA or below, l_,1,aximumtransmission noise levels of 68- to 70-dBA are
reported for the White Motors DOT Quiet Truck [3], using measurement positions ut the
samedistance (50 feet) specified in the SAE ,1366b test method, but [stdifferent orienta-
tions relative to the truck. Tile Irunsnrissioo noise levels rcported for the hrternational
HarvesterDOT Quiet Truck were below 70.dBA [6], while the truck wasin the meusure-

ment zone defined for tile SAE 1366b test procedure. Ttlerefore, few truck transmissions
shmlld require noise treatnrent in complying with the 83-, 80- or 78-dBA regulatory levels.
For tile 75-dBA regulatory level, the treatnmnt of transmission noise is included in the

partial or full enclosures used to treat engine noise. Hence, the levels of the "other sources"
category is reduced to 65 dBA. In cases where enclosures were used in Table 6-1 to colnl_ly
with the 78-dBA regulatory level, the reduction of transmission noise produced by tile
enclosure is included in the design levels. In one case, the savings associated with tile use of
a partial enclosure instead of a full enclosure was realized.

The level of noise from ribbed truck tires at SAE J366 test speeds (below 35mph) are
approximately 65-dBA or lower [4], On the Freigbtlincr DOT Quiet Truck, a tire noise
level of 62-dBA was measured I5]. On the h_tcrnational Harvester DOT Quiet Truck, the
tire noise was 65-dBA or below [6[. Therefore, tires should not need treatment in order for
trucks to comply with any of the regulatory levels considered in Table 6-1.

For the rear axle, the noise level reported for the Freigbtliner DOT Quiet Truck is
58.dBA [5]. No noise treatment for the rear axle is included in the estimates of increases

in truck prices.

AVERAGE TRUCK PRICE INCREASES

The average price increases for medium and heavy gasoline and diesel trucks are given
at Ihe bottom of Table 6-1. In computing tile average price increases for diesel trucks, the
prine increase associated with each engine model is weighted by the percentage of total truck
population for each engine model.

The average truck prices for 1973 presented in Table 6-4 can be obtained by multiply-

ing the 1972 prices [2[ by the ratio of wholesale prices for trucks of 1.016 [ 161.
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Using average truck prices for 1973 [2], presented in Table 6-4 and tile avenlge increases
in truck prices in Table 6-1, the percent increases io track prices are comptlted for e;teh truck

type. In computing the averages of price increases for all trucks for each regulatory level,
the truck price increases are weighted _Jceordiog to truck populalion figures [2].

Table 6-4

Percent Increases in Trnck Prices due to Noise En|issions Regulations

Percent Increase in Truck Price
Average ]_ereentage

Type of Truck Truck afNew Track Associated with Given Regulatory Level
Price Poptdation 83dBA 80dBA 78dBA 75dBA

Medium gasoline . . . $ 5,836 55.1% 0._% 3.1% 5.6% 11.4%

Heavy gasoline .... $II,613 10.2% 1.2% 2.4% 4.1% 7'h%

Medium diesel $ 7,360 1.2% 5.8% I 1.8% 14.4% 22
I

$25,608 _.8/_ 3.8':'_ _ :"

Heavy diesel. 33.5% 1.5% ._ t_,

Averageforall trucks . - 1.0% 3.0% 4.9% 9.2,,_

The pdee increases in Table 6-1 should be considered as conservative or worst-case
estimates for the following reasons: _,

• The demand for some of the noisy diesel engines should decrease. Manu faclurer B
has indicated that the sales of their noisiest engine has already begun to decrease
[14]. In addition, the increased demand for quieter engines will encourage design
d|anges to quiet engines. A decrease in the population of noisy engines will reduce
the average price increases given in Table 6-1.

• Most of the estimates of price increase are based on data given in the DOT Quiet
Truck Program. In this program, existing heavy diesel trucks were quieted with-
out using major cab or engine modifications; this approaet| leads to greater costs
than would be incurred if such modifications were incorporated in the early

design stages. Where cost data was not available, conservative (i.e., high) estimates
were made. In addition, cost savings resulting from improvements in noise con-
trol technology were not considered.

• Savings due to high volume production of noise control hardware, probably
necessary to meet the demand generated by noise emission regulations on trucks,
has been ignored.
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The sensi|ivity of estimat[ons ot' truck price increasesto the above assumptionsis

briefly explored.

Projectimrs of Truck Prices with hnproved Technology
and Reduction in Prmhretion Costs

There are several areas wbere improvements in the noise reduction technology demon-
strated in the DOT Quiet Truck l"rogram may occurin the production of new trucks comply-

ing with noise emission regulations. One of these areas is the reduction of engine noise by
modifying tbe engine itself. Modification of the engine was ontside the scope of the DOT
Quiet Truck Program.

It should be possible to reduce tbe noise levels frmn all diesel engines to 77-dBA and
the levels from all gasoline engines to 75-dBA without significant increases in mauufaetoring
costs per engine. Truck gasoline engines are presently available which Imve noise levels of

75-dBA. A heavy-duty diesel engine is currently nmnufacturcd witb an average noise level
of approximately 77-dBA. This engine is given in Table 6-1 as the tnrbocharged beavy.-duty
diesel engine from manufacturer D. TMs engine model comprises over 4 percent of the
truck diesel engine market and is priced comparable to noisier engines of similar size.

By assuming that all diesel engine noise levels are 77-dBA and all gasoline engine noise
levels are 75-dBA, the average price increases given in Table 6-5 can be derived by applying
the same procedure used in deriving the average increases presented in Table 6-1.

If, in addition to tire assumption that engines can be quieted, it is assumed that the costs
of noise control hardware currently in production (e.g., fan clutches and exbaust nlufflers)

will be reduced by 10 percent as a result of increased production and the costs of hardware
not currently in production (e.g., manifold mufflers, and cab side-shields and underpaos)

will be reduced by 50 percent when demand forces full production, the increases in the
truck prices given in Table 6-1 are obtained.

The above assumptions used in estimating the price increases given in Tables 6-5 and
6-6 are not based on published infomlation on past experience in quieting trucks, but repre-

sent projections of possible applications of available technological principles in the produc-
tion of quiet trucks and predictions of future cost reductions. Therefore, Ibese estimated

price increases am not supported by published data on noise treatment costs, as are the
estimated price increases given in Table 6-1. However, the estimated price increases in
Table 6-1 are conservative and the price increases given in Tables 6..4and 6-5 indicate the
savings which may be achieved by quieting engines ,and degree to which the estimated price
increases in Table 6-1 may be overstated.
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Truck Price hlcreases with Fan-Off Compliance Testing

Oil trucks eqLlipped witil fan clutches, tile fall should be turued off a large percentage
of the time during ilOrUlal operation, so tlla[ tile contrlhlglou to environlllefltaJ noise fronl

tile fan would be signilieantly reduced. If trucks equipped with fan clutches are permitted
to be compliance tested witll the funs off, then these trucks call he desigued with the
assumption I:hat there will be no noise contribution from the cooling system, Elinlinating
tile /hn noise in the design levels given at tile top of Table 6.1, raising the engine noise

design levels by I dBA, and using only a $100 Enl chlteh as the most costly cooling system
treatment, the price increases in Table 6-1 can be reduced to give the average price increases
presented in Table 6-7. Tile largest savings occur for heavy trucks which will use fan clutdles

Table 6-5

Estinlated Increases in Prices for Regulated Trttcks,
Assuming lhat all Engines can be Quieted*

Regulator _Levels
Type of
Truck 83dBA 80dBA 78dBA 75dBA

Medium Gasoline .,. $ I0 $130 $230 $ 540

Heavy Gasoline ..... 110 230 380 690
Medium Diesel ...... 63 256 515 891

Heavy Diesel ....... 170 370 677 1055

'Diesel = 77dllA, and gasoline = 7Sdl3A

Table 6-6

Estimated Increases in Prices for Regulated Trucks,
Assuming that all Engines can be Quieted and Manufacturing

Costs will Decrease with Increased Production

Regulatory Levels
"l_pe of
Truck 83dBA 80dBA 78dBA 75dBA

Medium Gasoline .... $ 9 $ 90 $161 $368

Heavy Gasoline ..... 99 180 276 484
Medium Diesel ...... 57 171 344 511

Heavy Diesel ....... 153 271 318 636
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T_lblc 6-7

Estimated Increases in Truck Prices Assuming
Fan-Off Coulplianc¢ Testing

Regulatory Levels
Type of
Truck 83dBA 80dBA 78dBA 75dllA

Medium Gasoline .... $ 35 $180 $ 330 $ 665
Houvy Gasoline ..... 125 255 380 715
Medium Diesel ..... 426 850 1059 1624

Heavy Diesel ....... 356 589 860 1363

even if testing is done with tile fall on. If for reasons other than noise redaction trucks ure
equipped with fan clutches before the effective date of the 83.JFIA regldulory level, then
the net price increase for fan clutches ($100) can be saved on heavy trucks.

CHANGES 1N OPERATING COSTS

Noise treatments affect tile operating costs of medium and heuw tnlcks bY,'(1) chang-

ing the truck performance which affects the rate of fuel consumption, and (2) cllanging the
ease and amount of required maintenance,

Costsof Changes in Rotes of Fuel Consumption

In this section, the changes in fuel costs per truck-mile are predicted for cuch engine
mod_l, regulatory level, ,and noise treatment by:

1. Estimating the cllanges in truck operating properties predated by noise treatments
which affect the rate of fuel consumption,

2. Estimating the sensitivity of tile rate of fi+elconstzmpfion to the changes in track
properties, and

3. Mulliplying the product of the changes in truck operating properties and tbe
factors of fuel consumption sensitivity by avenlge fuel costs.
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Changes in Truck Operat#sg Properties

Table 6-8 shows the estimates of the changes in trnck tare (empty) weight, exhaust
baekpressure and required accessory power for each of the noise treatments used in Table 6-1,
The derivation of these estimates are described,

(-.'oolhlgSystem Treatments

Design Substitutes (Code al )

This cooling system treatment involves the substitution of the existing fan and fan
shroud with ones of better design, so that the fan speed can be reduced withont loss in
volumetric air l]ow, The change in weight is negligible. Medinm trucks are assumed not to

use fan clutches. Without fan clutches, the average power saving for medium diesel trucks
is estimated at 5 hp. The maximum power savings with fan and fan shroud substitutions,
other tban fan dutclres, for the trucks in the DOT Quiet Trucks Program were approximately
5.5 bp [31, [7] and [91. For medium diesel trucks, the maximum savings should be fairly
close to the average savings, since diesel engines are designed to run dose to maximum rated
speed at all loads, For medium gasoline trucks, the lower power requirements are assumed
to cause the average speed to be approximately 75 percent of the rated speed, yielding

approximately half the power savings (2.5 bp).

The only available data on fan power requirements relate to diesel engines. To estimate

the requirements for gasoline engines, it should be noted that two competing effects occur
in going from diesel to gasoline engines, The net heat rejection into fire block for gasoline
engines is higher than that for diesel engines [ 11]. On the other lmnd, tile surface area-to-
volume ratio is higher for gasoline engines, as well as the clearances between the engine and
surrounding structures.-These lead to higher Iseat rejection effectiveness for gasoline
engines [ I 1]. It is therefore assumed that for a given rated engine horsepower, cooling
fans on gasoline and diesel engines reqnire the same power input.

For heavy trucks, fen clutches are used to replace radiator shutters. The extra weight
of the fan clutch hub Is approximately 20 pounds, but this is almost exactly balanced by the

weight of the removed shntters [71. Because tbe fan clutch should be disengaged most of
the time [ 12], virtually all o f tlre power needed to drive the fan will be saved. Tire power

requirements for the fan reported in the DOT Quiet Truck Program for heavy diesel
trucks with engines at the governed speed of about 2100 rpm were between 17 and
19.5 bp [8] and [7]. Since both gasoline and diesel engines are typically operated at
speeds near 2000 rpm, the average power savings with the fan off should be near tile maxi-
mum power requirements reported tn fire DOT Quiet Truck Program, Therefore, the
average power savings with fan cltttehes is assumed to be 15 hp for heavy trucks.
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Table 6-8

Change in Physical Properties of Trucks with Noise Treatntmlts

I
IItL_e_t_eLn l}eclease hi ACeeSSofp

IncreaSe iN l_,_haust Power [,_¢qtd3+elllents
Noise Truck Weight Back
Tre_[. Pressure gicdiUttlTt tick

InCnt glasolJnc Diesel or Air lnlab_ II_avy
Code Descripllon Tnlcks Tru_ks ReslriClion Gasoline Diesel Truck

(Pounds) (Pounds) IlncllCsoF (1111) (BpI (lip)

1120)

4o 2-
Stroke Strak¢ I

al Fandesignsubstitutes wit Bent
fan clutch 0 0 _ _11 ) 2,5 5

Fall dt!_lgn substituteswith
fall clutch 0 0 - 15

a2 Advanced systemwilBout
fan clutch 0 0 43 9

Advanced system wifll fan
clutch 0 O 15

a3 Best available lechnology sys-
tem without fan clutch 10 IO 6 12

Best available t_chnology sys,
tern wHh fan clutch l0 1O - 15

h I Ik'stavailable mufflers 25 25,50 or 0 0 - -
100(2)

h2 Advanced mufllers 50 50,100 or 0 2
150(2)

b3 Best _vailabl_ technology
system Igg 135,185 or 2 20

2351"71
J

¢1 Engine quiet kit 12 25

Ill Undethood treatment and side
ddelds 25 55

42 ,T_eatment d I with underpan 60 120

d3 Partial engine enclosure - 500

d4 Full engine enclosure + 500

el Air intak_ design substitutes 0 0 O 0

e2 Air intake silencer and design
substitutes 0 0 0 0 L.

11) The treat ment Izasno effect Oris not used on lids tyP_ of truck,
(2) Depending an unmuftl_d level -. highest weight for 2-stroke diesel engines.
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Adranced System (Code a2)

This treatment consists ofimprovenmnts in the fan, fan shroud and radiator design to
reduce tile fan speed without reducing voltnnetrie air flow. Improvements in the fan, fan
shroud and radiator designs, and optimization of radiator-to-fan distance ere included in the
treatment, Increasing the fan size enough to reqnire a larger radiator is not included in this
treatment, On medbnu trucks, a fan clutch is not used. Tile power savings on medinm
diesel trucks is expected to be nearly 9 hp 18], err medium gasoline tnJcks, half the savings

(4.5 hp) is esed in Table 6-7. As discussed above, the fan chltehes on heavy trucks should
provide a power savings of about IS hp without signifleontly increasing the weight of tile
truck.

Best Available Technology (Code aS)

The principal feature of this treatment is a larger fan which should require a radiator
with a larger frontal area. The increase in weight for the larger radiator sbould be smell (less
than 11 pounds, [5]), since tile increase in frontal area is accompanied by a decrease in radia-

tor thickness. A value of I0 pounds is given in Talde 6-8. Without the fan clutch, tbe power
savings for medium diesel trucks should be about 12 hp [ 12]. Half the savings is assumed for
medium gasoline trucks. The fan cluteb on heavy trucks should provide power savings of

nearly 15 hp,

Exhaust Sj,stcna Treatnrents

Best of Currently Avallable ?,lufflers (Code b l )

This treatment consists of replacing stock mnfflers with currently available mufflers
which provide the highest noise attenuation. The net h|creese in weight for the mufflers used
on the Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck was appruximutely 50 pounds [71. Therefore, for

4-stroke engines with unmuffled noise levels similar to the Freightliner track, a net !ncrease
in weigbt orS0 pounds is given. Anet increase in weight of 25 pounds is used for 4-stroke
engines with lower nnmuffled noise levels. Since the unmuffled noise levels for 2-stroke
diesel engines are higher than the levels tbr 4-stroke diesel engines, larger heavier mufflers
will probably be needed to achieve the same muffled exhaust noise level. The mufflers used
on the 2-stroke diesel engine in the International Harvester DOT Quiet Truck were 130
pounds heavier than tile originel equipment mufflers [91, However, these mufflers pro-
vided more attenuation tbon needed for treatment bl. Therefore, the mufflers for treatment

bl on 2-stroke diesel engines should be lighter. Accordingly, a net increase in weight of 100
pounds is given in Table 6-8.
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A comparisonoftilebackprcssurcsdevelopedby severalsystclnsshowstba[ sys[enls

withinnfflurswhichprovideIdgilcrnoiseattenuationb;ivcnearlythesame b_tckprcssurcas

systems witb mufflers which provide less attenuation [1 ]. Therefore, insignificant increases
in baekpressure are expected for cxlmust systems with the best _lvaifable roaMers (Code bl ).

Advanced Mufflers (Code b2)

For exhaust treatment b2 on 4-stroke engines, the weigbt increase of twice the increase
for treatment b I is given in Table 6-8. For exhaust treatment b2 on 2-stroke diesel engines,
50 pmmds is added to tbe weight blcrease of treatment bl. These increases in weight should
result from the use of larger heavier mufflers than used in treatment bl.

For treatment b2 on 4-stroke engines, the backpressurc is not expected to blcrease
significantly over tbe backpressure for tre_ktn|cnt b l, since larger mufflers will be employed.
However, an increase in baegpressure for 2-stroke diesel engines similar to the 2-inch increase
for tbe "Final-Selection" exhaust system on the Freightliner DOT Quiet Track [71 is
expected. "

Best A I,ailable Technology System (Code b3)

In going from treatment b2 to b3, a manifold muffler, double-wall exhaust piping and
muffler wraps are added. The net increase in weight for tbe manifold nmffler is 50 pounds
171, and the inuffler wraps 20 pounds [71. The net weight increase for the double-wall
exhaust piping is estimated at 15 pounds. Therefore, a total of 85 pounds is added to the
weight increases for treatment b2 in estimating the weight increases for treatment b3. The
weight increases in Table 6-8 for treatment b3 are nearly equal to the weight increases of
140 and 160 pmmds reported for the exhaust system with a manifold muffler used on the
Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck [71,

The increase in backpressure of 2 inches of H20 is given in Table 3-8 for treatment b3
on 4-stroke engines. This is similar to the increase in backpressure for the "Final-Selection"
system used on tbe Freightlinar DOT Quiet Truck [7]. For 2-stroke diesel engines, increases

in baekpressure of about 20 inches of H20 are expected. These increases are similar to the
increases produced by the mufflers used on the Internatiomd Harvester DOT Quiet Truck
[9}, The addition ofdouble wall piping and muffler wraps should not increase backpr_ssure.
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Engine Treatnwllls

Engine Quiet Kits (Code cl )

Tim engine quiet kit used on the Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck increased tbe truck
weight by 20 pounds [7]. On the White Motors DOT Quiet Truck, tile engine quiet kit

weighed 25 pounds [3]. Thus, a conservative estimate of the average increase in the weight
of diesel trucks witb the addition of quiet kits is 25 pounds. For gasoline engines, no com-

memial kits are presently available. Because gasoline engines have approximately half the
surface area of diesel engines (see Table 6.9L tile weight for quiet kits for gasoline engines

is estimated at 12 pounds.

Cab Treatments

Tile cab trea(ments consist of baffles and panels attached to the cab structure to pro-
vide shielding from engine noise. The first two treatments (dl and d2) are designed to baffle

only the engine block. Tlrerefore, tim size and weight of these treatmenL_ will depend on the
size of the engine. Since there is a significant difference in the size of diesel and gasoline

engines, separate estimates of weigbts for treatments dl and d2 will be given for diesel and

gasoline engines. Tile other treatments (d3 and d4) am not used on tmeks with gasoline

engines, so that weight estimates arc given only fur diesel trucks.

Underhood Treatment and Side Shields (Code dl)and Underpart (Code d2J

'l_e rationale for deriving the weigilts of treatmentsti ! and d2 is asfollows [ 11].

First, the dimensionsof a typical engine block were obtained from cataloginformation. Then,
the dimensions of the smallest rectangular prism were obtained which would enclose file

engine on its sides, top and bottom were estimated. These dimensions are given in Table 6-9.

This prism includes the turboeharger where appropriate, but not the air intake. The dimen-

sions of this prism are multiplied by a factor of 1,5 to allow for clearances and overhang at
the ends. On the basis of the Freightliaar DOT Quiet Truck design, the underhood treatment

was assumed to cover the top of this prism and one-third of tbe side area. Similarly, side
shields were assumed to cover one-sixth of tile side area, and the underpart was assumed to

cover tim bottom of the prism and tbe lower one-third of the side area. The remaining one-

sixth of the side area was assumed to be taken up by tbe frame mils. By this means, the

dimensions of tbe underhood treatment, tile side shields and the underpan given in Table
6-9 were established.
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To obtain weights, the area of tile underhood treatment, which sirould require no
structural members, is multiplied by an area density of I-Ib/ft 2 to account for the installa-
tion of sound absorbing materials 17]. This procedure gives the weights shown in Table

6-9. From Table 6-9, rounding the weights up to the nearest 5 pounds, tile weight esti-
mates given in Table 6-8 for treatments dl and d2 can be obtained.

Enghre Enclosures (Codes d3 and d4)

Engine enclosures should not be requirod on gasoline trtleks to comply with regulatory
levels of 75-dBA or above. The weight of the partial enclosure on the Freightliner DOT

Quiet Truck was 455 pounds [7], including the weight increase for a cab with a larger

engine compartment. The full engine enclosure on the Freightliner DOT Quiet Tmek in-
creased the truck weight by 463 pounds 17]. These welgilt increases are rounded to the

nearest 50 pounds to allow for additional structural modifications which may be required in
trucks with conventional cabs.

Table 6-9

Dimensions and Weights for Cab Treatments dl and d2

Diesel Engine (Overall Engine Dimensions: 50" long x 50" high x 30" side) II)

Treatment Area fit :e) Density (lb/ft 2) Weight (lb)

Underhood 33 1 33
Side shields 9 2 18

Underpart 33 2 66

Total 117

Gasoline Engine (Overall Engine Dimensions: 35" long x 30" high x 25" wide) t2)

Treatment Area (It 2) Density (Ib/ft 2) Weight (lb)

Underhood 16 1 16

Side shields 4 2 8

Underpan 16 2 32

Total 56

(1) Som_: CataloltlnformationfromCummlnlandCa_pillar
(2) Souse*:Chty_rcat_o$ infommJon
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Air Intake Treatments

Design St_bstJtut es (Code e I ) and Silencer (Code e2)

On tire International Harvester DOT Quiet Truck, it was possible to apply treatment to

tire air intake without increasing the air intake restriction, On the Freightliuer DOT Quiet
Track, a reduction in the air intake restriction was reported for Urn quieter non-snorkIe air

intake. No air intake treatment was needed on the White Motors DOT Quiet Track, There-

fore, on the average, treatments of air intake noise should not decrease engine performance.

Incloses in truck weight with air intake treatments are expected to be negligible.

Effect of Noise Treatment on Rates of Fuel Consumption

The change in the rate of fuel consumption (in gallons per mile) are given in Tables 6-10

per unit increase in truck weight, exhaust baekprassure and accessory horsepower [ 1 I, Both
4-stroke and 2-stroke engines have approximately the same sensitivity to exhaust baekpres-

sure [ 15]. To determine the change in the rate of fuel consumption for each noise treatment

presented in Table 6-2, changes in truck weight, exhaust backpressure or accessory power,

(given in Table 6-8), are multiplied by the appropriate coefficients in Table 6-10. The
products are summed for each treatment to yield the results presented in Table 6-11,

Following the procedure used in Table 6-1, the data in Table 6-11 can then be used to com-

pute the average changes in the rates of fuel eonsmnption given in Table 6-12. By con|paring

the rates of fuel consumption given in Table 6-11 with the rates in Table 6-12, it can be

Table 6-10

Effect of Truck Properties on Rate of Fuel Consumption

Increase in Fuel Consumption

Per Unit Per Unit Per Unit

Type of Truck Increase in Increase in Increase in
Weight Backprcssure Accessory

(GPM/Ib) (GPM/m H2O) Power (GPM/hp)

Medium gasoline. 3.25x10 "6 0 3.5x10 "3

Heavy gasoline.. 3.25xl 0_6 0 1.9x10 -3
Medium diesel .. 1.77x10 "6 3.6x10 -s 1.9x10 -3

Heavy diesel .... 1,77xl 0 1.5xl 0"4 1.0xl 0"_
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Table 6-11

Effect of Noise Treatment on Rate of Fuel Consumption

Change in Rate of Fuel Consumption (Gallons/Mile)

Noise Medium Heavy Medium Heavy
Treatment Gasoline Gasoline Diesel Diesel

al -8.75xl0 "_ -2,85xl0 "2 -9,5x10 "3 -l,50xl0 -2

a2 -1.58x10 -2 -2.85x10 -2 -l.71x10 "2 -I.50xl0 -2

a3 -2.1xlO "2 -2.85x10 -2 -2.28x10 -2 -1.50x10-2

bl 8.1x10 "s 8.1x10 -s 4.4x10 -s 4.4x10-5

8.8×10 -5 8.8x10-s

1.8x10 -4 1.Sx10 -4

b2 1.6xlO -4 1.6x10 -4 8.8xl0 -s 8.8x10 -s

1.8x10-4 1.8x|0 -4

2.6x10 -4 5.6x10 -4

b3 4.4xl0 "4 4.4xl 0-4 3.|x10 -4 5.4xl 0 -4

4.0x10 -4 6.3x10 -4

4.9xl0 _ 3.4x10J

el 3.9x10 -5 3.9x10 -5 4.4x10 -s 4.4xl 0 -s

dl 8.1x10 -5 8.1x10 -5 9.7x10 -5 cJ.Txl 0"5

d2 2.0x10-4 2.0x|0 -4 2.1x10_ 2.1x10-4

d3 8.8Xi0 "4 8.8X10 -4

d4 - 8.8x10 -4 8.SxLO-4

el 0 0 0 0

e2 0 0 0 0

observed that the changes in the rate of fuel consumption are dominated by the decrease in

fuel consumption associated with the decrease in accessory power which results from fan
treatments.
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Changesin Fuel Costs

By multiplying the figures in Table 6-12 by fuel costs per gallon and annual track
mileage, the changein annual fuel costscan be determined. Usingthe averagefuel costs
per gallon for 1973 aild the averageannual mileagesgiven in Table 6-1.3 [ I I, tile seeings
in average _nnual fuel costs given in Table 6-14 are determined,

Noise emission regulations oil trucks will eilcoanlg¢ tile use of more efficient fans and

fail clutchas. However, othgr consJde,ratioils, SUG]] ;iS fUC] savings, are also factors presently en-
couraging the use of more efficient fans and flu) ciutchas and will probably continue to en-
cotmJge their use in ti|e at_scnce of noise u|ilisslon regukllions. Therefore. to credit all of the
savings from umr¢ efficient f, us an(J flu1 clutches on all trilcks 1onilise emission regukltions

may not be realistic. If credit for the saviilgs frum nlore efficieut fimsand fail chltcbesis not
taken, the change in average aml ual ftlel costs givml ill 'Fable 6-15 ;ire computed.

Table 6-12

Estimates of Changes in Rates of Fuel Consumption

Changes in Rate of Fuel Consumption (Gallons/Miles)

"l_,pco f Trilck 83dBA 80dBA 78d13A 75dBA

Medium gasoline, -8.7x 10-a -1.56xl 0-: -2.OSxl 0 -z -2.04xl 0-2

HeaD, gasoline .. -2,84xI0 -2 -2.83x10-" -2.83x10 -2 -2.79x10 -2

Medium diesel .. -9.4x10 -_' -1.62x10 -2 -2.19x10 --'q -2.15x 10 -:_

Heavy diesel .... -I,47x10 -2 .I.44x10 -2 ,1.42x10 -:2 _1.24xl 0-2

Since the assumptions used in deriving tile truck price increases in Tables 6-5. 6-6 and
6-7 do not effect fan treatments and the power savings from fan treatments are the dominant

factor in determining tile changes in fuel costs given in Table 6-14, these assumptions are not
expected to signifieailtly impact fuel costs. Therefore, the fixel costs given in Table 6-14

and/or derivable from Table 6-12 Can be used with price increases in Table 6-5, 6-6 or 6-7.
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Table 6-I 3

Annual Mileage and Fuel Prices by Type of Truck

Annual Mile;ig¢ Fuel Price
Type of Truck (103 mi/yr) ($/gal)

Mediumgasoline..... I0 0,50

lleavy gasoline ...... 18 .50

Mediumdiesel....... 21 .30

lleavy diesel ........ 54 .30

Table 6-14

Estimates of Changes in Average Increases iu Anntml Fuel Costs,

lnchlding Savillgs from More Efficient Fans llud Fau Cltltchas

Regulatory Level

Type of Truck 83dBA 80dBA 78dBA 75dBA

Medium gasoline .., $ (44) S (78) $ (104) $ (102)

Heavy gasoline ..... (256) (255) (255) (251)

Medium diesel ..... (59) (121) (138) (135)

Heavy diesel ..... (238) (233) (230) (201)

Table 6-15

Estimates or Changes in Average Increases in Annual Fuel Costs,
Excluding Savings from More Efficient FmlS and Fan Clutches

Regulatory Level

Type of Truck 83dBA 80dBA 78dBA 75dBA

Mediumgasoline.... $ 0 S 1 $ I $ 3

Heavy gasoline ...... I 2 2 6

Medium diesel ...... 2 6 6 10

Heavydiesel........ 4 I0 12 41
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CHANGES IN COSTS FOR MAINTENANCE

Changes in costs for maintenance will probably occnr ;Isa result of tile addition of

engine noise shields or eoc]osurcs, and improved exhaust systems. No appreciable charlges

Jn maintenance costs ar_ expected for treatlnenl of coolfllg systmn or air intake noise. "rile

added maintenance cost for tim clutches is expected to be offset by tile decrease in main-

tenance cost for the removed radiator shutters. [7], Estimates of tile changes in annual

maintenance costs are shown in Table 6-16 for each exhaust, engine and cab treatments.
The derivations of these estimates are described below.

Exhaust System Treatments

The changes in maintenance costs given in Table 6-16 for exhaust system treatments are

based on replacing the mufflers three times in 8 years [ I ]. For diesel trucks, credit for tile
labor savings of 3 man-hr/yr, at an hourly rate of $ l0 and for $25 per year savings in material

costs associated with the use of exhaust gas seals [7] is subtracted from tile increased main-

tenanee costs attributed to muffler replaceomnts.

Engine and Cab Treatments

The estimate ill Table 6-16 for the engine qniet kit is based on an increase in maintenance

labor of 1.25 man-hr/yr at $10 per area-hour and $60 costs per year for additional materials.

These arc tim estimates given for the quiet kit used on the Freightlincr DOT Quiet Tlucks [7].
No increase in maintenance costs are given for tim undcrhood treatment and side shields

nsed on the Freightliner truck. For the partial enclosure, an increase in labor of 6 man-hr/yr,

is estimated. For the fidl enclosure, 32 man-hr/yr ofincreased maintenance labor is reported.
No added material costs were required for maintenance of either type of enclosure [71.

Using a labor rate of $10 per man-hr,, the increased maintenance costs given in Table 6-16

are obtained, Increases in mainteoance costs similar to tile costs for the partial enclosure are

used for treatment d2, since the removal of tim tmderpan in both treatineots should be the
source of most of tile maintenance casts,
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Table 6-16

Changes in Annual Maintenance Costs Caused by Noise Treatments

Noise ChangeinAnnual
Treatment Description _',laintenance Costs

Medium Heavy Medium Ileavy
Gasolit_e Gasoline Diesel Diesel

bl Best available mufflers $ 9 $19 $ (46) $ (36)

b2 Advanced mufflers 19 38 (36) (17

b3 Best available technology system 38 76 (17) 2 I
el Enginequietkit 72 72 72 72
dl Underhood treatment and side shields il 0 0 0

d2 TreatmentdI wiilltmderpan 60 60 60 60
d3 Partial engine enclosure - 60 60

d4 Full engine cnclostlre - 320 320

The average changes in maintenance costs can be derived using the same procedure used

in Table 6-12 for estimating the changes ill rates of fuel consumption. Instead of the changes
in rates of fuel consunlption, tile anmlal changes in maintenance costs in Table 6-16 are used.

The results are presented in Table 6-17. Wben credit for the savings in maintenance costs for

exhaust gas seals are not taken, $55 is added to the casts given in Table 6-17 for diesel trucks.

The total change in maintenance costs on the Freightilner DOT Quiet Truck during

11"),000 miles of linehaul service was $250 [ 17 I. With an average annual mileage of 54,000
miles, the average change in maintenance costs would be Sl20/year, Tlds figure is lower

than the estimate given in Table 6-17 for heavy diesel trucks that comply with the 75-dBA

regulatory level.

Average Annual Operating Casts

By adding the average annual maintenance casts in Table 6-17 to the average changes in

annual fuel costs presented ill Table 6-14, tile average changes in anm_al operating costs in
Table 6-18 ire obtained. Using the results for changes in fuel costs in Table 6-15, where savings

from more efficient fans and fan clutches are not included, the average changes in annual
operating costs given in Table 6-19 are obtained.
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Tile average operating costs for Class I Common Carriers of genend freight are S0.129
par truck mile [201. This cost estimate includes costs for fuel, tires and tubas, repairs and
service, but it does not include state aml federal fuel taxes. Usiug the uveruge annual mileage
figures in T=_ble6-13, one can compute the estimates of the average annual operating costs
per truck given in Table 6-20. The percent increases in the operating uosts, when credit for

savings from noise treatments is not taken, are computed from the average annual operating
costs and the changes in operating costs in Table 6-19. In computing the averages o f the
percent changes in operating costs, we weighted the percent changes ia operating costs uucord-
ing to the truck population figures in Table 6-4.

Table 6-17

Estimates of Changes in Annual Maintenan0e Costs

Changes in Annual Maintenance Costs

Regulatory Level

']_pe of Truck J 83dBA 80dBA 78dBA 75dBA

i

M_diumgasoline .... J $ 9 $ 19 $ 91 $ 98

Ileavy gasoline.. 19 (.38 1 I 0 136

Medium diesel .. (6) 25 195 277

Heavy diesel ........ (20) 32 85 180

Table 6-18

Estimates of Changes in Annual Operating Costs, Including Savings
from More Effioient Fans, Fan Chttebes and Exhaust G;msSeals

Regulatory Level

Type of Truck 83dBA 80dBA 78dBA 75dBA

Mediumgasolinc .... $(35) $(54) $(13) $( 4)

Heavy gasoline ...... (237) (217) (145) (115)
Mediumdiesel...... (65) (96) 57 142

Heavydiesel........ (258) (201) (145) (21)
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Table6-19

Estimates of Changes in Annual Operating Costs, Exclnding Savings
t'rom More EMcieat Fails, Fan Clutches and Exhaust Gas Seals

Regulatory Level

Type of Truck 83dBA 80dBA 78dBA 75dBA

Mediumgasoline.... $ 9 $ 20 $ 92 $ 101
Ileavygasoline...... 20 40 I12 142
Mediumdiesel...... 51 86 256 342
Heavy diesel ....... 39 97 152 276

Table 6-20

Percent Increases in Operating Costs Due to Noise Emission Regulations

Average Annual Percent Increase in Operating Costs
Type of Truck Operating Costs Witllout Credit for Savings from More Efficient

Per Track Fans, Fan Clutches, and Exhaust Gas Seals

83 dBA 80 dBA 78 dFIA 75 dBA

Medium gasoline,. $ 1290 0.7% 1,6% 7.1% 7.8%

Heavy gasoline... 2322 0.9 1,7 4,8 6.1

Medium diesel ... 2709 1.9 3.2 9.4 12.6

Heavy diesel ..... 6966 0,6 1,4 2,2 4.0

Average of all - 0.7% 1,6% 5.2% 6.4%
trucks.,..,...

?

Total In, tease in Truck User Costs

The total change in costs to the user of a truck which complies with noise emission
regulations can be expressed in terms of the present wdue of the changes in the costs incurred
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durJngtile lilb of the truck. In computing the preseut valueof tile total changein costs per

truck, we discounted the changes in the costs attributed to noise treatments during each year
of tile truck life at a specified rate of return according to tile following equation /7].

m

c= .,.0)
n=O (l+i)

wheret

Cis the present value of the total cilange in costs per truck,

_Rn is tile change in costs in tile nell yuar of tile truck life,

m is the total life of the truck in years, end

i is tile rate of return on invested capital.

In equation {l) aRo is tile increase in purchase price, ZXRo,n = I, 2, : •., m-I is tile change
in annual operating costs (a negative value of aR n indicates savings), and _Rm is the change
in annual operating costs minus the resale value of tile noise treatments on the truck after

tile ruth year of service.

In computing tile present value of the total change in costs per truck, we used the
following assumptions.

1. TheavaragelifeoftrucksislOyears[2];tllus, m=lOinequation(l). Attheend
of l 0 years, tile value of tile noise tr_tments is zero.

2. During the I 0-year life, the average annual mileages for each type of truck is as
presented in Table 6-21 [2].

3. For the trucking industry, tile rate of ret_n on capital before taxes is l0 percent

I181, Thus, i =0.1 in equation (l). i
i

With the aboveassumptions, the present 'ralues given herr are changes in the total costs or
savir_s before taxes over tl_ life of the truck.

In Table 6-22, the present value of tbe total change in costs per truck for regulated
trucks is presented with fan-on testing and credit for costs and savings for more efficient
fans, fan clutches and exhaust gas seals included. If credit for more efficient falls, fen
clutches and exhauat gas seals is not included, tile present values of tile total change in costs

per truck in Table 6.23 can be computed, Tile present values given in Tables 6-24 and 6-25
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assuming lhn-off testing permitted arc estimated by subtracting tile differeoccs in tile price
increases hi Tables 6-1 and 6-8 frmn tile present wdues given in Tables 6-22 and 6-23.

With the average truck prices ill Table 6..4, tile estimated opcratblg costs of $0.129
per truck mile [20], and tile annual truck mileages ill Table 6-21, one can use equation (1)
to estimate the present wdue of the total costs per truck; e.g., for medium gasoline trucks
-- $16,779, heavy gasoline trucks - $28,384; medium diesel trucks - $23,760, and heavy
diesel trucks - $67,628. The results in Tables 6-22 through 6-25 can be compared to
these estimates of total costs to indicate the relative increase in costs per truck associated
with noise emission regulations.

Table 6-21

Average Annual Track Mileage

Ageof Medium Heavy Medium Heavy
Truck Gasoline Gasoline Diesel Diesel

(Years) (103 miles) (103 miles) (103 miles) (103 miles)

I .... 23 33 30 73
2 .... 20 29 27 67
3 .... 16 25 24 61
4 .... 13 21 22 55
5 11 18 19 50
6 ......... 10 16 17 45
7 ......... 9 15 15 40
8 ......... 8 13 13 37
9 ......... 7 12 12 34

10 ......... 7 10 11 31

Table 6-22

Present Value of Total Change in Costs per Truck with Fan-On Testing
and Credit for Costs and Savings for More Efficient Fans,

Fan Clutches and Exhaust Gas Seals

Regulatory Level

Type of Truck 83dBA 80dBA 78dBA 75dBA

Medium gasoline ....... $ -283 $ -365 $ 7 $ 402
Heavygasoline......... -1594 -1333 -690 -I62
Medium diesel ......... 33 286 1422 2512

Heavy diesel .'......... - 1169 -489 I I I 1346
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Table 6-23

l'reseat Value of Total Cllange in Costs per Truck with Fan-Oil Testing
and Without Credit for Costs and Savings for More Efficient Fails,

Fan Clutches and Exhaust Gas Seals

Regulatory Levels

Type of Truck 83dEA 80dBA 78dBA 75dBA

Medium gasoline ........ $ 80 $ 280 $ 848 $ 1243
Heavy gasoline .......... 149 403 970 J494
Mediumdiesel.......... 724 1373 2475 3595

Heavy diesel ............ 51 I 1] 80 ] 729 3015

Table 6-24

Present Value or"Total Change in Costs per Truck with Fan-Off Testing
and Credit for Costs and Savings for More Efficient Fans,

Fan Clutches and E,',dlaust Gas Seals

Regulatory Levels

Type of Truck 8$dBA 80dBA 78dBA 75dBA

Medium gasoline ........ $ -283 $ -365 $ 7 $ 402-

l'leavy gasaline .......... -1604 -1357 -790 -262i

; Medium diesel .......... 33 271 1422 2512

', Heavy diesel ............ - 1200 615 -5 1235

Table 6-'2-5

Present Value of Total Clmnge in Costs per Truck with Fan-Off Tesiing
and Without Credit for Costs and Savings for More Efficient Fans,

Fan Clutches and Exl|aust Gas Seals

Regulatory Level

Type of Tluck 83dBA 80dBA 78dBA 75dBA

Medlumgasolin_ ........ $ 80 $ 280 $ 848 $1243

Heavy gasoline .......... 139 377 870 1394
Medium diesel .......... 724 1348 2475 3595

Heavy diesel ........... 480 1054 1613 2924
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Section 7

ECONOMIC IMPACT

This section considers the economic impact of alternate standards and the impact of

the time phasing of these standards. Section 6 has already considered the cost per truck,

In assessing the impact of 83-, 80-, 78-, and 75-dBA regulatory levels, examined are the ex-
pected demand reductions and total cost for the adjusted sales volteme for each of the four
leveIs (PHce and Quantity Impacts); impact upon truck manufacturers and major suppliers
(Impact on Treck and Engilie Manufaetnrers); tend, the impact Of price and operating cost
changes on COlnmon curriers and other truck-using sectors (hnpact upon Truck-Freight Com-
panies and Financial Impact on the Trucking lndtlstry).

PRICE AND QUANTITY IMPACTS

Pdce and quantity impacts are given for each successively mor_ stringent noise stan-
dard. In each case, the pdee increases are for the year or"proposed enforcement over the
1973 levels. Damand redtlctions are based on an assumed dmnand elasticity of-0.7* for
all treck types. Tables 7-1 and 7-2 give the reduction in number of units sold and adjusted
sales forecast for the first year for each proposed standard. The impacts of the various stan-
dards are disonssed separately, first, on an initial cost and demand-reduction basis, and then
in totals of operating costs, As will be seen, the greatest impact is on the medium diesel
truck market; this, however, is the smallest of tha four markets being considered.

Initial Costs and Demand Reductioos*

Prices usedwere arrived in Section 6 nsing a markup of 1.5 x manufacturing cost.

83-dBA Regulatory Level

If a regulated level of 83 dBA is established aod testing is permitted with the fan off,
the average price increase for medium and heavy gasoline-powered trucks will be $35 each -

a 0.6 percent increasu over the current price for medium gasoline trucks and $125 for heavy
gasoline trucks - 1.1 percent increase over the current price for heavy gasoline tracks. For
medium and heavy diesel-powered trucks, the average prices will increase by $426 (or 5,9 per-
cent) and $387 (or 1,5 percent), respectively, Tbe details of the individual elements that

make up these costs are presented in Tables 6-1 and 6-7 of Section 6.

*Appendix C.
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Table 7-1
l'_stim0ted Reduction in Truck Sales due to Noise Control

(First Ye;lr of E_leh Standard)*

Type of Truck BasdinJ

Yenr of Regulatory -' Total Projection of
Regulation Level Medium Iieavy Medium Heavy Sales (Number

Gasoliue Gasoline Diesel Diesel of Trucks)

1978 83dBA 875 296 127 1,729 3,027 428,594

1982 80 dBA 4,759 526 269 3,748 9,032 478,536
1984 80dBA 4,894 523 277 3,834 9,528 506,758

1984 78 dBA 8,972 883 345 5,598 15,798 506,758
1984 75dBA 18,079 1,661 530 8,872 29,142 506,758

*Assumes a demand elasticity of-0.7 for all truck types.
tSouree, [ II.

Table 7-2 !

Forecast Sales Adjusted for Decrease in Demand

Type of Truck

Year of Regulatory Medium Heavy Medium Heavy Total Number
Regulation Level Gasoline G_soline Diesel Diesel of Trucks

1978 83 dBA 209,393 38,949 3,009 175,966 427,317

1982 80dBA 215,683 38,250 3,060 212,511 469.504

1984 80dBA 221,764 38,021 3,152 234,293 497,230

1984 78 dBA 217,686 37,661 3,084 232,530 490,961

1984 75 dBA 208,579 36,883 2,899 229,255 477,616
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Assuming that tile demand elasticity for all trucks is-0,7, these price increments will
result in a reduction in demand of 0,4 percent for medium gasoline trucks, 0.8 percent for

heavy gasoline trucks, 4.0 percent for medium diesel trucks, and 1.0 percent for heavy diesel
trucks. Table 7-1 shows that adoption of the. 83-dBA level would reduce projected truck sales
by 2,932 trucks. Tbis reduction is small compared to the baseline sales of417,325 trucks.
Table 7-2 gives the adjusted sales forecast for each category of truck,

Itshould be noted that the dollar value of sales actually increases, although tile number
of units sold declines. Tile increase in dollar sales is tile result of the inelastic demand for

trucks (i.e., elasticity less than one). Discussion on tile impact on trucks and engine manu-
facturers will present a more detailed discussion of this point,

80-dllA Regulatory Level

With a regulatory level of 80 dBA, prices will increase above 1973 levels by 3.1 percent
for medium gasoline, 2.2 percent for heavy gasoline, 11.5 percent for medium diesel, and
2,3 percent for heavy diesel trucks, The price increments (i.e., the differences in cost be-
tween an 83-dBA truck and an 80-dBA) will.be $145 for medium trucks, $130 for heavy
gasoline trucks, $424 for medium diesel trucks, and $233 for heavy diesel trucks. These
price increases will result in the demand reductions shown in Table 7-3,

Table 7-3

Percent Demand Redaction due to 80-dBA Regulatory Level*

Incremental Reduction _Incremental Reduction
Due to Due to

83.dBA Standard 80-dBA Standard

Type of Truck Percent Percent

Medium gasoline. 0,4 1,7

Heavy gasoline... 0.8 0.6
Medium diesel .... 4.0 4.3

Heavy diesel ...... 1.0 0.8

* Assumes a demand elasticity or" -0.7
for all truck types.
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The reductions in demand for heavy gasoline trucks will be aboat 0.6 percent (third of
tile reduction for tile medium gasoline trucks). Medium diesel trucks will experience a re-
duced demand of more than 6 times that of tile heavy diesel track market, However, for

considerations of impact upon tha manufacturing employment or upon the national
economy, the medium diesel truck market is the least important because of its small sales,
Assuming implementation in 1981, tile cumulative reduction in unit sales due to tile 80-
and 83-dBA regalatory levels would be 4,694 tnleks in tile medium gasoline market, 527
in tile heavy gasoline market, 265 in tile medium diesel market, and 3,312 in tile heavy
market - a total for both markets of 8,798 trucks below present sales levels. Of this
total, 2,932 can be attributed to 83-dBA regukltory level and 5,866 to the 80-dBA level,
Table 7-2 shows the adjustc:d sales forecasts,

78-dBA Standard

With a 78-dBA regulatory level, price increases above 1973 levels will be 5,6 percent
and 3.3 percent for medium and heavy gasoline trucks and 14.4 percent and 3.4 percent
for medium and lteavy diesel trucks• The dollar increase in going Prom 80 to 78 dBA will
be $150 for medium gasoline trucks, $125 for heavy gasoline trucks, $209 for medium
diesel trucks, and $271 for heaw diesel trucks. The corresponding demand reductions are
given in Table 7-4.

Table 7-4

Percent Demand Reduction due to 78.dBA Regulatory Level*

Incremental Reduction
Due to

78-dBA Standard

Type of Truck Percent

Medium gasoline... 1.8
Heavy gasoline .... 0.9
Medium diesel .... 2,0

Heavy diesel ...... 0.8

* Assumes a demand elasticity of -0.7

for ell truck types.

75.dBA Regulatory Level

Tire incremental cost increase per truck of the 75-dBA regulatory level over the 78-dBA
loyal will be $335 for both medium and heavy gasoline trucks, $565 for medium diesel i
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trucks, and $503 for heavy diesel trucks, Another relevant comparison is tile incremental .
cost between 80 and 75 dBA.

The incremental costs-per-truck of moving from 80 dBA to 75 dBA, then, are $485
for a medium gasoline truck, $460 for a heavy gasoline truck, $774 for a medium diesel
truck, and $774 for a heavy diesel truck,

The demand reductions expected to result from the 75-dBA regulatory level are given
in Table 7-5. Tile incremental demand reduction is for going from an 80-dBA level in 1981
to a 75..dBA level in 1983,

Table 7-5

Percent Demand Reduction due to 75-dBA Regulatory Level*

Incremental Reduction
Due to

7$-dBA Standard

Type of Truck Percent

Medium gasoline.., 5.9
Heavy gasoline... 2.9
Medium diesel ... 7.6

Heavy diesel ..... 2.5

, * Assumes a demand elasticity of-0,7

for all truck types

• As in the case of the other levels considered, the greatest impact will be on medium
diesel trucks, While the price increase for heavy diesel trucks is larger in absolute ten'as

than for heavy gasoline trucks, the percentage increase is smaller for heavy diesel than for
all types of gasoline trucks, Thus, the demand reduction is smallest for heavy diesel trucks.

Summary

Table 7-6 summarizes the incremental percentage price increases for each of the four
regulatory levels considered.

In order toobtain the total percentage price increase for any combination of regula-
tions, simply add th_ percentage price increases for that combination, For example, the

price increases for an 80., an 83-, and a 78-dBA combination of regulations for heavy diesel

tr_cks is 3.4 percent.
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Table 7-6

Incremental Price Increases for 83-, 80-, 78- and 75-dBA Regulatory Levels

Price Increase (Percent)

Present to 83 dBA to 80 dBA to 80 dBAto

Type of Truck 83 dBA 80 dBA 78 dBA 75 dBA

Mediumgasoline,. 0.6 2.5 2.5 8.3
Heavy gasoline... 1.1 1.1 1.1 4.0
Medium diesel ... 5.8 5.7 2.9 10.6

Heavydiesel..... 1.4 0.9 1.1 3.0

Operating Costs

Tile increase in the initial purchase price of a truck is only one component in the
total cost of truck noise control. Noise control will also have an impact on operating costs.
Reasons for changes in operating costs and the levels of these changes were dealt with in
Section 6 on a per truck basis. Here, briefly considered is the magnitude of cost changes as
apportioued over the entire truck population.

The average annual savings in operating costs for the final regulatory level for different
regulatory options are given in Table 7,7 for when credit is taken for savings in fuel costs for

more efficient fans and fan clutches and for savings in maintenance costs for exbaust gas seals
on diesel trucks. The savings in Table 7.7 are computed by taking tbe operating costs in Table
6-18 for each of the four truck categories and calculating the weighted average savings per
truck. The maximum savings occur for options G and E; however, there are still significant
savings associated with options C and N.

Total Costs

The total cost impact on truck users is estimated first by a component that represents

recovery of the incremental capital invested with interest; and second, one that represents
the increased yearly operating costs. Present value computations were utilized in converting
estimated incremental investments and operating costs (savings) that occurred through 1991
to a common base year of 1978. These present value figures were thee converted to uniform
annualized costs by tile application of capital recovery costs.* All costs shown in Tables 7-8

• Uniform nnnualEed cost compulalJon repte_enll a method of recovering an Initial capital invcmn¢_t ovcf a |p¢clfled
nunlhcr of yeatl at a _pecified rate of return by means of uniform-annual paymenO, (See Appendix E.)
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Table 7-7

Savings in Average Operating Expenses with Use
of More Efficient Fans and Fan Clutches

Average Saving per Truck
Weighted for Distribation

Regulatory of Sales by Truck Category
Option* ($)

G 131
E 123
C 70
A 19
N 90

*The options are described in Table 4-1.

and 7-9 assume that there are no technological improvements in metbods for noise control.
In practice, improvements are likely to occur.

From this point to the end of Section 7 we have adjusted all costs and revenues to
1975 dollars. Tables I-3 of Appendix D show the new prices used. The factors used for
adjustment are based on the Bureau of Labor Statistics' Wholesale Price Index for Truck
Prices and Consumer Price Index for Transportation.

Our discussion in this section concentrates on Options A, C, E and N. Calculations
were however performed for all options. The figures are given in Appendix E. Capital,

Operating and Total Costs for all options can be compared with the revenue figures given
in this section.

InTable 7.8, the totalannual costs are presented for Options A, C, E and N when
credit is taken for the increases in truck prices and savings in fuel and maintenance costs

associated with more efficient fans, fan clutches and exhaust gas seals. The highest annual
costs are shown for Option A and the lowest for Option E. The annual costs for Options
Cand N are similar, with the costs for Option N lower. When credit for the costs and
savings for fan treatments and exhaust gas seals is taken, the total annual costs given in

Table 7.9 are derived. Savings are shown for all options in every year, except for Option A
after 1989.
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Table 7-8

Total Annual Costs Without Credit for Costs and Savings for
more Efficient Fans, Fan Clutcbes and Exhaust Gas Seals

(Millions of Dollars)*

Year Option A OptionC Oplion E Option N

1978 20.5 20.5 20.5 20,5

1979 .... 41.0 41,0 41.0 41,0

1980 .... ' 61.5 61.5 61.5 61.5

1981 .... 81,9 81,9 81.9 81.9

1982 .... 136,6 136.6 136.6 136.6

1983 .... 190.5 190,5 190.5 190.5

1984 .... 372.6 294,6 243.3 281.5

1985 .... 552.6 397.4 294,8 370.3

1986.... 730.4 499.0 344.9 456.6

1987 .... 904.4 598.2 393.0 539.7

1988 .... 1,071.2 692.0 436.5 616.6

1989 .... 1,231.8 782.4 478.3 689.6

1990 .... 1,384.8 869.1 518.8 758.7

1991 .... 1,529.8 951.6 557.9 823.5

Uniform
Annualized

Costs 452 317 225 289

*Table 7-8 is extracted from Appendix E where more
detailed information is presented.
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Table 7-9

Total Annual Costa With Credit for Costa _md Savlngs for
more Efficient Fans, Fan Clutches and Exhaust Gas Seals

(Millions of Dolhn's)*

Year Option A Option C Option E Option N

1978 .... -118.2 -118.2 -118.2 -118.2

1979 .... -227.1 -227.1 -227.1 -227.1

1980 .... -325,8 -325.8 -325.8 -325.8

1981 -414.6 .414.6 -414.6 -414.6

1982 -481.6 ..481.6 -481.6 -481.6

1983 -539.3 -539,3 .539,3 -539.3

1984 .... -466.3 -547.2 -586.7 -560.6

1985 .... -385.0 -545.5 -626.4 -573.5

1986 .... -297.3 -536.1 -660.8 -580.1

1987 .... -206.4 -521.7 -691.6 -582.8

1988 .... -I 19.0 -508.8 -724.3 -587.7

1989 .... - 33.9 -495.1 -755,2 -592.5

1990 .... - 46.8 -481.8 -784,7 -597.8

1991 121.0 -471.2 -814.8 -605,8

Uniform
Annualized
Costs -307 -446 -523 -475

*Table 7-9 is extracted from Appendix E where more
detailed information is presented
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IMPACT ON TRUCK AND ENGINE MANUFACTURERS

Two factors of concern in considering the impact on truck manufacturers are th_ over-
all level of economic activity in the truck manufacturing industry (e.g., employment and
output) and tba possible increase in concentration within the industry. In general, the regu-
lation of noise levels of new trucks will not reduce the dollar value of sales (Table 7-12)
although the nnmber of units produced will decrease (Table 7-1 ). Thus, no reduction in
employment is anticipated, bat rather a probable increase. Labor/output ratios are given in
Table 7-10,

Table 7-10

Labor/Output Ratios

Column Column Column
1 2 3

$ Value $ Value $ Value
Added Added Added

SIC Code for Industry per per per
Production Production Production

Man $ Man Hours Man Years

3711: Motor vehicle

cars and bodies $3.46 $20.04 $41,487.32

3712: Truck chassis
andtrucks $3.30 $18.94 $38,511,55

3713: Truck and bus

bodies $2,69 $10.06 $19,795.80

3714: Motor vehicle

parts and
accessories $2.53 $13.17 $27,577.50

*Source: Census of Manufacturers 1972.
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Sincercventla dollars are expected to rise in total (dan to tile increase in prices) addi-
tional man-hours are likely to be required. If work is subcontracted to parts and accessories
manufacturers who use more man-hours per production dollar, employment is in fact likely
to increase more than if additional manulhctnriag is perlbrmed by truck numttfacturers.
Column 2 of Table 7-10 shows that to generate $18.94 in the parts and accessories industry
1.44 (18.94/13.17) nlan-bours would be required as opposed to I man-hour in the truck
chassis indnstry. Employment is not likely to fall as long as two coudltions hold.

I. Elasticity of demand is less than :Illabsohlte vahle of one.

2, Labor/output ratios are at least as high for parts and accessories ulanufacturers as
for chassis and truck manufacturers.

Tile second cormem, the possible increase in industry concentration, also seems unlikely
to occur. Small manufacturers appear to be as capable as large n'_anuf;icturers of meeting the
proposed standards. This is particularly true for one small engine manufacturer wllo is

presently producing tile quietest diesel engine. Thus, some small manufacturers do not appear to
have any cost disadvantage for regulatious which will take effect in the more distant future
(i.e., 78- or 75-dBA).

Considering tim diesel truck market, tile changes in market structure brought about by
this regulation will most likely be at tile level of the engine manufacturer rather than at the
level of the truck manufacturer. A key element in tile cost of noise control (and thus the
price increase in trucks) is engine noise level. As shown in Section 6, noise levels frmn differ-
cot engines vary widely, Engines that emit high noise levels will require more extensive
treatments, and trucks that use these engines will cost more than trucks using quieter eugines.
Thus, track manufacturers will prefer using engines that are iuberently quieter.

It should be pointed out that some engine manufacturers also produce trucks, but a
number of firms produce either trucks or engines. In the diesel market, Mack, General
Motors, * and International Harvester produce both trucks and engines. These three produ-
cers account for 35 percent of the medium diesel trucks, and 55 percent of the heavy diesel
trucks, Thus, a large part of the output in both the medium and the heavy truck markets is
from firms which purchase engines from outside suppliers. It should be noted that General
Motors sells engines to other truck manufacturers; all tl|ree firms offer trucks which have

engines other than the ones they produce. For example, you can buy an lutematlonal llar-
',,'ester truck with a Caterpillar engine. Table 7-11 shows tile distribtlUon of engine and
truck combinations, and Table 7-12 shows the current distribution of output among truek
manufacturers.

oGcneral Motors produegs Chevrolet and GMC trucks and D_ttoit Diesel and GblC truck engines.
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Table 7-I1

Suppliers of Diesel Engines Used by Truck Manufacturers, 1972

Track Allis- Cater- Detroit Seania

Mantffactarers Chalmers l_illar Cummins Diesel GMC IIIC Mack Parkings Vabis Total

Chevrolet .... - - 308 3,388 135 - - - 3,831
Diamond Reo - 129 2,038 1,040 - - - 3,207

Dodge .... 1,046 434 - 278 - 1,758
FWD ....... - 1 165 448 .... 614

,_ Ford ....... - 9,336 4,759 7,739 ..... 21,834
GMC ....... - - 1,255 14,599 609 .... 16,463
IIIC ........ - 747 11,830 14,475 - 2,7,_2 628 - 30,476
Mack ....... 22 331 2,612 1,584 - - 21,121 - 661 26,331
White...... 44 779 15,513 5,501 - - - 21,857
Others ...... - 3,736 8,983 3,999 .... 16,718

Total 66 15,079 48,509 53,207 744 2,742 21,121 960 661 143,089

Source: reference IlL



Table 7-12
Percent Market Share of New Trucks 1: Manufacturers, 1972

Truck Medium Trucks Heavy Trucks
Manufacturer Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel

Chevrolet, 23.6% 2,7% 3,8% 2,7%

Diamond Roe .... 02 0 2,5 2,3

Dodge ,,. 19.8 5.5 8,6 1,1

FWD * ,2 .7 ,4

Ford 28,0 59.7 33.2 13,6

GMC 11,3 8.8 19.4 11,6

II-IC .......... 17.2 23,1 29.1 21.2

Mack ......... 0 0 * 19,1

White......... 0 .06 1.8 15,8

Others .... 1 0 .8 12.1

• Less than 0.05 percent.
Source: reference {11.

In the discussion of tile impact of the regulation, concentration is on diesel-engine man-
nfaeturers rather than truck producers, in the gasoline truck market, firms use primarily
Iheir own production engines. In addition, there are few, if any, cost differentials between
gasoline tmek manufacturers,

Section 6 presented tile cost per truck for an 83-, 80-, 78-and 75.dBA regulatory level,
These cost estimates were developed for each engine manufacturer. Diesel trucks can be

divided into three categories:

1. medium trucks usingmedium-duty engines,

2. heavy trucks using medium-duty engines, and

3. heavy trucks using heavy-duty engines.

These three categories represent three dtstinet submarkots. In terms of truck sales,
trucks in one category do not generally compete with trucks in another category. For

example, heavy trucks used in construction usually have medium duty engines, while line-
huul trucks use heavy-duty engines. The selection of engine type in a heavy truck is deter°
mined primarily by miles traveled per year,
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Presently, there are substantial cost differentials belweeu diesel engine types [4],

Tile costs of quieting different types will also vary initially. As technology becomes better
developed, east-effective methods will be adopted in preference to relatively ineffective
ones. Tile mix of engines produced in each calegory will become more cost-effective us eara-

petition between manufacturers mlcotlragcs inlpleraeotatiou of better techniques, Over lime,
differentials between raanufacturers of noise control eqtlipraent should be reduced. A goad

example of this behavior was provided by tile costs of air polltltion eqtlipraeut, where cost
differences between nlanufacturc_ were reduced over a period of two or tllree years,

In addition, thougil there may be some price diflL'rentials (resulliug from noise con-
troll among trucks using engines from different raauul_clumrs, tile high degree of product
loyalty among truck purchasers will o'tinlmize any shifts. An additional factor militating
against large-scale shifts is that Ihs producer of Ibe quietest heavy-duty diesel engine presently
produces very few truck engines, accounting for less than 0.5 percent of curraut heavy-duty
dieselengines for trucks. Thus, a small reduclion in denland for engines predated by other
manufacturers and a corresponding increase in demand for the quietest engine, would cause
a large relative increase in demand for tile quiet engine. Itowcver, tile magnitude of the
shift would be small in terms of tile entire market.

In the medium-duty engine market, the major dis;idvantage would be suffered (at the
83-dBA regulatory level) by one raanufacturer. This particular manufacturer produces a
number of engines which would be |_sed as substitutes lbr the noisiest engine. Also, given
the lead times and this manufactttrer's strong position in the market, it seems likely that it
can aml will reduce the noise level from this engine or develop a new engine to replace it.

In terms of the overall impact on truck raaraffactorers, Tables 7-1 and 7-2 showed the
number of trucks for the baseline and ;ill adjnsted sales forecast (with floise control). A1-

tllough these tables indicated that tile number of trucks sold will decrease as a restdt of
higher purchase prices when noise control eq_.dpnleut is udded to trucks, the dollar value of
sales will actually increase. Table 7-13 gives dollar valuca for first-year sales for tl|e 83-, 80-,
78-, and 75_IBA regulatory levels and Tuble 7-14 gives baseline sales. Actual increases in
sales are $.39 million io 1978 (with an 83.dBA level); $64 million in 1982 (with all 80-dBA

level}; $68 million in 1984 (witll a 80-dBA level); $ I00 railliml (with a 78-dllA level);
and $154 million (with a 75-dBA level) in 1984,

TIle most probable outcome will be an increase in tmlploymcut as a resalt of noise con-
trol. If _pproximatcly tile same amount of labor is required Io produce a dollar of output
of noise-central equipment as is now required to produce a dollar of outptlt in the truck
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T;lble 7- 13

First-Yeilr S;des of Trncks (Millions of 1975 S) under Adjusted Forecast of Demand
with Cost of Noise Controls a

Type of Truck

Yearof Noise Meditnn Heavy Medium Ileavy TotalSales
Regulation Standard Gasoline Gasoline Diesel Diesel ($ Billions)

1978 ... 83-dBA 1.489 554 28 5,534 7.605

1982 ... 8B-dBA 1,572 550 30 6,744 8.896

1984., . 80-dBA 1,616 547 31 7,435 9.629

1984,,. 78-dBA 1,626 547 31 7,456 9.660

1984,.. 75-dBA 1,642 551 32 7,490 9.715

aAdjusted demand computed from baseline figures, See Reference 1.

Table 7-14

Sales of Tracks (Millions of 1975 $) under Baseline Foreease a of

Den'|and at Original Cost Without Noise Control in the First Year of the Regulation

Type of Truck

Year of Medium Heavy Mediun'_ Iteavy Total Sales
Regulation Gasoline Gasoline Gasoline Diesel ($ Billions)

|978... 1,474 552 28 5.512 7.566

1982... 1,558 545 29 6,700 8.832

1984.,. 1,602 542 30 7,387 9,561

asee Reference I,
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industry, then the regulation will stimulate employment. As Table %10 shows the output/
labor ratio for noise-control equipment is at least tile same as tile present output/labor ratio
for the truck nnloufactLiring illdustry. [loins su42h as fail cllltches, eoghle enclosures, aad

exhaust inuf_ers Ilave physical cJlaraeleristics similar Io other present truck colnponelltS

and are produced ill a similar man]leg,

Eacb of tile proposed levels may have certain unique impacts or potential impacts, and
shouldbeconsideredseparately.

Sincetheproposed83-dBA regulatorylevelbecomesel'l_zctivein1978,thecurrctltslump

in truck mznlilfacturblg nlay have some relevance to tile ceonolnic ilnpaa[, It alight be ext)cctcd

that small mamlfactttrers would be particularly affected, as they have less access to capital
markets and are less able to bear the cost of new equipment. However, for santo of these sumller

colnpauies, such as FWD, Auto Car, and Western Star, sales performance was as good or better
in 1975 than in 1974 [8]. Tile larger manufacturers such as General Motors and Mack have

been hit particularly hard wltb sales declines.*

For those regulations scheduled to take effect in 1982 and beyond, the current reduc-
tion in track sales affecting tile ability of truck manufacturers to finance noise-control in-
vestment would not be expected, nor would the slump be expect to persist to 1982. In

tact, the economy is now showing signs of recovery. Of course, a short-run cyclineal
downturn may occur during ally period; this type of event can usually be predicted only
one or two quarters in advance.

Thermostatically controlled fans will be introduced to meet the 83-dBA regulation and

will also be used under the 80-dBA reguhtion. Therefore, possible supply problems
should be considered. Thermostatically controlled fans are expected to be used in about
50 percent of all track production (i,e., for most heavy trucks). This corresponds to a demand
of about 207,000 thermostatic fans and represents a production rate of about 17,000 fans
per month. It is believed that fan manufacturers can increase fan production capacity to
meet tbese demand levels within a lead time of about 1 year.

For redesign and/or manufacturing of special components necessary for the 78- or 75-

dBA level, tbe lead times proposed (i.e., 8 to 10 years) are adequate to ensure a smooth
transition to meet these standards.

*The 1¢_ _v_o decline in ratlesof small firms leflucls the spedalized nat ute of their product, The markets fat

specialized veiticl0s have been less severely impacted b}' the ¢nffcnt economic slump,
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IMPACT UPON TRUCK-FREIGHT COMPANIES

Current Status of Trucking Industry

Tonnage hauled and earnings for 1975 are expected to fall below tile depressed levels of
1974, Production cutbacks and inventory adjustments have led to a sharp decline in truck
tonnage since 1973 (Fignre 7-1), The vohune of freight transportation is closely tied to the

INTERCITYTRUCK
180 TONNAGE 180

160 _ 160

140 140

120 120

FRB INDUSTRIAL
100 PRODUCTIONINDEX 100

QUARTERLY

so I 1 I I I I I ] so
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

(1967= 100)

Source: Americ_m Trucking Associations

Figure 7-1. lntercity Truck Tonnage

economy (Figure 7-2). Relative to other sectors of the transportation industry, however,
trucking has experienced an increase, In 1973, motor carrier revenues accounted for

55,4¢ of every dollar spent for transportation, but this increasing share o f transportation
business has only partly offset the effects of the economic downturn.

Truffle-related costs represent a substantial percentage of.trucking expenditures, When
traffic falls, therefore, these costs also fall to stone extent. Some increase in costs has been

experienced,_onetheless, and rates have been increased to compensate-often with a lag.
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Figure 7-2. Relationship Between Trucking and GNF

Recent ICC hearings* indicate an unwillingness to allow rate increases to cover the costs of
slack capacity due to the recession.

Rate increases do not necessarily cover all expenses. Increases in labor costs, social
security, tolls and other non-labor costs have usually been allowed as tbe basis for rate
increases, Projected non-labor costs are not generally accepted. Such increases may be
granted in arrears. Expenses however, cannot always be recoupedretroactively. Costs are

*Before the ICC: Justification or Middle Atlantic Confer©no© for General Increases in Rates and Charges. Effective date-

July1andS,1975.
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often passes through without markup. Some consideration is beglnning to be given to tbe
problems of low rates of return in tile industry. The Civil Aeronautics Board's example in

allowing rate changes which actually improve profitability has been cited in the ICC bear-

ings*.

Rate increases in truck transportation do not appear to have eroded trucking's market

sham. Table 7-15 sbows the percentage changes hi price, ton miles, and market shares for rail

and truck since 1969. In 1971-72 and 1972-73 truck prices per ton-mile rose by more tban

rail prices. In 1971-72 ndl prices actuaily fell. Daring these two periods, trucking either
maintained or increased its market share. Since 1972, this increase has not necessarily been

at tile expense of rail whose market share was also growing.

lntermodal Cmnpetition

The probable extent of a shift away from trucking towards rail varies for different pro-

ducts. A study based on tim 1963 Commodity Transportation Survey indicated that the

major determinants of modal choice were size and distance of shipment [5]. Shipper group

or commodity type was also a key factor, however. Certain commodity groups are likely to
consider rail a viable alternative to tracking. Others are likely to find it unacceptable.

Table 7-16 shows the percentages of rail and highway freight by commodity for 1967

and 1972. Water, air, and other types of carriers are excluded to demonstrate the compe-

titive nature of the two modes, thus percentages add to 100.

In paper and allied products; metai cans and miscellaneous fabricated products; electri-
cal products and supplies; motor vehicles and equipment; instruments, photographic equip-
ment, watches and clocks, the share of tonnage going to rail increased between 1967 and

1972, This was probably due in part to the availability of"piggybacking" which has made

commodities less susceptible to spoilage and "shrinkage". Tbis is of particular importance

for high value goods.

*Before the ICC: Jultincation of Middle Atlantic Confetenc_ for General Inc_ea_s in Rater and Change_. Effective date-

July 1 and 8, 1975.
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Table 7-15

Modal Comparison of Rail and Truckintercity, 1969-1974

Cmnparisons I969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

Rail:

Ton-miles (Billions) ........ 774 768 744 784 858 86 l
Revenues (Millions) ... l 1,289 I L869 12,730 13,105 14,801 16,936'

Truck:
Ton-miles (Billions)... 404 412 430 470 505 510

Revenues (Millions) 31,383 33,553 37,570 41,690 46,515 50,874*
$ per K ton miles:
Rail 14.59 15.45 17.11 16.72 17.25 19.67
Thick ... 77.68 81.44 87.37 88.70 92.1 l 99.75

•_ Percent of total intercity ton
L_ miles (all modes):

MarketShare: Rail .......... 41.03 39.83 38.48 37.77 38.43 38.60
Truck .. 21.25 21.28 22.18 22.63 22.63 22.90

1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 973-74

Percent change:
Rail price per ton mile ........ 5.90 10.74 (2.28) 3.17 14.03
Tnack price per ton mile ...... 4.84 7.28 1.52 3.84 8.29
Rail ton-miles ......... (.78) (3.13) 5.38 9.44 ,35
Thick ton-miles 1.98 4.37 9.30 7.45 .99

Rail market share ..... (2.93) (3.39) (1.85) 1.75 .44
Truck market share ............ 14 4.23 2.03 .0 1.19

*Estimated

Sources: Moody's Transportation Manual
M. V. M. A. Thick Facts 1975

Survey of Current Business



T_lbla 7-16

Highway- Rail Dislrlbutioa by Shipper Groap
l"erceat Distribution Based on Tons

1967 1972

Shipper Group ltigh w_Jy Rail llighway Rail

I. Meat and diary products ................ 72.8 27.2 81.12 18.88
2. Canned arltJI'rozea foods and other ........ , 39.5 60.5 46.06 53.94
3. Candy, cookies, beverages tllld tobacco ..... 76.6 23.4 84.52 15.48
4. Textiles and le;Jther products ............. 85.7 14.3 90.18 9.82
5. Apparel aatl related prodncts ............. 88.9 I l.I 90.91 9.09

6. Paper and allied t>rodLIcts................ 48.6 51.4 47.03 52.97
7. Basic chemicals, plastics, syatheticsand l'iber_ 37.8 62.2 46.48 53.52

8. Drugs, p;_iats and other chemicals ......... 56.5 43.5 58.96 41.04
9. Petroleum and coal prodects ............. 69.5 30.5 71.55 28.45

10. Rubber and plastic products ............. 74.0 26.0 75.28 24.72
I 1. Lumber and wood products except furniture 45. I 54.9 53.41 46.59
12. Furnit are, fixture and miscellaneous

mamffactared prodacts .............. 77. I 22.9 77.57 22.43
13. Stone, clay and glass prodncls ........... 68.0 31.0 76.40 28.60
14. Primary iron and steel prodacts .......... 43.3 56.7 52.25 44.27

15. Primary nonferrous metal prndncts ....... 47.0 53.0 47.40 52.60
16. F;ibricated metal products except cans .... 76.8 23.2 82.29 17.71
17. Metal cans and miscell_lneoes t_tbrlcated

metal products .................... 72.2 27.8 62.72 37.28
18. Industrial m_Dchinery except electrical ..... 77.7 22.3 79.98 20.02
19. Machinery except electrical nnd industrial.. 62.0 38.0 72.85 27.15
20. Communication products and parts ....... 74.5 25.5 85.54 14.46
21. Electrical products and supplies ......... 64.9 35.1 64.43 35.57
22. Motor vehicles end equipment ............ 48.3 513 40.46 59.54

23. Transportation equipment except motor
vehicles ........................... 63.1 36.9 80.14 19.86

24. Instruments, photogrilphic equipment,
watches and clocks .................. 85.8 14.5 78.14 21.86

Source: U.S. Bureau of tile Census, Census of Transportatioll, 1967 and 1972

Commodity Transportation Survey
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In all shipper groups, other than tile five listed, rail reduced and trucking increased its
share between 1967 and 1972.

Concentration in the TrucMn,,_,Industry

The nnmber of I,C.C.-regulaled carriers in tbe United St;Ires has declined markedly in
rcccut years-from e total of 3,442 in 1971 to 2,711 in 1974, Most of Ibe decline occurred

among special curriers, whose mmlbers went down by 24.2 percent between 1971 and 1974
(Table 7-17). Within the general-freight carrier market, smua substantial shifts occurred.

Table 7-17

Change in Numbers o1"Carriers 1971 to 1974

Change
Carriers 1971 1974 (Percent)

General freight:

Intercity under $1M ...... 407 161 -60.4
lntercity over $1 M. 729 791 + 8.5
Local under $ I M ........ 13 l 64 -51.2

Local over $1M 101 103 + 2.0

Total ........ 1368 1119 -I 8.2

Percent of all carriers ....... 39.7 41.3

Specfal carriers:

U.S. colnmon ...... 1500 I 161 -22.6
U.S. contract ........... 377 330 -12.5
U.S. local .............. 197 92 -53.3

Total.............. 2074 1573 -24.2

Percent of all carriers. 60,3 58.0

Grand total.all carriers ...... 3442 2711 -21.2

Source: Trinc's lilue Book 1972 and 1975 (Reference 2).

The total 18 percent numerical decline of this latter group occurred among carriers whose
annual revenue is under $1 million, lncrease_ in the numbers of carriers with over $1 mil-

lion in annual re',enue suggest that a number of small carriers grew in size or were merged
into larger entities. The declines in the two under-$I-million general' freight categories
were both greater than 50 percent.
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The total number of all curriers both I.C.C. regtdated aud not. was 15,144 in 197316].
This number has probably declined hi 1974 and 1975. There were I 1,380 c_lrriers with
revenues under $300,000 in 1973. Thus, although there are a few very large carriers, there
are many small ones, Figure 7-3 shows the distribution of I.C.C.-regalated carriers of
general freight. Tile majority of these have revenues over $1 milliou bat under $I0 million,

S00

7OO
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3OO
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to 1M to 1OM to 2OM to 100M > 1OOOM

$ REVENUE
RANGES

Figure 7.3, Size of I.C.C.-Regnlated General Freight
Carriers: X = 10.597.28.

The I.C.C regulates all motor carriers holding intebstate operating authority. Table 7-18
shows bow tracking activity, both private and for-hire, is distributed between all local and inter-
city carders.

Changes in tile business and tile economic downturn have made it hard for small carriers to
operate as many smaller carriers are only marginally profitable. Additional funds have been

i required for new freight terminals and for computerized routing and billing. Funds for thes_ im-
provements ere not always as accessible to small businesses us to large. New business starts have
also been reduced.
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"I';IMe7-18

Percentage of Trucking Total
I980

Type of Track 1965 1970 (Projected)

For-Hire:

Local 15.2 15.0 15.7

lntercity 32.7 36.2 34,9

Private Trucking:
Local ............. 34.0 31,5 31,7

lnter¢ity .. 18,1 17,2 17.7

10O,00 IOO,0O 100,0

Source: Transportation Projections, 1970-1980,
U.S. Department of Trausportation

As of January 1. 1974, tire classification of carriers was changed so that Class 1 now
includes tbose whose annual revenues are in excess of $3 million (rather thun $1 million).
"l'his change reflects both inflation anti the trend towards larger entities.

Table 7,19 shows tile concentration in each of the six Regional Revenue Bureaus for
1974.

Table %19

Percentage of Market Revenues of tile Top
Four (4) Carriers Measured by Revenue, 1974

Revenue of Top
Regional Revenue Bureaus 4 Carriers (fJerceut)

Southern Motor Carriers Conference* .............. 23.04

Rocky Mountain Motor Tariff Bureau .............. 41.25

Middlewest Motor Freight Bureau ................. 15.82
Eastern Central Motor Carriem Association .......... 29.81

Middle Atlantic Conference ...................... 14.3 i

Central & Southern Motor Freight Association ....... 41.0 I

"1973 data.

Source: $tatisticsofthe6 |nterregional Rate Ilureaus,
as established by tile Interstate Commerce Commission.
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In no region does more than 50 percent of the revenue go to the top four carriers.
Concehtratioa is highest in the Rocky Mountain, Central, and Southern regions. It is lowest
in the Middlewest. Nowhere does the concentration ratio come close to the Department of
Justice definition of high concentration, i.e., four carriers having 75 percent or more of the
revenues. Table 7-20 shows how tile market sbare of the top four carriers is distributed.

Table 7-20
Market Share of the To bFour Carriers

RegionalRevenueBureaus 1 2 3 4

Southern Motor Carriers Confermlee 7.55 6.60 4.49 4.40

: Rocky Mountain Motor Tariff Bureau 16.55 9.01 8.09 7.60
Middlewest Motor Freight Bureau 6.08 3.95 2.91 2.88
Eastern Central Motor Carriers Assoc. 12.84 6.07 5.45 5.45

Middle Atlantic Conference 4.22 3.76 3.61 2.72

Central & Southern Motor Freight Assoc. 18.44 8.50 7.77 6.30

Outlook for 1976

As of September 1975 the recession in the trucking industry has apparently bottomed out.
The 1974-1975 period saw the most serious reversal in traffic in recent history. This was due to

both inventory divestment and the slowdown in production. The trucking industry saw a
magnified version of the economy's difficulties. From its peak in November 1974 to the trough
in March 1975, truck traffic receded 30 percent. This compares with a decline in total
national production of 14 percent from peak to trough. The 1975 truck traffic is expected
to be down nbont 16to 17 percent from 1974 levels. The 1976 prospects arc substantially
better. From 1975 levels, truck tonnage is expected to grow 12 to 15 percent in 1976 and
revenues to increase by 18 to 22 percent, allowing for an estimated freight rate increase of
8.2 percent. Forthcoming labor negotiations are expected to be followed without delay by an
appropriate rate increase. The industry should experience an above-average increase in demand
as the economy recovers and inventories arc built up. The improved revenue picture should
enable many companies to be self-financing for their capital investment in the next few years.

Financial Status of LC.C.-regulaled Carriers

• The preceding section indicated a substantial variability in the characteristics of carriers.
The following discusses the current status of the I.C.C.-regulated carriers.
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lnlerpretation of Current Status

Table 7-21 shows key financial indicators for the I.C.C regulated U.S. trucking
companies, Financial data for non-l,CC, regulated companies are not readily available.

• Operating ReJ,emles give an idea of tile relative size and importance of various
sectors. It can be seen that intercity common carriers over-$ l-milllon account
for 63 percent of operating revenue for all I.C.C,-regulated companies, If special
common carriers _lreadded, we have 91 percent of the total LC.C.-regulated
companies revenue. Local and special contract carriers are thus relatively unim-
portant,

• Net Operating Ittcome. * Even when income from operations looks good, a business
may be in difficulty, if there arc substantial nonoperating or extraordinary expenses,
e.g., interest expense or equipment losses. In general, this is a quick indicator of
profitability.

Table 7-21

Current Position of I.C,C.-Regtdated U.S. Trucking*

N+¢lIncome

k/'ler Tl_t¢1
N_I (Ihe_+.'cn[ ROI

Opetalin I Oper_tinlt_ Nug/lbQgo_ _¢0 gl1i_1ig of Tol_l Pet..'ent
R_rnuel Income I_wcf Nulabcr of, I_lgJo Op_rllI_1 t'_lfrrlll Toll1 AIt_II IJ_[oI¢

($ thtluMndl) (_ thouur+dll Unitl Caflierl fP++zc©at) Revenue) RmtJo I_IhouM_¢II) TI It¢1

C<nrlmlr_illht
©lPr+_Pl:

Itll_rig¥ Under $1bl 121,354 I,B75 $_.+4 161 95,8 1,3 I+1_ $2,59B J.57
tttt©rctl¥ Over $U,I I _,41Z,015 6J9,725 18S,755 791 94.7 .9 I.II 5,J,19,902 11,92
LOCllUnder $1M '14._9S 1_,_31 _21 64 101.2 (,hi 1,14 21,47B (t.2;I)
Lc¢&l(_¢r St M , 329,..19 6,743 ],2._4 103 99.0 I.$ 1.41 IBS,S]6 3.63

5p¢¢111c|trl¢ll:

O.S.Caramt_n *' 5,S60,'_J9 2JI,6f,7 10b,la0 1161 95.g _+0 1.16 2+1511,1185 g.8 +.

U,S, Con1rileI *+ 966,_$4 28,q43 IS,776 3SO 97,1 1.3 1.04 4.+4,_63 6,81

U,S,Local .... 95,079 3,6113 3*_44 92 98+2 .'.J 1,31 8;,787 4.40

Toll] lpcglal ¢llrri+_r:, , 6,722,_72 _64,_95 12_,2C_ t_73 96.1 1.9 1.14 2,#67,63_ 9,2_

C*llrldIotal- 3_1,9_4
lllCaxi_¢l_ * ' * ' +' 19,669.078 934,05_t 2711 ' 95.J 2,_ 1,13 11,674,B70 I0,77

• Source: Trinc's Blue Book (1975)
•+'SeeAppendix B for breakdown.

+Th_ ddtnltlon used Is that from Trinc's Uluo llook 12 I+ S¢0 Appendix Ffo+' detailed br©_kdown,
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• Power Unils indicates tile number of trucks of all types in tile carrier industry. This
includes light tracks, which represent I 0 percent of" tilt: trucks used for hire.

• Carriem is tile mtmbcr of separate business entities in each category.

• OperathsgRatio(pereent)isaalmpicrindieatorthannetoperatiugincomeoffile
profitability of incremental revenue. It is calculated by taking operating expenses as
apercent of operating revenue. A deficit in net operating income shows up as an
operating ratio of greater than 100 percent.

• Net hwome After Taxes (Percent of Total O/wrathlg Revemte) is a general measure
of profitability; this includes gains or adjustment to income which do not result
directly frmn operations.

• Current Assets/Current Liabilities Ratio is a good indication of tbe liquidity of a
company. If u company has more current assets than current liabilities, it may be
"cash Hell." The cash situation of those with a ratio less than I is generally tight.
A ratio less than 1 may reflect good management and an ability to keep debtors
from pressing for payment, or it may represent a company in trouble whiclt failed
to adjust its expenditures to a decline in revenue.

• TotalAssets is tile sum of all assets. Fixed assets are included at net book value.

Book value is a variable recast]re in tile carrier industry. The average life for a
truck is 10 years [71 ; llowevcr, IRS regulations allow trucks to be depreciated
faster tllan this. Therefore, there are a number of fully depreciated trucks
generating revenue, and the age of a partietdar carrier's capital stock will cause
this figure to vary. This figure is also atTected by the depreciation method used.

• Return on Investment (ROD: percent (before taxes) is designed to show the
relationship of income to vested capital. The only readily available measure of
invested capital is listed in Total Assets. The best available measure of income is
Net Operating Income before interest and taxes (see Appendix F for definition). In
using ROI as a measure, it is important to remember:

1 The age of tile capital stock and the depreciation method will cause ROI
to fluctuate.

2 ROI is a measure of tile average return on a group of nonhomogeneous assets,
e.g., land, trucks, cash, etc. The returns on each category of assets may be very
different.

3 ROI also measures tile return on capital assets acquired over a number of years.
This should not be compared directly witlt the incremental return which is
demanded on new capital investment today. Fifteen years ago, 6 percent (after
tax) may well have been a reasonable return to expect. Today, 10 percent is
more USUal.
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AnalyzingTable7-.21foreachofthesev_ariables,onecmr observethefollowing:

• Localundcr-$l-millioncompaniesareon theaveragelosingmoney onoperations,
Theirdeficitis0,6percentofnetincomeaftertaxes.Theircurrentratio,llowever,
is sbnilar to flint for U.S. trucking ;Is a ;vhole.

• Special contract carriers typically have a narrow margin between current assets
and liabilities, ulthoagl'i they are making money on operations.

• Profit margins of trucking companies are cbanletcristieally narrow. Total labor
costs (including fringe benefits) represent about 60 percent of each dollar of
revenue, and scope for increased output per man hour is small, The National Team-
ster contract expires in Mardl 1976, and, if wage increases are given, higher rates
will be needed. Being a regulated industry, rate adjustments may lag cost increases.
Despite a number of recent.rate increases, a number of which exceeded those of
railroads, the overall market share for trucking has continued to rise (Table 7-15).
Rate increases have not led to a noticeable fall in traffic.

There is a well-known rule of tBumb that a company's current ratio (current assets/
current liabilities), should be at least 2:! and its quick ratio Ccurrent assets-inventories/current
liabilities), should be at least 1:1, Since inventories are almost negligible for the trucking
industry, the current ratio of 1,13:1 is not unreasonable, llowever, this is not an industry
with great liquidity. Delays in approving rate increases therefore have a substantial impact on
a carrier's cash position,

Total assets and ROI figures shonld be used with great care. Fluctuation ill these
numbers may bc only partly due to industry conditions. Taken in aggregate, however, tile
l,C.C.-regulated industry has a relatively low ROI of 10.77 percent before taxes. Assuming
a tax rate o1"48 percent, this yields an after tax ROI of 5.6 percent. This is substantially
lower tban the 1Opercent after tax return required for current investment, Municipal bonds,
which had been regarded as risk free, yield 8 percent clear of tax, 2 percent is a conservative
estimate of the risk preminm required for trucking industry funds.

Financial Impact an the Trucking Industry

A_umptions used in a_essing impact

I. Initially, it is assumed that all increased costs will be borne by the carrier, ratller
tllan passed on as rate increases, "Thisassumption is then relaxed in the discussion
of possible rate increases.
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2, Trucking industry revenues are assunled to grow at the same rata as GNP.*
[Freight activity relates dlrectly to production, As a long run estimate of
GNP, 3.5 porccntt (real rata adjusted for ioflatlon) seams reasonable despite
the daclina of recent quartars,I

Table 7-22 projects the revenues, based on these assuraptions, for U.S. truckiog through
2000. A rate incrensa that produces a decline in denland couhl result in a dccliue in overall
revenues, l lowavcr, it is llkely that the demand is highly inelastic** and thus a rate increase
would not substantially decrease total revenue. The projections of operating income assume
that raargius are nraintained - i.e., that the operating ralio does not change. §

Revenues and costs are shown in Tables 7-23 and 7-24 for specific years discounted
at I0 percent, These tables are computed using Table 7-22 and Appendix E. The use of the
disaoant factor represents the opportunity costs of the funds, ltowever, the percentage which
costs represent in a given year is independent of any discounting procedure. Tables 7-25
and 7-26 show tile noise control costs as a percanlage of revenue and operating income for
tile years 1981, 199 I, and 2000. The costs of any given ragulatlon do not reach a steady
percentage of revenue until the entire truck population has come under the given regulation.
Where the track life is 10 years, this will occur 10 years after the regalation is in effect, i.e.,
in 1992 for Options E and 1994 for Options A, C and N.

It is important to recognize that tbese percentages are computed for all truck purchasers.
The impact on any particular sactor is not to be found simply by estimating the percentage
of tracks purcbased hy that sector. The truck mix for the sector is critical. Appendix G
discusses the procedure for finding the percentage for a given sector. The for-hira sector is
shown as an example, The savings and expenses ol"the regulation are not distributed evenly
across all types of truck. Medium-gasoline trucks will experience substantial savings, while
medium-diesel tracks will experience greater costs. Thus, savings will be larger than average
for agriculture and about average fur I.C.C. carriers. The particular mix purchased is thus very
eritie_l in assessing the impact on a given sector. Appendix G shows how this aan ba eoraputed.

7.4.2 Rate Increases for ICC Regulated Carriers

Three questions must be asked concerning rate increases for I.C.C. ragulated carriers to
cover noise control costs.

1. When will increases be permitted by the ICC?

2. What is the economic impact of a lag in rate increases?

3, How much rote raliaf will the ICC permit to offset noise eontroI costs?

*Thole tl Iota: ¢','ldt:llcethat they may grow faster as riley become all Jncleaslng peiccnl_g¢ of th_ Oansporlallon icclor,
'_3.S percent Is Ihe llloU conle/'vat toe perccnlas e u|ea for proJe_llon_ by Dcpar tmenl of Transpurtation in *'Transpo_'tal[on

1970-1980 Projections," Oflie_ of Systems Analy_s and Information (revised March 1973)
• *See earlier Uiscue|lcn of lntermcdal freight competition and Tables ?-1S and 7-16.
§The opctanns ratio for I.C.C. carriers tl _ssunled to be typi_l of the indultry as a whole.
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T;Ible 7-22

l_.evenue Projections for Trucking (Millions of Dollars)

1965 1970 1980* 1990" 2000"
Type of Trucking (Actual) (Actual) (Projected) (Estimated) (l:_stimated)

1971 ($)

For Ilire:

Local 5641,979 6875,718 10370.944 14629.253 20635.667

Intercity 12131.258 16571,536 23140.074 32641.388 46043.941

Private Trucking:

Loe_d 12603.318 14412.456 21019.614 29650.267 41824.666
hltercity 6716.214 7875.583 11756.650 16583.93 23393.291

o
Total 37092.769 45735.293 66287.282 93504.838 131897.56

1975 ($)_'*

For llire:

Local 7017.984 8552.616 12900.282 18197.137 25668,881

lntercity 15089.914 20613.178 28783.637 40602.198 57273.46

Private Trucking:

Local 15677.103 17927.466 26146.024 36881.581 52025.158

lntercity 8354,211 9793.335 14623.944 20628.535 29098,611

Total ....... t 46139,212 56886.535 82453.887 116309.45 164066.1 I

*1990 and 2000 figures arc computed as projection from the D.O.T. projected 1980 figures, assuming 3.5 percent
real growth in G.N.P. This is the most conservative figure used in the D.O.T. study.

** 1975 $ were arrived at using the Department of l_lbor statistics commodity price index for transportation.

Source: Transportation Projections 1970-1980, U.S. Departmerlt of Transportation.



Table 7-23

Revmme Discotmted at I0 Percent* Io 1977 (Millions of 1975 Dollars)

Type of Trucking 1981 1991 2000"

For Hire:

Local 10031.4 5455.5 2866.65
Intercity 22382.5 12172.6 6396.19

Private Trucks:
Local 20331.4 11057,2 5819,07

Intercity 11371.7 6184.5 3249£8

Total ........ 64117.0 34869.9 18322.59

*This rate is used as tile cost of capital and opportunity cost for all calculations. It may
be high for an industry such as I.C.C. carriers, whose margins are 4.75 percent and whose ROI
is 5.6 percent.

Table %24

Costs for Particular Years Discounted at 10 Percent* to 1977 (Millions of 1975 Dollars)

Options 1981 1991 2000*

Option A with savings** (3I 1.5) 35.0 61.8
Option C with savings (311.5) (136.5) (64.3)
Option E with savings (311.5) (236.0) (142. I )
Option N with savings (311,5) (175,5) (103,8)
Option A without savings 61.6 443.1 317.8
Option C without savings 61.6 275.6 193.1
Option E without savings 61.6 161.6 108.8
Option N without savings 61.6 238.5 156.6

*The impact of all regulations has reached a steady state by 2000. Changes are due pri-
marily to growth in the truck population and the variations in the demand for each type of
truck.

**Includes costs and savings for more efficient fans, fan clutches and exhaust gas seals.

Analysis of past ICC procedures indicates a variation from "a simultaneous rate increase"
to "an 8-weak lag." There is only limited information on the economic effects of a lagin
freight rate increases. It is likely in 1976 that a 7 percent rate increase will be allowed in May
for labor costs, and a .5 percent increase for fuel costs in June. It is estimated that a delay
of 5 weeks in these rate increases will reduce second quarter operating ratios by 2.8 percent.
This pressure on margins is of a short-term nature and for the year as a whole, the impact is
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Table 7-25

Projected Noise Control Costs in Selected Years as a Percentage of Revenue

Options 1981 1991 2000

Option A with savings .... (.486) ,I 00 .337
Option C with savings (.486) (,391 ) (.351 )
Option E with savings (.486) (.677) (.776)
Option N with savings (.486) (.503) (.566)
Option A without savings . . .096 1.271 1.734
Option C without savings . . .096 .790 1,054
Option E without savings . . ,096 .463 .594

Option N without savings . . ,096 .684 .855

Table 7-26

Projected Noise Control Costs in Selected Year,s as a Percentage of Operating Income*

Options 1981 1991 2000

Option A with savings (I 0,23) 2.10 7.09
Option C with savings (10.23) (8.23) (7.39)
Option E with savings (10.23) (14.25 ) (16.34)

Option N with savings (10.23) (10.59) (11.92)
Option A without savings , . 2.02 26.76 36.50
Option C without savings . . 2.02 16.63 22.19
Option E without savings . . 2.02 9.75 12,50
Option N without savings . . 2.02 14.40 18.00

*It is assumed that operating income is 4.75 percent of revenue and that the costs are
passed on.

much smaller. Nonetheless, it is important that the rate increases coincide, as nearly as possi-
ble, with cost increases. This is particularly true at a time when cash is tight.

The answer to the third question is equally difficult. The percentage by which rates
would have to he raised just to cover such costs (assuming there is no loss of market share)
is easily computed as:

Costs as
Annualized Cost of Noise Controls × 100

Annualized Revenue = percentage
of revenue

The_ am shown in Table 7-25 for 1981,1991 and 2000. These percentages do not allow
for any markup on the incremental costs of trucking services, For tbis reason, trucker's
marginswill still be eroded.
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Example fl)r ICC Regulated Carriers

If on costs of 10,2 hillion stlppose an increase of 2 percent is expcrieneed by trackers.
If this is passedon completdy and no substitution occurs, revenneswill become $20.54 billion
and operating laconic ,,viii still be $957,44 million. Althottgh this ]s 4.75 percent of $20.16

billion, it ts only 4.()t_percent of $20.54 billion. Margias are tl'tas eroded becatlse the cost base
is increased. If no markup is allowed, the carriers will, in effect, be asked to pal money

into noise-control equipnlcnt with no return; if a markup is allowed by the ICC to preserve
inargins, then tht: inllationary effect of the rtoise-control equipment will be greater. To
preserve existing marglnsl it would be necessary to nlultiply tile above equation by 1,0499,
tllereby nlaintainlng a 4.75 percent nlargin.

Possible Rate Increases fi_r ICC Regulated Carriers

hi this section, tile assunlption that there will be no rate increases to cover blereased
costs is relaxed. Until 1973, labor costs provided the basis for freight rate increases, Non-
labor costs were generally offset by productivity iricreases. If prodnetivity increases were not
completely offset by other costs, rates were raised to offset only part of a wage increase. Since
hire 1973 however, because c,f rapid increases in non-labor costs, (e.g., fuel) there have been
three non-labor based rate increases. As the discussion earlier indicates, the I.C.C. has tradi-

tionally allowed historical nort-labor cost increases but not projected ones. Stlch cost in-
creases evetltaally are of left allowed to be passed through as rate increases without markup.

I.C,C. regulated curriers may have operatill_ margins which are greater or less than tile

aggregate. Ifa 4,75 percef, t markup is allowed by the I.C.C., those whose existing alargins
are less than 4.75 percent will become nlore profitable, and vice versa, since the rates are
set without regard to individtml carriers' characteristics.

In|pact on Partiealar Segments of tile Carrier lrLdustry

Tbe impact on the For-hire sector in aggregate is shown in Appendix G. "Fable 7-21
showed the statns of various segments of the I.C.C. regulated industry. It is important, however,
to appreciate tllat there is substantial variation between different carriei's in the industry.
This may be doe to scale, geographical location, route structure, types of freight, etc. Table
7-27 shows mean and standard deviation of operating ratios lbr I.C.C. regulated companies,
As can be seen, the operathlg ratio gets less favorable as companies get smaller. An operating
ratio greater than 100 indicates a company which is losing money on everyday business. If the
distribntior, were normal one would expect substantially more companies to have an operating
ratio greater than 100 tbun turns out to be the case, One explanation is that companies in this
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Table 7.27

Operating R_illos: Means and Standard Deviations
for ICC Regulated Coin )antes*

Expected Actual
Mean Probability Percent With

Operating Standurd of an Operating Operating
Ratio Deviation Ratio > 100+ Ratio > lOB

CI;iss I
(ever100M),., 94.8 5.84 0,19 0.045

Class II

(2Oto 100M)..i 95.5 4.95 0.18 0.093

Class III

(I to20M)... 96.2 5.57 0.25 0.185

Class IV

(UnderIM)... 99.0 6.76 0.44 0.370

"1974 Statistics, Source: Trine's Blue Book (1975) [2].

+Based on a normal distribution of operating ratios

position may already have stopped operations and are no longer reporting to the I,C,C. It sllould
be remembered also that there are other factors (e.g., ability to decline unprofitable business)

that make it likely that the distribntlon is skewed to the favorable side of the mean. Companies
with a deficit from operations are likely to remain in business only for a limited time. There
are strong indications that in 1975 carriers' mar_ns were lower lllai't indicated here.

Table 7-28 sbows the current position for some selected companies* indicating that
there is substantial variation from the averages shown in Table 7-21. It is most important,
therefore, that concern not just with the aggregate impact on all trucking, but with the specific
impact ml individual groups is given. Appendix G shows how this can be done for an industry
group. The substantial variation between I.C.C. regulated carriers will cause any regulation to
be noulmmogeneous in its impact. Although the aggregate impact on an industry is important,
it is also critical to observe which segments of that industry will be affected to a greater or
lesser degree than the average.

*These companies were selected as repiesentalivc tit types within curb group rather than by a legmented ritndom sampllns

procedure. A stailsllcal cheek wal run Io ascertain rite representativeness of ilia companies select cd. This check u_d a

revcnu_-h_scd weighting scheme, h_cau_ of the welllht liven to Class I nnd tho ntlnstatlsti_l Ilattiro of the lampl=, T_bic
7-28 Is ¢olnpatible with a total population having an operatl ng r_IIo of 91 percent and a culrent rntio tit approximiit01y

1,18. Tllei_ ligules Indicate thai Table 7-28 represents a solnewilat more favorable situation ihan IS actualll' pleSClll. TII0

true population bus an operating ratio of 95.4 perccnl and a current ratio of 1.13 ITable 7-21) and comparison with
Table 7-27 also indicates this. T_bIe 7-28 sliould lherefore b_ used wtth _ution.
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Table 7-28 contains information similar to that in Table 7-21, but for four classes
within the the industry, Comparison of the two tables shows substantial deviations from the
average, Two of the companies shown are already running a deficit; net operating income
is negative, and the operating ratio is over 10fi. Any additional fnanclal burden could cause
financial distress to companies in this position. Even if these companies could raise the
financing for noise controls, they may not be able to support the payments, It is important
to observe that these companies are medium or small and privately owned, It is this type of
carrier which may experience hardship, Table 7-21 sbows that, taken together, local general
freight carriers under $1-million are in deficit. This group is probably the most vulnerable to
increased costs of noise control, even if able to pass these increased costs on via increased
rates,

Computed returns on investment described for Table 7-21 is also shown in Table 7-28
and should be used with great care, The age and mix of capital equipment varies greatly from
one company to another, As can b_ seen, ROI fluctuates a great deal. The ability to expend
the necessary funds for noise control equipment will depend both on the economic outlook
for the industry, and the existing financial position of any particular carrier. The short-term
outlook for the industry is rapidly improving (outlook for 1976), Even companies whose
condition appeared poor in 1974 may be able to provide substantial internal funds for invest-
ment by 1978, A good indicator is a substantial improvement in operating ratios.

If outside financing is required, the ability to borrow money will depend on a number of
factors:

• Existing leverage,

• Timing of present debt retirement,

• Access to money markets, e.g., stock market for public companies,

• Other sectors' demands on the money markets,

• Prevailing interest rates/and

• Certainty of future profitability ensuring repayment.

These factors differ substantially for individual companies. The small and medium private
companies may have the most difficulty in raising funds. Smaller, newer companies are usually

' found in Classes III and IV and as shown earlier concentration is increasing. If new entrants are
discouraged or their growth is inhibited, this is likely to continue.
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Table %28

Current* Sample Position of U.S. Gcncnd Freight Trucking CompanJ0s

Net ]ncome
After T_xes

Net (Percent ROI

Operating Opcnltingt No, of Operating of Total percent

Revenues Income Power Ralio Operating Current Total Assets Before
RevenueClass C5thousand) (5 0)ousand) Units (percent) Reventle) Ratio ($ thousand) Taxes

I. (Over100M) . .

A. ConsolidatedFreightways.,426,175 33,833 5,019 92.1 4.6 0.85 221,814 15.25
B. Roadway Express ......... 504,375 60,500 2,324 88.0 7.0 1.63 243,901 24.81
C. Yellow Freight ........... 351)385 43,789 4,736 87.5 6,9 1,09 209,879 20.86

,,-4
th D. LeeWay 113,315 8,548 593 92.5 3.8 1.17 fi3,895 13,38

E. Smith's Transfer ........... 126,295 10,584 2,255 91.6 3.8 .87 81,78I 12.94

II. (201o 100M)

A. Hall's MtL Transit Company 73,204 7,334 I,II5 90.0 2.2 ,72 44,691 16.41
B, Gordon's 63,734 3,534 889 94.5 2.8 1.41 34,869 10,14
C. Mid-American 36,088 281 607 99.2 .1 1,67 18,225 1,54
D. MilneTruck Lines ......... 28,287 1,922 489 93.2 5.4 1,01 8,286 23.20

lB, (I to20M)

A. Link Trucking 1,019 107 29 89.5 7.0 1.22 544 19,67

B. Pic.Walsh Freight 10)653 (574) 16 105.4 10.7§ 3.05 3,969 114.46)
C. 8uwak Tntcking ........... 9,011 113 163 98.5 .9 1,79 1,617 8.23

IV. (Under I M)

A, M&GTransporta0on 562 (21) 7 103.7 {3.2) ,55 182 111.54)
B. Hcding Truck Service 688 78 25 88.6 6.4 .84 285 27.37
C. Heartland Express .......... 563 17 10 96.9 IO.I 2,57 1,122 1.52

o1974Stall=tie*, $outm: Tlinc's/llu¢ Book 11975) 12J,
_'$¢eAppendix 11for breakdown.

IIA q)edal tax acdlt ¢auv'l tllh nUJIIb¢/10be polgt'_ d©lph¢ Ih© d©fldt on uperatlnB h)com¢,



Impact on Users of TransportationServices

The impact of tim noise control program on end users can be measured by tile price
increases that would result if truck freight rates are increased. Table 7-29 shows both
direct and indirect truck transportation inputs for the commodities listed, The first column
shows the cents of truck transportation per dollar of output for each commodity for both
for-hire and private trucking. For example, commodity 8, food and drugs, requires 5,7¢ of
truck transportation per dollar of sales. The 5.7¢ reflects all truck transportation inputs for
raw materials, intermediate ihputs, and tile final product, The second column shows the
relative importance of trucking in each sector. The four right-hand columns show tile change
iu selling price, which results from Options A, C, E and N in 1991 and 2000, The rate
used was computed from the increase (decrease) in total costs as a percentage of revenue.

Savings result frmn Options C, E and N through the year 2000. Tile complete effect
of an option will not be felt until 10 years after its initiation, when the entire truck

population will have turned over. Tile figures for 1991 price increases should be viewed
accordingly. By 2000, the entire population will be subject to the option under consider-
alien, These figures therefore indicate the level at wilicb costs will reach a steady
percentage.

It is important to note that tile percentage used is an aggregate figure. A more
precise figure for each commodity can be arrived at by using tile procedure to compute tha
exact percentage cost increase for each sector as described in Appendix G.

Table 7-29 assumes no shifts to other forms of transportation due to the price increase.

Impact on truck purchases

Truck price increases and operating cost increases will affect the private trucking sector
as well as the for-hire sector. Table 7-29 presents the price increases that anticipated in 35
sectors of the economy and included both for-hire and private trucking.

To assess the relative impacts within the private trucking sector, the distribution of
future truck purchases by end users must be considered, It is assumed that distribution of
future purchases of truck type by end-user category will be in proportion to the present
distribution of truck ownership. Table 7-30, presenting the 1972 distribution of ownership
by truck type, can be interpreted as the best estimate of distribution of future truck purchases,

For medium diesel trucks, the operating and capital cost increases are the largest.
Excluding the for-hire sector already considered, the largest purchasers of medium diesel
trucks are the construction and service sectors. These two account for about 39 percent of
current ownership, and estimates will account for 39 percent of future purchases. While these
sectors will experience cost increases in tracking services, tile dollar value of trucking services
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Table 7-29

Truck Transportation Costs per Dollar of Final Demand in Variaus ]adustdes
(Fan Savings Are Included As Ez.atesWould Be Adjusted to Allow for These)

('tffl¢lll * _/LtCkjtlg_ IrlCrCam(Dc,:reas¢) m t'¢nit Wt I_l]lat
( I tA?2)('¢nt_ ;Isa Per_g/Itag_ot I_'luland I)u¢ Itt Noi_¢ C'tlntt/ll

per S I rta*lilulrlaliotl $ I t)91 I d)'l I ll)') I 1991 211(X) _{KJO 200U 2b_JO
hldll_lri_s I}¢lnand Int All Mimics Option A Opli,ln (' Opfhnl I_ Oplion N Opli,m #. (}pliUll (" Oplitln 1_ OIllJO*l N

I. AgricL*lhtr¢ 7,i 74.7 ,OO71 [.U278) (.O4M) LO357) 0259 10249) 1.05511 (0402)
2. I rtul cite ntJtliitg 4.7 17.2 n047 (.t)l;_4) t O;llSj {.02_h) I)lSB I.Ill6S) 1.03fi5) ( 02,,¢0
J, Nt]n felrous mining O7 5q.5 t}O'97 (,Oy/'_) ((16S7) {,04_i8 .t)327 I 0341) [,0753b IA_54q)
4. (21ahtliltlng K3 27.5 .nox3 (0324) (.05622 [,04172 ,0280 (02912 i,(Ih44 _ ¢ 04702
5, Misc¢llalt¢Ous itlhlirt$ 5').7 77.8 .ns,YI L2334) (.4e-I 2) (,3003) ._Oll f.2095) L 4"633b t.53791
b, (.'OllSlril¢lior_ 44 r12.[] A)OI4 { 0172) (.02'_X) t.0221) ,0148 (,0154) (.U341 b H)24_11
7, Ortht anc¢ 3.U 63.H 0123t) LOll?) { 0203) (.0151) .OIDI {.OIDSt (,0233b t 0178F
ft. Food and'drula 5,7 ¢,7.1 005"l t02232 ( 0_810 (,02_7) .0192 (.O2eO) (.0442i t052.12

% "['¢x tiles a nd allpat¢l 4.2 7%8 .0042 (.o 11,4) {.0284) t.02l I) .0142 (0147) t.03261 (023H)

I0. LUlIIL'crand pltlduct s S,2 38.5 .OOS2 t.0203_ (.035_) t.O262) .0175 (.0182) (.04041 (.02')4)
II, Filmitur¢ 4,o 5q.7 ,oo40 (.oI56) (.t)271) (.o2oi) .0133 (0140) {,o310) t 022fi)
12, Palverandpal_rprodL_ctl 4 L) 41_7 t)O49 (OILI2) (,O332) (.0246) 0165 (,0172) (.03HOI (.027"/)
13. Printing 2.8 6Jfi 00Z8 t olog) (OPJit) (0141) .0094 (.0098) (02172 (.0158)

14. Chemicals 61 50.5 0061 (.02381 t.04132 (.05072 .0206 (.02142 (.04732 1.0345)
72_ IS, PJasli¢, p,tin Ii alld ndd_ex 4,_ 642 O043 ( 011,82 (.02_11) (,0216) ,BI45 (.01512 (,03342 L0243)
0¢_ Ifi. Pulro and products 45 47q .00"15 (01762 {.UJ05) (,022fi) .l)152 (,01 $8) ( 03491 10255)

17. SlOll¢, clay, $hss $_rodtezt_ H4 e_56 .0(184 ( 03281 (.05692 (.0_i222 .02a3 (.02'_52 /.06521 (04751
IH. Iron and tl¢¢1 36 .tSA .0036 ( 01411 (.D2441 (:OISIt .0121 (.0126) (.02801 (.02041
IO Nonfexrtmsm¢lal 3.3 524 0033 (.0129) (.O223) {,O166t 0111 (.0116) (.O2501 (.OIH'/I
20. FahriCzlcd racial 30 57.7 ,0ojo (01l?) (.o205l {.oi5l) .I)101 (.0105) (.O233b ( 01701
21, I_arrn,Constru¢l*on rnachincry 5+7 5311 .00_7 (.05452 (.02502 (.0186) .I)125 {.0130) {.02872 ( 02092
22. Indttltti_l machin=xy 33 t_OO .OO]3 (DI29) (.0223) (.0166) .0111 t.Ol162 (.O256) L011]7)
23. El¢ctrilahnachincrd 2.4 ill5 .OO24 (./)(_J4) {.Ol62) (.OI2l) .OGSI (.C_41 L0186) LOI3fi)

24, Motor vehicle_ 35 51.5 .0035 (.01372 (,0257) :.0176) ,0118 (.0123l (.0272) /.0t']8)
25, Air¢ratl 1.7 fitl7 O017 (.00_O) (.OILS) (.C_6) .00$7 ( .C_,OI (.0132) (.o09fi)
26. Other transFottahan equipalcltl 3.5 57.4 ,DO35 t,DI3?) {.O217) (.O176) ,QII8 (.01_3) (.0272) t,0198)

27. 5¢i¢nlifi c o plical inslitu l¢ 4.7 87.0 .o047 (.0184) {.03IX) (.0236) .l_1511 (,01t_5) (.0365I 1,02662

28, Comrnunicalioln ,8 72,7 .0008 (.0031) (.0054) .0040) .00._7 (.0028) (,00622 (,0045}
29, Utililie* 24 3'1.3 .0024 (.00_14] t 0J62) (.01212 .00_l (.O084) (018o) (.0536)
30. Ser¢ices 3,6 8L? .0036 (.OI412 (.0244) (.0181) .(H21 (,0126) (.02?9) (.02042
31, AUto _paLrs 21 61.8 .0021 { 00821 (.o142} .OLD6) .0Q7I (.0074) (.01632 L011'})
32. Goveznlt_enlcntczpri_ 3.5 3a.5 0035 (.QI372 (.0237) (.12176} .OllH (.0123( (.02721 (.0ltlSt
3.]. Btls, travel, # fls 5.9 68.6 .OOS'} {.02317 ( 03992 .02972 .0199 ( O2(l?t (.0458) (.0334)
34 Mis¢ctialt¢out manufact urin$ 0.4 74.0 .00'14 (.036_II (06361 (.o4731 .0317 (.0330( (.o7201 L0532)

35, Scrap _J]¢s 1.8 10.8 .0OI8 (0070) (.01221 ( 0_}0] £O61 (.0_31 t.01401 (01022

IMrcent incrca_ ittcd .100 (,3';I) t,677) (.50]) .3]7 (.5511 t,'/76) t,566)

"_,_ourc¢f._¢IMm Catummis ]072 NalitlriatTtanlporlilion ReI_U1131,
NOl¢: The ft)ut rI#ll.)lAnd¢oluII_I indicate the IltCXctN(d¢crtaze) ffl Ctnlt pet $I demanddd¢to noltt ¢_flllOli¢|ullfiont



Table 7-30

Percent of Size Class in Each Industry Category

Medium Medium Ileavy lleavy
lndtrstries Gasoline Diesel Gasolbte l)iescl

Agriculture 36.57 9.33 16,89 4,45

Forestry and lumbering. • 1.89 1.19 3,65 3.54

Mining ,82 1,09 1.67 1.87

Construction 1,22 24,95 21.07 15.91

Manufacturing 3,68 7.93 6.73 10.17
Wholesaleand retail , . , 22,41 2.48 21.43 14.67

ForHire 7.19 27.99 17.77 45.12

Personal transportution. . 9.43 .21 1.63 .05

Utilities 3.19 .43 2.89 .53

Services 10.33 14.23 3.77 1.48

All other 3,27 10,18 2.52 2.22

Total 100 100 100 100

Source: Computer tapes for 1972 census of transportation, truck inventory, and user
survey.

consumed by these sectors is small. Table 7-29 shows that the direct and indirect purchasers
account for only 4.4 cents per dollar of final demand in construction and 3,6 cents per dollar
of final demand in the service sector.* Negligible impact is anticipated because of the small
proportion of trucking costs to total costs.

Including the for-hire sector along with the two mentioned above, these three sectors
account for 67 percent of mediur," iliescl truck ownership (and thus future purchases),

Tile price increases per truck, tanging from $42 at 83 dBA to $800 at 75 dBA for medium
gasoline trucks and $151 at 83 dBA to $866 at 75 dBA for heavy gasoline trucks, are offsel
(fully or in part) by operating cost savings. These operating cost savings inclade fuel savings
from treatment of fan noise. Tile major users of heavy gasoline trucks are wholesale and retail

*Nole the cents per doll.r of final demand include bath direct _nd indirect trucking services, The larse volume ,Jr nledlunl

dl©_'l trucks re fcrt_d 1o in these l adugtricl is used in dlr0ct truckins _ar_ica_u thus, tll_ impact would b_ even $1naller th_n
lh¢_ flsure| would lndie.t ©.
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trade (21 percent), agriculture (I 7 percent), and construction (21 percent). Of these three sectors,
agriculture is the largest user of truck transportation, as measured by the track transportation
costs per dollar of final demand. Again, no significant cost increases in these sectors are antici-
pated particularly given the small price increases relative to the large operating cost savings.

Agriculture, wholesale and the retail trade account for almost 60 percent of the medium
gasoline truck ownership.

The for-hire sector has been considered separately, and this sector accounts for 45 percent
of heavy diesel trucks. The other major users are construction (16 percent), wholesale and
retail (15 percent), and manufacturing (10 percent) (Table 7-30).

The mining sectors have substantial truck transportation costs. However, although a
relatively small number of trucks is owned by that sector, costs per dollar of final demand are
4.7¢ for iron ore mining, 9.7¢ for nonferrous mining, 8,3¢ for coal mining and 59.7¢ for
misecllcneous mining.
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Sectioa 8
ENFORCEMENT

GENERAL

Enforcement of new product noise emission standards applicable to new medium arid
beavy trucks will be accomplished through production verification testing of vehicle con-

figurations, assembly process testing using selective enforcement auditing of production
vehicles and in-use compliance programs. Tile predominant portion of any production veri-
fication testing and assembly process vehicle testing will be carried out by the manufacturer
and audited or confirmed by EPA personnel as necessary.

Any test used for production verification testing and any test used Ibr assembly process
testing of production vehicles should be the same test or else correlative so that compliance
may be accurately determined. A measurement methodology nsed both for production vcrl-
fication testing and assembly process testing of medium and heavy trucks is a modified
version of tbe SAE standard test procedure J366b.

PRODUCT VERIFICATION

Production verification is tile testing of early productiou models by a manufaclnrer or
by EPA to verify tbat a manufacturer has developed the necessary noise attenuation technol.
ogy and is capable to applying the technology in c manufacturing process.

Production verification does not involve any formal EPA approval or issuance of certi-
ficates subsequent to manufacturer testing, nor is any extensive testing required by EPA. A

vehicle configuration must undergo production verification prior to or soon after its distribu.
tion into commerce.

Like configurations may be grouped into a category as defined in the reguhltions. A
vehicle model would be considered to have been production verified after the manufceturer
has shown (based on the application of the noise measurement testing methodology) that a
configuration or configurations of t/rat model conform to the standard. Production verlfi-

cation testing of all configurations produced by a nlanufacturer may not be required if a
manufacturer can show that the noise levels of some configurations in a category are con-
sistently higlrar than others in a category. In such c case, the noisiest configuration would
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be the only conligaration requiringverification. Manut,'tctnrers must reverffy whenever they
implement engineering changes 1o their products that ;=relikely to adversely afloat noise emis-
sions. Additionally, some further testing o11a continuing or otber periodic basis of production

products will be necessary to assare that all prodLrets mautffacturcd conform to the standards.

Product verification provides FJ:'Awith confidence that production models will conform
to Ibe standards and also limits the possibility that non-comformlng vehicles will be distri-

buted in commerce. If the possibility exists that subseqtrent models may uot conform to tile
standard, assembly process vehlcle testing may be made a pllrt of the enforcement strategy
in order to determine ',vhethcr prodtretion vehicles continue to actn;dly conform to the
standard.

ASSEI_IBLY PROCESS TESTING

Assembly process testing of production vehicles is a method where vehicles are tested
upon completion of assembly to determine whetlrer tlrey conform to _]pplicable standards.
For tllis determination, only representative samples of newly-produced vehicles need be
tested and inferences can be drawn regarding tbe conformity (with the standard) of otlrer
newly assembled vehicles.

Sample testing will involve tire auditing of production vehicles on some random basis.

Any sampling strategy adopted by EPA does not attempt to impose a quality control or
quality assurance scheme upon a manufacturer but wotlld merely audit the conformity of
his products and provide a deterrent to the distribution in commerce of non-conforming
products.

Without some jL_stification to the contrary, 100 percent testing is unnecessary, since
sample testing can yield the desired result. At this time, 100 percent testing is not proposed
as a primary enforcement tool; however, 100 percent testing may be reqttired should an audit
show that n manufacturer is in violation of the regulation by introducing in commerce ve-
hicles exceeding the standards.

ENFORCEMENT ACTION

The prohibitions in tile Act would be violated in the lbllowing instances:

• The manufacturer fails to properly verify the conformance of production
vehicles,
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• On the basis of assembly process testing or other information, it is determined
that non-conforming production vehicles are knowingly being distributed into
CO/llmerce_ or

• Tile manufacturer fails to comply wiril an Administrator's order specifying appro-
priate relief where non-conformity is determined.

REMEDIES

In addition to the criminal penalties, fines, and imprisonment, associated with viola-
tions of the prohibitions of the Act, the Administrator has the option of issuing an order

specifying such relief as he determines necessary to protect tile public health and welfare,
Such orders could require that a manufacturer recall products distributed into commerce
not in conformity with tile regulations whether or not tile manufacturer bad knowledge of
the non-conformity, Recall orders will be issued in situations where assembly process test-
ing demonstrates that vehicles of a particular configuration have been distributed in com-
merce not conforming with the applicable emission standards.

Tbe Administrator may also issue an order requiring the manufacturer to cease dislri-
but.ion in commerce of vebiclcs wbere the requirements of production verification have not
been met.

Any orders would be issued only after manufacturers had been afforded notice and an
opportunity for a bearing.

LABELING

The label will provide notice to buyers and users that tile product is sold in contbrmity
with the regulations and that the vehicle is equipped with noise attenuation devices, which
should not be removed or rende_d inoperative, as prohibited under Federal law. The label
also states that the use era product which has been "tampered with" is prohibited.

IN_USE COMPLIANCE

If the goal of protecting the public health and welfare is to be fully achieved, the noise
levels of vehicles (which cannot be exceeded at tile time of sale) must not increase during
tile useful life of the veltiel¢ except possibly minimal allowance for degradation which cannot
be prevented by reasonable maintenance and repair. 'fhe standard, therefore, should
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incorporale an in-use standard that nlust not be exceeded during the useful life. liowcver, little
data is available to determine tile useful life o1"vehicles or what alnom'd of degradation can

be expected during their usefnl life. Thus, EPA has chosen not to promulgate a useftil life
standa_"a(li_istimel bet hils reserved tills option until sufficient data is avail;Jble to impose

stleb a standard, Tile delay ill promulgating this requirelneol sbotdd eel be construed as a
deelnphasis of this important requirement, bet merely as a ineanll to assore tlnlt an accorate
and fair nseful life requirement nlay be ilnposed.

'File lnnnufacturer is reqtlired (by Section 6(d) ( 1) of the Ael) to warrant to the first
purchaser and each subsequent purchaser that tile vehicle was designed, built, and equipped
to conformat tile time of sale to tile Federal noise ellliss[on stamlards. Thus, Ibe manufac-

turer is required to remedy all defects in desigrh assembly, or in any part or system, wbich
at the thne of retail sale caused tile Federal noise emission stand_lrd In be e×ceeded. Although

the warranty covers only date-of-sale nonconformity, Ibe constoner may make a claim under
tile warranty at any time during the life of tile product, as long as he can establish noncom-
pliance on the date of sale.

Recall is the appropriate remedy (under Section 1l(d) (I)) to require the olanu facturer
to repair or replace a class of vellieles which fails to conform to Federal standards at the lime
of sale. Such recall may be used, for example, when products in use are discovered wlth de-
fects relating back to the date of sale wbicb weald cause noncompliance.

Tampering with (i.e., removing or rendering inopenLtive) the noise control devices and
elements ofdeslgo is prohibited under Section 20f2) (A) of tile Act. Tilt use of a product
after it has been tampered witb is also prohibited.

Finally, manufacturers can be required (under Section 6 (e) (I)) to provide instructions
to purchasers specifying tile maintenance, use, and repair necessary to mininfize or eliminate
any possible degradation from the initial noise emission levels.
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Section 9
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

Whenever action is t;tken to control one I'orm of environmental pollutiml, tbere are
possible splnoffs affecting other environmental factors or natural resource. This section
evaluates the effects of truck noise control on air and water pollution, solid waste disposal,
energy and natural resource consumption, and land-use.

Tile principal sources of truck power train noise are tile fan, engine, and exhaust. Fan
noise control involves tbe use of largi_,slower-turning fans, and fan clutches that disengage

the tim entirely when cooling requirements for the engine are satisfied. Engine noise con-
trol is achieved by vibration-isolatlng tbe engine and employing engine barriers or enclo-
sures. Exhaust noise is controlled through the use of more effective mufflers.

AIR

The major potential effect on air pollution from the noise control measures described
above would be an increase in engine exhaust emissions as a result of an increase in exhaust

system bnckpressnrc I I ]. Truck exhaust mufflers have been designed and tested that ade-
quately reduce exhaust noise without exceeding engine manufacturers backpressure specifi-
cations. Accordingly, no increase in air pollution is to be expected from noise control related
to exhaust mnfflers. Air intake systems modifications, should tlley be necessary, are not
expected to result in any change in vehicle performance or increased exbaust emissions.

WATER AND SOLID WASTE

There are no significant impacts that would apparently result from truck noise control
on eitber water quality or solid waste disposal,

ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCE CONSUMPTION

There are three factors where noise controls affect energy constamption, The first and
major lactor is tbe use of fans that can be disengaged wben not required. Bender et al[ 1]
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developed the following estimates of fllel savings in gallons par mile per enit of accessory
horsepower (Table 9-1).

Table 9,1

Fuel Savings, Gallons Per Mile Per Unit of Accessory Horsepower

Truck Category

Medium Heavy
Engiee Type

Gasoline 0.0035 0.0019

. Diesel .0019 .0010

Also, the following anneal mileages by truck category apply* (Table 9-2).

Table 9-2

Annual Mileage, Gallons Per Mile Per Unit of Accessory Horsepower

Track Category

Engine Type Medium Heavy

Gasoline l 0,000 18,000

Diesel 21,000 54.000

Finally, the number of trucks that are predicted to be in use in 1990 12] are shown in
Table 9-3.

_'Datat_ueedfromU.S.Bureauof Censul,1973,
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T;=ble 9-3

Tracks in Use in 1991

Estimated

Track Type Model Years Population 1;11990

Mediam Gasoline 1978 - 1981 376.2× 103

Mediam Gasoline 1982.1983 277,3xl 03

Medium Gasoline 1984 - 1991 1,497,4x 103

Heavy Gasoline 1978 - 1991 354.0x 103

MediumDiesel 1978- 1981 5.3x103

Medium Diesel 1982 - 1983 3.7x 103

bledium Diesel 1984 - 1991 24.3x 103

Heavy Diesel 1978 - 1991 2,469.2x 103

Table 9-4

Decrease in Accessory Power Requirements

Track Type Regulatory Levels Power Savings
(hp)

Medium Gasollne 83dBA 2.5

MediumGasoline 80dBA 4.5

MediumGasoline 78 and75dBA 6,0

Heavy Gasoline 83, 80, 78 and 75 dBA 15.0

Medhnn Diesel 83dBA 5.0

MediumDiesel 80dBA 9,0

Medium Diesel 78 aod 75dBA 12.0

tfeavy Diesel 83, 80, 78 and 75dBA 15.0
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Combining tile data in Tables 9-1,9-2 and 9-3 as well as the estimated power savings given
in Table 9.4 (also see Table 6-8) shows tbat trader regulatory options A, C and N approximately
2.59 billion gallons of fuel would have been saved by 1991, and under regulatory option E,
2.50 billion gallons,

The second energy effect factor might involve decreases in engine efficiency as a result

of increased exhaust system baekpressuro. Since exhaust systems can generally be made to
meet engine manufacturers backpressure specifications, any effect on fuel consumption in
this area is expected to be minor (sea Section 6).

A third energy effect factor on fuel consumption is the increased truck-rolling resis-
tance attributable to the weight of noise control materials varies from a few pounds for
larger mufflers to potentially several hundred pounds for an engine enclosure, Estimates
of increases in fuel consumption attributed to increases in weigbt for noise treatment given
in Section 6 show that the added weight has a small effect on fuel consumption.

Effects on the consumption of other natural resources are expected to be small. As
indicated, no more than the addition of several hundred pounds per truck are likely to be
required for noise treatment. This is a small fraction of the roughly 25,000 to 30,000 Ibs
per tractor/trailer vehicle,

LAND-USE

The expected impact of this Federal new trunk regulation on land-use would reduce

margina| capital damages on property bordering highways and streets. In a recent report,
Nelson indicated that "traffic noise has a negative and statistically signiflaant effect on prop-
arty value" [3].

Nelson found that for suburban areas, marginal capital damages were $58 per property
per dBA above the residual level (L t 0 "L90), These'results were based only on individual
property sales in dose proximity to major highways.
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Appendix A-I
INTRODUCTION TO DOCKET ANALYSIS

This analysis is imended to serve as a review of tile public comments which were made
regarding the New Medimn and Ileavy Truck Proposed Regulation, published in tile Federal
Regi.lWr on October 30, 1974.

Tile analysis is structured as follows:

In the Summary of Comments (Sectlon A-2), eacll issue is identified by a nunlber or
series of numbers. Tilt: individual connnents are grouped Iogetlmr by contributor. Tile
contributors are also grouped into the major categories of( I) truck manufacturer, (2) maml-
faeturers related to tile track industry, (3) truck users, (4) private citizens, (5) State and
local governments, and (6) trade organizations.

Issues are identilled and discnssed in Sections A-3 through A-I I, as outlined below.

A discussion oil the actions taken in response to pnblio comments is presented for each issue.

Section

Number Docket Analysis Comment Categories

A-I Introduction

A-2 Summary of Comments

A-3 Benefits to Public Health and Welfare. Discusses the comments

related to tile impact made by the proposed regulation on tile
community noise environment.

A-4 Technology, Discusses the comments on the noise control teebnology
necessary to produce trucks that comply with the proposed regulations.

A-5 Costs of Compliance. Examines tile criticisms made of the costs
associated with producing trucks tbat comply with tile proposed

. regulations.

A-6 Costs Versus Benefits. Discusses comments on thejustification of
tile costs of the proposed regulations relative to tile benefits to be
derived, and tile methods of comparing costs and benefits,
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Section

Number Docket Analysis Comment Categories

A-7 Economic Impact, Issues on tile economic impact of the proposed
regulations are discussed.

A-8 Testing. This section discusses criticisms of the proposed test
procedure.

A-9 Classification. Brieny discusses comments regarding the vehicles
to which the regulation should or should not be applicable.

A-10 Enl'orcelllen t. E×andnes conlmcnts on the en forcenlellt o1"the proposed
regulations.

A-I I Miscellaneous Comments.
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Appendix A-2
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS

Comments were made on tile Proposed Noise Emission Standards on New Medium and

Heavy Tracks (Federal Register, 30 October 1974, p, 38338) in the form of written responses

in Docket ONAC 74-1 and in Public Hearings held on I9-20 February 1975 in Arlington,

Va. and 27 February 1975 in San Franniseo, Calif, Summaries of the comntents which fall

Into the general categories of public health and welfare, available technology, costs of com-

pliance, costs vs benefits, economic impact, compliance testing or vehicle elasslfieatiou are
given here. The comment summaries are catalogued according to contributor, and the contri-
butors grouped into truck manufacturers, manufaeturera related to the truck industry, truck
users, private citizens, govemmenfs (local, State or federal agencies), and trade organizations.

Within each group, tbe contributors are listed in alpbabetical order by the name of the

organization, State or local jurisdiction, or citizen. Tbe geneml category into which the
comment is placed is given in parentheses after each comment summary along with refer-

ences to the original comntent. Numbers which begin with the letter"T" (e.g,. T076) refer

to written Docket submissions. References to the Official Transcript of tbe Public Hearings

in Arlington, Va. and in SanFraneiseo are given by PIIW and PIISF, respectively, Written

submissions in response to questions or requests for additional information at the Hearings

ate referenced by numbers beginning with "Th" (e.g,, Th039).

A-2.1 TRUCK MANUFACTURERS

A:2.1.1 Chrysler Corporation

A-2.1.1.1 Meeting tile regtdatcd 75-dBA regulatory level is not technically feasible.

The Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck is a 75-dBA truck (not 72-dBA as claimed by EPA) and

thus will not comply with the not-to-exceed 75-dBA regulation (Technology, p, 4-5 of
T087).

_ A-2.1.1.2 Medium diesel trucks are the most difficult to quiet since they have very

high engine noise levels due to their Idgh-speed, light-weigbt engine design. No prototype
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medium diesel tnmk hasb_cn built to demonstrate the availability of technology for meeting

the 75-dBA regulatory level (Teelmology, p.4 of T087].

A-2.l.I.3 It is not possible to determine lhe acceptable design ranges on rilu para-
meters for devices and elements whicit am known to control noise over the useful life of

trucks (Technology, p. 2-210 of PIIW).

A-2.1. L4 EPA m|derestimated the increase in the costsper truck requlred to meet

regulatory levels. To comply with the 83-dllA level wotdd cosl about $500 morn per truck
and for the 80-dBA, $1200 more per truck. No eslimale could he made for the 75-dBA

regulatory level (Cosls of Compliance, p.6 of T087).

A-2.1.I.5 Noise abatemant equipment would causean increase ln anmml service labor
costs of $800 per truck for the 80-dBA regulatory level (Costs of Compliance, p.7 of T087).

A-2.1.1.6 Thedeceleratlontestshouldberequiredonlyontruekscquippedwith
engine brakes, (Testing, p. 9 of T087 uud p. 2-208 of PIIW).

A-2.1.1.7 The round-off procedure and the number of tests to be used are not ade-

quately described in the proposed test procedures. (Testing, p, 9 of T087).

A-2.1.1,8 Motor homes shmdd be excluded from the regulation. (Classification,
p. 8 of T087).

A-2.1.2 CraneCarrlerCon|pany

The regulations would have a greater economic impact on the smaller company, parti-
cularly those who build specialized vehicles, The costs for a test facility would bc $250,000

and the operating costs would be $80.000 per year. These costs must be spread out over
fewer trucks, resulting in higher increases in costs for trucks from the smaller manufacturer,

The smaller company cannot'compete with the larger ones for the technical talent required
to design and produce compliant vehicles, Customers can find ways to do without special-
ized vehicles. Therefore, an increase in prices could have a greater impact on the ruanufacturcr
of specialized vehicles (Economic Impact, TI 16).

A-2,1.3 Ford Motor Company

A-2,1.3.1 Thc l.dBA inerease in con|munity noise level every S years caused by the
predicted increase in truck population given by EPA is too high. Predictions of future truck
populations are too high (Health & Welfare, p. 1 of T119 and p. 3-199 of PHW).
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A-2.1.3.2 The contributions to community noise from tires and regtdated trncks should

be assessed sepm'ateIy (Health & Welfare, p. 2 ofT119).

A-2,1,3.3 Casts-benefits analyses for more regulation options, such as 83-dBA from
1977 to 2000, need to be made (Health & Welfare, p. I ofT119),

A-2,1.3.4 Regulations in wllich l O percant of tbc tasted vehicles are allowed to be

2 dBA above tile regulatory level will produce substnntinlly all of tile inteoded noise reduc-
tion (Health & Welfare, p. 3-197 of PItW),

A-2.1,3.5 "Off-the-shclP' hardware does not exist which will prodoce tile noise
reductions necessary to comply with 80- or 75-dBA regulatory levels, meet reliability require-
ments, and not reduce truck performance and fuel economy (Technology. p. 7 of T119 and
p, 3-198 of PHW).

A-2,1,3.6 TheDOTQuietTruekswereprutotypesoflimitadquantityinvolvedin
linehaul service which is probably not tile most severe type of operation and therefore do
nol adequately demonstrate that teahnology is available to build reliable trucks which

comply with the 75-dBA regulation (Technology, p, 7 ofT119).

A-2.1.3.7 Vehicle testing Indicates that track noise levels approaching 77-dBA which

is needed to comply with tile 80-dBA regulation cannot be reached (Technology, p. 3-213 of
PHW).

A-2,1.3.8 Design targets need to be at lanst 3 dBA below not-to-exceed regulatory
levels to assure compliance of most trucks (Technology, p. 3-209 of PHW).

A.2,1,3.9 High backpressure in exhaust systems is associated wilb hlgh noise reduc-

tion and reduced engine performance (Technology, p. 8 ofT119),

A-2.1.3.10 Some of the noisier engines are no longer usable where an 83-dBA regu-
lation is in effect (Technology, p. 4 ofTI 19),

A-2.1.3.11 Many of tile heavy diesel Ford trucks require a fan clutch, larger mufflers,
and engine noise shields to meet 83-dBA regtdatory level (Technology, p. 4 of T119 and
p. 3-211 of PHW),

A-2.1.3,12 Design changes which will probably be required to meet the 80-dBA
regulation are full encapsulation for diesel engines, noise shields for gasoline engines, treat-
ment of air intake systems for diesel trucks, fan clutches, larger radiators and fans, double
wall exhaust pipes, wrapped mufflers, internal engine modifications and tire redesign

(Technology, pp, 3-212-4 of PHW).
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A-2.1.3.13 Many gasoline trucks will require modifications to the cooling system,

including tile addition of fan clutches, in order to comply with the 83-dBA regulation
(Technology, p. 4 ofT119 and p. 3-211 of PIIW),

A-2.1.3,14 EPA underestimated the increase in rire costs per tnrek required to meet
regulatory levels. To meet tile 83-dBA regulation, the cost increases will ba $163 for medium-
heavy gas tracks, $194 for extra-heavy gas tracks, $514 for mid-range diesel trucks, and
$973 for premium diesel trucks, For tile 80-dBA regulation, the cost increases will be $700
for mediu m-heavy gas trucks, $900 for extra-heavy gas trucks, $1800 for mid-range diesel
trucks and $2500 for premium diesel tracks, These cost estimates include design and
development costs and costs associated with EPA's requirement to document noise control

hardware, which were not included in the EPA estimates (Costs of Compliance, p. 9 of TI 19
and p. 3-214 of PHW),

A-2.1.3.15 If 10 pereent of the tested vehicles are allowed to exceed the regulated

levels by 2dBA, the increased costs per truck will be reduced from a range of $163...973
to a range of $62-385 for the 83-dBA regulation (Costs of Compliance, p. 3-202 of PHW).

A-2.1.3.16 The noise regulations on tracks will result in only 3-dBA reduction in
community noise levels by 1990 at a cumulative cost of over 3 billion dollars. This noise

reduction will not be cost effective (Costs vs. Benefits, p. ! ofT119).

A-2.1,3,17 A trade-off analysis nands to be performed on quieting tn.reks versus using
noise abatement along highways, such as barriers, building insuIation, and control of vehicle
traffic (Costs vs, Benefits, p. 2 of TI 19).

A-2.1.3.18 The effect of the Interstate Motor Carviers regulation should be assessed

before regulations on new trucks are promulgated (Costs vs. Benefits, p. 4 of T119 and
p. 3-201 of PHW).

A-2.1.3.19 The 75-dBA regulation will reduce the overall noise from an individual

track at highway speeds by only about 3.5 dBA. A non-sensitive observer requires 8-dB
to just detect an intensity difference of a pure tone, This implies that the truck noisa re-
daction will not be noticeable or cost effective (Costs vs. Benefits, p, 7 of T119),

A-2.1,3,20 The regulations will cause an added inflationary burden on the automobile

and trucking industry at a time when it is economically depressed (Economic Impact, p.
3.-196 of PHW),

A-2.1.3,21 The present supply of quiet engines is not enough to meet current demands

resulting from state and local noise regulations and therefore the future supply of quiet
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diesel engines may be inadequate to meet tile EPA proposed regulations (Economic Impact,

p. 8 of TI 19 and p. 3-198 of PHW).

A-2.1.3.22 The SO-dBA regulatory level will force manufacturers to reduce the

number of truck models (Economic Impact, p. I of Exhibit II of Th039).

A-2.2.3.23 Tlle round-off procedure and the nmnber of tests to be used are not

adequately described in the proposed test procedures, (Testing, p. l 1 of T119).

A-2.1.3.24 ln order for the regulation to have a consistent impact on manufacturers,
they should be effective on calendar years instead of model years, (Miscellaneous, p, I 0
of T119),

A-2,1,4 Feeigh tliner Corpora lion

A-2.1.4.1 The 77-dBA tire noise level used by EPA in assessing benefits to the public
welfare is for new ribbed tires on a smooth surface and is 5- to 9..dBA lower than half-worn

ribbed tires on typical road snrfaces. The tire noise from a loaded tractor and trailer at
55 mph with half-worn ribbed tires is about 84 dBA. Using this level for tire noise, the
75-dBA regulation will result in only a 3- to 6-dBA reduction in total truck noise at 55 mph.
Since a linehaul truck spends around 70 percent of its operating time at speeds over 50 mph,
the benefits to the public welfare of the regulations will be small (Health & Welfare, p. 5 of
T103 and pp. 617-622 of PHSF).

A-2.1.4.2 Engine quieting kits reduce diesel engine noise by only about 2 dBA, not

up to 4 dBA as claimed by EPA (Technology_ p. 6 of TI03).

A-2.1.4.3 Designtargetsneedtobe2. to3dBAbelownot.to-exceedregulatory
levels in order to comply with the proposed regulations (Technology, p. 627 of PHSF).

A-2.1.4.4 The tires on the final con figuration of the Freigiltliner DOT Quiet Truck
were not suitable for highway use (Technology, p. 635 of PHSF).

A-2.1.4.5 The Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck has a larger than normal engine com-
partment and radiator frontal area. Typical heavy diesel trucks have less room, which will
make it impossible to bring all trucks into compliance with the proposed 75-dBA regulation
(Technology, p. 636 of PHSF).

A.2.1.4.6 The noise treatment to meet the 75-dBA regulatory level will increase tire
wnisht of the trnck by about 700 Ibs. This will result in a loss of about $1000 per year per
truck in revenue for the bulk Itatder (Costs of Compliance, p. 2 of T103).
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A-2.1.4.7 EPA underestimated tbe increase in tbe costs per truck required to meet the
proposed regalatlons. To comply wilh the 83-dBA regnlatory levebthe truck price increase
will be $456 per truck, for the 80,dBA level, $500 to $700 per truck, and for tbe 75.dBA

level. $1000 to $1200 per track (Costs of Compliance. p. 2-3 of T103).

A-2.1.4.8 Fuel savlngs from fan clutcbes should not be included in estimating changes
in operating costs caused by noise regulations, since tile energy shortage will force their use
in the absence of any noise regulations. The number of Freightliner trucks ordered with fan
clutches has incrensed from I percent to 1 I percent. In addition, Ihe proposed test for com-
pliance does not allow fan clutches to be off during testing, which removes the advantage of
using fan clutches in complying with the proposed regulations (Costs of Compliance, p. 4 of
TI03 and pp, 623-4 of PHSF).

A-2.1.4.9 The proposed 75.dBA regulatory level would severely llmit the truck con-
figurations that could be manufactured (Economic Impact, p. 637 of PHSF).

A-2.1.4.10 The proposed regulations add to inflation (Economic Impact, p. 620 of
PHSF).

A-2.1.4.11 Vehicles equipped with thermostatically controlled fan drives should be
tested with the fan inoperative. (Testing, p. 10 of T103).

A.2.1.5 General Motors

A.2.1.5.1 Projections of changes in equivalent noise levels for urban freeways (55 mph)
and streets (35 mph) which should result from promulgation of the EPA proposed truck
noise regulations and promulgation of the GM proposed regulation of 83 dBA in 1977 show
that the inclusion of the 80 dBA and 75dBA regulatory levels produce little additional reduc-
tion in the traffic noise levels. The maximum differences in tile equivalent noise levels are
about 0.7 dBA at 55 mph and 2.3 dBA at 35 mph. These reductions result from a decrease
in regulatory levels of 8-dBA. The differences between the equivalent levels for 86 dBA and
83-dBA regulatory levels are 0.8 dBA for 55 mpb and 1.9 dBA for 35 mpb, which result
from a decrease in regulatory levels of 3 dBA. The most significant reductions result by
reducing regulatory levels to 83 dBA with decreased reductions in equivalent levels for

regulatory levels below 83 dBA. Therefore, only the 83-dBA regulation should be promul-
gated (Health & Welfare, pp. VI-I to VI-23 of T076 and pp. 40-.46 of Th038),

A-2.1.5.2 Comparisons of EPA specified nolse levels_ which just intrude on given
activities, with predictions of noise levels versus distance from individual trucks regulated
at 83, 80 and 75 dBA indicate that regulating trucks at 80 or 75 dBA will have little effect in
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changing the number of activitlas intruded upon at distances greater than 70 feet. Therefore,
only the 83-dBA regulation should be promulgated, since the 80 and 75-dBA regulatory
levels will produce little benefit In the public lrealth and welfare (llealth & Welfare, pp.
VI-24 to V1-48 of T076).

A-2.1.5.3 Predictions of the distances at which the noise levels I_'om an individual un-

regulated and an individual 83-dBA regulated truck exceed tile noise levels from a continu-
ous flow of light vehicles by I 0 dB at 55 mph indicate that tile 83-dBA regulated truck does

not intrude over tile background traffic noise 98 percent of the time. Therefore the 83-dBA
regulation is sufficient to reduce the intrusion of an individual truck most of the time, and
tile 80 and 75-dBA regulations are not necessary (Health & Welfare, pp. VI-.48 to V1-51 of
T076).

A-2.1.5.4 Tile differences in the noise levels measured by SAE J366b for tile existing
trucks and 83-dBA regulated trucks will be large enough to indicate that regulatory levels

below 82 dBA should not be established. The 50 percentile level was reduced by 7.l-dllA
and the 0.1 percentile level by 15.3-dBA (Health & Welfare, pp. VI-51 to VI-53 of T076).

A-2.1.5.5 The differences in readside noise levels between one truck which complies

with the 83 dBA regulation (80.5 dBA) and one which complies with the 80 dBA regulation
(78.2 dBA) are 0.5 dBA at 125 feet for urban acceleration, 1.6 dBA at 125 feet for 35 mph
cruise, and 0.3 dBA at 150 feet for 55 mph cruise. Both tracks were equipped with quiet
ribbed tires. These differences are small enough to indicate that the 80 dBA regulation will
bring little additional benefit over the 83 dBA regulation (Health & Welfare, p. 12 of ThO04
and p. 2-46 of PflW).

A-2.1.5.6 EPA should develop estimates of benfits for a regulatory program which
includes all of the following necessary elements: new truck regulations, interstate carrier
regulations including state and local enforcement of identical regulations, regulations on
tire noise, and elimination of modified and poorly maintained light vehicles (Health &

Welfare, p. 54 of Th038).

A-2.1.5.7 Design targets need to be 2 to 3 dBA below the not-to-exceed regulator),

levels in order to comply with proposed regulations (Technology, p. V-5 of T076).

A-2.1.5.8 In order to comply with the 83-dBA regulatory level, many heavy diesel
trucks will require double wall muffler and exhaust pipes, and engine noise barriers. In

addition, to bring most heavy diesel trucks into compliance with the 80-dlJA level, modified
engines with barrel-shaped, tight clearance pistons, fan clutches, full underpans, and engine

compartment absorptive material will be needed. A larger radiator or a remote cooling
system, totally encapsulated turbochnrged engines and transmissions, air cleaner silencers

and larger muffiers with premufflers will have to be added to many 80-dBA regulated trucks
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in order to comply with the 75-dBA regulatory level. Engine side shield will be required oll
gasoline trucks to meet tile 75-dBA rcgnlation (Technology, pp. V-26-28 of T076).

A-2,1.5.9 The Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck is not a good demonstration of the
available technology to meet the 75-dBA regulation, because it had a special COl" sleeper
cab with a larger engine compartment than available on most production heavy diesel tracks

(Technology, P, %3 of T076).

A-2.1.5.10 Piston slap is the major single source of noise in diesel engines and signifi-
cant engine noise reductions are not likely to l_sult unless piston slap is reduced (Technology,
p V-10 of T076).

A-2.1.5.11 The technology to manufacture engine noise barriers which are easy to
install and remove, satisfy durability requirements and provide sufficient attenuation is not

available (Technology, p. V-I 1-12 of T076).

A-2.1.5.12 It will he necessary to turbueharge all diesel engines to reduce exhaust
noise enough to meet the 75-dBA regulation (Technology, p, %13 of T076).

A-2.1.5.13 A fully encapsulated engine is required to meet the 75-dBA regulation.
This will require the use era remote cooling system in some cabs, since sufficient space
for large enough radiators is not available (Teebnology, p. V-13-14 of T076).

A-2.1.5,14 The durability of packed inuffle_, tight clearance pistons, and absorptive
materials in engine compartments are not known (Technology, p. %23 of T076).

A-2.1.5.15 The teclmology is ilot available to mass-produce trucks to comply with

the 75-dBA regnlation since technology applications upon which prodnction inanufacturing
may be based for trucks to c_mply with the 75-dBA regulation have not been demonstrated
to be feasible (Teclmology, pp. 2-18-19 of PHW and p. 57 and 62 of Th038).

A-2.1.5,16 Tire noise needs to be reduced so that it does not mask the reduction of

noise from other truck sources, such as engine, exhaust, and fan. However, it is not possible
with available teclmology to reduce tire noise levels mneb below the levels of the quietest
available tires (Technology, pp. 2-44 and 2-69 of PHW).

A-2.1.5,17 Tire and aerodynanfie noise (65-73 dBA), axle noise (up to 78 dBA), truck

frame radiation (up to 70 dBA), track cab radiation (up to 65 dBA), and transmission noise
(up to 77 dBA) must be treated in addition to engine, cooling, exhaust and intake systems, in
order to comply with tile 75 dBA regulation (Technology, pp. 59-61 of Th038).

A-2.1.5.18 The durability and noise reduction effectiveness of new engine inounting
systems necessary to comply with the 75-dBA regulation have not been determined (Techno-
logy, p. 62 of Th038).
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A-2.1.5.19 The encapsulation ofengineswillcauseinereasesinenginecompartment
temperatures from about 100°F to 200°F wbicb nlay affect tbe durability of some engine
mounted components and create a fire baz;Ird (Teehnologyj p. V-I 0 and V-23).

A-2.1.5.20 Costs for compliance testing were not included in tbe estimated costs to
the customer of the truck. The test facility required by EPA will cost $286,000. In addition,
a $500,000 acoustically treated chassis dynamometer facility will be required for develop-
ment testing (Costs of Compliance, p. VII-3 of T076).

A-2.1.5.21 The estimations of customer price increases per truck were based on the
regulatory levels and not the design or median levels, and are therefore too low (Costs of
Compliance, p. VII.-4 of T076).

A-2.1.5.22 The decrease in costs of noise abatement due to future improvements in
noise control technology sbould not be included in cost estimates (Costs of Compliance,
p. VII-4 of T076).

A-2.1.5.23 EPA's costs estimates are outdated (Costs of Compliance, p. VII-5 of
T076).

A-2.1.5.24 The fan clutcb was included in tbe GM estimates of increases in purchase
prices of the truck, but tl'ie fuel savings were not included because there are not enough real
data on fuel savings over a large enough range of different operating conditions (Costs of
CompliancE, p. VII-8 of T076).

.4.-2.1.5.25 The estimated average increases in prices for diesel trucks are $365 to

comply with 83-dBA regulatory level, $1090 for the 80-dBA level, and $4450 for the
75 dBA. For gasoline trucks, the average increases in truck price will be $25 to meet

the 83-dBA regulation, $130 for 80 dBA and $350 for 75 dBA, These price increase
estimates include increased costs due to development and testing, manufacturing, tooling,
compliance testing, and dealer and customer services associated with noise abatement
equipment. Costs for six models were weighted by sales volume before averaging. The figure
for the 83-dBA level is based on manufacturer's suggested retail prices for "Quiet Truck
Packages" used to comply with local 83-dBA regulations (Costs of Compliance, pp. VII-12-

13 of T076, p. 2-20 of PHW and pp. 12-I 5 of Th038).

A-2.1.5.26 The estimated average inereases in annual maintenance costs per year
per diesel truck are $179 to comply with 83-dBA regulatory level, $304 for the 80-dBA
level and $305 for tb¢ 75-dBA level. These estimates include increased labor costs for

ordinary maintenance caused by the addition of noise abatement equipment, and increased
costs for replacement parts to assure continued compliance. Costs for six models are
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weighted by sales volume in computing tile average maintenance cost increases (Costs of
Compliance, pp, VI-I 2-13 of T076 and pp. 13-20 of Tb038).

A-2,L5,27 For one of GM's truck models, a 6 percent reduction in cargo volume

would result in complying with tile 75-dBA regulation (Costs of Compliance, p, VII-7 of
T076).

A-2.1.5,28 At 35 mph, tile adoption of tile 83-d/]A regulation will yield 80 percent
of tile benefit (8-dBA reduction for the _3-dBA regulation relative to 10.I-dBA for tile
75-dBA regulation) for 32 percent of tile total costs {$5.2 billion of the $16,2 billion for
adoption of the EPA proposed regulations). At 55 mpb, 95 percent of the benefits (5.9-dBA
of the total 6.2.dBA) result from 32 percent of tile costs. Therefore. it is not cost-effeetiva
I_ospend an additional $11 billion for such a small increase in benefits (Costs vs. Benefits,
pp, V111-3-4 of T076).

A-2.1.5.29 "lqte resalts of the analyses of benefits versus costs glven by the Department
of Transportation (2,5.4.4) and the Council on Wage and Price Stability (2.5.6,1) are incor-
rect, mostly because file estimates of savings are too high, Their estimates are too high
because their assumptions, given below, are incorrect.

1. All trucks are operated 70.000 miles per year.

2. T/_e average power savings with fans off is 19.5 hp for all medium and heavy
trucks.

3. Fan clutches will be used on all new regulated trucks and the resulting saving can
be credited to tile noise emission regulations.

4. The price increase for tracks which comply with the 75-dBA regulation is $1075
(Cost vs. Benefits, Th052).

A-2.1.5.30 Possible shiftsin buying habits caused bynoise regulations need to be
considered (Economic Impact, p. VII 7 of T076).

A-2.1.5.31 Tha cumulative costs caused by.tlle EPA proposed uoise regulations will

be $16.2 billion by 1990. If only tile 83-dBA regulatory level is adopted, tile cumulative
costs will be $5.2 billion. Thus, tile national economy will be seriously affected by the EPA
proposed 80 and 75-dRA regulations, Tile cumulative cost estimates include l_rojections of
vehicle sales, average customer costs per truck and average maintennnce costs per truck
(Economic Impact, pp. VII-14-15 of T076).

A-2.1.5.32 Environmental regulations contribute to inflation, Economic Impact,
VII-I of "1"076),
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A-2.1,:5.33 Au hlfiatJon hnpact Statement is requited (Economic Impact, pp. 2--7.0
of PIIW).

A-2.1.5.34 The proposed tcsl procedure aJ]ows excesslve varh_bflity and slloutd include
lest site correction factors. (Testing, p. IV-5 of T076).

A-2.1.5.35 The prof_osed regulation provides no provisions for correcting measured
noise levels to st_uldard condJtlons of Icmpemluro, barometric pressure, etc, ITesting,
p. IV-5 of'I"076).

A-2.1.5.36 Vehicles eqtlipped witll thermostatically controlled fan drives should be
tested with the fall inoperative. (Testing, p. IV-4-5 of T076).

A-2.1.6 lrdernational Harvester Company

A-2.1.6. 1 At speeds above 40 mph, tire noise overshadows tile engine-related noise
for trucks regulated at 83 dBA, making regulations below 82 dBA completely ineffective
except in a few areas (Hcalth & Welfare, p. 7 of T I 13).

A-2.1.6.2 Community noise modeling has not progressed to the extent that truck
noise can be adequately correlated to community noise levels. MVMA is presently spon-
soring an effort to provide an adequate model (Health & Welfare, p. 7 of T113),

A-2.1.6.3 EPA has not established that truck noise makes a significant eontrJbutlon
to environmental noise levels, or derived a relation betweeu environmental noise levels and

annoyance. In addition, EPA has not developed _1relation between truck noise levels mea-

sured according to the test procedure in the proposed regulations and the levels necessary to
protect public I|ealth and welfare 0-1ealth & Welfare, p. 26 of T113 and p. 3-124 of PHW).

A-2.1.6.4 "file noise generated by trucks do not cause bearing damage, but may pro-
duce annoyance which is difficult to measure objectively (Health & Welfare, p. 3-126 of
PIIW).

A-2.1.6.5 Thomamffactareris forcedt" o design_ to 3dBA below the regulatory,

! levels in order to comply with tile proposed regulations (Technology, pp. 4-5 and 28 of ;
T II3 and p. 3-122 of PltW).

!
1

l A-2.1.6.6 The tecllnology to meet tile 75-dBA regulatory level is not currently avail-
-_ able for any truck. Tile ftindameotal design criteria was compromised in the Freightliner i
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I)OT Quiet Truck and tbercfore it does not represent available technology. The cooling was
not adequate and the truck was uniqtle in thai fi h_Jda smull engine in a chassis designed for
larger engines (Technology, pp. 6 und 35 of TI 13).

A-2.1.6.7 The technology Io meet the 80-dBA regul_dory level does not exist for a
fill truck line, because a 2-3/4 ye;ir lead time is required to redesign each truck model and

_Jfull set of reliability tests is needed on each truck model (Technology, pp. 31 and 33 of
T113).

A-2, 1.6.8 Fxtensive redesigns o f the cooling, exhaust and air-lntake systems and
the additior_ of engiue pauels were required for International Ilarvester DOT Quiet Truck

to comply ",vJththe 83-dBA regrdation (Technology, pp. 28°30 of T113).

A-2.1.6,9 The noise levels given in Tuble 2, Volume 5, page I I, oftbe HRBDG for
truck engine, exhaust and fan noise for a 55-65 mph cruising condition are blgher than SAE
J366b levels which should be maximum levels, Such discrepancies cast doubt on the valid-
ity of these levels in HRBDG and, in turn, on the EPA background document (Technology,
p. 13 of Th041).

A-2.1.6,10 The estimated increases in purchase price due to the addltion of noise
abatement equipment arc $583 for a heavy diesel truck to comply with the 83-dBA regula-

tory level and $2150 for the 80 dBA level. Tbese estimates are 3 to 4 times greater than
EPA's estimates partly because EPA did not take into account the need to design trucks

2 to 3 dBA below the regulatory levela (Costs of Compliance, pp. 30-32 of TI 13).

A-2.1,6,11 The added costs increase at a faster rate as the levels of truck noise are

reduced to lower levels. Down to the regulatory level of 83 dBA the costs increase at a rate
of approximately $70/dBA and below tl'_eregulatory level of 83.dBA at about $750/dBA
(Costs of Compliance, p. 3-125 of PHW).

A-2.1.6.12 The projected initial price increase ($215fl per truck) far outweighs any
benefit to public health and welfare (Costs vs. Benefits, p. 35 ofT113).

A-2.1.6.13 The B0-dBA regulation should be adopted no sooner than 1983andthe
regulations re-evaluated in 1979 (Costs vs. Benefits, p, 6 ofT113),

A-2.1.6.14 An Inflation Impact Statement is required (Economic Impact, p, 3-1 I8
of PHW).

A-2.1.6.I5 Since truck manufacturers are currently being forced to eliminate some
truck configurations to meet local 83-dBA regulations, the EPA proposed regulations should
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reduc_ the number of truck configurations wblch can be offered. A [ist of truck-engine com-

b}nations dropped because of the California 83-dBA regulation was given (Economic lropact,
p. 3-143 of PHW and p. 17-18 of Th041).

A-2.1.6.16 Increased deroand for quiet engines may result in shortages (Economic

]ropaet, p, 18 of Th041),

A-2.1.6,17 The test procedure should be improved. (Testing, pp. 40-I of T113).

A-2.1.6.18 Vebic[es equipped with thermostatically controlled fan drives silould be
testsd with the fan inoperative. (Testing, p. 46of T113),

A-2.t.6.19 Thedecelcrationtestshouldonlyborequiredonvehiclesnquippedwith

.engine brak.es. (Testing. p, 45 of Tl13),

A-2.1.6.20 The instruroentation required for coropliance testing should he roorc

precisely specified. (Testing, p. 5 } of TI ! 3).

A-2.1.7 Mack Trucks, Inn.

A-2,].7.1 The 75-dBA regulatod truck would not produce enough noise to sarve as

a warning to pedestrians, and thus would constitute a safety hazard (Health & Welfare, p. 3
of Tll3),

/t-2.1.7.2 Compliance with 86 and 83-dBA local regulations has already produced
drastic reductions in overall noise levels. An adoption of the 80-dBA regulation should be

con.sldered after obtaining more experience with 83-dBA regulated trucks. The 75-dBA
regulation should be postponed indefinitely (Health & Welfare, p. 3 ofT113).

A-2.1.7.3 Trucknoisecanproduceannoyancebutdoesnotaffecthearingloss(Hoalth
& Wclfate_ p. 3-5 of PHW).

Ao2.1.7.4 Tire noise at higher speeds will reduce the benefits from regulations on truck
noise levels which are lower than 83-dBA (Health & Welfare, p. 3-6 of PHW).

Ao2.1.7.5 Design targets need to be 2 to 3.dBA below the regulatory levds in ordar
to comply w}th proposed regulations (Technology, p. I of T102 and p. 3-7 of PHW).

A-2.1.7.6 It is iropossible to determine the design noise level for the g0 or 75-dBA

regulatory level which compensate for deter}ore tion over the life of the truck (Technology,
p. 2 of TI02),
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A-2.1.7.7 The 80-dBA regulation may require encapsulation of some power p!ants
and removal of tile noisier engines. The 75-dBA regulation will require the elimination of a
majority of vehicle configurations, and the encapsulation of engines in trucks of the remain-
ing configurations (Technology, pp. I-2 of T I02).

A-2.1.7.8 Results from the DOT Quiet Truck Program can not be considered adequate
grounds for determining tbat the technology for meeting the 75-dBA regulation is available
since CUE trucks are usually quieter than similarly equipped conventional trucks
(Technology, p. 2 of T102).

A-2.1.7.9 Because of the elimination of some engines and truck configurations which
will be caused by the 80 and 75-dBA regulations, the user may be forced to use a truck tbat
does not fulfill his requirements which may increase his operating costs. Sonm present
engine-truck models can not be marketed in California, where an 83..dBA regulation is in
effect (Economic Impaeh p. 2 of TI02, pp. 3-9 of PHW, and pp. 17-18 of Th041).

A-2.1.7.10 Federal regulatory agencies should consider the cumulative increase in

costs of all regulations on trucks, such as the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations on
truck brakes and interior noise levels, and the EPA's regulations on smoke and gaseous

emissions_ tire regulations passby noise levels for interstate motor carriers and the proposed,
new truck noise regulations (Economic Impact, pp. 8-9 of TI02 and pp. 3-14 of PHW).

A-2.1.7.11 A stationary compliance test would be desirable. (Testing p. 3-10 of PHW).

A-2.1.7.12 The proposed test procedure allows excessive variability and should include
test site correction factors. (Testing, p. 7 of TI02).

A-2.1.7.13 The round-off procedures and tile number of tests to be used are not

adequately described in the proposed test procedures. (Testing, p. 6 of Tl02).

A-2.1.80shkosht Truck Corpora tion

A-2.1.8.1 New technology will be required to economically produce trucks to meet
the 75-dBA regulation (Tecbnology, T125).

"A-2.1.8.2 In order to comply with the proposed noise regulations, beavy truck manu-
facturers will be largely dependent on the ability of engine manufacturers to produce quiet
engines (Economic Impact, T125).
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A-2.1.9 Paccar Inc.

A-2.1.9.1 Design targets need to be at least 2 dBA below the regulatory levels in
order to comply with the proposed regulations (Technology, p. 4 of 1'126, pp. 443 and 465
of PHSF, and p. 2 of Th036).

A-2.1.9.2 Tbe degradation of the performance of noise reduction hardware and change
in noise levels from engines with age is not known (Technology, p. 444 of PHSF).

A-2.1.9.3 Technology is not available to comply with the prnposed regulations
(Technology, p. 442 of PHSF).

A-2.1.9.4 The estimated increases in the prices per truck to meet the 83-dBA regula-
tion will be $210-400, to meet the 80.dBA regulation, $700, and to meet tile 75-dBA
regulation, $1400 (Costs of Compliance, pp. 442 and 465 of PHSF).

A-2.1.9.5 The cost of compliance testing was not considered in assessing the costs of
compliance for the proposed regulations. The cost of an adequate test facility could be

$147D000 to $346,000. Independent testing services may cost nearly $1800 per truck for
manufacturers who custom-build trucks if testing is required on ahnost all trucks (Costs
of Compliance, p. 3 of T126 and p. 443 of PHSF).

A-2.1.9.6 The proposed regulations should not claim oredit for the savings due to fan

clutches, since they will be widely used without the regulations (Costs of Compliance, p. 444
of PHSF).

A-2.1.9.7 Medium trucks impact an estimated 34.6 million people whereas heavy
trucks impact an estimated 2.7 million people. Therefore, regulating medium and heavy
trucks separately could be used to increase the ratio of the public welfare benefits to costs
of compliance (Costs vs. Benefits, p. 1of Th03fi).

A-2.1.9.8 The proposed regulations are inflationary (Economic Impact, p. 446 of
PHSF).

A-2.1.9.9 Cumulative effect of federal regulations to date have added approximately
$2550 to customer costs per truck. These added costs have been a major contributor to
the recent economic downturn. Therefore, in assessing the economic impact of the EPA
proposed regulations on new truck noise emissions, the cumulative effect of all federal
regulations on trucks should be considered (Economic Impact, p. 441 of PHSF).
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.4.-2.1.10 White Motor Corporation

A-2, I.IO.I The responsibility for determining the benefits to tlle public health and
welfare of tile proposed truck noise regulations rests with EPA. EPA has not substantiated
the benefits from the regulatory levels below 83 dBA. Therefore, the regulatory levels below
83 dBA should be removed from the regulations (Health & Welfare, p. II-I 2 of T085 and

pp. 2-138 of PHW).

A-2,1.10.2 Heavy trucks typically operate above 35 mph wbere tire noise will reduce
the benefits derived from the proposed regulations (Health & Welfare, pp. 2-142 of PHSF).

A-2,1.10,3 There are no data available to determine the detetioration of the perfor-

mance of noise abatement equipment (Technology, p. VI-3 of T085 and pp, 3-161 and
3-166 of PHSF).

A-2,1.10.4 Other noise sources in trucks which have yet to be measured or treated

will need treatment in order to comply with the lower regulatory levels (Technology_ p.
2-161 of PHSF),

.4.-2.1.10.5 The truck owner, whose truck is weight limited, may lose $600 annually
because of weight increases caused by the 83-dBA regulation and $1600 annually for the
80-dBA regulation (Costs of Compliance, p. 2-141 of PHSF).

A-2.1.10.6 EPA's estimated increases in truck prices are too low. Estimated increases
in the prices of heavy diesel trucks will be $261 to meet the 83-d BA regulation and $1307
to meet the 80-dBA regulation. Quieting kits to bring a Freightliner conventional truck into

compliance with local 83-dBA regulations cost $636. The above estimation of price increases
include manufacturing costs only and do not include any costs for testing required by EPA,
allowances for R&D, engineering, inflation, or excise taxes (Costs of Compliance, pp,
2-139.-40 of PHW).

A-2.1.10.7 The truck price increases at a faster rate as the levels of the truck noise

are reduced. Reducing the truck noise level to 81 dBA costs $37/dBA, whereas reducing
the truck noise level from 81 to 78 dBA costs $349/dBA (Costs of Compliance, p. 3-140
of PHW).

A-2.1.10.8 An Inflation Impact Statement is required (Economic Impact, p. I11-1 of
T085).

A-2,1.10.9 The proposed regulations wiU contribute to inflation (Economic Impact,
p. 2-142 of PHSF).
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A-2.1.10.10 The proposed test procedures should be improved. (Testing, p. V-I of T085).

A-2.1.10.1 I A stationary test would be desirable. (Testing, p. V-8 of T085).

A-2.1.10.12 The proposed test procedure allows excessive wlriability and shouhl
include test site correction factors. (Testing, p. V-3 of T085).

A-2.1.10.13 The proposed regulation contains no provislons for correcting measured
noise levels to standard conditions of temperature, barometric pressure, etc. (Testing, pp. V-2-3 of "f085).

A-2.I. I 0.14 Testing should take place with the engine coolant at operating temper-
ature. (Testing, p. V-2 ofT085)

A-2.l.10.15 Vehicles equipped with thermostatically controlled fan drives should be
tested with the fan inoperative. (Testing, p. V-7 of T085),

A-2.l.10.16 The instrumentation required for compliance testing should be more
precisely specified. (Testing, p. VII-9ofT085).

A-2.2 MANUFACTURERS RELATED TO THE TRUCK INDUSTRY

A-2.2.1 Cummins En#ne Company, Inc.

A-2.2.1.1 There are little data on the change in engine noise levels with the age of the

engine (Technology, p. 2 of T124). Q

A-2.2.1.2 Engine noise depends on engine power as well as engine type and design
(Technology, p. 3 of T124).

A-2.2.1.3 The average level of truck fan noise in 83.3 dBA which is higher than
indicated by EPA (Technology, p. 4 of T124).

A-2.2.1.4 Transmission noise averages 75.5 dBA and chassis noise (coast-by at 30

mph) averages 7C dBA. Therefore, noise from the transmission and chassis may become
significant as the total vehicle noise level is reduced to comply with the 75-dBA regulatory
level (Technology, p. 4 of T124).
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A-2.2.1.5 The casts for testing will be bigilar than estimated by El'A, For example, the
test site will cost approximately $150,000 (Costs of Compliaace_ p. 5 of T124).

A-2.2,2 Donaldson Company, Inc.

A-2.2.2.1 Truck noise ean produce annoyance, but does not affcct hcoring loss. There
is no accurate tecbniqua for objectively evaluating annoyance (l'/ealtb &Well,ire, p, 272-3
of PHSF),

A-2.2.2.2 Tile greatest annoyance comes from a small minority of file noisiest trucks.
Redaction in tile noise levels IYom these trucks by the Interstate Motor Carriers will result
in a significant reduction in traffic boise. (Health & Welfare, p. 274 of PHSF).

A-2.2.2.3 Tire noise levels at highway speeds frequently excoed SO dBA at 5O feet,
Therefore, regulatory levels below 82 dBA would not produce significant benefits, since
technology to reduce tire noise does not exist (Health & Welfare, p. 275 of PHSF),

A-2.2,2,4 Design targets need to be 2-5 dBA below the regulatory levels in order to
comply with the proposed regulations (Technology, p, 277 of PHSF).

A-2.2.2.5 Even with partial engine enclosures which were open in front and back, two
of the three DOT Quiet Trucks could not be quieted to below 75 dBA, Therefore t it is not
cleai" that the technology is available to comply with the 75 dBA regulation (Technology,
p. 275 of PHSF).

A-2.2.2,6 ldany eng-jneswiO require partial enclosures to meet the SO.dBA regulation
and all will require enclosures to meet the 75..dBA regulation (Technology, p. 275 of PIISF).

A.2,2.2.7 Engine enclosures will result in reduced payload capacities, loss in fuel
economy, and increased maintenance costs (Costs of Compliance, p, 275 of PHSF).

A-2.2.2,8 EPA 's estima tes of incruased tcock pclces are onderstated by at least 25
percent (Costs of Compliance, p. 276 of PHSF),

A.2,2,2.9 The 80 and 75-dBA regulations should be postponed until experience with
the 83-dBA regulation can be used to better assess the benefits and costs of the lower

regulatory levels (Costs vs. Benefits, p, 273 of PHSF),

A-2.2.2.10 Thesmallmanufactureroftruckswithspecialequipmentwouldbesub.
jetted to an unreasonable economic burden (Economic Impact, p. 276 of PItSF).
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A-2,2.3 B.F. Goodrich

A-2.2,3.1 Tire noise will be a factor in complying with the 75-dBA reguhltion.
Therefore, tile regulatory levels below 83-dBA should not be adopted until more information
is available on the control of tire noise (Technology, p, 4 of Th030).

A-2.2,3.2 Measuring in the"fast" response could result in levels I-2-dBA lower than
that measured under "slow" response, "Slow" response should be utilized. (Testhlg, p. 2 of Th030).

A-2.2.4 Koellring Company

A-2.2.4.1 The proposed regulations will add absointely nothing Io the health and
welfare of the public (Health & Welfare, p. 374 and 384 of PHSF).

A-2.2.4.2 Facilities required for testing for compliance will cost between $500,000
and $1,000,000 (Costs of Compliance, p. 373 of PHSF).

A-2.2.4.3 The estimated costs for transporting one special purpose constrttcfion t, '
by rail,which required disassembling and reassembling, and testing according to the proposed
test procedures ranged from $2935 to $11,380 (Costs of Compliance, pp. 377-82 of PHSF).

A-2.2.4.4 The need for testing facilities for tile federal brake safety regulation en-

couraged one large truck manufacturer to close one plant and move production to another
plant where test facilities were available. This had a significant economic impact on the area
whe_rethe plant was closed. Economic impact factors such as this should be considered
before the proposed regulations are promulgated (Economic Impact, p, 371 of PHSF).

.4.-2.2.4,5 The proposed regulations could put some manulhcturers out of business
business (Economic Impact, p. 374 of PHSF).

A-2,2,5 Rexnord

A-2.2.5.1 Mounting a mixer on a truck chassis does not materially affect the truck's
noise emissions (Technology, p. 5 ofT021 ).

i

A-2.2.6 Sdtwltzer Engineering Components

A-2.2.6,1 The technology does not appear to be available to comply wit h tile 75-dBA
regulation (Technology, p. 2-174 of PHW),
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A-2.2.6.2 Tire noise at high speeds can not be reduced below about 80-dBA. Tllere-

fore, reducing truck power plant noise to levels below 80.dBA will not produce cnougb
benefits to justify tile additional costs (Costs vs. Benefits, p. 2-174 of PIIW).

A ....6.3 The costs will be enormous if the 75-dBA regulation is established and then

must be postponed (Economic Impact, p, 2-175 of PHW).

A-2.2,6.4 Tbe present high unemployment in the trucking industry and increasing
vehicle costs will increase the economic impact of the proposed regulations (Economle
Impact, p. 2-174 of PHW).

A-2.2,6.5 Vehicles equipped with thermostatically controlled fan drives sbould be

tested with the fan drive in its normal automatic mode (Testing, p. 2 of T081).

A-2.2.6.6 Thcround-offprocedure and thenumberofteststobeusedisootade-

quately described in tile proposed test procedures (Testing, p. 1 of T081).

A-2.2.7 Walker _,lanufucturin8

A_2.2.7.1 The technulogy for exhaust systems would permit sborter lead times in the
proposed regulations (Technology, T053).

A-2.2.8 Horton Manufacturing Company, Inc.

A-2.2,8.1 Vehicles equipped wit h thermost atieany controlled fan drives should be
tested with the fan inoperative (Testing, T054).

A-2,2o9 Bendix Heavy Vehicle Systems Group

A-2.2.9.1 Vehicles equipped with thermostatically controlled fan drives should be
tested with the fan inopei'ative (Testing, T088),
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A-2,2.lt Buckeye Equipment Company

A-2.2. t l.t The availability of enougll acottstical consultants may be inadequule for
all manufacturers to be able to comply with these regulations. (Miscellaneous, T023).

A-2.3 TRUCK USERS

A-2,3.I American Tru eking Associations, Inc.

A-2.3. t.t At speeds beinw 35 mph, tire noise will make a significant contribution to
the overall noise levels from trucks regulated at 80-dBA and below. Therefore, tire noise wilt
reduce tile benefits derived from tbe proposed regulations. (Health & Welfare, p. 7 of TIOS
and p. 3--47 of PHW).

A-2.3,1.2 Acomprehensivestudyoftbetechnologyofquietingtires, and theeffect

of quieting tires on safety and costs of operation must be completed but'ore the regulations
should be adopted. For example, tile use of tire labeling as a tool for tile thick manufac-

turer and user for selecting quiet tires should be considered. Within the available technology
for tires, there is u practical floor to tire noise below which it is impractical to produce a
tire of any tread configuration that woutd be acceptable and safe in normal truck service
(Teclmotogy, p. 7 of T t 08 and p, 3-47 of PHW).

A-2.3,1.3 The truck manufacturers will be forced to design for noise levers 2 to 3-dBA

below the regulatory levels in order to comply with the proposed regulations (Technology,
p. 4 of Tt08).

A-2.3,1.4 Majorengine redesigns will probably be required in order to obtain any
worthwhile reduction in engine noise (Technology, p. 4 of T tOS).

A-2.3.1.5 The regutations may force the use of turbocharged engines in place of
naturaUy aspirated engines in some trucks. Tbe projection of increases in costs needs to

inctude tbc increased costs of using turbocharged engines in place of naturally aspirated
engines (Costs of Comptlance, p. 4 of Tt 08).
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A-2.3. L6 Tile cost of modifications to truck cabs, resulting from redesign of cooling

systems required to reduce noise, should be included in the projections of increased truck
costs (Cost of Compliance, p. 5 ofT 108).

A-2.3.1.7 Thoprice. lncreasesassociatedwithquietinglrucksrisesexpoaentiallyas
tile noise levels are reduced (Costs of Compliance, p. 9 ofT108).

A-2.3.1.8 EPA" s estimates of increases in truck prices are low (Costs of Conlpliance,

p. 3--48 of PHW).

A-2.3.1.9 The estimates of fuel savings presented by the Department o f Trans-
portation are too high (Costs of Compliance, Tb0 I0).

A-2.3.1.10 The regulations may force engines to he redesigned with closer tolelances
and combustion modifications. The cost of the increases in failure rates of these redesigned
engines needs to be included in the economic analysis (Costs of Compliance. p, 4 of T108).

A-2.3.1.11 The increase in weight due to noise trcotment will affect bulk haulers the
mast. This point was dismissed by EPA (Costs of Compliance. p, 3.49 of i:'llW).

A-2.3.1.12 The cost of quieting new trucks rises exponentially as the noise levels am
reduced, yet the benefits to the public are reduced to a point of little or no return. A more

careful study of cost/benefit ratios needs to be made before the regulations are adopted
(Costs vs. Benefits, p. 9 of T108 and p. 3-44 of PHW).

A-2.3.1.13 The adoption of the lower regulatory levds should be postpooed until after
experience with the 83-dBA regulation can be obtained and used to assess better the costs

and benefits of the lower regulated levels (Costs vs. Benefits, p. 3-52 of PHW).

A-2.3.1.14 Federalregulationshaveincreasedtheprleeoflinehaul tractorsby 14
percent over the increase due to inflation. Federal regulations have contributed to the present
recession. The cumulative effect of federal regulations will put the small trucker out of bus-
iness (Economic Impact, p, 3-50-1 of PHW).

3.-2.3.1.15 The tracking industry was not adequately represented during the
development of the proposed regulations (Miscellaneous, p. 3 of T108).

A-2.3.2 Construction Maellinery Company

A-2.3.2.1 If the mixer mounter must comply with the proposed regulations, the
entire sales distribution pattern would be disrupted completely, resulting in two or three
large deab.;s servicing the entire country (Economic Impact, T015).
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A-2.3,3 Gifford-Hill Company

A-2.3.3.1 An Inflation Impact Statement is required (Economic Impact, T067).

A.2.3.4 W.S. Hatdt Company

A-2.3.4.I The regulations shmdd not be promulgated until equipment that can be

used in complying with tile regulations can be developed (Technology, Th042).

A-2.3.4.2 TheEPAestlmatesofinereaaosinprieesamlweightsoftrucksi.dicate
that balk haulers will be seriously impacted economically (Costs of Compliance, Th042).

.4,-2.3.5 Overdrive Magazine

A-2.3.5.1 The increases in weight far noise treatmeut will result in lost revenues to
the general freight operator of $8 to 69 per year for the 83-dBA regulatory level and $170
per year for the 75-dBA regulatory level. For file balk hauler, the losses will be $51 to
445 per year for the 83-dBA level and $ l0OO per year for the 75-dBA level (Costs of
Cornpliance_ p. 574 of PHSF).

A.2.3.5.2 Tile costs of' the research and development needed to comply with the
proposed regulations should be borne by the entire public (Economic Impact p. 569 of
PHSF).

A-2.3.5.3 An analysis of the resuBs of current fedarai regulations affecting the trucking
industry should be conducted before adopting any new regulations (Economic lmpaot, p. 570
of PHSF.).

A.2,3.5.4 Because of increases ill truck costs, projected profits for truckers will be
lower, making it more difficult to obtain necessary loans to buy tracks. This will force

many truckers out of tht_ track business (Economic Impact, p. 570-1 of PHSF).

A-2.3.5.5 An economic impact statement, which goes into more depth than provided
into the Background Document, must he prepared (Ecunomie Impact, p. 572-3 of PHSF).

A-2.3.5.6 There is no analysis of the economic impact that the proposed regulations
will have on the independent tracker (Economic Impact, p. 576 of PHSF).
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A-2.3.6 PROD (Profes,sional Drivers)

A-2.3,6.1 Noise from trucks sometimes maskswarning signals,such as those from
sirens from cmergtmcy vehicles. Quieter trucks would permit people to bear such signals,
tbereby contributing to public safety (llealth &Welfarc, p. 2-246 of PIISF).

A-2.3.6.2 Tile estimated costs Wen by EPA apply to prolotype vehicles. Under full
production, the added cosls par truck will be lower (Costs of Compliance, p. 2-238 of PHW).

A-2.3.6.3 Aftcrpromulgationoftlleproposedregulationsonnewtrucks, thein-nse
regulations on interstate carriers sbnuld be modified to bring tile noise levels from old trucks

closer to those of new trucks (Costs vs. Benefits, p. 2-25(.v-7 of PHW).

A-2.3.7 Regular Common Carrier Conference

A-2.3.7. I The mnnnfacturer's estimates of increases in annual operating costs may be
higber than the EPA estimates because the manufacturer considered the increase in

needed maintenance as the truck ages (Costs of Cornpliance, p. 1 of Th031 ).

A-2.3.7.2 The costs of mpairs wllich could be caused by failnces of fan clutches
should be considered in estimating operating costs. For example, if the fan chltch bearing
fails, the fan may come off and damage the radiator (Costs of Compliance, p. 2 of Th031).

A-2.3.7.3 Operators cannot afford the current increases in track prices. Tl_e proposed
regulations will increase truck prices even more, which will make the situation more difficult
for truck users (Economic Impact, p. 3 of Tb031 ).

A-2.3.7.4 The cumulative increase in prices of new trucks caused by federal regulations
on trucks, such as those on brakes, interior noise levels and exterior noise levels, will prevent

truckers from buying tile new trucks they need, v..bich will bave a serious economic impact
on them (Economic Impact, p. 4 of Th03I). 'r

A-2.4 PRIVATE CITIZENS

A'2.4.1 B.L Atkhas

A-2.4.1.1 By moving too quickly with truck regulations, EPA is contributing to
inflation (Economic Impact, T004).
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A-2.4,2 Lawrence Auerbadl

A-..4.,.1 The current regulations, as well as fut_lre regulations, should be firmly

and effectively enforced (Costs vs. Benefits, T080).

A-2.4.3 Citizens Against Noise

A-2.4.3.1 Noise from trucks disturbs sleep and can affect health (Health & Welfare,
p. 3-82 of PHSF and Th037).

A-2.4.3.2 Thetechnologyisavailabletoproduceqtdetcrtires(Tcchnology, Th037).

A-2.4.3.3 The proposed regulations are too lenient. Truck noise levels should be
reduced to automobile noise levels (Costs vs. Benefits, p, 3-79 and 3-83 of PHW).

A-2.4.3.4. Rel,mlatlnns should be adopted to force operators to retrofit all trucks so
that tile noise from all trucks is reduced (Costs vs. Benefits, p. 3-80 of PIIW).

A-2.4.3.5 R%mlations should be adopted which prevent tracks from operating at
night (8:00 p.m. to 8:00 a,m.) (Costs vs. Benefits, p. 3-80-.I of PHW).

A-2.4.4 Friends of the Earfll and Sien'a Club i

.4.-2.4.4. I Technology is available to allow the 80-dBA reguhltory level to be advanced
on_ year (Technology, Th029).

A-2.4.4.2 Research in this country as well as in England and Germany has clearly
shown that the 75-dBA regulation can be attained with available technology (TechnologY,
Th029).

A-2,4.5 Alan Parker

A.2.4.5.1 The 83 and S0-dBA regulations should be made effective in 1976and 1980, i
respectively (Hei_lth & Welfare, TO50). ,

A-2.4.6 George Wilson !

A-2.4.6.1 Manufacturing trucks to comply with the 75-dBA regulatory level is tech-
nically feasible (Technology, p, 499 of PHSF).
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A-2.4.6.2 ]n comments bel'or_ promulgation of the California regulations, General
Motors indicated that they would have no problem in meeting the 86, 83 and 80,.dBA
California regulations (Technology, p. 500 of PHSF).

The following citizens expressed their support of the proposed regulations: Harold
Blau (T002), Robert C, Puff, Jr. (T010), D. L. Bristol (T043), Stephen Richter ('1'049),
P. J. Cooray (T051 ), Lawrence Auerbach ('1"080), and Thomas F. Scanbm (T098),

A-2,S GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES {STATE, LOCAL AND FEDERAL AGENCIES)

A-2.5. I California Highway Patrol

A-2.5,1.I Regulations on operational noise levels should be adopted to insure that
truck noise levels do not increase with age (Costs vs, Benefits. p. 51 I-2 of PHSF).

A-2.5.2 City of Chicago, Department of Environmental Control

A-2.5.2.1 The results from the DOT Quiet Truck Program indicate tilat tile 75-dBA
regulation can be met (Technology, p. 2-262 of PHW and p. 485-6 of PI_ISF).

A-2.5.2.2 Tile lead times should be reduced so that tile 75-dBA regulation becomes

effective in 1980 (Costs vs. Benefits, p, 2-262 of PHW and p. 486 of PHSF).

A-2,5,3 Delaware

A-2.5.3.1 Thetechnologyofreducingtirenoisewasnotaddrcssed(Technnlogy, TO95).

A-2.5.3.2 Theheightofexhanststackshasanimpactontheeffectivenessofroadside
noise harriers and therefore should be addressed in the regulations (Costs vs. Benefits, T095).

A.2.5.3.3 Thcre should be some provisious for the noise reduction of old trucks(Costs
vs. Benefits, T095),

A-2,5.3.4 Tile savings in costs for highway noise barriers and extra noise insulation of
bulldiugs, and the increase in property values caused by the noise reduction for tile new
truck regulations should be included in the economic analysis (Economic Impact, T095).

A-2.5.3.5 Trucks in different GVWR categories should be regulated to different noise
levels. (Classification. T095).
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A-2.5,4 DepartmentofTransportation

A-2.5.4.1 Re_,mlations on tire noise of 88 dBA in 1977 and 80 dBA in 1981 for a

50 mph coast-by should bu adopted concurrently with the proposed new truck regulations
(He*flth & Welfare, p. 6 of TI04 and p. 3-287 of PHW).

A-2.5.4.2 Since buses are usually operated in densely populated areas and are fre-
quently accelerating such that/boy generate higher levels than assumed by EPA (73-dBA at
50 feet), they should be included in the truck regulations (Health & Welfare, pp. 7-8 of
TI04 and p. 3-289 of PIIW).

A-2.5.4.3 The benefits of the proposed regulations on new truck nolse emissions
should be identified separately from the benefits from regulations on other highway noise

sources, such as truck tires, At 55 mph, the reduction in traffic noise levels will be 0.2, 0.5
and 0.7-dBA for the 88, 80 and 75-dBA proposed regulations on trucks when there are no
regulations on tire noise_ and 8.5, 4.1 and 4.6 dBA for the 83, 80 and 75-dBA regulations
with regulations on tire noise which reduces all tire noise levels to those of the quietest tires
known today. At 27 mpb, the reductions in traffic noise levels will be 1.7, 3.1 and 4.5 dBA
for the 83, 89 and 75-dBA proposed regulations on trucks when there are no regulations on
tire noise, and 2.2, 3.7 and 5.2 dBA with regulations on tire noise. (Health &

•Welfure, p. 3-29 of PHW).

A-2.5.4.4 Cooliug system radiator shutters should not be referred to as noise
reduction equipment, since closing the shutters increases the noise by about 2 dRA
(Technology, p. I of T104 and p. 3-282 of PHW).

A-2.5.4.5 In all of the trucks in the DOT Quiet Truck Program, the oooling

system noise was greater than 80 dBA. This suggests that many truck cooling systems
generate noise levels in excess of 80 dBA (Technology, p. 2 of T104 and p. 3-283 of PHW).

A-2.5.4.6 Given equal flow rates, the design of the cooling fan has little effect on
its noise generation (Technology, p. 2 of T104 and p. 3-283 of PHW).

A-2.5.4.7 Exhaust shell noise is high enough on many trucks that it will require
treatment to meet the 83-dBA regulation. On the International Harvester DOT Quiet
Truck the pipe shell noise was 82 dBA and the muffler shell noise was 74 dBA, whareas
the exhaust discharge noise was 76 dBA and noise doe to exhaust leaks was 72-dBA
(Teclmology, pp. 3-4 of T104 and p. 3-285 of PHW).
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A-2.5.4.8 Mufflers are available to reduce exhaust outlet noise o f all popular truck
diesel engines to 75 dBA. In many cases, the 75-dBA level can be reached without series

mufflers (Tuchnology_ p. 4 of Tlfi4 and p. 3-285 of PHW).

A-2.5.4.9 There is no fundamental difference in tile noise control technology for
ta'ucks and buses (Tedmology p. 7 of T104 and p. 3-289 of PHW).

A.2.5.4.10 The manufacturing design levels would be aboat 4 dBA below the
regulatory levels which includes 2 dBA to account for variation of the levels for idantical
trucks and 2 dBA to account for design tolerances (Teclmology, p. I 0 of T104, p. 3-296
of PHW and p. B-3, Information Brief, IV April 1975).

A-2.5.4.11 Sufficient information does not exist to assure that all thinks can

be quieted to a 75-dBA noise level (Technology, p. 7 of TI04 and p. 3-297 of PHW).

A-2.5.4ol 2 Reduction of cooling system noise to a level of 65 dBA which is needed
to reduce most truck noise levels to 75 dBA will require radiators to be larger than those
available today. It may be possible to include large enough radiators on COE trucks, but

it will not be practical on conventional trucks because of the need for visibility (Technology,
p, 2-283 of PHW).

A-2.5.4.13 The data on engine, exhaust and fan noise levels, taken from the Highway
Research Board Design Guide for nominal higilway operations, are higher than SAE J366b
test levels. These data appem" to be about 5 dBA too high since englne-related highway noise
levels _lould be at least 2 dBA below levels measured according to SAB J366b test proced-

ures (Technology, p. 3-291 of PHW).

A-2.5.4.14 The tire noise level of 77 dBA at 55 mpb, assumed by EPA in making
predictions of the benefits of the proposed regulations, is too low. Such a level is not

attainable by any tire known today (Technology, p. 3-292 of PHW).

A-2,5.4.15 The fact that the noise levels of the lntarnational Harvester DOT Quiet

Truck decreased slightly with age can be partly attributed to thorougil maintenance pro-
cedures (Technolo_, p. 3-298 of PHW).
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A-2,5.4.16 EllA's estbnates of costs for noise abatement treatment are lower than the

costs quoted in the DOT Quiet Track Program. I;'reigbtliner achieved 72-74 dBA at a cost of
$1400_ International l-larvester: 78 dBA for $1390 and 80 dBA t'or $516 and White Motors
Corp., 79-81 dBA for $260 und 77-79 dBA Ibr $1307 (Cosls of Coulpllance, p. I0 of Tl04
and p. 3-296 of PHW).

A-2.5.4.17 The monetary estimate _lssociated with reductions in nrban tra file noise is

about $20/person/dB. Using this figure along with estimates of the number of people ex-
posed to urban street or freewuy trafiic noise and the reductiorJs in traffic noise for different
regulatory options, monetary estimates for the benefits were computed. Estimates of costs_
savings associated witb each regulatory option were made assuming credit for fuel savings
from disengaged fan clutches. Comparing estimates of costs/savings and monetary estimates
of benefits show that file costs for tile proposed regulations are gre;_ter tban the benefits.
Savings are predicted to result with the regulatory options which do not have tbe 75-dBA
regulatory level, (Costs vs. Benefits, DOT Information Brief, April 10, 1975, pp. 5-7).

A-2.5.4.18 EPA should coosidar tbe different benefits of using vertical and borizontnl

exhaust systems. For example, lower exhaust noise levels are achievable more easily with
vertical systems than with horizontal due to apparent image source enhancement of the
horizontal systems. Technology is more advanced for vertical systems. Tile gases from under-
frame systems are more aggravating and create splash and spray visibility problems, The
lower exhaust outlet noise levels of underframc systems make roadside barriers more effec-
five. Underframe systems plx:sent more difficult packaging problems. The noise radiated

vertically is 2-dBA higher for vertical systems (Costs vs. Benefits, pp. 4--5 of TI04 and p.
3-286-7 of PHW),

.4.-2.5.4.19 The total cost impact of tbe proposed regulations can not be

determined from the estimates given by EPA since productioJl tolerances were not
included in the design levels used to estimate the costs (Eeonontic Impact, p. 10
of T104 and p. 3-296 of PltW).

A-2.5.4.20 Special purpose equipme.tlt should be covered under the regulations
(Classification, p, 9 of T104).

A-2,5.4.21 Buses sbould be included in the regulations (Classification, p, 7 of T104),

A.2.5.5 City of Des Plaine_ lllinois

A-2,5.5.1 The proposed regultltions sbould be more stringent so that they conform
with the local regulations in Chicago and California (Costs vs. Benefits, p. 658 of PHSF),
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.4+-2.5.6 Couocilon Wageand Price Stability

A-2,5.6.1 The analysis o f the increasing marginal costs and deareasing nlargimd bene-

fits strongly indlcafe a lack ofjustificalion 75-dBA regulatory level. The GM estimates of
truck price increases and operating costs for medium trucks and tile DOT eslinlates for
heavy trucks were used, Benefits included esthnates of changes in property values and fuel
consumption with fan ehltche_ The cosls and benefits were cumulated to the year _.2000
and discounted at a rate of 10 percent to a 1975 present value (Cost vs, Benefits, Th051).

A-2.5,7 District of Cohnnbia

A-2.5.7. I Tbebeightofexhaustslaekshasanimpactontheeffeetivenessofroadslde
noise barriers and fllerefore should be addressed in the regulations (Costs vs, Benefits, T063).

A-2.5.8 Federal Highway Administration, Ohio

A-2.5.8.1 An Environnlental Impact Statement is required (HealtB & We/fare, T066).

A-2.5.8.2 The assessment of increases in annual operating costs should take into
account replacement parts and labor costs to maintain a truck in compliance (Costs of
Compliance, T066).

.4.-2,5,8.3 The costs of testing facilities and manpower_ and production delays due to
testing should be determined (Costs of Compliance, T066).

A.2,5.8.4 The effect of truck noise treatments on fuel consumption should be deter-
mined (Costs of Compliance, T066).

A-2,5.8.5 An asses_unent of a "do-nothing" alternative to the regulations should be
addressed (Costs w Benefits, T066).

A-2,5.8.6 Tbeeffeettllatincreasesintransportationcostshaveontlleeostsofeus-
tomer retail goods should be determined (Economic Impact, T066),

A-2.5.8.7 TheelTectthatdiffereneesineostinereasesforgasolineanddiesellrueks
will have on buyer patterns should be determined (Economic lmpaet, "1+066).
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A-2,5.9 Stltte of Illinois, Enviromuenla] Protection Agmlcy

A-2.5,9,1 The 75-dliA regulation is needed to reduce intrusions from noise emissions
from trucks (Health & Welfare, p. 310 of PIISF),

A-2.5.9.2 The 75-dBA regulation will not redtlce roadside truck noise levels to levels
similar to the roadside levels of automobiles, as indicated ill the Preamble to tile Proposed

Regulations. The 75-dliA regulated trnck will typically be around 10 (Ilia noisier than the
average automobile (Health & Welfilre, p. 311 of PIISF),

A-2.5,9,3 A label on the vehicle should state the noise level produced ;It tile time of
msnufnotore, GVWR aod model year. (Miscellaneous, p. 309 of PI1SF)

A-2,5.10 Indiana

A-2.5.10,1 The exhaust system shotdd be reqoired to be located beneath the truck
body (Costs vs. Benefits, T093).

A-2.5.11 Louisiana

A-2.5.1 I.I The impact of trnining testing personnel and of production delays for
testing should be assessed (Costs of Compliaoce, T127),

A-2.5.11,2 Prior to promulgation, the econoullc impact of the regulation should be

revised and re-evaluated to terms of the existing economic stiuation (Economic Impact,
T127).

A-2.5.12 Los Angeles Count'/

A-2.5.12.1 An effort to regulate noise from buses should be initiated (ltealth &
Welfare, TI05).

A-2.5.12.2 The California regulation of 70-dliA in 1987 should be included in
EPA's regulations (Costs vs. lienefits, T105).

A-2.5.13 Mississippi

A-2.5.13.1 Tile effect of tile regulations on public healtb should be assessed
(Health & Welfare, T073).
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A-2.5.13.2 Tile effect of tile regulations on highway safety sbouhl be considered
(tlenlth & Welfare. T073).

A-2.5,13,3 The height of exhaust stacks has an inlpact on tbe e ffectiveness of roadside
noise barriers and lherefore sbouhl be addressed in tile regulations (Costs vs. Benefits, T093).

A-2.5.13.4 The economic analysis shonld eonshler the effect of the noise regulations
on the costs of highway projects (e.g,, savings in required highway noise barriers) and on
property values (Econon]_c Impact, "1"073).

A-2.5.14 Minnesota

A-2.5.14.1 Complementary ragtdations on tires on all vehicles at normal I|ighway
speeds should be considered (Health & Well,ire, T086).

A-2.5.14.2 Thc height of exhaast stacks ilas ao ialpact on tbe effectivcness of roadside

noise barriers and Iherefore should be addressed in the regulations (Costs vs. Benefits, T086).

.4.-2,5.14.3 States nlust rely oil highway noise tre;_tments tmtil tile regulations on trucks

beemne effective. (Miscellaneous, T086)

A-2.5.15 New Mexico

A-2,5.15.1 The proposed newtruck regtdationsarebl exeessofthe70,-dBA Li0 FHWA
standards for resi/.lential, hospital and school areas. Therefore, truck regulations which are more

in keeping witfi 70-dBA at 50 feet sbould be adopted (llealti| & Welfare, T045).

A-2,5.15.2 Theheightofexbauststacksbasanimpaet on the effectiveness ofroadside
noise barriers and therefore should be addressed in the regulations (Costs vs. Benefits, T045).

A-2.5,15.3 Noise abatement walls along hig,bways cost aboat $1OO/foot. Therelbre, the
effect of the new truck regulations on the need for i_ighway noise barriers should be con.

sidered (Economic Impact, T045).

A-2.5,16 New York State

A-2.5.16.1 Since tire noise dominates at high speeds, regulations on tire noise should
be considered (llealth & Welfare, T082 and Th027).
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A-2.5.16,2 Tlm regulatioossbould lnclade buscs(llealtb & Wclfare, TO82 and Th027).

A-2.5.16.3 Special purposcequipnleotshoubl becovercd under thcregul_tion,
(Miscellaneous, T046)

A-2.5,16.4 The reguhltion should incbade a high speed noise level standard.
(Miscellaneous, T082)

A-2.5.17 National Orgsnizafion to Insure Sound Controlled Environment (NOISE)

A-2.5.17.1 The predicted rate of increase in truck population of 4.3 percent per year

used in predicting benefits to the pubIic wel fare is too higb (Health & Welfare, p. 3-312-3 of
PHW).

A-2,5.17.2 The regulations should be enforced at speeds below 50 mph instead of be-
low 35 mph, since tire noise does not become a factor for speeds below 50 mph (Health &
Welfare, p. 3-311 of PHW).

A-2,5.18 San Diego County

A-2.5.18.1 Buses and vehicles over 6000 Ibs. GVWR should be included in the regula-
tions (Health & Welfare, T097).

A-2.5.18.2 The regulatory levels should be at least _s low as the California regulated
levels of 83 dBA in 1974, 80-d BA in 1977. and 70 dBA in 1987 (Costs vs. Benefits, T097).

A-2,S.I 9 SanFraneiseo, NoiseControlTaskForee
h:

A-2.5.19.1 Commercial trucks are capable of obtaining 80-dBA noise levels at reason-
!: able costs, now. The noise level from a bns was reduced from 90 to 81 dBA by retrofitting

noise treatment at a cost of 5600 (Costs of Compliance, p. 416-7 of PHSF).

A-2.5.19.2 The proposed regulations nre too lenient (Costs vs. Benefits. p. 414 of
PHSF).

A-2.5.20 Texas

A-2.5.20.1 Lower regulatory levels with shorter lead times should be considered (Costs
vs. Benefits, T042).
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A-2.5.20,2 Tlre economic inq)act on the state and local governments of providing high.
way noise abatement treatment during the period belbre the EPA regulations become effec-
tive should be addressed (Economic Impact, T042).

A-2.5.21 Virginia

A-2.5,21,I Tile height of exbaust stacks has an impact on tlre effectiveness of roadside

noise barriers and therefore should be addressed in the regulations (Costs vs. Benefits, T022).

A-2.5.21.2 States nmst rely on highway noise treatment until the regulations oil trucks
become effective (Miscellaneous, T022).

A-2.6 TRADE AND MANUFACTURING ORGANIZATIONS

A-2.6.1 American Road Builders Association

.4.-2.6,1.1 Studies wbicb prove that tbere are harmful effects directly attributed to
noise from new trucks need to be conducted belbre tile regulations are adopted (llealth &
Welfare, T114).

A-2.6.1.2 By the time the regulatimrs I)ecome effective, inflation will bare increased
the costs of compliance (Costs of Compliance, Th03S).

A-2.6.2 Associated General Contractors of Colorado

A-2.6.2,1 The EPA projections of truck pdce increases are totally unrealistic (Costs of
Compliance, "['060).

A-2.6.2.2 A tremendous reduction of noise can be accomplished by enforcement of
existing regulations (Costs vs. Benefits, T060).

A-2.6.2,3 The costs to all elements o f the total economy, such as agency costs to en-
force the regulations, manufacturer's costs, increased costs to tile small businessman and

costs to the consumer, should be included in the costs projections (Economic Impact, TO60),

A-2.6.2.4 Tile present state of tile inflated economy should be considered in tbe analy-
sis of the economic impact of tbe regulations (Economic Impact, T060).

A-2.6.2,5 Trucks in different GVWR categories should be regulated to
different levels (Classification, T060).
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A-2,6,3 Automotive Exhaust SystemsManufacturers Committee

A-2.6.3,1 It is not technically feasible to determine tile useful life of an exllaust syslem,
since there are no data on tile driving habits of the vehicle owner, Thesc data are critical in
determining tile extent and speed of deterioration of exhaust systenls (Technology, p. 9 of
TI l 2),

A-2.6,4 Chaml_er of Coommrce

A-2,6.4.1 EPA's estimate of 70 million penple who are affected IW traffic noise is too
high. I1should be ;Iround 3-6 million (Health & Welfare, p. 2-104 of HIW).

A-2.6.4.2 Tile teclmologyls not available to comply wifll the proposed regtflalimls.

(Technology, p. 2-104 of PHW).

A-2.6.4.3 EPA "s estimates of the increases fll tmck prices are too low (Costs of

Compliance, pp, 2-105 and 2-111 of PHW).

A-2.6.4.4 Tile effects of tile 83-dBA regulation should be assessed before lower levels

are set (Costs vs. Benefits, p. 2-114 of PHW).

A-2,6.4,5 The proposed regulations will cause trucks to be priced beyond reach
(Economic hnpact, p. 2-I03 of PHW).

A-2,6.4.6 Tile proposed regulations will have an inflationary impact oil consumer hoods
(Economie Impact, p. 2-104 of PHW).

,4.-2.6.4.7 The proposed regulations will help to drive the small trucker out of business
(Economic Impact. p. 2-106 of PHW).

A-2.6.4.8 Tge economic impact study is outdated (Economic Impact. p. 2-110-1 of
PHW).

A-2.6.4.9 The cumulative eeonomie impact of all federal regtdations on trucks should

be considered (Economic Impact. p. 2-118 of HIW).

A-2.6.5 Construction lndustPJ Manufacturers' Association

i
A-2.6,5.1 Snlall manufacturers or custom-built specialty construction trucks do i|ot

have the financial resources for the testing required in the proposed regulations (Costs of
= , Compliance. p. 357 of PHSF).
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A-2.6.6 Motor Vehicle Manufacturers' Association

A-2.6,6.1 EPA has not defined what is tile "impact" that the regulations are intended
to relieve, or what is meant by "relief." Does relief refer to avokling hearing loss or reduction

in annoyance? (llealth & Welfare, p. 3 of T099).

A-2.6,6.2 EPA has not met Ib¢ statutory requirement which requires that tile regulatory
levels be attainable with available technology (Technology, pp. 5-6 of T099).

A-2,6.6,3 Thetotalir|creascincoststousersofattainingthe 19901cvelofbenefitsis

$2 to 3 billion higher than estimated by EPA since EPA failed to take into account all of the
eesls incurred in the intervening years (Econmnic Impact, p. 4 of'1'099).

A-2.6.6.4 Aa lnflation lmpact Statement is rcquired (Economie lmpaet, p, 2 of T099):

A-2,6.7 National Solid Wastes Management Association

A-2.6.7.1 Mmmting a truck body cotdd affect the noise emission characteristics of a
track (Technology, p. 2-87-8 of PHW).

A-2.6.7.2 The economic impact on small companies engaged in solid wastes collection
and disposal services caused by increased prices and maintenance expenditures for equipment
shmdd be carefully considered (Economic Impact, TI 1 I).

A-2.6.7.3 Second-stage manufacturers ofsolid waste disposal trucks cannot afford the

costs of testing for compliance to the proposed regulations (Economic Impact, p. 2.92 of
PHW).

A-2.6.8 Recreation Vehicle Industry Association

A-2.6.8.1 Motor homes have not been identified as a major source of noise. In fact,
motor homes are substantially quieter than medium and heavy duty trucks (Healfil & Welfare,
T120).

A-2.6,8.2 The regulations would have a devastating economic impact on the motor
home manufacturers and substantially restrict competition within the industry (Economic
Impact, T120).

A-2.6.8.3 Motor homesshould be exehJded froln the Regulation (Classifieation, Tl20).
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Appendix A-3
BENEFITS TO PUBLIC IIEALTH AND WELFARE

A-3.1 IJENEFITSTO PUBLIC IIEALTH

A.3. I.i Hearing Damage

Identification: The State of Mississippi (A-2,5.13. I )* commented that the effects on public
health ofthe regulations on new truck ooise emissions should be assessed. International
Harvester Company (A,2,1.6.4), Mack Trucks, Inc. (A-2.1,7.3), and tba Donaldson Company
(A-2.2.2.1), asserted that outdoor noise from trucks does not cause damage to hearing, but

produces only annoyance. Citizens Against Noise (2.4.3,1) claimed that noise from trucks
disturbs sleep which can affect public health.

Disettssloll: In the assessment made by EPA of the impact of track noise on hearing damage,
it was concluded that truck noise has little impact on hearing loss. EPA has identified an
8-hour equivalent noise level of 75 dBA as reqnisite to protect the public from hearing
damage with an adequate margin of safety I 11. Most people presently impacted by traffic
noise are exposed to equivalent levels less than 75 dBA. Note, however, that this is highly
dependent upon individuals' exposure to non-traffic noise situations, i.e., workplace, recrea-
tional, eta, It is conceivable that exposure to traffic noise (even less than 75 dBA) combined
with hazardous or near-hazardous workplace/recreational noise may, in fact, be hazardous.
In .the aggregate, however, most of the benefits from tile regulations on new medium and
heavy truck noise emissions will be derived from the reduction of annoyance caused by
track noise. In estimating the benefits to public health and welfare, EPA has focused atten-

tion on the reduction in tile number of people disturbed or impacted by noise from trucks.
Even here it must be recognized that basic annoyance may adversely' affect health by causing
general stress, fatigue, etc.

The annoyance associated with sleep disturbance by single truck passhys and the reduc-
tion in the present levels of annoyance by the regulations on new truck noise emissions has
been treated by EPA. However, little information exists on the impact on public health

caused by the disturbance of sleep by truck noise.

' Nunll_r refers to paragraph number itl $©ctlon'A.2, SUMMARY OF COMMENTS.
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Action In Response to Public Comment: Tile benefits of tile new track noise emissions
regulalious llave been trc;ltcd ill Icrnls of tile redaction ill anuoyallCe caused by truck uoJse.

A-3,1,2 Safety

Identification: The State of Mississippi (A-2.5.13,2) suggested that the effect of tile regula-
tions oil highway safety should be considered. M:lck Trucks, Inc. (A-2,1.7.1) comu|eated
that the 75 dBA regulated truck wmdd not f,roduec enough noise to serve as a warning to
pedestrians. On the other hand, PROD (A-2.3.6.1) points out that the noise from unregu-
lated tracks masks the warning signals fronl emergency vehicles. Thus, the reduction of truck
noise is expected to increase the detection of warning signals, thereby contributing to public
safety,

Discussion: EPA agrees with PROD that an increase in the detectability of warning signals
should result from the reduction in ovendl traffic noise attributable to the reduction in truck

noise. It is not likely that the new truck regtdations will produce a significant safety Ilazard,

as implied by Mack Trucks. ltorns will probably provide most of the audible warnings to
pedestrians of impending danger. However, in the absence of.the use of a horn, the 75 dBA
regulated truck will still be about 5 dBA noisier thau unregulated automobiles, This should
be more than sufficient to provide warning to pedestrians close enough to be in danger,

Aetionslu Response to Pltbllc Comment: No further action has been taken.

.6.-3.2 BENEFITS TO PUBLIC WELFARE

.4.-3.2.1 Need for Additional Study

Identification: Tile American Road Builders Association (A-2.6.1,1) suggested that there is
a need f0r studies which prove that there are Imrmful effects directly attributed to noise from
trucks. White Motor Corporation (A-2.1,10.1 ) cmumented that the benefits to public wel-
fare for fire new tmek regulations have not been assessed. The American Trucking Associa-

tions, lac, (A-2,3.1,10) pointed out that a more careful study of the bcuelits needs to be
conducted before the proposed regulations are adopted, According to the Motor Vehicle
Manufaeturers Association, (A-2.6.6.1) defiuitions of "impact" on and "relief" to public
welfare have not been presented,
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lntenmtional Ilarvcster, Inc. (A-2.1.6.2) and the Donaldson Company (A-2.2.2.1)
indicated tbnt modeling tecbniques have not been developed which are sufficient for accurate

predictions of benefits from motor vehlcle noise regulstions. International llarvester
(A-2.1.6,3) added that EPA has not shown a relation between regulated truck noise levels

and uoise levels necessary to protect public health and welfare. Gmmral Motors Corp. (GM)
(A-2.1.5.6) suggested that tile effects of tile Interstate Motor Carrier regulations, regula-
tions on tire noise and elimination of modified or poorly mnintahled ligbt vehicles should be
considered in assessing beuefits. The benefits of the regulatimls on new truck noise emis-
sions shmdd be identified separately from tile benefits for regulations on other smirces of

traffic noise, according to tile Department of Transportation (DOT) (A-2.5,4,3),

Ford Motor Company (A-2.1.3.3) commented that estimates of bennfi ts should be
given for other regulatory programs. The Federal Highway Administration (A-2.5,8.5)
snggcsted tbat an assessment of tile impact on tile public welfare with no regulations on new
trucks be given.

Discussion: Tile equivalent number of people impacted by urban traffic noise is estimated
by EPA to be 37,3 million. Regulating only medium and heavy trucks to 75 dBA can reduce
this number by 13,1 million [21. This indicates that medium nnd beavy tn_cks do have a
significant noise impact on people and that their regulation will bring appreciable relieL

Predictions of the benefits from several regulatory programs on noise nmissimls from
new medium and heavy trucks have been made [2]. Estimates oftbe reductions in the
average noise levels for urban street traffic (average speed-27 mph) and freeway traffic
(average speed-55 mph) are given. The effect of these reductions on people is assessed, The
concept of equivalent number of people impacted is defined and ased in making these as-
sessments. The word "relief" is used to indicate a redaction in tbe number of people im-
pacted by noise,

In revising the benefit predictions in response to public comment, predictions are given
for a wide range of possible rcgulationa so tbat benefits from the final regulations nan be
evaluated relative to more lenient and more stringent regulations, The regulatory programs

added in revising tile predictions include the regulatory alternatives suggested by the Ford
Motor Company and the Federal Highway Administration. To provide additional insight
into the benefits will probably result from the new truck regulations alone and when sup- I
ported by other regulations, predictions are given with and without a 4 dBA reduction in
noise levels from road vehicles other than medium and heavy trucks. Since average noise
levels are sometimes a poor indicator of annoyance from individual truck passby noise,
estimates of the amount of activity interference produced in different situations are given

for trucks regulated at different levels.
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In all of tile revised predictions, relations between regulatory levels and typical truck
passby levels were developed using published truck uoise measurement data, where ;wail-

able. The typical truck passby noise levels, individually or in averages with pussby levels
from other vehicles, were compared to levels specified by EPA us necessary to protect pub-
lic health and welfare. Therefore, rclatimls betweeu regulated truck noise levels and levels
necessary to protect public health and welfare have been developed.

The effects of the Interstate Motor Carrier regulations and the elimination of the more

noisy vei|icles were included in revising the estimates of file benefits to public health cad
welfare, Truck tire noise levels were also considered,

Sophisticated modeling techniques are not available to accurately represent all possible
situations where people are impacted by noise, Even if such techniques were available,
employment in all possible situations would result in an overwhelming amount of data for
analyses. Therefore, simple modeling techniques representing typical scenarios were em-
ployed by EPA, These techniques are believed to be adequate for use, by EPA, in justi-
fying the selection of the final regulatory levels on a nationwide basis.

Action in Response to Public Comment: Some of the public comments were employed for
improving estimates of the benefits to the public health and welfare of new mediuni and
heavy track noise emission regulations. The revised estimates are sufficient for use in sup-
porting the selection of the final regulatory levels. Additional studies bave not been
conducted.

A.-3,2.2 Accuracy of EPA Predictions

Identification: "Die Ford Motor Company (A-2. 1.3) and N.O.I,S.E. (A-2.5.17.1 ) commented
filat the truck poptdation growth rates used in the EPA predictions of benefits to the pub-
lie welfare are too high. According to the Chamber of Commerce (A-2.6.4.1), the EPA

estimate of 70 million people affect(:d by traffic noise is too high. The number shonld be
around 3 to 6 million, Koehrlng Company (A-2,2.4.1) implied that, since there will be no

benefits from the new truck regulations, tim EPA predictions are incorrect, The State of
Illinois (A-2.5,9.2) commented that the 75 dBA r6gulated truck will not be as quiet as a
typical automobile as indicated by EPA, but will be about I 0 d BA noisier.

General Motors (A-2.1.5.1) and the Department of Transportatim| (A-2.5.4.3) both
presented predictions of the reductions in average noise levels in urban street and freeway
traffic for the different regulatory programs, Estimates of the annoyances produced by the
noise from individual passbys of truck regulated at different levels were also given by
General Motors (A-2,5,1.2).
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Discussion: Changes in the traffic noise levels, title to different future growth rates of
trucks, will effect all of the estimates of average traffic noise reductimls for the different
regulatory progranrs oil new truck nearly equally, as l_nlg as tile traffic Inix of trucks and
other veblcles renudns coostuot, as asslnned by F.PA in ¢stinlating benefits. Ill other words,
comparison of the traffic noise reductions estimated by L:PA for different regulatory pro-
grams are not sensitive to the assumed truck population growth rate. In addition, the fixture
population growth rates of traffic vehicles cannot be accurately predicted. For these reasons,
EPA used a zero population growth rate hi reviewing tile estimates of traffic noise reduc-
tions, By assuming a zero growth rate, the EPA estimates of reductions in the equivalent

number of people Impacted (Peq) will be lower (i,e,, more conversative) than estimates made
by assuming a positive growth rate,

Tire number of people exposed to an outdoor noise level with an Ldn greater than 55
dBA where tile dominant source of noise is urban street traffic is given by EPA as 93.4

million people [3], The Ldo = 55 dB has been identified by EPA as the outdoor noise
level requisite to protect the public from interference with outdoor activities and general
annoyance [ 1 ], Therefore, the estimate of 3 to 6 million people affected by traffic noise,

particularly urban street traffic, referenced by tile Chamber of Commerce appears to be
quite low,

In all of tile estimates of benefits given by EPA, General Motors and tile Department
of Transportation, definite reductions in the uverage traffic noise levels and fire number of
people impacted by traffic noise are indicated. Therefore, the comment by file Koehrlng
Company that no benefits will accrue by regulating truck noise emissions is incorrect.

Typical roadside noise level for a 75 dBA regulated truck will be approximately 71 dBA
cruising at 27 mph and 81 dBA, as measured at 50 ft. [21. Noise emissions for existing
automobiles are 65 dBA and 75 dBA, respectively as measured at the same distance [.].
Therefore, the 75 dBA regulated truck will be noisier than existing automobiles, as indicated
by the State of Illinois. lfowevcr, it will be noisier by about only 6 dBA.

For two regulatory programs, the predictions of reductions in the average traffic noise
given by General Motors and the Department of Transportation are compared to tile EPA
predictions in Figure A-3,1 for urban street traffic and in Figure A-3.2 for freeway traffic.
In all predictions, the effect of reductions in non-truck vehicle noise levels of about 4 dBA
and the Interstate Motor Carrier Regulations are included. DOT and EPA assumed that all

trucks will be equipped with only ribbed tires in making tile predictions given in Figures
A-3,1 and A-3,2, GM assumed a reduction in tire noise of about 3,5 dBA from 1975 to

1993. In order to make comparisons, the curves in Figures A-3,1 and A-3,2 for the GM
predictions are plots of the differences in the curves giveo by GM with and without noise
emission regulations.
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Table A-3.2. Comparison of EPA, GM, and DOT Estimates of Average

Freeway Traffic Noise Reductions Due to New Truck Regulations

_J
_ The I)OTand GM esti|mtes orreductinns in the average urban street traffic noise are

higher than the EPA estimates° with the estimates from GM the most optimistic. EPA in-
!: eluded the effects of noise from buses and motorcycles in their estimates of the noise reduc-

tions, GM and DOT did not consider these vehicles in their model. This partially ex-

plains the IBgher estimated beuetits predicted by GM and DOT, Because buses and motor-
cycles are noisier than automobiles, they tend to limit the potuntiD1 reductions in urbnn

street traffic noise levels afforded by regulations on new medlmn aud heavy trucks, Com-

parison of estimates from EPA with those from DOT and GM clearly indicate the necessity
i of future noise emission regulations on buses aud motorcycles.
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Tile DOT and EPA estimatcs of the reductions in average freeway traffic noise levels are

nearly klentical. The estimates of benefits from GM are blgher than tile DOT and EPA pro-
dictions. A partial explanation for this may be tile assumed lower trtlek tire noise emission

levels used by GM. GM assunled _ tire noise emission level of 78.5 dBA for 1981 and subse-

quent years, while EPA used il level o1'81 dBA for 1977 and snbseqoent years,

Ill assessing tile beneflts to public bealth and welfare, EPA used tbe predictions of redue-
lions in average traffic noise levels to estimate tile changes in the exteRsiveness and severity

ol'iulpact for sevend regtdatory progroras, The Pcq is a better indicator of the benefits to
public welfare siucc it takes into account tile number of people who benefit from traffic
noise reductions and the extent to which they are beoented (See Section 4). Tbcrefore, tile

s_:lection of the fb'ml rcgldatory levels shoukl be based more on tile estimates of Pcq than on
decibel reductions in the average tra ftSc noise levels.

EPA and GM have estimated tile maximum distances from individual truck passbys at

wbich disruption of various activity occurs in difi'crent situations. Comparisons of these

_timates arc shown in Figures A-3.3 through/%-3.6. Tile cstlmatcs from GM are lower than

those from EPA for the following reasons:
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Figure A-3.4. Comparison of EPA and GM Prudictions of Maximum
Activity-Interference Distances for Sleeping Indoors

• EPA used noise levels for accelerating trucks while GM conservatively used levels

for trucks at constant speed, and

• Tile noise reduction fRctors assumed by GM for indoor situations are much ldgher
than those used in revised EPA estimates.

The noise levels from accelerating tracks are higher than the levels from cruising trucks.

Therefore, accelerating trucks are capable of producing greater activity interference titan

trucks cruising at constant speed.
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Figure A-3,5. Comparison of EPA and GM Predictions of Maximum
Activity-Interference Distances for Normal Conversation Outdoors

(;M used noise reduction factom of 35 to 29 dBA taken from data given in the first buck-
ground document on the new truck regulations. A,noise reduction factor of 25 dgA was also

given in the first background document as an approximate national average for houses witll

windows closed. This factor appears more reasonable and was therefore incorporated in the
revised estimates of activity interference.

Action in Response to Public Comments: EPA estimates of the benefits to the public wel-
faro ltavc bean revised. The selection of the final regulatory levels is based more on the esti-

mates of the reduction in the extensiveness and magnitude of annoyance and activity in tar-

ference as measured by Peq and maximum annoyance distances, tban on estimates of the
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Figun; A-3,6, Comparisonof EPA and GM Predlctioos of Maximum
Activity-interferunce Distances for Thougllt Procoss Outdoors

changes in the traffic noise levels. EPA estimates of the benefits to public health and welfare

arc believed to be more than sufficient to support the selection of tha final regulatory levoh,

A-3,2,3 Needed Benefits

Identification: The State of Illinois (A-2.5.9.1) commented that a 75.dBA regulation is
needed to mduc¢ intrusions from noise omissions from trucks. According to the State of

Now Mexico (A-2.5,15.1 ), the now truck regulations should he similar to th¢ 70 dBA LI0
Federal Highway Administration standard for residential, hospital and scllool ar_as.
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Discu._siOll: Estimates ofannoyance or intrtrsim_ from truck noise emissions demonstrate

that regtdating tracks to a level o1"75 dBA wilI not assure that people won't still be an-

noyed _vith track noise or that all activity disruption will be removed. In order to remove

all annoyance and activity disruptions caused by trucks, regulatory levels below 75 dBA

would he required. ]Jowevcr, other considemtlons preclude lowering the regulatory levels

below 75 dBA at this time, For example, technology has not been demonstrated that win

reduce track noise levels low enough to comply with not-to-exceed regulatory levels below
75 dBA.

Action It*Resporzse Io Public Commenls: No further action has been taken.

A-3.2.4 Benefits from More Lenient Regulatiom

ldemlflcatlon: Ford Motor Co. (A-2.1.3.4) claimed that substantially all of the intended noise
reductions will result if 10 percent of the tested vehicles are allowed to exceed the regulation

level by 2 dB/L According to Mack Trucks (A-2.1.7.2) drastic reductions in traffic noise
levels will result from the 83-dBA regulation. Donaldson Company (A-2.2.2.2) commented

that tim greatest annoyance comes from a small minority of the noisiest trucks which will he

controlled by the luterstate Motor Carriers Regulations.

General Motors Corporation asserted that tire overwhelming amount of the benefits to

he derived from noise emission regulations on trucks will come from the combination of the
enforcement oF the interstate Motor Carriers Regtdations and the ll3-dBA regulation on new

trucks. In support of this assertion, General Motors presented the following data.

1. Predictions of the average noise reductions from urban street and freeway traffic

for live regulatory programs (.4.-2.1.5.1);

2. Predictions of the maximum intrusion distances for different activity/location sit-

uations for single passbys of existing trucks and trucks regulated at 83, 80, and
75 dBA (A-2.1.5.2);

3. Predictions of the distances at which the noise from an unregulated truck and a

truck regulated at 83 dBA will be equal to and 10 dBA greater than the noise

from a continuous line of freely-flowing traffic at 55 mph (A-2.1.5.3);

4. Predictiom of tim differences in typical low speed roadside levels for unregu-
I;_tedtrucks and trucks regulated at 83 dBA (A-2.1.5.4); and
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S, Comparison of SAE J366b measured levels and levels measured under different

typical operating conditions for the same trucks (A-2,1.5.5).

Disct_ssloll: Predictions of reduetioas in the average noise levels lbr urban street traffic are

Even in Figure A-3.7 for the regulations proposed by EPA with nearly all trucks measured

at levels below the regulated levels (nearly 100 percent compliance) and with I 0 percent of

the trucks allowed to exceed th_ regulatory level (90 percent compliance) as suggested by

Ford Motor Company. Shown in Figure A-3.8 are predictions of tile equivalent number of

people impacted (Peq) computed nsing the reductions in traffic noise levels given in Figure
A-3.7, These predictions were computed foIIowing procedures given in Reference 2 aad
Section 4. Using a standard deviation of 0.5 dBA for tile tested trtlck levels and a l.OdBA
factor to account for measurement instrumentation and site variations, the median tested
level was assumed to be 1.5 dBA below the regulalory levels for 90 percent complianc_ and
2.5 dBA for nearly 100 percent compliance.

.... EPA PROPOSED R EGULAnONS WiTH NEARLY I00% COMPLIANCE

EPA PROPOSED REGULATIONS WITH 90% COMPI.IANCE

PREDtCTIONS INCLUDE EFFECTS OF INTERSTATE

MOTOR CARRIERS REGULATIONS ANn 4 dBA REDUCTION IN
NOISE LEVELS OF NON.TRUCK VEHICLES

O,O 0.O

i;°I '°
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I I I I 1 I I
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Figure A-3.?. Predictions of AverageTraffic Noise Reduction_ for 100 Percent

and 90 Percent Compliance to the EPA Proposed Regulations
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FigureA-3.8. Predictions of Peq for 100 Percentand 90 PercentCompEancoto the
EPAProposedRegulations

Observationof the predictions in FiguresA-3.7 and A-3.8 confirmtho comments made

by Ford MotorCompany that only small losses in the benefits wouldresultif I0 percentof

tho trucksarc allowed to exceed the regulated level of 2 dBA. However,there is a provision
in the selectiveenforcementauditing in thoproposed regulations that allows6.8 percent of
thesampled vehicles to exceed thGrogulatedlevel (Section 205.57-3(b) of Fodensl Register

VoIMm¢39, No 210, PartII,p. 38358). Changingthis to 10 percent of the sampled vehicles
is under considerationby EPA.

Comparisonof the revisedEPApredictions of tho noise reductions forurban street
traf_c [21 aro given in Figure A-3.9 with (l) no regulations on now trucks, (2) an 83-dBA
regulationin 1977, and (3) the regulationsproposedby EPA. All predictionsinclude tile
benefits of the Interstate MotorCarrierRegulationsas well as a 4.-dBAreductionin non-
truckvehiclenoise levels.Thesepredictionsdo not substantiate the comment from tile

Donaldson Company that the Intorstate MotorCarrierRegulations willeliminstc most an-
noyance fromtruck noise by removing the noisiest ofthe existing trucks. (Results in Fig-

urns A-3.3 throughA-3.6 also fail to confirm the comment made by Donaldson.) Tho claim
that most of the reductionin traffic noise will result from the 83-dBAregulationmade by
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Figure A-3.9. Pradictiom of AverageTraffic Noise Reductions with Regulations
on New Medium and lieavy Tracks

GeneralMotors Corporation and Mack Truck ]no. is also contrary to resultsgiven in Figure
A-3.9. FigureA-3.l Oshows that appreciable benefits in terms of reduetions in population
impacted will be derived by regulating new medium and heavy trucks to levels below 83 dBA.

The estimates of the averagenoise reductions for urban street and freeway traffic fur-
_|red by General Motorsare higher than the estimates givenby EPA. (See FiguresA-3.1
and A-3.2,) EmphaSis willbe placedin this discussion on the estimates for urban street
traffic, since tire noise willdominate in freeway traffic and tire noise is nut addressed in tl_e
proposedregulations. For urban street traffic noise, tizedifferences between the EPA esti-
nlatesin noise levels for tb.oproposedregulationsand the 83-dBA regulatioo are nearly equi-
valent to the corresponding differences in the GM estimates, llowever, because the overall
redactions estimated by GMare larger than the EPA estimates, it visHallyappears that more
benefits willbe derived from the 83-dBAregulation, Although EPA and GMuse similar
methods and traffic population figures,differences in the EPA and G_,Iestimates may be
attributed primarily to differences in the equivalent noise levels assumed by EPAand GM
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Figure A-3.10. Predictions of Peqwith Regulations on
New Medium and HeavyTrucks

for each type of vehicle. The noise emission levels by vehicle type which were assumed by

SPA and GM are tabulsted in Table A-3.I. The following may be observed.

), In the revised predictions of benefits. SPA consid,,_rad tile effect of motorcycles
and buses, Since motorcycles and buses am in goncml noisier than automobiles)

adding these sources will raise the overall traffic noise levels wldch, in turn, will

increase the masking of benefits derived from regulating now medium and heavy

trucks. Considering the noise from motorcycles and buses in the environmental

will both provide a better representation of existing conditions and improve tile
accuracy of the anticipated traffic noise reductions,

2. The raductions in vehicle noise levels fur_lshed by GM for regulated vehicles

(12.7 dBA for trucks and 6.5 dBA for automobiles) are higher than tizese re-

ductions in noise emissions given by SPA (9.7 dBA ['or tracks and 5.] dBA for

automobiles). The principal reason for these differences is that the noise emission

levels from existing trucks and automobiles furnished by GM are about S dBA

• l,agher than tile levels nscd by EPA. Based upon an EPAsurvcy of truck noise

emission levels [141. Different levels were used by EPA for medium and heavy

trucks. The equivalent noise levels used by GM for medium and heavy trucks is
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']';ll)leA-3,I

AverageNoiseLevefsUsedinL:PAand GM Estimutcsof
NoiseReductionsiu UrbauSlrcelTr_d'flc

AvcnJge Noise Level Total Populatlou Mix

Urban Street Trslilc EPA GM EPA G_.I

Trucks: (dBA) (ill]A) 7.0% 710%

Existing 81.0' 86,0
hderstate Motor Carrier 79,6* 84.7

83 dBA New Tnzek Regulation 77.6 78.5

80 dBA New Truck Regulation 75.1 75.8
75 dBA New Truck Regulation 71.3 73.3

Automobiles and Light Tnlcks: 91.5'_ 93.0%

Untreated 66.6 70.5

Treated 61.5 63.5

Buses: 0,5% 0,0%

Untreated 80.6

Tre;ited 75.5

Motorcycles: 1.0% 0,0%

Untreated 83.6
Treated 78.5

*Reptc_ttl weighted averages of the Ievds for iI]cdJutn and heavy Iruck_

nearly equal to the level ttsed by EPA for heavy trucks (86,6 dBA). Considering
medium and heavy trucks separately, as done by EPA, yields a more accurate re.

presentation of real traffic situations since most medium trucks ure powered by

gasoline engines, and therefore are quieter thun most heavy trucks, many of
which are diesel-powered, Tile noise emission level for existing light vehicles used

by GM is based upon results from onesnwey taken in California _5]. On the

other hand. the median level used by EPA for light vet|icles in urban street tufffic
is based ort results from the same survey plus resutts from live other surveys [21,

Hence, the levels used by EPA are believed to bt_nlore accurate.

In view of the above, it appears that the projections of suticipated reductions in uversge

traffic noise levels given by EPA are more accurate than those of GM, In addition, tile higher
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cStbllalesgiven by GM tend to dhldnish tile relative magnitude of tile additional benefits to

bederNcd from regulatillg t'rucksat levels below 83 dgA.

Reductions in tile average traMc iloise le'_'elsdo not adequately measure tile benefits to

tile public welfare. A more usefnl iueastlre of the benefits is tile reductiou ill equivaleul hum o

bet of people impacted (Peq). This is because the Peq considers both the number of people
exposed to traffic noise and tile nlagnitude or severity of individual imp:let. For Ibis reason,

illOre emphasis shonid be placed Oll Pcq as n nleasure of benelllS than on the ;IVenlge traffic
noise reduction.

According to predictions of the Peq given by EPA ISee Section 4), the difference

between the total Peq for the regulation proposed by GM (83 dBA in 1977) and for the
regulations proposed by EPA is 6.8 million in 1990 for people exposed to urban street or
freeway traffic. Greater differences will o¢cllr if tile reductions ill non-truck vehicle noise

levels are higher than 4 dBA. Based upon Ibese eslinlates, it appears thal Ibe overwbclnlblg
amunnt of the bencfils will not be derived frmn Ihe combination of the 83-dltA regulation

and the Interstate Motor Carrier I'!.egulations.

General Motors also predicted the maxinmnl distances to which noise from single truck

passbys will intrude on people engaged in a givcu activity. Some of the GM predictions are
shown in Figures A-3.3 through A-3.6 along with EPA estimates of maximum intrusion dis-

lances for the same activity and location. Both sets of predictions indicate that the reduc-

tions in Intrusion with decreases in regulalory levels diminish for levels below 83 dBA. Ob-

servation of the levels for unregulated and regulated trucks given in Table A-3.2 show that
the largest reduction in typical roadside noise levels will occur for the 83 dBA regulation,

which implies that the greatest reduction in intrusion will result from the 83 dBA regulation.

Table A-3.2
SAE d366b Truck Noise Levels

Percentile Levels

Median Upper 10 Upper I UpperO.I
Truck Comparisons (dBA) (dBA) (dBA) fdBA)

Existingtruck fleet (GM) 87,6 92.3 96.2 98.9

Existing new trucks (EPA) 84.7 87.6 89.7 91.6

Trucks regulated at 83 dBA (G M) 80.5 81.8 82.2 83,6
Trucks regulated at 75 dBA(GM) 72.5 73.8 74.8 75.6
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However, tile statutory mandate given to EPA in tile Noise Control Act is to promul-

gate regulations which are requisite to protect the public health and welfare. The statutory

mandate is not to set regulatory levels at a point beyond which tile rate of return in bene.

fits begins to decrease, Tile result in Figures A-3.3 tbrongb A-3.6, particularly those given

by EPA, indicate that the public welfare would not be totally protected if file regulations

stopped at 83 dBA. ideally, the regulatory level would be below 75 dBA if all intrusion

factors attributed to trucknoise are to be completely removed. Ilowever, taking into ac-

count tile degree o f noise reduction achievable through tile application of tile best avail-

able technology and the costs of compliance, as required in tile Noise Control Act, may

preclude setting tile regulatory levels below 75 dBA.

As additional support to the claim that fire 83-dBA regulation will result in most of the

needed benefits, G_! predicted tbat, in 55 mpb traffic, the noise from a single truck regu-

lated at 83 dBA is tlsually less tban I0 dBA above the noise from a steady stream of light

vehicles at di.stances greater than 70 feet. in making these predictions, tile median level used

by GM for trucks regulated at 83 dBA was 82.0 dBA, which is similar to tile level of 82.3

dnAusedby EPAinassessingthe beneilts to public welfare. BntbEPAandGMassumed

that the passby noise levels for 83 dBA trucks had a Ganssian distribution with a standard

deviation of 2.0 dBA. Thamfore, tbe predictions by GM appear reasonable. However, addi-
tional benefits will be realized in other situations, sucb as exposure to low speed traffic

noise where engine-related noise usually dominates over tire noise. Tire noise is not encom-

passed by the proposed regulations.

GM presented tim estimates of SAE J366b truck noise levels for existing trucks and

truck'_ regulated at 83 dBA. These levels are given in Table A.3.2. GM concluded that file

83-dBA regulation will result in large reductions of low speed traffic noise. However, since

the propesed r_gulations apply only to new trucks, comparison of tested levels of new

trucks should be made in assessing the impact of the 83-dBA regulation, The estimated

levels for existing new trucks ,given in Table A-3.2 are derived from data taken from reference

levels for existing new trucks given in Table A-3.2 are derived from data taken from reference 6.
level for new trucks by 4.2 dBA, instead of 7,1 dBA as implied by GM, The tested levels from

the noisiest new trucks will be reduced by 7.3 dBA, instead of 15.3 dBA. In addition, GM

failed to consider the tested noise levels from new trucks regulated at 75 dBA shown in Table
A.3.2, These levels are derived using the same assumptions used by GM in deriving tbe levels

for 83-dBA regulated trucks, An additional reduction in tile tested levels of 8 dBA should
occur for trucks regulated at 75 dBA, from which added benefits should result as previously

dbeussed.
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In final support of their position, ;i film waspresented by GM in the public bearings in

Waslfington, D. C, In this fihn, tile nleasurcd levelsgiven it1Table .4.-3.3were prcsentetl. Ac-

cording to GM, the small dil'l_rences between noise levels corresponding to tilt: 83-dBA and
80-dBA regulated trucks is expected at 55 mph. Data laken from rel_rence 17], corrected

Table A-3,3
Noise Levels Recorded oa (';td Truck Noise FihrJ

SAE J366b

Standard Urban 35 alph 55 nlph
Passby Acceleration Cruise Cruise

Regulated Microphone Microphml¢ at Microphone at Microphone at
Limit at 50 feet 125 feet 125 feet 150 feet

86 dBA 85.2 dBA 76.8 dBA 79.3 dBA 77.5 dBA
83 dBA 80.5 dBA 72.5 dBA 75,3 dBA 75.5 dBA

80 dBA 78.2 dBA 72.0 dBA 73,7 dBA 75.2 dBA

for differences in observation distances, show that noise from ribbed tires at 150 feet could

be as high as 75 dBA. The levels for the 83 d BA and 80-d BA regulated trucks cruising at 35

mpb show a difference comparable to the difference in the tested levels. Ilowever, the dif-
ference in levels for the 83 dBA and 80-d BA regulated trucks for urban acceleration at 125

feet is only 0.5 dBA. This small difference is probably because of the high background
noise level tbat existed during the measurements. In other typical low-speed acceleration

situations where the background noise level would be lower, greater differences would proba-

bly occur.

In addition, it should be noted that tbe 86-dBA regulated track measured 0.8 dBA be-

low the regulated limit whereas the 83-and 80-dBA regulated trucks measured 2.5 and 1.8
dBA below the limit. Therefore, the differences between the roadside levels for the 86- and

83-dBA regulated trucks are higber than the differences between tile ro:_dside levels for the

83- and 80-dBA regulated trucks.

Action In Respotzse to Public Coonneot: Tile eslilnates of tile benefits presented by E.I:'Ain-

dicate that appreciable benefits will be derived from regulating new medium and heavy
trucks at levels lower than 83 dBA and considerations of the benefits to the public health

and welfare alone do not justify relaxing the proposed regulations,
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A-3.3 [MPACT OF OTHER TRAFFIC NOISE SOURCES

A-3.3.1 Mobile llorues

hlentificatl_)n: The Recreation Vehicle Industry Association (A-2.6.8.1) conm|ented

that since motor homes are substantially quieter tbon medium and heavy trucks, they are not

a major source of noise and, thcrelbra, should be exerapted from the proposed regulations.

Discnssion: Tile 1975 prodtletion of Type A ulotor homes, most of which fail into the classes

over I 0,000 lbs gross vehicle weigbt reading, is approximately 30,000, according to the Re-

creation Vehicle Industry; Association. Tbe estimated production of nlcdJnul gasoline trucks
given by EPA is 202,000 [8[. This indicates that about 15 percent of the new mediun/

,_soline Irucks produced in 1975 are mobile homes. Ilowever, mobile horaes are driven
fewer miles on tile average than other medium and heavy trucks, so that less exposure to

noise fl'onl mobile homes may exist,

The Recreation Vehicle Industry Association also commented that mobile home raanu-

faeturers normally do not alter the engine, power train, or exhaust systems. Since these are

the raajor sources of noise, it is unlikely that motor homes are substantially quieter than

medium gasoline trucks.

AclJOll ill Rt'SllOJISe tO Pltb/ic Cotltlilelll; It bas out becn shown lit;it excnlpting nlotor

holnes from the proposed regulations will not significantly reduce benefits. The Agency
Jlns/lot exempted Hie[or bonles fron% tile regulations.

A-3.3.2 Truck Tires

Identification: Freightliner (A-2.1.4.1), International Hart'ester (A-2. 1.6. I ), Mack Truck
(A-2.1.7.4), White Motor (.4.-2.1.10.2), and Donaldson (A-2.2.2.3) commented that the bene-

r fits for regulating trucks to levels below 83 dBA will be small, since at high speeds, uncon-

, trolled tire noise will dominate engine-related noises that will be controlled by tile regula-

tions. Tile benefits will be small, according to Freightlioer and White Motor, because

heavy liuehaul trucks typically ;Jra operated at speeds over 35 mph. FreightIiner con/-

mented that typical tire noise frmn a loaded tractor and trailer with half-woru tires is

about 84 dBA at 55 mpb. Donaldson Company claimed that at Ilighway speeds, truck tire

noise fruquently exceeds 80 dBA at 50 feet. The American Trucking Associations (A-2.3.1.1)
commented that tire noise will reduce the benefits to be derived from tile proposed rcgula-

, tions. The Ford Motor Company (A-2.1.3.2) and tlt._Department of Transportation
!
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(A-2.5,4.2) suggestedthat the contributions from truck tires should be identified separately

in assessing benefits, DOT presented estimates or reduction in freeway traffic noise with all

trucks equipped with crossbar tires on the drive wheels and with all tracks equipped with

only ribbed tires. The Donaldson Company (A-2.2.2,3) and Schwitzer (A.2,2.6.1) claimed

that since tire noise cannot be reduced below 80 dBA, regulations below 80 dfiA will be in-

effective. Tile Department of Transportation (A-2.5.4.1), Minnesota (A-2,5.14,2) and New
York State (A-2.5.16.1)suggested that regulations on truck tires be considered, DOT rt._.

commended that regulations on tire noise of 83 dBA in 1977, and 80 dBA in 1981, for a

50 mph coast-by be adopted concurrently with the proposed new truck regulatinns. The

National Organization to Insure Sound Control Environment (A-2.5.17,2) suggested that the

regulations be enforced nt speeds up to 50 mpb, since tire noise is uot a dominant factor at

speeds below 50 mph.

Discussion: The impact of high speed (freeway) traffic noise sbould be less than the impact

of low speed (urban street) traffic noise for the following reasons [21.

1. The number of people exposed to outdoor noise from freeway traffic is less time

the number of people exposed to outdoor noise from urban street traffic. EPA
eatimates tilut 59.0 million people are exposed to outdoor noise from urban

street trafl_c noise with u day-night equivalent noise level (Ldn) greater titan 60
dBA, whereas 3,1 million people are exposed to similar noise levels from freeway
traffic [31.

2, The reductions in freeway traffic noise levels will be less time the reductions in

urban street traffic noise because of the contdbutious made by truck tire Jmisc

in freeway traffic.

In response to comments made by DOT, the truck tire noise level used by EPA for
predicting the overall noise levels for new regulated tracks has been revised from 77 dBA to

81 dBA [2]. This Ire'el corresponds to the peak level observed at 50 feet for a single unit

(2-axle) loaded track passby at 55 mph with half-wbm ribbed tires [7], Some trucks, such
as those with more than two axles, will generate Idgher tire noise levels; whereas in other

trucks (those unloaded end equipped with new tires), the levels will be lower, Tile 8I-dBA tire

noise level is in agreement will| comments made by the Donaldson Company that tire noise
levels above Sfi dBA are frequently encountered. The tire noise level of 84 dBA, given by

Fretghtliner is for existing trucks which may often be equipped witll crossbar tires. Tile

noise levels for individual existing trucks used in estimating benefits were based on survey

data where tire noise was not identified separately.
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Tile effects of noise fronl truck tires on tile reductions in traffic noise e;m be sepan|tely

identified by comparing the estimates of file noise reductions for urban street and freeway
traffic. Tile differences can be attributed largely to contributions made by tire noise,

Beeaese inost of tile benefits from tht: proposed regulations will result from reductions

ill lOWspeed traffic noise, tile regulalions should not be delayed until nlore [nformaticm is

available on quieling tires. Quietblg Irnek tires will have n significrnt effect ollly on tim re-

ductions in lligh speed trnMc noise, EPA is engaged in the developnlent and aequisitioll of

information to support future regulatory action on truck tires 191.

Tfie noise from a ribbed tire increases from levels of npproximntely 66 dLIAwhen un-

loaded at 35 mph to about 72 dBA _t 50 mph 171. This increase is enougfi to become a

significant factor in complying with a 75-dllA or lower regul_lfion, if tile regulations were

mlforced at speeds tip to 50 mph. For crossbar tires, tile noise levels would be higher;

therefore, the National Organization to Insure Sound Control Environment is incorrect
in commenting that tires would not become a factor if tile maximum enforcement speed

is increased from 35 Io 50 mph.

Action ill Respollse to PubUc Comment: Tile estimates of benefits from reductions ill free-

way traffic noise have been revised to include the higher noise level of 81 dBA for truck

tires. However, a fact that larger benefits will rcsult from tile reduction in urban street traffic

noise is emphasized.

A-3.3.3 Bases

ldentlJTcatlon: The Department of Transportation (A-2.5.4.2), New York State (A-2.5.16.2),

and San Diego County (A-2.5.18,1 ) commented that buses should be included in the new

truck regulations. DOT added that buses are usually operated in densely populated areas and

are frequently accelerating so that they generate higher levels than assumed by EPA (73 dBA

at 50 feet), bo_ Angeles County (A-2.5,12.1 ) suggested that an effort to regulate noise from
buses be initiated.

Discussion; Information is currently being gathered by EPA on buses for possible future

regulatory action. A typi_l roadside level of 79 dBA at 50 feet from existing btJses was used

by EPA in estimating tile benefits for tile regulations on new trucks [21. This level is 2 dBA

Idgher than the levels used by EPA for medium trucks and supports the comments made by
DOT.
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Action In Response to Public Comment: No fiwthcr action has been taken.

A-3,4 Environmental Impact SZatement

ldenrifieatloll: The Federal Highway Administration (A-2.5.8.1) commented that an Envir-

onmental Impact Statement is required.

Discussion; Environmental Impact Statements are required on all regulatory actions pro-
posed after 15 October 1974. Since tile proposed regulations were submitted to tile Admin-
istrator for publication before October 15, 1974, an Environmental Impact Statement is not
required for the noise emission regulations on new medium and heavy trucks. It should be

noted that most of the information contained in Environmental Impact Statements has been
gathered and reported by EPA in this document.

Actiot_ In Response to Public Cotnment: A separate Environmental Impact Statement has
not been prepared.
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Appendix A-4
TECHNOLOGY

A-4.1 ACCURACY OF COMPONENT SOURCE LEVELS

A-4.1.1 Fun Noise

Identification: Tile Cummins Engine Company (A-2.2.1.3) suggested that the noise of 63
fans tested in 1973 averaged 83.3 dBA and 25 fans tested in 1974 averaged 82.1 dBA. Simi-

larly, the Department of Transportation _A-2.5.4.7) questioned the validity of the statement
in the preamble by stating, "In contrast (to the statement in the preamble) we suggest that

ruan}' cooling systems generate noise levels in excess of 80 dBA..." DOT supported this state-
ment with the DOT Quiet Truck Program baseline data on three fans which ranged from 83
to 86 dBA.

Discussion: The question of whether most fans generate more noise than 80 dBA cannot be

confidently resolved on the basis of the above data base. The Cummins and DOT data may
not be drawn from a base which is representative of the medium and heavy truck population.
Cummins manufactures only engines for diesel trucks constituting about one third of the
medium and heavy truck population. Similarly all of the three trucks identified by DOT are
class 8 cab-over-engine linehaul tractors.

Data in Figuras 5-3, 5-4 of reterence 8, show that 13 out of 21 sanlples were below 80
dBL

Action in Response to Public Comnlent: The sentence in question in the preamble has
been deleted.

A..4.1,2 HRBDG Levels

ldentlflcatlrul: International Harvester (A-2.1.6.9) and the Department of Transportation
(A-2.5.4.13) Commented that the truck component source levels for 55-65 mph cruising
conditions taken from the Highway Research Board Design Guide [HRBDG), and used in
the EPA analysis of tile benefits to public welfare [81 are higher than the SAE J366b
levels. Since the SAE J366b levels for tile engine-roTated noises should be higher than tile
engine-related noise levels under cruise conditions, tile levels used by EPA may be incorrect.
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Discussion: Tile comments nre correct, there appenrs to be a discrepancy Jn the Ilighwiw
Research Board Design levels, In revising the estimates of the benefits to be derived from
the reduction in freewny traffic, the levels in tile IlRBDG were not used,

A erich ill Response to Pttblic Cononent; Tile levels given in TnbM 2 of Vol. 5 of tile I llgh-

way Resenrcb Board Design Guhle urc up longer used by EPA,

A-4.1.3 Engine Noise

Identi]?cation: Tbc Cunlmins Engine Company (A-2,2,1.2) commented that engine noise
depends on engine power as well as engine type and design.

Discussion: Data on the engine noise levels of 35 diesel engines show little dependence of

noise level on engine power 16].

Action in Response to Pttblic Comment: Since tbis issue ilns little impact on the technology
required to con|ply with the proposed regulations, no further action has beer* taken,

A-4.2 EFFECTIVENESS OF NOISE CeNTRe L TREATM ENTS

A-4.2,1 Engine Qniet Kits

ldentl.flcatton: The Freightliner Corporation (A-2,1,4.2) commented that engine quieting
kits reduce diesel engine imise by only nb0ut 2 dBA, not up to 4 dBA as claimed by I]PA.

Discussion: Investigations of diesel engine noise reduction have shown that it is teclmicnlly
feasible to achieve reductions up to 9 dBA without the use of noise barriers mounted to the
truck cable structure [ 10]. Most of the reduction appeared to be due to tile use of covers
and isolating components, Hardware, such as parts for the isolation of diesel components

and shields mounted to the engine, has been developed and put into production for tbree
diesel engine models wMch achieve noise reductions of up to 6 dBA [ I I J. Therefore,

quieting kits are available which quiet diesel engines by more thnn the 2 dBA cited by
Freigi|tliner Corporation.

Action in Response to Pnhlic Comment: No I_rther action has been taken.
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A-4.2,2 Radiator Shatters

ldentUTcation: The Department of Transportution (A-2.5.4.4) commented that cooling sys-
lain radiator shutters should not he considered noise reduction equipment as indicated by
FJ_Ain the preamble to tile proposed regulations [91.

DIscltssion: Data all the uoolillg system noise levels for the hlternational Harvester DOT

Quiet Truck with shutters-open and closed-indicate that when shutters are closed, the cool-
ing system noise level is on the average more than 3 dBA higher [ 12]. When the shutters are

closed, the fan stalls which increases the noise output. Therefore, radiator shutters tire not
noise abatement eq,:_ipment, and DOT is correct in their conunent.

Action ill Respotzse to Pnblte Comment: Thermostatically controlled shutters are not

referred to as noise reduction eqolpment in the preamble to the regulations,

A-4.2.3 Fml Treatment

Identification: The Department of Transportation (A-2.5.4,6) commented that when radia-
tor fans of dlfferent designs were used and tile alr-flow rate held constant, the fan noise
remained essentially the same.

Discussion: DOT based their ¢onlment on tests of different fans conducted in the DOT

Quiet Truck Program [ 121. In the first set of test results, different fans were installed in the

original cooling system without making other modiflcations to lhe cooling sytem. Of the 1 I
fans tested, it was possible to develop an adeqnate amount of airflow with only six fans,
Using eacll of these six fans, the fan speed at maxinmnl engine speed was varied until the
required air flow was developed. The shroud coverage was the same for all fans. The mea-
sured noise levels had a range of only 3 dBA. llowever, it is not clear whether some of
these fans were partially stalled, which would affect the noise output.

A second set of tests were conducted after modifications were made to improve the fan
environment and reduce the cooling system noise. Results from these tests indicate that lh¢

range of fan noise for the seven fans tested was 4 dBA and that conventionally-designed fans
were among the quietest. Unfortunately, tile fan coverage by tile shroud was not the same
Ibr each fan tested, varying from 125 percent to 85 percent. These differences in fan cover-
age affect the tan environment which is often as critical as the actual fan design in reducing

fall noise [ 121. Thus, a different range of noise levels for the seven fan designs could result
when a constant fan coverage is used.
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In the fan tests on Ihe International l larvester DOT Quiet Track, all relevant fan design

parameters were not considered. In addition, because some el" the fans eotdd have been
stalled in the first set of tests and l_n covenJges were not the s;une in the second set of tests,
it should not be concluded from these tests that difl_rent fan designs cannot be nsed to

achieve appreciable reductions in fan noise.

Actiml iu Response to P.blic Colnlnellt: No ftlrtbcr aclion has been taken.

A-4.3 REQUIREMENTS FOR TRUCK NOISE CONTROL

A-4.3.1 Cooling System

ldenti]Tcation: The Ford Motor Company {A-2,1.3.11, A-2.1.3.12, and A-2.1.3.13) com-
mented that many of their diesel and gasoline tracks will require a fan clutch and lnodifica-
tions to cooling systems in order to comply with the 83- and 80-dBA regulation. General
Motors (A-2,I.5.8) claimed that fan clutches will be required for most heavy diesel trucks

to comply with the 80-dBA regulation. For the 75 dBA regulation, GM (A-2.1,5.13) claimed
that larger radiators or remote cooling systems will riced to be installed in most diesel trucks.
GM (A-2,1.5.8) called only for a viscous fan drive for gasoline tracks regulated at 83 or 80
dBA, A larger radiator was called for to meet the 75..dEIAregulation. International Ilarves-
ter (A-2,1.6,8) implied tlmt an extensive redesign of the cooling system will be required for
heavy diesel trucks to comply with tbe 83 dBA regulation, The Department of Transporta-
tion (A-2.5,4,12) commented that a cooling system noise level of 65 dBA will be required
for trucks to comply with the 75-dBA regulation, ']'his will require radiators larger tban
those presently available, which may be impractical in trucks with conventional cabs be-
cause of visibility requirements.

Discussion: In reply to these comments, we note that a fan noise level of 70 dBA is low
enough to allow compliance with either the 83 or 80 d BA regulation [ 13], In the Inter-
national Harvester DOT Quiet "]'rack, cooling system noise with the radiator shutters open
was reduced from 81 dBA to 70 dBA by using a sealed, contoured shroud with a redtieed

tip clearance, a redesigned radiator and different-fen-to-radiator distance [ 12]. The
changes associated with this approacb slratdd not be considered extensive since no changes
in radiator or fan size, or location of the fan or cooling system was required.

A fan noise level of 64 dBA would be low enough to allow compliance with the 75
dBA regulation [ 13]. A larger radiator (2000 sq, in.), a larger slower-turning fan, a fan
shroud and partial engine enclosore were used in tbe Freightliner DOT Quiet Track to re-
duce the cooling system noise from a level of 83 d BA to 64 dBA [ 141. Witlt tbis cooling

system, the overall truck noise level was measured at 72 dBA with the fan on [ 151, Similar
techniques can be applied to trucks in order to comply with the 75-dBA regulations,
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Jntrackswithcoaventiomdcabs,tgchlliques used on theInterrtationalllarvesterDOT

Quiet Track, such as optimizing fan-to-r_Jdiator dlst:nrees and using radiators with serpentine
tins, [ 12 J can be employed Io reduce the need for hlrgar Iknlsand radiators so 1hat visibility

reqniroments conld be met,

Actio_t in Response to Public Cotnnl£'lll; There is general agreement on tile treatments re-
quired to reduce cooling system noise to levels low enough tbr tracks to comply with the

proposed regulations, No farther action has been taken.

_.-4,3.2 Exhaust System

Identification: The Ford Motor Company (A-2.1.3.1 I ) claimed that many of their heavy
diesel trucks will require larger mufflers to meet an 83-dBA regulation. For the 80-dBA

regulation, Ford Motor (A-2,1.3.12) predicted that double-wall exhaust pipes and wrapped
mufflers will also be needed, General Motors (A-2,1.5.8) commented that double-wall tour-

tiers and exhaust pipes will be required on many heavy diesel trucks for the 83-dBA regula-
tion, The addition of larger packed mufflers will be needed to meet the 80-dBA regulation,

For the 75-dBA regnlation, GM claimed that larger wrapped mufflers with premtffflers and
larger double-wall exhaust piping will need to be added. All diesel engines will require turbo-
charging to reduce exhaust noise enongh to nleet the 75-dBA regalation, according to Gen-
eral Motors (A-2.1.5.12), In order to meat the 83._1BA regulation, International Harvester
(A-2.1.6.8) claimed that an extensive redesign of the exhaust system will be needed.

The Department of Trunsportion (A-2.5,4.7) pointed out that on the International l-lar-
vaster DOT Quiet Truck the exhaust pipe shell noise was initially 83 dBA and the muffler
shell noise 74 dBA, where the exhaust discharge noise was 76 dBA, Therefore, exhaust
shell noise will need treatment in order to meet the 83-dl]A regtdalion. DOT (A-2.5.4.8)

also pointed out that mufflers are awdlable to reduce exhaust outlet noise to 75 dBA f6r
all popular diesel trucks.

Discussion: In reply, consider the reqnlremelgs for each regulatory level. For tile 83-dBA
regulation, a design level ibr the exhaust systenl of 73 dllA should be adequate [ 13], Data
acquired in the DOT Quiet Track Program show that this goal is achievable. Sealing exhaust
leaks reduced the exhaust shell noise on the Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck from 75 dRA to
71 dBA. Using available mufflers, the exhaust outlet noise was further reduced to 66 dBA.
On the International Harvester DOT Quiet Track, sealing exhaust leaks and using larger
wrapped mufflers redneed the total exhaust noise level to 72.5 dBA [ 16]. The comments on
the required exhaust treatment for the 83-dBA regulatiml are in general agreement with the
experiences in the DOT Qulet Truck Program. tlowever, the required treatments should not
be considered extensive, as claimed by International lqarvester Company.
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An exbanst noise level of 69 dl]A shonhl be atleqmlte to enable most trucks to conqlly
with the 80,dBA regahltioa. Adding wrapping to tile ¢xhaasl piping on tile Interuational
Ihlrvcster DOT Oilier Trtlck with sealed exhansl leaksaud larger wrapped mtlfl_ers redaced
tile shell noiseenongil to reduce file total exhmlsl noise level to about 70 dllA I 16]. TIle addi-
tion of a partial engine enclosure reduced tile shell noise on tile Freightlincr I)OT Qaiet
Truck with sealed exhaust leaks [ 14]. With an exhmrst outlet level of 66 dlIA using av;dlable

nmfflers, the total exhaast level woukl be al'q_roximately 70 dllA. In general, tlmse results
are in agreenlent with connnenls inadc by trt]ck nlanuLiclurers,

Air exhausl mmlifob.I illtlfl'ler, larger wrapped mnfflers, slack silencers, partial engine
enclosure and exhaust joint seals were stdTienl to reduce the exhaast noise on tile Freight-
liner DOT Quiet Track enough to allow the overall truck noise level to he reduced to 72 dBA

[ 151. This level is low enongh to comply with the 75-dl]A regulation and allow for a 3 dBA
tolerance. The exhaust system treatments used on tile Freiglltlioer DOT Quiet Track are
similar to the treatnlents suggested by General Motors for trucks to comply with tim 75-dBA

regulation. General Motors was the only conlributor to offer comments on tilt: required
exhaust treatment for the 75-dBA regulated truck. All of the diesel trucks considered by

GM were assumed to be eqaipped with two-stroke naturally-aspirated engines, which consti-
tute a minority of the diesel engine population and in general have hlgiler unmuffled exhaust
noise levels than foar-struke and/'or tarbocharged diesel engines [6]. As pointed out by
General Motors, double wall larger exhaust piping will be needed to reduce shell noise, par-
ticularly for two-stroke diesel engines.

Turboeharging diesel engines will help redace tile exhaust noise by around 5 to I0 dBA

[81. since the exhaust gases are passed through tile tarbocharger. If tile engine in the Inter-
national Harvester DOT Quiet Truck had been turbocharged) the difficulty with reducing
exhaust noise level would have been eased. In their comments, General Motors added that

turboeharging increases engine efficiency and ease of meeting exhaust emission standards.
Therefore) turbocharging will probably become more widely used and may become a part of
the most cost effective method of reducing exhaust noise in order to comply with the 75-dBA

regulation. Altl'mugh there is little data to support the claim by GM that tarbocharging will
be required on all 75-dBA regulated tracks, it may be used on most of them,

In the preamble to the proposed regulations, it was stated that exhaust shell noise is low
enough that very few trucks will require exhaust shell noise treatment in order to )'each levels
low enough to comply with the 83-dBA regulation. In both the International Harvester and
Freightliner DOT Quiet Trucks. some treatment of the exhaust shell noise was required to
reduce the truck noise level to a level low enough to comply with the 83-dBA regulation.
Therefore, the statement in the preamble appears to be incorrect, as pointed out by the

Department of Transportation. However, it shotdd be noted thai the shell noise levels given
by DOT in tbeir comments are for the International Harvester DOT Qaiet Truck which had a
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two-stroke diesel engine. In general, two-stroke diesel engines have higher exhanst noise levels
than four-stroke diesel engines, TImrefore, the levels quoted by DOT should not be considered
as representative of all diesel engines,

Data on exhaust outlet noise levels for existing tracks with four-stroke diesel engines [6]
shows that DOT is correct in commenting that mufflers are available which reduce outlet noise
to 75 dBA or below, The experience on the IntcrnaUonal llarvestcr DOT Quiet Truck witb

available mufflers on a two-stroke diesel engine [ 16] also supports the comment made by DOT.

Action Ill Response to Public CollllUell[: Corrections have been made in response to conl-
merits by DOT on exhaust shell noise and available exhaust mufilcrs.

A-4.3.3 Engine

ldentipcatiou: The Ford Motor Company (A-2.1.3,20 and A-2.1.3.11 ) predicted that for the
83-dBA regulation engine-noise shields will be needed and that some of the noisier engines

will no longer be usable. For the 80-dBA regulation, full encapsulation for diesel engines and
noise shields for gasoline engines will be required, according to Ford (A-2.2.3,12). Ford also
claimed that internal engine modifications will be needed for the 80-dBA regulation. Gen-
eral Motors (A-2,1.5.8) commented that engine noise barriers will be required for many
diesel tracks to meet the 83-dBA regulation. For the 80-dBA regulation, full underpans and

absorptive material will need to he added and engines will need internal modifications, The
engine modifications will include barrel-shaped, tight-clearance pistons to control piston slap
which is the major source of diesel engine noise, according to General Motors (A-2.1.5.10).
To meet the 75-dBA regulation, General Motors (A-2,1.5.8) claimed that diesel engines will
need to be modified, turbochargcd and fully encapsulated. General Motors added that en-

gine noise side-shields will be required for gasoline trucks to meet the 75-dBA regulation.

International Harvester (A-2.1.6.8) commented that engine noise shields will be re-

quired for the 83-dBA regulation. Mack Tracks, Inc. (A-2,1.7.7) claimed that the 80-dBA
regulation may require the encapsulation of some engines and removal of the noisier engines.
The 75-dBA regulation will require the elimination of a majority of existing diesel engines
and the encapsulation of the few which remain, according to Mack Tracks, The Donaldson
Company (A-2.2.2.6) asserted that many engines will require partial enclosures to meet the

80-dBA regulation end all will require full enclosures to meet the 75-dBA regulation. Tbe
American Trucking Associations, Inc. (A-2.3. 1.4) stated that major engine rcdesigus will
probably be'required in order to obtain the engine noise reductions necessary to comply
with tile proposed regulations.
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Discussion: EPA has sbown that an engina noise level of 77 dBA shonkl be low enough to

allow compliance with tim 83-dBA regulatiml [13]. Using tbe maximum noise levels for gaso-
line engines and 12 diesel engine models, treatments necessary to reduce engine noise to 77
dllA was derived [ 13 ]. The results of tbis study show thzlt gasoline engines would not require
noise treatnleut [ 13]. Wilbout interred modifications to tile engine, side shields, wbieh pro-

vide 2-4 dBA attenuation, may [m used on 68 percent of existing diesel engines [ ]3 ]. Side
shields and an underpan may be used in 32 percent of tile diesel engines [ 13]. Side shields
and underpans provide 4-10 d BA attmmation [ 17]. These comments are in general agree°
ment witb those received from the public. Wbcn the Ford Motor Company chdmed that
certain engines will no longer be usable in trucks emnplying with tile 83-dBA regulatory
level, we believe tbey were not referring to a matter of technological unfeasibility, but rather
to a question ofeconomic effectiveness. Certain noisy engines may be adequately quieted
by use of engine kits, side sbields or enclosures, llowever, it is probably more responsive to
tile market demand to avoid using these engines and offer quieter ones in their place.

For tile 80-dBA regulation, tbe reduction of engine noise to 73 dBA sboldd be sufficient
[ 13]. None of tile existing truck engines have noise levels 73 dBA or below [8J. Gasoline

engines should require side sllields to reach 73 dBA. Side sbields sllould be adequate for 23
percent of tile present popuIation of new diesel engines [ ] 3 ]. Underpans and side shields may
be required for 62 percent of existing diesel engines and 17 percent of new diesel engines
may require partial enclosures [ 13]. Maximum noise levels for existing engines have been
used in predicting the required engine treatment, Tim engine noise levels used in the
background document to the proposed regulations [8F are in error. It was incorrectly as-
sumed that the engine noise levels were for engines outside tile truck cab. The presence of

the cab provides at least, dBA attenuation which resulted in estimates of in-truck engine
noise levels that were low by approximately 2 dBA. This error has been corrected and tbe

additional engine noise'treatment provided.

Since it is likely that some reductions in diesel engine noise will be achieved, it appears
that the comment made by tile Donaldson Company, that mmly engines will require partial
enclosures is an overstatement. The full engine encapsulations called for by tile Ford Motor
Company and tbe Mack Truck Company to meet tile 80-dBA regulation should not be re-
quired for any of tbaexisting diesel engines. Tile useof underparts and side sl|ields, along
with modifications to the engine, as suggested by the General Motors Corporation, will prob-

abl)' not be needed on most trucks for the 80-dBA regulation.

General Motors Corporation is correct in commenting that piston slap is a major source
of diesel engine noise. However, it sbould be noted tbat other sources, such as combustion,
fuel i_cction equipment, valve trains, gearing and accessories, also contribute to engine noise
[ l 1 ]. In addition, investigations on engine noise reduction have resulted in reductions of 9
dBA and that most of the reduction in this investigation appeared to be due to the use of
covc_ and isolating components. Wben costs are considered, tile use of covers, shields and
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isolating components is the tzlost attractive solution to engine noise reduction [ I0]. There-

fore, the reduction of piston slap should not be considered as the only effective method of
reducing engine noise.

For the 75-dBA regulation, an engine noise level of 68 dBA should be low enough [ 13].
In order to reach this level, most diesel engines will require full or partial enclosures. Some

of tile noisiest of the present diesel engines may require quiet kits in addition to enclosures
[13]. Presently-available gasoline englnes nlay require side shields and undcrpans to reach
engine noise levels of 68 dBA or below [ 131. General Motors Corporation predicted that side

shields would be sufficient. Tile treatments presented here for the noisiest of existing diesel
engines are in general agreement with those suggested by General Motors Corporation for
all diesel engines. It should he noted that all of tile diesel engines considered by General
Motors were two-stroke. Two-stroke diesel engines have engine noise levels at least 4 dBA
lower than the noisiest existing engines [ 131. The 75-dBA regulation should not force the
elimination of a majority of diesel engines, as indicated by Mack Trucks, since techniques for
reducing the noise from existing diesel engines to 68 dBA are available. Redesign of diesel
engines and tile addition of covers aml isolated components will probably eliminate tile need
for full encapsulations on many trucks. The Donaldson comment that all diesel engines will
require full encapsulation is probably pessimistic.

In their comments, General Motors added that turbocharging increases engine efficien-
cy and helps to meet exhaust emission standards. With the increased concern recently over

fuel conservation and control of air emissions, tile use of turboehargers on diesel engines will
become more attractive for reasons not related to noise reduction. Therefore, when fuel sav-

ings and the control of air and noise emissions are all considered, the use of turbochargurs
could be incorporated by most engine manufaeturera to meet the 75-dBA regulation.

On the Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck, the use of a partial engine enclosure, isolated-

mass engine mounts and an engine quiet kit was sufficient to reduce an initially noisy engine
(84 dBA) to a level low enough to allow an overall level of 72 dBA to be reached [ 15 ]. There-

fore, trucks with initially noisy engines can be quieted enougil to comply with the 75-dBA
regulation, It is not likely that the 75-dBA regulation will force tile elimination of a majority
of diesel engines as claimed by Mack Truck Company.

Although engine redesigns will probably not be required to meet the proposed regula-
tions, as suggested by the American Trucking Associations Inc., redesigning diesel engines
and adding covers and isolated components will probably be a cost effective method of re-
ducing engine noise. The demand on engine manufacturers for quiet engines by truck manu-
fneturem will encourage the quieting of many of the present diesel engines and the intrudue-
tlon of some new quieter models.

Action In Response to Pnbllc Comment: No further action has been taken.
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A-4.3.4 Air Intake System

Identification: "rim Ford Motor Company (A-2.1.3.12) claimed tbat treatment of air intake
systems will probably be required for diesel trucks to meet the 80-dBA regulation. For the
75-dBA regulation, General Motors (A-2.1.5.8) predicted that air-cleaner silencem will be

needed on some dit_seltrucks. International Ilarvester Company lA-2.1.6.8) asserted thal
extensive redesigns of air intake systems will be required to meet the 83 dBA regulation.

Discussion: The noise levels lbr tbe air intake systems for the nnqnieted DOT Quiet Trucks
were as follows: Freightliner - 62 d BA [ 15 ], International llarvester - 72 dBA [ 16],

and White - below 65 dBA 118]. Chunging tbe rain cap on the International llarvester DOT
Quiet Truck reduced the air intake noise to 69 dBA [ 161. An air intake system noise level of
69 dBA should be adequate for trncks to meet tbe 83- or 80-dBA regulations [ 131. Tbus, it
appears that no significant cbanges from current practices for air intake treatment is needed
for the 83- and 80-dBA regulations.

For the 75-dBA regulation, the noise from air intake systems will need to be reduced
an additional 4 dBA to 65 dBA on most trucks. The air intake silencer used on tbe Inter-

national Harvester DOT Quiet Track reduced the air intake noise by 4 dBA [ 161. Therefore,
General Motors is correct in commenting that some trucks will require an air intake silencer
to meet the 75-dBA regulation.

Action in Response to Public Comment: No further action has been taken.

A-4.3.5 Other Sources

Identification: The White Motor Corporation (A-2.1.10.4) commented tbat other noise

sources in trucks yet to be measured or treated will need treatment in order to comply witb
lower regulatory levels. General Motors Corporation (A-2. 1.5.17) claimed that tire and aero-
dynamic noise (65-73 dBA), axle noise (up to 78 dBA), truck frame radiation (up to 70 dBA),
truck cab radiation (up to 65 dBA)and transmission noise (up to 77 dBA) must be treated in

addition to engine, cooling, exhaust and air intake systems in order to comply with tbe 75-
dBA regulation. According to the Cummins Engind Company (A-2.2.1.4), transmission noise,
with all average level of 75.5 dBA, and chassis noise, with an average level of 70 dBA at 30
mph, will need treatment for the 75-dBA regulation.

Discussion: Some data on source levels, and treatments of noise from sources other than en-

gine cooling, exhaust and air intake systems are available to deal with these points. The noise
level from the rear axle reported for the Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck was 58 dBA [ 14], The
peak tire and aerodynamic noise was 62 dtlA [ 14]. These levels ore lower than those given
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by GM. No treatment of tile rear axle or tires wasrequired on the Frcigbtlhlcr DOT Qtdet
Truck to qtdet it to a level of 72 d I]A,

The treatment of noise radiated from the transmission, truck frame and cab is included

on the Frelghtliner I)OT Quiet Truck. The partial enciosura covered the transmission. In
their response to the proposed regulations, Gencnd Motors Corporation also inehtded tbe
transmission inside enclosures. The isolated-mass engine nmunts reduced tile transmission of
structure-borne noise to the truck frame and cab, reducing tbe noise radiated by the frame
and cab. Special vibration mounts for Ibeen_nc were considered by GM in tile traatmeuts
for the trucks. It appears that General Motors is correct in stating that in some tnleks, treat-
meat of the transmission, truck frame, and cab will be required to comply with the 75.dBA
regulation. Ilowever, effective treatment of these sources has been demonstrated.

Action in Response to Public Comment: No further action has been taken,

A-4.4 DESIGN TOLERANCE

A-4.4.1 Manufaeturingand Test Variables

1den/i17catlon: The Freightliner Corporation (A-2.1.4.3), General Motors Corporation
(A-2.1.5.7), International Harvester Company (A.2.1.6.5), Mack Tracks Inc. (A-2.1.7.5) and
the American Trucking Associations Inc. (A-2.3.1.3) all commented that design targets for

truck manufacturers will need to be 2 to 3 dBA below the regulatory level, The Ford Motor
Company {A-2.1,3.8) claimed that the design target would be at least 3 dBA below the n_gu-
latory level. According to Paccar Inc. (A-2.1,9.1), the design target would be at least 2 dBA
below the regulatory level. Donaldson Company (A-2.2.2.4) predicted that a design target of
2 to 5 dBA below the regulatory level would be necessary, The Department of Transporta-
tion (A-2.5,4,10) claimed that a design tolerance of 4 dBA would be needed; 2 dBA to ac-
count for the variation in the measured noise levels for trucks of tile same configuration
and 2 dBA to account for design |mcertainties,

Discussion: In the EPA analyses of the teclmology, costs of compliance 1131, and benefits to
the public health and welfare [2] it is assumed that medium and heavy trucks will be de-

signed and built with median measured noise levels approximately 2,5 dBA below the regu.
latory level. The 2.5 dBA figure agrees with most of the comments received from truck
manufacturers and is believed to be accurate.

Action in Response to Public Comment: A design target of 2.5 dBA below the regulatory

level has been included in the assessments of the required noise reduction technology, and
the bane/its and costs associated with various regulatory options for medium and heavy
trucks.
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A-4.4.2 Degradation of the Effectiveness of Treatnleat

IdentiJTcation: Paccur hlc. (A-2.1,9,2) and The Whltc Motor Corporatlon fA.2.l.l O.3 ) conl.
meated that there is a luck of in formation on the degradation of tile perfornunlce of noise
reduction bardwure with time. Pacear Inc. (A.2.I,9.2) and Tile CumnlJus Engine Company
(A-2.2.1. I ) indicated that little information exists on tile changes iu engine noise levels with
age. Mack Tracks (A-2.1.7.6) claimed thut it is impossible to determine the design noise

levels necessary to compensate for any increases in noise levels over the "usefid life" of tile
truck, According to the Chrysler Corporation (A-2.1.1,3), it is not possible to determine
the acceptable design ranges on tile parameters for devices which control noise over tile use-
ful life Of trucks. The Automotive Exhaust Systems Manufacturers Committee (A-2,6.3.1)

pointed out that there is little data on the useful life of an exhaust system and that tile acqui-
sition of enough data to determine the useful life of an exhaust system would not be techni-

cally feasible. Tile Department of Transportation (A-2.5.4.15)commented tlrst the slight
decrease in the noise with age observed on the lni:emarional Harvester DOT Quiet Track
could be partly attributed to careful maintenance.

Discttssion: This issue will have an impact on the design targets set by truck manufacturers
if tile "useful life" provision in tile proposed regulations is included in the final regulation,
With this provision, the manufacturers will have to allow for deterioration of noise nbate-
ment equipment with age in designing and building tracks so that the trucks comply with
the regulatory level during its "useful life.'"

There are two potential sources of data on the degradation of the performance of noise
control equipment with age. Tile first is tile DOT Quiet Trtluk Program in which three quieted
truck models (Freightliner, lotemational Ilurvester and White) have been placed into lineqlaul
service for approxinlately I year. An increase hi tile overall ¢_oise level of about 2 dBA
was reported for tile P'reightliner track [ 19]. llowcver, part of tile blcrease may be
attributed to the replacement of the original underpart with one of a different design
and overfilellng caused by the unealibrated fuel delivery system, Reports dealing with
the other eight DOT Qaiet Tracks (fear Internutimud Harvester and four White trucks)
have yet to be published.

The secoml potential source of data on the degradation of noise abatement treatment is
the experience of tile owners of trucks that comply with existing State or local new truck
regulations. In California, a not-to-exceed 83-dBA regulation on tile noise emissions from
new trucks with u CVWR of over 6000 pounds became effective on January I, 1975. This
has not allowed sufficieut time for useful degradation data to be obtained. Tile 86-dBA reg-
ulation (in effect for some time in California) has not required the application of extensive
noise treatment, so that little degrudation data is available from 86-dBA regulated tracks.
Therelbre the comments concerning the lack of information on degradation of noise abate-
ment and the ahuuges in noise levels with age appear to be correct. It is difficult, therefore,
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for truck manufacturers to set design targets which t;_ken into account tbe "useful life" pro-

vision in the proposed regulations,

Action ill Response In I'tthlic Commelll: The "useful life" rcqoirelncnt has been omitted iu the
final regulations, Ilowevcr, I.:PAirttends to include ;1"useful life" requlrenlcnt ira the fnture and
has reserved n section in the rcgtd;ltions for iucorl_omtim_ of a "useful life" in the future.

A-4.5 AVAILABILITY OF THE TECHNOLOGY REQUIRED FOR COMPLIANCE

Comments which deal In general with the availability of the required technology for
compliance to the proposed regulations are treated separately from the comments which trent
the adequacy of the Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck ns a demonstrntion of the technology re-
quired to comply with the 75-dBA regulation.

A-4.5. I General Availability of Technology

Identification: Several comments were received concerning the availability of the technology
required for compliance with the proposed regulations. The following commentors claimed
that the required technology is not available or has not been demonstrated for all trucks:
Chrysler Corporation (A-2.1.1 .I ), Ford Motor Company (A-2,1.3.5), General Motors Corpor-

ation (A-2,1.5.15), International Harvester Company (A-2.1.6.7), Oshkosh Truck Corpora-
tion (A-2.1.8.1), Paccnr Inc., (A-2.1.9.3), Sehwitzcr (A-2.2,6.2), W. S. llatch Company

(A-2.3,4.1), The Department of Transportation (A-2.5.4.11 ), Chamber of Commerce
(A-2.6,4.2) and Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association (A-2.5.4,11). Comments by the
Friends of the Earth and Sierra Club (A-2.4.4.2) and George Wilson (A-2.4.6.1) claimed that
the required teclmulogy is available.

Oshkosh Track Corporation, Paccar Inc,, Schwitzer, and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce
did not provide supporting evidence for their claim that the technology is not available. Tbe

Motor Vehicle Manufnctnrm_ Association added that EPA has not met the statutory require-
ment to teke into account the best available technology in setting regulations on noise emis-

sions, According to W, S. Hatch Company, tire regulations should not be promulgated until
equipment has been developed that can be used in meeting the regulations,

Chrysler Corporntion clnimed that medium diesel trucks are the most difficult to quiet,
since medium-duty diesel engines are nuisier than heavy-duty engines, and that no medium
diesel trucks ltave been built that comply with the 75-dBA regulation. According to the Ford

Motor Company (A-2.1.3.7), vehicle testing indicates that truck noise levels approaching 77
dBA cannot be reached. A level approaching 77 dBA would be required to comply with the
80-dBA regulation, The Department of Transportation and the Donaldson Company (A-2.2.2,5)
claimed that the available information is not sufficient to assure that technology for compli-
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ance witb tile 75-dBA regulation is awlilable, since only one of tile three attempts in the DOT

Quiet Track Program to reach truck uoise levels below 75 dl3A was successful. General
Motors commented tbat the technology to mass-produce trucks which comply with the 75-

dBA regulation is not available, Ford Motor claimed that "off-tbc-shclr' hardware does not
exist that will produce the noise rednctioas necessary to comply with tile 80- or 75-dBA
regulation. The technology to nreet tile 80-dBA regulation does not exist for a full truck
line, according to International Ilarvaster, because a 2 and 3/4-year lead time is required to
redesign each truck model and a full set of reliability tests is needed for each truck model,

Tile Friends of tile Earth and Sierra Club (A-2.4.4.1 } claimed that sufficient teelmology

is available to comply with the proposed regulations and that the lead time for the 80-dBA
regulation could be shortened by one year. They also commented that research in this
country, as well as in England and Germany, has clearly shown that ttra 75-dBA regulation
can be attained with available teclmology. Walker Manufacturing (A-2.2.7.1) added that the

technology for exhaust systems would permit shorter lead times. George Wilson, a consult-
ant in acoustics and noise control, commented tbat the technology is available for the 75-

dBA regulation and added (A-2,4.6.2) that Generel Motors claimed that they would have no
problem in meeting tire 80-dBA regulation proposed by tile St'ate of California. The City of
Chicago (A-2.5.2.1) commented that the results from the DOT Quiet Truck Program indi-
cated that a 75-dBA regulation can be met.

Discttsslou: It is believed that the teclmology to bring medium and heavy tracks into eom-

plicance with regulatory levels as low as 75 dBA has been demonstrated as being available as
asserted by Friends of the Earth and Sierra Club, and George Wilson. EPA has shown that
the technology to comply with the 75-dBA regulatory level has been demonstrated, and
thereby has met the statutory requirement on available technology. Demonstrated tech-

nology to quiet each major truck noise source enough to allow trucks to comply with the
75-dBA regulatory level is discussed in Section 5 of this document.

Promulgating the regulations after noise treatment equipment necessary for compliance
to the proposed regulations has been made available for all truck models, as suggested by
W. S. llateh Company and the Ford Motor Company, or as implied in comments by General
Motors Corporation, after the mass-production of regulated trucks has been demonstrated,
is not recommended since without the regulations, the production of noise treatment equip-
ment and quiet trucks may be substantially delayed. The demonstration of the availability
of the technology for tile development of such hardware is sufficient.

The following factors may be partly responsible for the fact that the noise levels of the
final configurations of the International Harvester and White Motors DOT Quiet Trucks were
not as low as tbe 72 dBA level of the final configumtion of tbe Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck.
In many cases, these factors involved policy decisions and do nut represent limitations on
achievable noise reductions.
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I. Tile goal for the lowest overall noise level (the "Reduced Noise Floor Goal") for
the Wbite Motors truck was 77 dl:lA [ 18].

2. Internatimml Ilarvester and White Motors did not use a manifold muffler in the

exhaust system, "R_elechnology for the manifold muffler used by Freightliner
was developed concurrently to the quieting programs by International Harvester
and Wblte Motors and was not available for application on the International
llarvester anti White Motors trucks. The nnmifold muffler used on the final

conliguration of the Freigiltliner track had an insertion loss of approximately 7
dBA l l4],

3. International Harvester did not increase the size of the cooling fan. lnereasb|g the

fan size woukl have probably permitted the fan speed to be redneed without a loss
in cooling capacity. A larger rncliator may bare been needed to accommodate a

larger fan, wbieh nlay have required modifications to tbe cab.

4. Although White Motors did explore the use of a larger fan, they did not optimize
the fan to radiator distance or increase the cooling efficiency of tile radiator.

These techniques permitted fan noise reductions of approximately 4 and 2 dBA,
respectively, on the International Harvester track I121.

5, International Harvester I20] and White Motors [181 used close-fitting engine
covers and partial engine enclosures separately, whereas Freightliner used both
teclmiqnes simultaneously on a single trnck to quiet engine noise [ 15 ].

6, Less absorbing material was used by International tlarvester and White Motors

inside flleir partial engine enclosures than was used by Frcigiltliner in their
enclosure. International Ilarvester used a I-inch tbiek layer of absorbing mate-
rial [20], where the layer thickness was 2 incites on the Freigi|tliner truck [ 141.
White Motors used absorbing material on the underpan only [I 8]. Absorbing
material was used on other parts, as well as the underpart, on the other DOT Quiet
Trucks.

These factors indicated that it should be possible to further reduce the noise levels of the
lnternatiomtl Harvester and White Motors DOT Quiet Trucks, Therefore, the fact that tllese
trucks did not achieve levels below 75 dBA should not constitnte evidence that technology

is not available for compliance with the ?5-dBA regnlatioo,

The results from tests performed in the DOT Quiet Truck Progr'arn contradict tbe asser-
tion made by the Ford Motor Company that results from tests indicate that truck noise levels

approaebing 77 dBA cannot be reached. As stated above, an SAE J366b test level of 72 dBA
was obtained by one of the participants in the DOT Quiet Track Program.
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The Chrysler Corporation is correct in connnenthlg that no prototype medium diesel
truck has been built In meet a 75.DBA regulation. Tie.'popakltion-weigllted average of the

engine noise levels provided by track manufacturers for medhmw.luty diesel engines [ 13] is
about 82,5 dBA under SAE J366b test conditions for the engines installed in the track, For
heavy-duty diesel engines, the popubltiml-weighled average noise level is also about 79.5 dBA,
[ 13]. Therefore, the Chrysler Corporation is correct in commenting that medium-duty diesel

engines arc on tile average noisier than heavy-duty euglnes. However, tile noisiest oravail-
able medium-duty diesel engines is only ] dBA noisier than the Ileavy-dnty diesel engine used
in the Freigiltline DOT Quiet Truck, The engine in tile Freighllluer truck initially had a
noise level of 84 dl]A [ I 5], General _,lotors has indicated that it shmdd be possible to reduce
engine rioise levelsby I-3 dBA with engine modifications {2 1]. With theserednctious, tile
engine noise treatments d_monstrated ml tile Frelghtliner DOT Quiet Truck sboukl be

sufficient to quiet all medium diesel trucks enougll to comply with a 75-dBA regulatory
level,

The reduction of medium-duty diesel engine noise can also be considered as follows. A
9 dBA reduction in diesel engine noise was achieved without using encapsulation teclmiques

[10]. The partial enclosure used on the Frelghtllner DOTQuiet Truck demonstrated a noise
reduction of I l d BA. Application of both of these d_monstrated engine noise treatments
should be more than sufficient to reduce tbe noise from the noisiest medium-duty diesel

engine enough to allow medium trucks to comply with a 75-dBA regulatory level. There-
fore, building a prototype medium diesel truck which would comply with a 75-dBA regu-
latory level is not necessary to show that technology is available to bring medb_m diesel
trucks into compliance with a 75-dBA regulatory level.

All hardware used in the DOT Quiet Truck Program is adaptable to large scale produc-
lion. The noise treatment hardware for the exhaust aml cooling systems used in the DOT
Quiet Truck Program are "off-the-shell" items. The partial englne-transmission enclosures,
s a a e ou ts e I us a fold u e w re o f le lie f" te siolted-m ss nginem n and'xla tmni m fflr e n t"of-tl -s I 'i m.
However, there is no evidence to indicate tbat these noise treatments cannot be incorporated

into the mass-production ofquiet trucks. Therefore, technology applications upon which
production manufacturing can be based for trucks to comply witlt a 75-dBA regulation have
been demonstrated and tile comment of General Motors Corp. is not correct that
technology is not available to mass produce trucks'complying witlt a 75-dBA regulation.

A major redesign may be required for tile inclusion of all of the noise abatement treat-
ments necessary to comply with regulatory levels as low as 75 dBA. A major redesign, in-
eluding testing prototype vehicles, takes 2-3/4 years according to comments made by the
International Harvester Company. Tbe lead time for the 80-dBA regulatory level in tile
proposed regulation is 6 years, and 8 years for the 75-dBA regulatory level. This allows
time to perform major redesigns of two different models, one at a time for the 80-dBA regu-

_ lotion and three models for a 75 dBA regulation. However, since many models will share
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similar types of noise abatement hardware, such as partial engine enclosures and larger fans
and mufflers, the basic design changes will be similar so that several models could be rede-
signed simultaneously with only differences in detail. The lead times for the 80-dBA and 75-

dBA regulatory levels in the proposed regulations should be adequate, if tile truck manufac-
turers utilize as much of tbe available time as possible.

Action in Response to Public Comtnent: The technology required for compliance to tbe pro-
posed regulations bas been demonstrated as being available. Therefore, tile availability of
teclraology did not require that the rcgulalions be relaxed from those proposed.

A-4,5.2 Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck

Identification: Six truck manufacturers (Chrysler, Ford, Freightliner, General Motors, Inter-
national Harvester, and Mack) claimed that the results from tile Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck

do not adequately demonstrate that the technology is available to build tracks which comply
with a 75-dBA regulation.

Chrysler Corp. (A-2.1.1.1) claimed that, since the Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck was
measured at 75 dBA, it will not comply with a not-to-exceed 75-dBA regulation. Mack

Trucks Inc. (A-2.1.7.8) commented that tbe Freightliner truck was a cab over the engine
truck and that such trucks arc quieter than similarly equipped trucks with conventional cabs.
Freightliner (A-2.1.4.5), General Motors (A-2.1.5.9), and International Harvester (A-2.t.6.6)
indicated that the Freightliner truck was easier to quiet because the cab had an engine com-
partment designed for larger engines. More space was available for an engine enclosure and
larger radiators than is available on most production heavy diesel trucks. Tbcrefore, it is
necessary to demonstrate that the 75-dBA regulation can be met on trucks with less space in
the engine compartment, according to Freightliner, General Motors, and International Har-
vester. In addition, International Harvester claimed that the fundamental design criteria
was compromised because the engine cooling in the final configuration was not adequate.
Freightliner (A-2.1.4.4) added that the straight-ribbed tires used on the final configuration
of the Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck were not suitable for highway use. Ford Motor Com-
pany (A-2.1.3.6) claimed that the Freightliner truck was involved only in line-haul service
which is probably not tbe most severe type of operation. Therefore, evidence has not been
provided that trucks quieted enough to meet a 75-dBA regulation can also meet reliability
requirements under all typical service conditions.

DIscttsslon: The final configuration of the Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck was measured at

72 dBA by Freightliner personnel with the addling fan on and at 71 dBA by the California
Highway Patrol with the fan off [ 15], The test site in both measurements had a hard surface

between the truckand measurement point. The truck was prepared for fleet operation, and
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tire measul'enlents were conducted according to SAE J366a test procednres. Therefore, the
Freightliner truck would be in full cmnplkmce with a not-to-exceed 75-dBA regulation. A
3 dBA design tolerance needed for mass-production is included in the 72-dBA measured level
for the Freightlincr truck, The measurement results referred to by the Chrysler Corporation

were taken frmn data presented in one of the early reporls in tile Freightlincr DOT Quiet
Truck Prograln 122l. "I]lese data were taken after the application of tile initial noise reduc-
tion treatment. The final configuration included changes in the exhaust manifold muffler,
engine mounts, engine enclosure ffrom a fidl to a partial enclosure), fan, and exhaust piping
anti muffieFs. These ¢]ml|ges were made to increase the noise reduction at nlhlimmn increases
in costs,

Data taken from test trucks numbers 04, I 1 and 12 in Reference 23 do not support the
assertion made by Mack Trucks that ttklcks with tile cab over the engine (CUE tracks) are
significantly quieter than similarly-equipped trucks with a conventional cab. Truck 04 had a
conventional short-nose cab with u SAE J366b measured noise level of 88 dBA. Trucks I I

and 12 had a cab over the engine and noise levels of 86.5 and 88 dBA, respectively. These
trucks all had similar Cummins diesel engines and single vertical exhaust systems, This limited
amount of published data on similarly powered CUE and eonventional trucks is not sufficient

to verify that the CUE style will make a truck quieter. However, there is littIe reason to be-
lieve that a larger data base would show significant differences (greater than 2-3 dBA) be-
tween similarly equipped CUE trucks and conventional trucks, since noise characteristics of
the dominant sources of noise (engine, fan and exhaust system) would be essentially tile same
for both cab styles.

Of more importance to the general issue of the availability of required technology for
compliance than differences in cab style is whether the Fmightliner DOT Quiet Truck was
initially noisier than most trucks. The initial noise level for the Fruightliner truck was 88
dBA [ 15]. This level is higimr than about 95 percent of the 384 sampled new.diesel trucks
,given [6].

Freightliner, General Motors and International Harvester are correct in pointing out that
tile cab ill the Froightliner DOT Quiet Truck had an engine compartment designed for larger
engines so that more room was available for noise treatment than that awdlablo on many new
production truces. In fact, the Freightliner model was.selected because of the added space

available in the engine compartment, designed to accommodate up to a 650-horsepower
diesel engine, and a radiator with a frontal area of 2000 square inches. One of the objectives
of the DOT Quiet Truck Program was to apply available noise abatement technology to heavy
diesel trucks to reduce the noise levels to the lowest practical level. Selecting a model with a

smaller engine compartment may have required modifications to the cab and may have cost
the program more without changing the noise abatement technology required to meet the 75-
d BA goal.
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If the cabs of new trucks are redesigned, tile stone principles of noise abatement, such as

attenuating engine noise with shidds or enclosures and absorptive material, muffling tile ex-
haust, attenuating the radiated noise from exlulust piping and mufflers and providing slow

speed fans in tile cooling system, could be used to obtain noise reductions si|oilar to those ob-
tained for tile Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck. In other words, tile noise abatenrent technology
demonstrated on the Freightliner truck is representative of the available technology and is
applicable to all trucks, if some truck cabs are modified to accommodate larger engine com-
partments and radiators. Cab redesign is possible with available technology. Thm'efore, tile
question becomes one of tile necessary lead time to modify truck models in time to comply

with the proposed regulations. This question is addressed in Section A-4.5. I.

International Harvester is correct in ,:ommenting tbat tba engine cooling capacity on tile
final configuration of the Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck was below specifications. The air-

to-boil temperature of the final configuration was 121°F under full-power at 15 mpb L151.
The factory recommended air-to-boil temperature is I2S*F. Therefore, tlie air-to-boil tem-
perature of 121" F for the final configuration of tile Freightliner truck was not a serious com-

promise in tile fundamental design ¢rileria. No attempt was made to improve the cooling
efficiency of tile radiator in the final configuration of the Freightliner truck so that tile re-
maining cooling capacity of 4 °F in air-to-boil temperature could probably be obtained by
improving the efficiency of the radiator. However, the cooling was believed adequate, in
100,000 miles of line-haul service, tile FreightlJner truck encountered no engine cooling prob-
lems. 119]

Freightliner Corporation is correct in commenting that the tires on the linal configura-
tion of the FreJghtlincr DOT Quiet Truck were not suitable for high way use. Tile tires used
on the final configuration were I0.00 × 22 General HCR straigi|t-ribbed tires [ 151. llow-
ever, for the tests conducted by the California Highway Patrol, the Freighfilner was equipped
with General Power Jet 11.0 × 24.5 tires on the front and General DCL I 1.0 X 24.5 tires on

tl_e rear [15] which are conventional-ribbed tires suitable f6r highway use, If eonventiomd-
ribbed tires bad been used during testing of the Freightliner truck, the overall noise levels
would not have been significantly affected since the noise levels from new ribbed tires are
usually less than 65 dBA at the vahiele test speed of approximately 25 mph used during tire
tests on the Freightliner truck [71.

The comment made by Ford Motor Company that the Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck
was involved only in line-haul service is correct. Ford Motor is also correct in pointing out
that the Freightliner truck has not demoastruted tlre reliability of trucks regulated at 75 dllA

in all types df services. Adequate lead times are provided in the proposed regulations for
manufacturers to conduct the necessary reliability tests. Tirare is no reason to believe that
the technology demonstrated to be reliable on the Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck could not
he adapted to trucks involved in other types of services without serious losses in reliability.
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,,l_'titm in Response to Public Comment: The Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck is accepted by
EPA as a demonstration o1"available technology for quieting mcdittm and heavy trucks to

noise levels low enough to comply with a 75-dBA regulation.

A-4,5.3 Performance Compromises

Identification: Ford Motor Company (A-2.1.3.5) commented that "off-the-s'helf" hardware

does not exist which will produce the noise reductions necessary to comply with the 80- or
75-dBA regulation, meet reliability requirements and not reduce tmek performance. Ford
Motor Company (A-2.1.3.9) added that high backpressure in exhaust systems is associated
with high noise reduction and reduced engine performance.

General Motors Corporation made the following comments on the performance compro-
mises associated with the noise treatments needed to comply with the proposed regulations.

I. The technology is not available to manufacture engine noise barriers which satisfy
durability requirements and are easy to install and remove (.4.-2.1.5.11).

2. The durability of packed mufflers, tight-clearance pistons, new engine mounting
systems and absorptive materials in engine compartments is not known (A-2.1.5.14
and A-2.1.5.18).

3. The encapsulation of engines will cause increases in engine compartment temper-
atures from approximately 100" F to 200* F, which may affect the durability of
some engine moanted components and create a fire hazard (A-2.1.5.19).

Discussion: Tire development and production of "off*the-shelf" noise treatment hardware
will probably not occur until after the regulations are promulgated. The technology to de-
sign and manufacture the noise treatment hardware necessary to comply with the proposed
regulations and satisfy reliability requirements is believed to exist. There may be some re-
ductions in truck performance caused by increases in weight produced by the addition of
noise treatment hardware. However, increases in performance will be associated with some
noise treatments, such as fan clutches and turbocharging diesel engines.

Although seine increase in backpressure was experienced in reducing exhaust noise on
the Freightliner and International Harvester DOT Quiet Trucks. tile backpressure for the cx-
h;mst systems dO the fiual configurations was within specified limits. The exhaust outlet

noise was reduced by 16 dBA oil tile Frcightiiuer truck with an increase in backpressure
from 4.5 to 7.0 inches of water [ 141. The average backpressure for the baseline Freightliner
truck model is 12.0 inches of water I 15 I.
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On tile International llarvester DOT Quiet Truck, the exhaust outlet noise was reduced

by I 1,5 with an increase in backpressurc from 23 to 45 inches of walcr [ 161, The higher buck-
pressure was witldn the limits specified by the engine mannfactarcr [ 16]. Theretbre, some in-
creases in back pressure may occur with reductions in exhaust noise, however it should be

possible to maintain the back pressures for treated exhausts within the limits specified by
engine manufacturers.

The Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck has been operated in line-banl service. In the first
100,000 miles of serciee, tile serviceability has been good, the noise treatment hardware has,
in general, performed well and no unusual maintenance problems were encountered I24].
Tile Frelglltliner truck is equipped with special engine mounts, packed mufflers, and a par-
tial engine enclosure comprised of engine noise shields with absorptive material, Therefore,
the experience with the Freigiltliner truck indicates that special engine mounts, packed muf-
flers, engine noise barriers, and absorptive materials, which will satisfy maintenance and dura-
bility requirements, can be built.

No reliable data on the durability of engines with tight-clearance pistons used to reduce
engine noise is known. Therefore, tile comment on the subject made by General Motors ap-
pears to be correct, Ilowever, the need to use tight-clearance pistons may not be required in

order to comply with the proposed regulations (see Section A-4,3,3).

Engine encapsulation should increase tile engine compartment Icmpemlures, even when
adequate liquid cooling is provided for tile engine, since the cooling provided by the air flow
over the engine may be reduced by encapsulation, ltowever, the increase in temperature
should be less than the 100" F as indicated by General Motors since engine compartment tem-
peratures in current production trucks may often reach more Ihan 100°F, It should be pos-

sible to provide adequate cooling inside engine encapsulations by means of lined duets and
ventilating fans to minimize unusual heat damage to engine coml_onents and maintain ade-
quate reductions in engine noise levels. It may also be possible to mount heat sensitive en-
gine components outside the enclosure.

In the International Harvester DOT Quiet Truck program, some concern was expressed
about the fire hazards produced by oil saturated absorptive material located close to the
engine [2oi). These materials could be placed away from ti_e engine on the engine compart-
ment walls or noise barriers and covered witlt a thin film to prevent the material from becom-

ing saturated with oil. Tile avoidance of the use of absorptive material in underpans should
also decrease fire hazards. These techniques were used in the partial engine enclosure on the

Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck. So far, no fires have been reported on tills truck in current
field tests. [ 191

Action in Respoltse to Public Contmettt: No further action has been taken.
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A-4.5.4 Tire Noise Reduction

Identification: General Motors (A-2,1.5,16)and Domddson Co. (A-2.2.2.3)commented that

tile technology to reduce tire noise nluoh below the present levels is not available, Tile State
of Delaware (A-2.5.3.1) claimed that tile technology for redacing tire noise was uot ade-

quately addressed. Sehwitzer Engineering Components (A.2.2.6.1) claimed that tire noise
at freeway speeds cannot be reduced below about 80 dBA. Tile tire noise level of 77 dBA at
55 mph, used by EPA in estimating benefits, is not attainable by any tires known today, ac-
coaling to the Department of Transportation (A-2,5.4.14).

B. F. Goodrich (A-2.2.3.1) saggested that the regulatory levels below 83 dBA be post-
poned until more information is available on quieting track tires, The American Trucking
Associations Inc. (A-2.3.1.2) claimed that a comprehensive study of tile technology of quiet-

ing tires and tile effect of quieting tires on safety and costs of operation must be completed
before tile regulations should be adopted.

Citizens Against Noise (A-2.4.3.2) claimed that technology is available to produce
quieter tires.

Dlscttssion; The tcclruology for quieting treck tires is not necessary for compliance to tile

proposed regulations, Available ribbed tires, suitable for highway use, have noise levels of
approximately 66 dBA at 35 ruph when ruotmted on an unloaded truck [7]. The speeds
during tests will be less than 35 ruph so that the noise from ribbed truck tires will be less
than 66 dBA during testing. Tire noise levels less fimn 66 dBA are generally low enough

to allow trucks to comply with a 75-dBA regulation

Most of the benefits from tile proposed regulations will come from tile redaction of low

speed traffic noise, where truck tires are not a dominant source of noise (Section A-3.3.2).
Therefore, tile reduction of truck tire noise is not necessary to acl|ieve significant benefits.

Truck tires may be the subject of future regulatory action by I/PA [9], at which time tile
issue of tile availability of the technology for the reduction of truck tire noise will be
addressed.

Action In Response to Publlc Comment: No further action has been taken.
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A-4.6 OTHER ISSUES

A-4,6,1 Secoud Stage Mannfacturers

Identification: Rexnord (A-2.2.5.1)and tile National Solid Wastes Management Association
(A-2.6,7,1) commented tbot mounting a mixer on a truck chassis does not materially affect
the truck's noise emissions.

Dlscnssion: If, when mounting o nlixer on a truck chassis, the exhaust syslcnl or engine

noise barriers are not modified, tile noise emissions of tile truck will probably not be slgni-
tiesntly changed. However, relocating exhaust piping or nlufflers, or cutting holes in engine
noise barriers can affect the noise emissions of a truck. In order to prevent increases in tile

noise emissions, it will be necessary to provide carefnl instructions to the second stage manu-
facturers on the modifications which affect noise emissions,

Action In Response to Public Comment: "Die responsibilities of tl.'e first anti second stage
manufacturers for the prevention of modifications which may increase the noise emissions
have been specified in the regulations.

A-4.6.2 Buses

ldenti_eation: 'l_le Department of Transportation (A-2.5,4.9) commented that there is no
fundamental difference in the noise control teclmolob_" for trucks and buses. This comment
was made in support of including buses in the proposed regulations.

Discussion: Although the fundamental technologies of quieting buses and trucks are similar,

a separate consideration of the environmental and economic impacts would be required be-
fore buses could be included in the new truck regulations. EPA is gatbering btformation for
separate regulatory action on buses,

Action In Response to Public Comment: No further action has been taken.
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Appendix A-5
COSTS OF COMPLIANCE

A-S.1 INCREASESON TRUCK PRICES

A-SAoI EstimatesofTrock Price]ncreases

Identification: Several truck manufacturers presenled estimates of truck price increases lbr
compliance to tile proposed regulations. Table A-5,I presents the estimates given by truck
manufacturers.

Ford Motor Company (A-2.1.3.14) included design and development costs and costs
associated with EPA's requirements to document noise-control hardware. According to

Ford, these costs were not included in tile EPA estimates. Ford (A-2.1.3.15) also stated
that if 10 percent of the tested trucks were allowed to exceed tile regulatory level by 2 dBA.
tile price increases would be reduced by nmre than one-halL General Motors (A-2.1.5.21)
and international Harvester (A-2.1.6.10) claimed that the EPA estimates are low because the
EPA estimates were based on regulatory levels and not the design levels which would be 2-3
dBA below tbe regulatory levels. Tile increased costs for development aml testing, manu-

facturing, tooling, compliance testing, dealer and customer services associated with noise
abatement equipment were included in the General Motors' estimates (A-2,1.5,25). General
Motors (A-2.l.5.23)added that the EPA estimates are outdated. Tile White Motors Corpor-
ation (A-2.1.10,6) estimates do not inch_de costs t'or testiug, research and development.
engineering, inflation or excise taxes. According to International Harvester (A-2.1.6,11 ) and !
White Motors (A-2.1.10.7), the increases in truck prices should increase at a much faster I
rate as the regulatory levels arc reduced. The American Trucking Associations, Inc. (A-2,3.1.7)
claimed that the increases in truck prices will rise exponentially as noise levels are reduced.

"Die Donaldson Company (A-2.2.2,8) claimed tim_ EPA estimates are low by at least 25
percent. The U. S. Chamber of Commerce {A-2.6.4.3) and the American Trucking Assecia-
tioos Inc. (A-2.3.l.8) commented that EPA estimates were too low, but did not specify by
how much. The costs of lurbocharging diesel engines (A-2.3.1.5) and modifying truck cabs
(A-2.3.1.6) were not included in the EPA estimates, according to tile American Trucking
Association. The Associated General Contractors of Colorado (A-2.6.2.1) claimed that the

EPA estimates are totally unrealistic.
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Table A-5.1. Estimates of Truck Price Increases Presented by Truck Manufacturers

w

Regulatory Levels

Truck Manufacturer 83 dBA 80 dBA 75 dBA

Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel

Chrysler Corp. (2.1.I .4 ) $500 $1200

Ford Motor Co, (2.1,3.14) $163-194 $514-973 $700-900 $1800-2500

Freightliner Corp. (2.1.4.7) $456 $ 500-700 $1000-1200
t5

General Motors Corp, (2.1.5.25) $25 5365 $130 $1090 $350 $4450

International tlarvester Co. (2,1.6.10) _ $583 $2150

Paccar Inc. (2.1,9.4) $210-400 $ 700 $1400

White Motors Corp. (2.1.10.6) $261 $1307



Tile Chamber of Conunerce (A-2,6.4.5) asserted that the regulations will cause tracks

to be priced beyond reach, By the tinte the regulations become effective, inflation will have
increased the thick price according to the Antericau I:',oad Builders Association (A-2,6.1.2).

The Department of Trausportation (A-2,5.4.16) pointed out that the F_PAestimates

were higher tllan the price increases quoted in the DOT Quiet Truck Program. Frcightliner
achieved 72-74 dBA at costs of $1400, International Harvester 78 dl:_A for $1290 and 80

dBA for $516, and White Motors 77-79 dllA for $1307 and 79-81 dBA for $260,

Tile City of San Francisco (A-2,5,19.1 ) commented that tile trucks are now capable of
obtaining 80-dBA noise levels ;it reasonable costs. The noise level from a bus was re-
duced from 90 to 81 dBA by retrofitting noise treatmcrd hardware at a cost of $600.

Discussions: Tile population-weighted average of tile EPA estimates of truck price increases
are presented in Table A-5,2 [ 13]. In deriving these eslimates, it was assumed that compli-

once testing would be conducted with the fall on for trucks equipped with fall clutches, If the
fan is permitted to be turned off during testing, lower price increases are expected [ 13], Tile
estimates on Table A-5.2 represent revisions of the estimates given in the Background l)ocu-
meat to the proposed regulations [8]. Tile revised estimates are llJgller than the original
estimates.

Table A-5.2. EPA Estimates of Average Truck Price Increases for Proposed Regulations

Regulatory Levels

Type of Truck 83 dBA 80 dBA 75 dBA

Medium gasoline ... $ 35 $180 $ 665
Heavy gasoline .... $135 $280 $ 815
Medium diesel .... $426 $865 $I624
Heavy diesel ..... $387 $715 $1454

For comparison, EPA anti truck manufacturers estimates are presented in Figure A-5,1
for diesel trucks. For the 83-dBA regulatory level, the estimates from Chrysler, Ford,
Freightliner, and International Harvester, are higher than the EPA estimates. For the 80-
dBA regulatory level, the estimates from Chrysler, White Motors, Ford, and International
Harvester are higher than the EPA estimates. The estimates from Frcightliner and Paccar

were lower than the EPA estimates. The spread of estimates for tile 80-dBA regulatory
level is larger than the spread of estimates for the 83-dBA regulatory level,

Tt|rce truck manufacturers (General Motors, Paccar, and Freightliner) made estimates of

truck price increases for the 75-dBA regulatory level. Only the estimates made by General
Motors exceed EPA estimates for the 75-dBA regulatory level.
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Ford and Genera] Motors pre_entetJ estimates of price increases for g[isoline [racks, The

Ford estimates are higher tlnm F.PA estimates Ibr tile 83- and 80-dBA regokttory levels. For

file 83-, 80- and 75-dBA regukltory levels, General Motors' cstinlates for gasoline trucks are
lower than the EPA estimates. For tile 75-dBA regukflory level, the GcnerM Motors' esti-
mate is neiirly one-Ilalf tile EPA eslinnlte.

The differences between tile FPA and trl ek n laett rers est nl teS nlay be attributed

to differences in the tbllowing:

• The noise treatment hardware elalnletJ as necessary to conlpJy with the regulatory
levels,

• The estimates of tile costs of eilcb unit of noise treatment bartlware.

The differences in noise treatments are discussed in Section A-4.3. There is general agree-

meat on the trentnlents needed to reduce cooling, exhanst, lind air intake system noise.
However, the engine noise treatments claimed by truck manufacturers as necessary for die-
sel trucks to comply witb tile proposed regtllatioos :ire greater than should be needed on most
diesel trucks (Section A-4.3.3). This contributes to the higher estinlates given by truck man-
ufacturers.

It is not possible to determine the extent that estimates of costs for individual noise
treatment hardware contributes to the difl_l'ences in estimated truck price increases, since
estimated costs for individual noise treatment hardware were not presented by truck manu-
£acturers in their public comments. EPA presented costs estimates for noise control hard-
ware for cooling, exhaust, engine and air intake noise treatment for trucks equipped with

gasoline engines and for trucks equipped with one of twelve diesel engine models 1131. The
engine models were selected to cover most of the presently available truck engines. Because

tile costs of quieting trucks are largely dependent on tile initial engine and exhaust noise
levels, tile estimates of price increams were organized according to engine type and model,
instead of truck model. Tile EPA estimates of price inereas,_s are based on cost estimates

presented in the DOT Quiet Truck Program, truck manufacturer's estimates of price in-

creases for individual noise treatment hardware, and llst prices Ibr htlrdware currently in
production.

All of tile des/go levels for eaell truck component noise level are low enough to allow
trucks to comply with not-to-exceed regulatory levels. The overall design level is 2-3 dBA
below tile regulatory level 113]. Thus, EPA estimates of truck price increases take into ac-

count the necessity to design below regulatory levels.
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A markup on manufacturing costs of 50 percent, given lbr the Freighfliner DOT Quiet
Truck I251, wasused by EPA in osthnaling tile price hlcreases, It is believed tllat this factor
is sufficient to cover tile increased costs for development, testing, and dealer/customer services
associated with noise treatment. Tile costsassoclated with compliance testing is tre:Jtcd Sell-

arutely nod not inchlded hi tile price increases presented in Table A.5.

The EPA esthnates are given in teruls of 1973 dollars. Recently, a high tale of ioflution
has increased the dolhlr cost. In order to update, EPA estimates for use in assessing 1he
economic impucq tile estimates were mnlOplied by rates of whole,de price indices lbr 1973
and ) 975 for the truck manufuctnrlng industry. (See Appendix D)

Replacing a naturally aspirated diesel cngin_ with a turbochmged engine was oat Ibund
necessary in order to comply witll the proposed regulations (.Section A-4.3.2). Therefore,
including the costs of turboeharging diesel engines in estimates of truck price increases (as

suggested by theAmerlcan Trucking Association) is not necessary. However, differences
in truck prices with a turhocharged or naturally aspirated diesel engine can be determined
from engine prices and estimates of increases in truck prices given by EPA. (See Section 6)

Redesigning some truck cabs may be necessary to accommodate an engine enclosure
and[or a larger radiator. When an engine enclosure and larger radiator are required in Irucks,
the cost of redesigning the cub is included witll the cost of tile engine enclosure, On heavy
tracks where only a larger radiator is needed, the increased cost of enlarging the cab to ac-
commodate tile larger radiator is included with the cost of the cooling system freatmeot.
On medium trucks, a larger radiator should not require redesigning the truck cab. Thus. the
American Trucking Associations, lot, is incorrect in commenting that EPA estimates of

truck price increases do not include the costs of redesigning the truck cab.

If 10 percent of new trucks are allowed to exceed tile regulatory level by 2 dIIA, as
suggested by tile Ford Motor Company, tile design levels necessary to comply with tile pro-
posed regulations could be increased by about ! dBA (Section A-3,2.4). Linear interpretations
of EPA estimates for tile 83- and 80-dBA regulatory levels indicate that a I-dBA increase in

design levels should result in decreases in truck price increases of approximately $50 for gas-
oline trucks, and $100 fbr diesel trucks at the 80-dBA regulatory level. These estimates are
approximately half tile estimated reductions in truck price increases for 90 percent compli-
ance given by Ford (with the exception of the estimates given for "Premium Diesel Trucks"
where Ford estimated a decrease of $588).

General Motors, Paecar, Frcightliner, and EPA have presented estimates of truck price
increases for more than two regulatory levels, sucll that some indication on tile rate at w!fich truck

prices may increase witlflowor regulatory levels can be derived, In each set of estimates, the rate of
increases in truck prices with lower regtdatory levels rises, Only the estimates by General Motors,
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however, confirm tile comments made by International tlarvester, White Motors, nnd tile
American Trncking Association that there is a much fJster rate of increased prices at lower

regulatory levels, The comments by White Motors and International Harvester are based on
costs estimates derived from participation in the DOT Quiet Truck Program. These costs
estimates are discussed later.

A significant rise in truck prices at lower regulatory levels may not occur for tile follow-
ing reasons',

• Tile costs of some noise treatnlents_ Sllch as cooling system and engine trcatnlents,

do not rapidly rise at lower regulatory levels, and

• Tile costs of treating sources olher than tile engine, cooling system and exhaust

system_ do not increase rapidly for regulatory levels approaching 75 dBA.

The estimated costs of treatment of cooling system noise for heavy trucks is $110 for

the 83-dBA regulatory level, $125 for the 80-dBA regulatory level uml $200 for the 75-dBA
regulatory level [ 13]. The largest increase in incremental costs occur for the 83-dBA regula-
tory level because of tile need for a fan elutell so that tile radiator shutters can be removed.
Without this treatment, little fan noise reduction can be achdeved, Also, tile estimated costs

for engine noise treatments do not rapidly rise with larger noise reductions [ 13 ].

The noise sources needing treatment at the 83..dBA reguhitory level are the cooling system,
the exhaust system, and the engine. At the below' 80.dBA regulatory level, treatment of the

air intake is added_ at an estimated maximum price increase of $30. Treatment of transmis-
sion noise (included in the treatment of engine noise with no price inere_e) is added for the
below 80 dBA regnlatory level. Therefore, reducing the regulatory level to below 80 dBA
should not result in a large cost increase in treating additional noise sources which would
add to the rate of increased truck prices at lower regulatory levels.

In tile DOT Quiet Truck Program, both International Harvester 112] and White Motors

[181 selected the "worst case" trucks for quieting, whereas Freightliner selected one with
more available space for the installation of noise treatment. All three participants in tile
DOT Quiet Truck Program .applied noise treatments to the selected trucks, without making

significant modific_ltions to the truck cab. This may have placed some constraints on tile
International Harvester and White Motors trucks for the space available for engine enclosures
absorptive materials, manifold mufflers and larger slower-turning f;nrs which may have de-
creased file cost-effectiveness of the noise treatment. The Freightliner truck was less limited

for space.
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In the proposed regulations, tile lead times for compliance to tile 80- and 75-dBA regu-
latory levels should be sufficient to allow cab redesigns when necessary to accommodate noise
treatment in a more cost-effective manner. Since the Freightliner Iruck was not space-
limited (as should be the ease for well-designed new trucks), tbe estimates of price increases
given for tile Freigiltliner truck are believed to be a better reflection of file price blcreases
that sboukl occur on new trucks built in compliance with the proposed 80-and below
regulatory levels.

Tbe comment by the City of San Francisco applies to relrofitting buses and is difficult
to relate directly to tbe costs of manufacturing new quiet trucks.

Action in Response to Public Comment: Tile EPA estinlates of truck price increases have
been revised in response to public comments and to include new information made available

since the publication of the Background Document to tile proposed regulations [81. The
revised estimates are based, in large part, on documented data and are derived from specified
costs for individual noise treatments. These estimates are believed by EPA to be as accurate
as the available data on costs will permit. Further revision has been taken.

.4.-5.1.2 Future Price Increases

Identification: General Motors Corporation (A-2.1.5.22) comlnentcd that the decrease in

costs of noise treatment due to future improvements in noise control technology sboukl not
be included in estimates of truck price increases. The costs of noise treatnlent hurdware will
be reduced under full production, according to Professional Drivers (A-2.3.6.3).

Discussion: In the final estimates of truck price increases used in assessing the costs versus
benefits of the regulations, no assumptions were made on reductions in costs for improve-
ments in noise control technology or increases in the production of noise treatment bard-

ware. However, brief consideration is given to Ibe possible reductions in costs which may
result in the future. One of the possible improvements in noise control technology is the
reduction in engine noise by redesigning engines. Estimates of truck price increases are
given with the assumption that diesel engine noise can be reduced to 77-dl]A and gasoline
engine noise to 75-dBA in order to demonstrate the potential savings which may be rea-
lized with the reduction of engine noise. (See Section 6)

Little data exists on the reduction in costs to be realized 'under full production of noise
treatment h_dware. However, some reductions should occur. In attempting to project the
potential reductions in truck price increases, EPA assumed that the costs of noise control
hardware, currently in production but net in demand (such as tim clutches and the best

available exhaust mufflers) will decline by 10 percent as a result of increased production.
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Tile costs of hardware not currently in pmdoction (such as manilbkl mufners and engine
enclosures) will decline by 50 percent under full production. If the ussunlptioos on the
reduction of engine noise aod costs under lull production prove to be acuLiratc ill the
future, the price increases for mediuul gasoline and beery diesel tracks may decrease by
more than one-half, for heavy gasoline trucks, by more than two-thlrds, aml for medinm
diesel trucks by approxlmately one-fourth.

Action hi Response to Public Comment: Sensitivity of cstimales of truck price, increases to
assumptions on improvenlents in noise control technology aml costs reductions under full
production have been briefly consklered. Ilowever, tile assumptions are to be verified and
estimates of price increases derived wirilout these assuolptinns ;ire used in supporting tile
selectioo of Ill,:. final regulatory levels,

A-5.2 CHANGES IN OPERATING COSTS

A-5.2.1 Logses in Revenue

Identification: Freightliner Corporation (A-2.1.4.6) commented that noise treatment for tile
75-dBA regulatory level will add 700 pounds to trucks resulting in losses of approximately
$I000 per year per truck in revenues for the bulk hauler. Donaldson (A-2.2.2.7) pointed
out that engine enclosures will reduce payload capacities. Tile truck owner, whose truck is
weight-limited, may lose $600 annually because of weight iicreases caused by the 83-dBA

regulation, and $1600 annually for the 80-dBA regulation, according to White Motor Cor-
poration (A-2.1.10.5). The American Trucking Associations, Inc. (.4.-2.3. I,I I ) commented
that the weight of noise treatment will affect tile bulk haulers the most and that EPA has

not considered this point. Overdrive Magazine (A-2.3.5.1) claimed that increases in weight
for noise treatment will cause the following losses in revt_'.nues: for tile general freight hauler,
$8 to 69 per year for the 83-dllA regulatory level, and $170 per year for tile 75-dBA regu-
latory level; and for the bulk hauler, $51 to 445 per year for the 83-dBA level, and $ 1000
per year for the 75-dBA level, W.S. Hatdl Co, (A-2.3.4,2) claimed that the weight increases
due to noise treatment have a serious hnpact on the bulk hauler. General Motors (A-2.1.5.27)
pointed out that a 6½ percent reduction in cargo volume would result in bringing one of
their truck models into compliance with the 75-dBA regulatory level.

Discussion: The average increased weight estimate for heavy diesel trucks complying with
the 83-dBA regulatory of 141 pounds can be determined by using the weight increases given

in Table 6-8 and Table 6-1 and computing the population-weightted average. For the 80-dBA
regulatory level, an average increase in weight for heavy diesel trucks of 339 pounds can be
computed; and for the 75-dBA regulatory level, 705 pouftds. The value of 705 pounds of
increased wioght agrees with the value given by the Freightliner Corporation.
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For tile bulk hauler, tile loss in revenue per mile due to an increase in tare weight of 1
potmd is estbnated at $12.5 x 10-e [ 25 ]. Using this lhctor, and an average mileage of
54,000 miles for heavy diesel trucks 161, tile average loss in revenue lbr the bulk bauler
should be approxinrately $95 per year for the 83-dBA regulatory level, $229 per year for
the 80-dBA regulatory level, and $476 per year for the 75-dBA regulatory level. The esti-
mates are lower than tile estimates given by Freightliner, White Motors, and Overdrive

/.,lagazlne. Ilowcver, Ibr trucks which aeenmabite over 100.000 miles or more annually in
tile btdk hauling service, the losses in revmules may approach $1,000 as estimated by Freight-
liner and Overdrive Mnga:.:ine.

For tile general cargo halder, tile loss ill revenue per mile dne to an increase in tare

weight of 1 pound is estbnated at $1.94 × 10 -6. Using this factor, tile average loss in revenue
for the general cargo hauler should be approxbnately $15 for the 83-dBA regulatory level,
and $74 for the 75-dBA regalatory level. These estbnates are lower tban the estimates
given by Overdrive Magazine.

It should be noted that the discussed losses in revenues would be eliminated with an

increase in the legal limits oll the Gross Combination Weight (GVW) of 700 pounds or more.

Tbe 65 percent loss in cargo volume predicted by General Motors is a result of tile
assumption that a renlote cooling system will be required in back of the truck cab. The re-
mote cooling system, according to General Motors, is req,._ired to provide the necessary
cooling for a fully enclosed diesel engine. However, projected reductions in engine noise
without enclosure techniques (Section A-4,3.3) indicate that full enclosures will probably
not be used in complying with the 75-dBA regulatory level in 1983. Therefore, the loss in
cargo volume caused by tile remote cooling system will probably not occur on most trucks.

Action In Response to Public Comment. The presented estimates for average losses in
revenues caused by increases in tare weight are, in general, lower than the estimates pre-
sented in public comments. However, since the above estimates are based on data presented

in the DOT Quiet Track Program and documented average annual mileage figures, these
estimates sbould be more representative of the actual losses in revenues which will occur as
a result of the regulations. No further action has been taken.

A-5.2.2 Changes in Rates of Fuel Consumption

Identification: Donaldson (A-2.2.2.7) commented that engine enclosures will result in
losses in fuel economy. Tile estimates of fuel savings presented by the Department of
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Tr;msportatlon are too high, according to the Arucriean Trucking Associations, Inc. (A-2.3 1.9),

The DOT estimates of ftte[ savings were derived in support of an assessment of costs and
benefits ofdiffcrent regulatory options, llle Federal Ilighway Adnlinistratlon, Ohio
(A-2.5.8.4) suggested that the changes in rates of fuel consumptlon be determined.

Discussion: Tile combined effect on tile rates of ftlCl consumption of increases in tare

weight, increases in exhaust baekpressure, and changes in accessory horsepower reqt_ire-
ments produced by noise treatments have been cstiraated by EPA. (Sac Section 6) Tile in-
creases in fuel consumption produced by increases in track weight and exhaust backpressure
are small compared to the decreases in fuel consuznptiort produced by tile redtiction in ac-
cessory power requirements for UlOr_effleieol alld quiet cooling system designs or for eoo]Jllg
systems equipped with a fan clutch [ 13 l.

The estimates of fuel .savings in Section 6 bn.licate that tile American Trucking Associa-

tions, lne, is correct in that the DOT estimates of fuel savings are too high.

Action hi Response to PItbllc Comment: l_stiomtcs of changes in rates of fuel consumption
and associated costs for/nicks complying with the proposed regnlatim_s have been presented.
No farther action has been taken.

A-5.2,3 Fuel Savings for Fan Clulehes

ldentl]Tcation: Freightliner Corpomtloo (A.2.1.4.,8) and Patent, Inc. (A-2,1.9.6) commented
that fuel savings from tile use of fan clutches should not be credited to the noise regulations,
since fan clutches will be widely used wJtlmut the regtdations. Freightliner claimed that the

need to conserve fuel will also encourage the use of fan clutches. In addition, tile proposed
test (wllieh does not pemdt tcsting with the fan off) removes the advantage of using fan
clutches in complying with the proposed rcgtdations, according to Freightliner. General
Motors (A-2.1.5,24) included tile costs of fan clutches in estimates of ineraases in truck

prices, bat did not include tile savings in operating costs from fan clutches, According to
General Motors, there is not enough data on fild savings.

Dlscttsslotl: Fan clutches will be used on most ileal,] trucks, in order to remove radiator
shutters. When closed, radiator shutters prevent significant reductions in fan noise by means
ofimprovemmlts in fan and fall-shroud design. Since most new medium trucks are not pre-
sently being equipped with radiator shatters, fan clutches are not needed. Fan treatments,
less costly than fan clutches, will probably be used on most medium trucks, even if fan-off
testing is permitted. Savings in accessory horsepower requiranlents will result from improved
cooling system designs ou medium trucks [ 13],
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On heavy trucks, savings shonkl occur becanse tile fan chdch will disengage when tile
fan is no longer required for cooling. Based on field tests, such as tile tests on tile Freight-
liner DOT Quiet Trnck, the fan will be off more than 99 percent of tile tinle dtlrieg normal
operation [ 191. Connnents presented hy Rtlckli_rd Clulch in Ihe public hearings ill Arlhlgtou,
Va. also indicated that tile fan will be off IZlC_Stof Ihe tinle.

Cllanges ill rates of fuel consumptioll have been estitnated by EPA with and witlloltt

clabning credit for the savings froto inore efficient l_msand fan ch*tches [ 131. Using these
figures, changes in oper;ttlng costs have been estimulcd with and without claiming credit for
tbe fncl savings fronl inoi'e efficient filns and filn clutches. 'File ,icttl_d c]l;nlges ill operating
costs associ:lted wlth rcgtdations wlil be ill belween these two cost estimates, since, in tile
absence of noise regtdatlntls oil Iruck noise emissions, t_ther concerns, such ;is the need to
const!rve fllel, will encc_nraga tile USe of more efficient I_lllS arid fan ¢]tltchcs. Its order to be
consistent, the costs of nlore efficient fans nnd fan clutches were not included by EPA in
estimating the costs of compliance, whcll credit for savings was not taken. _Sce Section 6).

Actiolz ill Response to Ptlblie ColtOltent: I-PA has estimated the costs of compliance with
and without claiming credit for fuel s:wiogs from the use of more efficient l,ms and fan
clutches. No further action tills been t_tken.

A-5.2.4 Changes in l_,hfintetlance Costs

Identification: Tile Federal llighway Adnliuistratiml, Ohio (A-2.5.8.2) suggested that the
estimates of changes hi operating costs sbotdd take into ilccotmt increased costs for main-

tenance. Donaldson (A-2.2.2.7) commented that engine enclosures will increase main-
tenanee costs. Chrysler Corporation (A-2.1.1.5) claimed tlmt noise treatment for the 80-dBA
regulatory level will cause an increase in annual mahltenance costs of S800 per trtlck. For
diesel trucks, the average increases in annual maintenance costs per year will be S 179 for tile
83-dBA regulatory level, $304 for tile 80-dBA level and S305 for tile 75-dBA level, accor-
ding to General Motors (A-2.1.5.26). TlleSe estinlates include increased labor costs for or-

dinary maintenance and replacenleot parts.

The Regular Comn'tml Carrier Conference (A.2.3.7.1) commented that truck maoufac-
turers' estimates of increases in annual operathlg costs may be higher than EPA estimntes
because tile mannfacturers considered tile increase In needed maintenance as tile truck ages,
The Regular Common Carrier Conference added that tile costs of repairs for fall clutch
failures should be included hi estimates of changes in operating costs. The American Truck-
ing Associations, Inc, (A-2.3.1. I O) suggested that tile costs per increased failure for engines
with close-fitting pistons need to be inclnded in the estimates of costs of compliance,
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DiSClISXJOlI: Changes in in_dntellance _osts, including illcreilses ilS_OCiilted with ell_ine ellClO-

sures, have been inclutlcd ill the estimales of changes ill operating costs I 13 ]. For heavy diesel
trucks, EP'A esthnales o f ch_lnges ill aumud nutilltenance costs arc $-20 for the 83-dBA regu-
latory level, $32 for the 80-dl3A level, and sin0 fur file 75-dBA level (See Section 6). These
estimates inehtde changes ill required nlaJntenallce labor and replacelnent parts. Tile savings ill

mainterlance costs assot:iated with exhaust gas sealers 1251 are included in the EPA estimates,
These savings may have been omitted ill the estimates made by Chrysler and General Motors,

accounting for the differences between EPA, General Motors, and/or Chrysler estimates.
However, since increases in inairltenanc¢ cosls for each noise treatment were not given by
General Motors or Chrysler, it is not possible to identify file causes of differences between
the EPA, General Motors, or Chrysler estimates.

Tile EPA estimates for changes in annual inaintcnaace costs are Ibr tile average ellange
in costs over tile life of the truck. Thns, the EPA estimates do include increase in maintenance
costs as the truck ages.

The colnment by file Regular Connnon Carrier Conference that fan chltch failures will

increase costs is probably based on earlier experiences wlth fan clutches with high failure
rates, In the public hearings in Arlington, Va., Rockford Chltcb cannuented that cur-
rent fan clutches are reliable. Therefore, significant increases in maintenance costs are not
expected to result fi'om fan clutch failures. The part which causes lhe fan clutch to fail on the
Freightliner DOT Quiet Truck has been redesigned lbr ftdure manufactnre [ 191.

In estimates of costs, EPA did not iacblde tile costs far internal modifications to

quiet diesel engines. Existiug engines were assumed to be used in estimating truck price in-
creases. Therefore, tile changes in maintenance costs due to potential increases in failure

rate of modified engines with close-fittlng pistons are not included in the EPA estimates of
changes in maintenance costs.

ActJoll ill Respotlst, to Public Colllnlelll: Estlnmtes of changes in maintenance costs for
tile proposed regulations have been revised. Tile revised estimates are based on documented
data from the DOT Quiet Truck Progmnl, No further action has been taken.

A-5.3 COSTS OF COMPLIANCE TESTING

Identification: General Motors, (A-2.1.5.20), Paccar, Inc. (A-2.1,95) and the Federal l-ligh-

way Adlninistration, Ohio (A-2.5.8,3) connuented on the costs of compliance. The fol-
lowing estimates of tile cost for a site suitable for compliance testing were present in public
comments; General Motors - $286,000, Paccar - $147,000 to 346,000, Cummins Engine

Co, (A-2.2,1.5) - $150,000, and Koeh ring Company (A-2,2.4.2) - $500,000 to $1,000,000,
Independent testing would cost $1800 per truck according In Paccar, General Motors
claimed that a $500,000 facility would be required for development testing. For special
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purpose construction vehicles, the Koehring Company (A-2.2.4.3) esthnated testing costs at

$3,935 to 11,380 per vehicle.

Discussion; The total annual costs of compliance testing has been cstinmted by EPA for
the truck manufacturing industry as $155,000 to $230,000 (Appendix H). With an anntull
truck production of412,346 181, the costs of testing woukl I)e $0.38 to 0.57 per truck.

Compared to other costsofcolnplhmc¢, suchas truck price increasesand changesin operating
costs, tile cost for compliance testing shouk! he negligible,

The EPA esthnates of the costs of comptlanee testing includes testhlg costs for produc-
tion verification and selective enforcement auditing, transportation to and fronl test sites,

and preparation of all reports required in the proposed regulations. Estinmtes ware made for
individual truck manufacturers covering =dlb=_t4 percenl of tile industry.

The costs of facilfiiea required for development testing are included in tile markup of
the manufacturing costs of 50 perceot to obtain price increases. (See Section 6).

The estimates of costs of testing presented by Koehring are for off-the-road construc-
tion vehicles and include costs of disassembling tile vehicles for traosport_ltlon to a suitable
test site. Such vellicles have beenomitted frolu tile regtdations.

Action hs Response to Publlc Comment: Estimatesofthccostsofcompliance testing show
that these costs are negligible in COlllparison to other costs of conrpliance. No fi_rther action
has been taken.
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Appendix A-6
COSTS VERSUS BENEFITS

A-6.1 JUSTIFICATION OF COSTS AND BENEFITS

Identification: International Harvester (A-2.1.6.13) connnented that tile initial price
increases far outweigh any benefits to tile public welfare. According to tile American
Trucking Associations, Inc. (A-2.3.1.12), costs rise exponentially as truck noise levels are
reduced, yet the benefits decrease to tbe point of little or no return. Ford Motor (A-2.1,3.10)

claimed that the total cost of over 3 billion dollars for the proposed regulations is not worth
the 3 dBA reduction in community noise in 1990, Ford Motor Company (A-2.1.3.19) added

that the nonsensitive observer requires 8 dBA to just detect an intensity difference of a pure
tone, and tbat the 75-dBA regulation will reduce individual truck noise b_, only 3.5 dBA at

highway speeds. Therefore, the noise reductions from the 75-dBA regulation will not be
noticeable. General Motors (A-2.1.5.27) commented that the total cumulative costs lbr the

proposed regulations will be $16.2 billion in 1990, and the noise reduction will he I0,1 dBA;
whereas, the costs for an 83-dBA regulation will be 55.2 billion (or 32 percent of SI 6.2
billion) and the noise reduction will be 8 dBA (or 80 percent of I O.i dBA). Therefore, the
additional costs of $11 billion for the small increase in benefits is not cost effective.

The Department of Transportation (A-2.5.4.17) presented estimates of the reduction in

the noise from urban street and freeway traffic for different regulatory alternatives. Using
the monetary value on urban property associated with changes in urban traffic noise of 520/

person/dB, monetary values for tile estimated traffic noise reductions were computed by
DOT. For tbe proposed regulations, tile costs estimated by DOT are greater than tile mone-
tary value of the benefits, so that the proposed regnlatioas are not cost-effective, according
to DOT. According to the analysis of the increasing margioal costs and decreasing marginal

benefits presented by the Council on Wage and Price Stability (A-2,5.6.1), the 80-dBA and
75-dBA regulatory levels are not justified. The estimated benefits included changes in

property value and fuel consumption. Tbe costs and benefits were cumnhlted hy the Council
on Wage and Price Stability to the year 2000 and discounted at a rate of 10 percent to a
1975 present value.

In their response to tile above comments, General Motors Corp. (A-2.1.5.29) claimed
that the estimates of savings given by the Department of Transporation and the Council on
Wage and Price Stability are too bigh which led to overstatements of the benefits for differ-

- . ent regulatory alternatives.
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Dlscnssion: Tile price increase given by International Harvester for a heavy truck
regulated at 80 d I]A is $2150, one of the highest estim_Jtes given ill the pnblie comments for
a heavy diesel truck regnlated at 80 dfiA (see Figure A-I 1) and $1696 higher tban tile estimated
price increase given by L:f'A 141.

The population-weigbted averages of EPA estimates of trnck price increases and EPA
estimates of benefits in tern'Js of traffic noise reduction given io Table A-6. I indicated that

the price increases beeonle blrger and the differences in benefits beconm smaller as the regu-

latory level is reduced, llowever, these estimates do nol support the comment made by the
American Trucking Associ_ltion, Inc. that the costs rise exponentially and the benefits de-
crease to the point of little or not return.

Table A-6.1
[iPA Estimates of Costs and Benefits

Average of EI"A Estimates of
Regulatory Truck Price Increases for Urban Street Traffic

Option Lowest Regulatory Level* Noise Reduction in 1990"

83 dBA in 1977 156 4.0 dBA

83 dBA in 1977 333 5.2 dBA
80 dBAin 1981

83 dBAin 1977
80dBAin1981 915 6.3dBA
75 dBAin 1973

*Witll fan-off testing.

**With a 4 dBA reduction in non-truck vehicle noise levels.

The 3-dBA figure quoted by Ford Motor Company as the reduction in the traffic noise
was taken from the EPA estimates of the traffic noise reduction aasociated with new truck

regulations and related to present traffic noise levels. However, a more realistic measure of

benefits is the difference in tim projected change in noise levels with and without the pro-

posed regulations. In the revised estimates given by EPAj the. urban street traffic noise reduc-
tion is 6.3 dBA in 1990, more:l.han twice the number quoted by the Ford Motor Company.
EPA has also revised the estimates of costs, The present value of the cumulative costs for the

proposed regulations is estim_lted to be approximately $3,2 billion in 1990 (See Appendix E),
Fuel savings from more efficient rims and fan elutcl|es are not included in the EPA estimates of

$3.2 billiori. Including fuel savings for more efficient fans and fan clutches, results in a savings
in the cumulative costs of approximately $2.2 billion instead of a cost of $3.2 billion, The
actual cumulation costs attributed to tile regnlations will fall in between these two estimates.
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Since the Ford estimate of costs f_dlsclose to tile highest of the EPA casts estimates, tile Ford
estimates of benefits appear to be low, they probably tmderestimated the cost-effectlveness

of the proposed regulatious in their comnlents.

Tile comment made by Ford Motor Company on tile detectability of nn intensity
difference in a pure tone signal is not relevant to tile exposure to truck noise. The human

response to tile noise from a truck is nol similar to the human response to a pure tone. In
many siutations, a single truck passby may raise tile noise level above tile background noise
by less tban 8 dBA. However, since the noise is associated with a single identifiable source,
it usually produces greater distraction,

Even if an individual does not detect the Xdfi difference between two single-event

passbys, the statistical distribution of the entire population will be shifted XdB, and, hence,
benefits to the population will shift accordingly. It is inappropriate to compare slngle..event
judgements with statistically determined benefits to a large population.

General Motors based their cmnments on estimates of average traffic noise reductions and
total cumulative costs. Therefore, for the purpose of dlseussing the GM comments, estimates
of average traffic noise reductions and total cumulative costs have been computed from tile EPA
analyses of benefits and costs for noise regulations all truck noise emission, using tile same cumu-
lafive procedure as GM even though this is not a significant number, As noted in Section A.3.3.2,
a more representative measure of benefits than the redaction in average traffic noise levels is the

equivalent number of people impacted (Peq). Also, the cumulative costs are properly represented
in terms of present value or uniform annualized costs (See Section A.7.7.3). For example, the
present value for the proposed regulations cumulated to 199G is $3.2 billion which is tile number
corresponding to the $8.0 billion in the table (See Table A-7.1). The appropriate measures, based
on standard financial procedures, were used by EPA in selecting the final regulation.

A coraparison of the EPA and GM estimates of reductions in urban street traffic noise levels
and cumulative costs are given in Table A-6.2. The GM estimates of benefits and costs are both
higher than tile EPA estimates. For tile EPA estimates, the ratio of the increase in costs to the

increase in noise reduction for the proposed regulations compared to the 83 dBA in 1977 regulation
is $2.6 billion/dllA. The corresponding figure computed from the GM estimates is $5,2 billion/dBA,
which is twice tile value computed from the EPA estimates. EPA does not consider that the ratio

dollars per dBA is a useful or significant number, It is presented here only for the purpose of com-
paring GM's computations and EPA's. As discussed n Sections A.3.2.2,"A.5.1.1 and A,7.7.3, the

estimates of benefits and costs given by EPA have been revised. The revised estimates are based
on documented data and modeling techniques which are more representative of the total populations
of the people impacted by truck noise and the trucks subjected to-the regulations than the model-
ing techniques used by GM. Therefore, the EPA estimates are probably more uceurate than tile
GM estimates.
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Table A-6....

Conlparison of EPA and General Molors Estimates of
Costs and Benefils

Cumulative Costs Urban Street lYaITic

Regulatory to 1990 Noise Reduction in ]990

Option (Billion of Dollars) (dBA)

EPA* GM EPA GM

83 dBA in 1977 1.9 5.2 4.0 8

EPA Proposed
Regulations 8.0 16,2 6.3 I 0.I

*Without credit for costs and savings from more efficient fans, fan clutches and exhaust gas

seals. These estimates of cumulative costs represent less tban 0.6% of the estimated total
trucking revenues cumulated over the same period of 1977-1990.

The Council on Wage and Price Stability assumed that the regulatory level will be
achieved on all trucks in the year in which the level becomes effective. This leads to :in
overstatement of the benefits. Assigning a monetary value to the traffic noise reduction
in order to measure benefits can be misleading. Improvements in the quality ofthe environ-

meat, such as tile reduction of noise, may not always be reflected in changes in property
values, as summed by DOT and tile Council on Wage and Price Stability.

The total cost or saving estimates made by DOT for different regulatory alternatives
were based on the costs of quieting and operating the Frelghtliner DOT Quiet Truck. Tbcse
costs were applied to all medium and heavy trucks by DOT. The costs for medium gasoline
trucks, which make up over one half of the medium and heavy truck population, are signi-
ficantly different from the costs associated with heavy diesel trucks such as the Frelghtliner
DOT Quiet Truck [131. The Council on Wage and Price Stability corrected tbis apparent

oversight by using the General Motors estimates of costs for medimn trucks and DOT esti-
mates of costs for heavy trucks,

'l]le DOT assumptions which bare the most influence on tile outcome of tbeir analysis
are given below.

1. All trueksare operated 70,000 miles per year.

2. Trio power savings with the cooling fan off is 19.5 bp for all trucks.
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3, The price increase/'or trucks will be as given ill Table A-6,3.

4, All new regul_ltcd trucks will be equipped with fan clulclles and tile resulting
s;_vingscan be credited to tbe regulations on new truck noise emissions,

In the cost-benefit analysis condtJcted by fire Council on Wage and Price Stability, mad-
iron trucks were assumed to average 35,000 miles per year and heavy trucks 70,000 miles per
year. The price increases or trucks assumed by Ilia Cotmcil are given in T_d_leA-6,4. Oilier-

wise, the DOT assumptions given above were ased.

Table A-6,3

Estimates of Truck I"rice Increases Used in tile DOT Analysis of Costs vs, Benefits

l_.egulated Level

Type of Truck 8,3 dBA 80 dBA 75 dBA
i

Medium Gasoline .... I $329 $1076 $1075

Medium Diesel ..... I $329 $1076 $1075

l-leavy Gasoline ..... $329 $1076 $1075
i

Heavy Diesel.....,._.._, i $329 $1076 $1075

Table A-6.4
Estimates of Truck Price Increases Used in the Costs-Benefit

Analysis by tile Council on Wage and Price Stability

Regulatory Level

Type of Truck 83 dBA 90 dBA 75 dBA

Medium Gasoline.,. $ 25 $ 130 $ 350

Medium Diesel ..... $ 25 $ 130 $ 350

Heavy Gasoline .... $329 $1076 $1075

Heavy Diesel ...... $329 $1076 $1075
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In estimating the culuulative costs, EPA used tile following assumptions, These assump-

tions are more detailed and appear to be more realistic than those used by 17OTor the Coun-
cil on Wage and Price Stability.

I. The average annual mileage for medium gasoline trucks is 10,000 nliles, medium
diesel tracks 21,000 miles, heavy gasoline trucks 18,000 miles and heavy diesel
trucks 54,000 miles. The annual mileage for each track is a function of truck age,
decreasing with increasing age [81,

2. The power savings for a fall clutch is 15 hp for heavy trucks, It is assumed that
fan clutches will not be used on medium trucks for noise reduction, The power

savings for more efficient fans on medium gasoline used to comply with the
proposed regulations are as follows: for the 83-dBA regulatory level-2,5 hp, for
the 80-dBA level-4.5 hp, and for the 75-dBA leveI-6 hp, For medium diesel trucks,
twice the savings for medblm gasoline trucks are used,

3. The price increases for tracks will be as given in Table A-6.5. These estimates are
based on the assumptions tbat trucks equipped witb fan cbltches will be permitted
to be tested with the fan off and that credit for tile costs of fan clutches are

credited to tbe noise regulations.

4. The costs and fuel savings lbr fan chltches cannot be credited entirely to the noise

regulations. Otlmr factors, sucb as fuel conservation, will encourage their use.

Table A-6.5
Estimates of Truck Prlee Increases Used in the Cost-Benefit

Analysis by EPA

Regulatory Level

Typeof Truck 83 dBA 80 dBA 75dBA

Medium Gasoline .... $ 35 5180 $ 665

MediumDiesel...... $426 S850 SI624

llenvy Gasoline ..... $125 $255 $ 715

lteavy Diesel ....... $356 $589 $1363

In their response to the comments by DOT and the Council on Wage and Price Stability,
General Motors suggested changes in the above assumptions that were in general agreement
with all of tile EPA sssumptions; except, Gener,_l Motors claimed that the price increases for
diesel tracks were understated by EPA, DOT, and tbe Council on Wage and Price Stability.
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TIle cunlldative costs |o ]gf/D l'or life proposed regubltMns are estimated by EPA as

-$3.3 billion la s;wings), when credit fro' tht.,costs ;rod savings frmn more ef_clent fans, fan

clutches mid exhaust gas se;ds is inch..led, aud $H,O billion without taklug credit for Inore
efficient fans, bm clutc]lcs and exllaus/g:ls seals. The actual costs tb;lt sbouki be credited

to tile proposed regtdatious will be hi between these two cstbnates. Tile EPA estimates
differ significantly from tile corresponding esllnlatus given by tile DOT ($9,1 bJlllorl) alld
tile Council ori Wage and I:'rlct:Slability ($t3,8 bitllon) with credit for fuel savings. This
indicates that the result of the cost-benefit analysis is sensitive to the above assumptions,

Because tile assumptions made by EPA are believed to be more realistic. EPA cost estimates
sbould be more accurate.

Action In Response to Publir COllllllt'lll: BUSedon tile EPA analyses of costs and benefits.

regulations similar to/bose recommended by DOD have been adopted, with tile intent of pro-
mulgatiug lower regulatory levels in the futnr¢. Tile recommendations made by ttle Cotmcil
on Wage and l'rico Stability based oil their cost-bcncfh analyses have not beau adoptad, since
some* of tile key assumptions made in each analysls are subject to question. Tile recom-

mendalion made by General Motors oil the regulatory levels are based on esthuates of
costs whicb appear to be higll. Tberelbre, tile GM recommendation has not been adopted.

A-6.2 OTHER REGULATORY APPROACHES

A-6.2.1 StrlcterEl|foreeulentofExislingRegulutions

Identification: Donaldson Company (A-2.2.2.2) arm Associated General Contractors of
Colorado (2.6.2.1) coalnleu/ed that sigaificant noise reductions wilt result from strict en-

forcement of tile Interstate Motor Carrier Regulations. Lawrence Aucrbacb (A-2A.2. I) sug-
gested that strict en'forcement of existing regulations shmdd accompany the regulations on
new trucks,

DBclls,¢lon: I'_I'A has madc estimates of Hie benefits associated with the Interstate Motor

Carrier Regulations. Tile reduction in equivalent number of people bnpacted Pcq is
estimated by EPA to be 3,3 million for the tnterstate Motor Carrier Regulations out of a

total of 37,3 million for existing conditions, Adding the proposed regulations is estimated

to produce ,In additional reduction in Peq of 8.5 million in 1990, with the assumption tllat
there will be no reduction in tile noise levels from non-truck vehicles, In making these esti-
mates, strict enforcement of all regulations is assumed. These estimates indicate tbat tile

reductions in Peq, resulting frmo tile Interstate Motor Carrier Regulations will not be ade-
quate in tile long term, and that additional reductions provided by the proposed reguhtions
on new trucks will be needed,

Lawrence Allcrback is correct. None of these regulations will be effective without
strict enforcement.
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Action in Response to Pubfie Corot!writ; No further action has been taken,

A-6.2.2 Regulations ml The Noise Source

Identification: The States of Delaware (A-2.5,3,2), Mississippi (A.2,5.13.3), .Minnesota
(A.2.5,14,2), New Mexico (A-2,5.15.2) and Virginia (A-2,5,2 I, I ), and the District of Colum-
bia (A.2.5.7.1) commented that the height of truck exhaust stacks has an impact on the
effectiveness of roadsldt_ noise berriers and therefore should be addressed in the regulations.
Indiana (A.2.5. I0.1 ) suggesletl that the exhaust system should be required to be located

beneath the truck body, The Department of Transportation (A-2,5.4.18) recommended
that EPA consider the benefits of using vertical vs. horizontal exhaust systems, Several
suggested advantages for each were offered by DOT,

Discussion: The height of tile exhaust stacks will determine the location of the source of
exhaust outlet noise, For tn_cks regulated at 75 dBA, exhaust outlet noise is expected to be

approximately 6.5 dBA or below [ 131. At freeway speeds, truck tires, which typically have
levels of 81 dBA or greater [7], will dominate the exhaust outlet noise by about t5 dBA
for 75 dBA regulated trucks, Therefore, near freeways where most roadside barriers are
used, the effectiveness of roadside barriers in attenuating the noise from regulated tracks
will not be significantly improved by lowering exhaust stack heights.

Tl_e suggestions offered by DOT should be useful to the manufacturer in meeting the
new truck regulations and providing other desirable characteristics, such as the reduction of

splash and spray visibility problems. However, since the regulations are based on noise emis-
sion performance, the type or location of the exhaust system sllould be left to the manu-
facturer.

Action in Response to Pubfie Commeat: The height of exhanst stocks or locations of ex-
haust systems is not treated in the noise emissions regulations on new medium and heavy
trucks.

A-6.2.3 Trealmen t of Noi.se Patl|

ldentifiration: Tile Ford l_|otor Company (A-2.1,3,17) recommended that a trade-off analy-

sis be performed on quieting truck versus using noise abatement along highways and in build-
ings.

Discussion: The insulation ofall buildings and homes would probably be prohibitively ex-
pensive, offer no protection outdoors, and be very difficult for local jurisdictions to regulate
and impossible under the Noise Control Act for EPA to regulate. Using noise abatement
treatments, such as barriers, along urban streets, where tile greatest noise impact in terma of

Peq occurs, is not feasible, However, the use of noise abatement treatment along freeways
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is uvailable #'oruse near noise-sensitive areas, For these reasons, little attention was devoted

to tile trade-off analysis suggested by Ford Motor Company.

tlctloll in Re,_'l_ollst'lo Vubl/t"Colnlllelll: No fnrther uction has been taken.

A-6.2.4 ControlofTruck Use

ldetllifieatioll: l._ord Motor Company (A-2.1,3.17) suggestcd thata trade-off unalysis he cml-
ducted oil tile belief its and costs of quieting trucks versus controlling tile use of trucks. Tile
State of Delaware (A-2.5.3,3) recommended that some provisions be adopted for noise redac-
tion ofold trucks. According to Citizens Against Noise (A-2.4.3.3), regulations sllonld be

adopted to force operators to retrofit all trucks: PROD (A-2.3.6.3) crunmented that after
promalgatiml of the proposed regulations, in-use regulations on interstate motor carriers
should be modified to bring the noise levels from old trucks closer to those of new regulated

trucks. California Highway P_trol (A-2.5.1.1) suggested that regulations on operational noise
levels be adopted to prevent truck noise levels from ilrereasing with tire age of the truck. A
night curfew on all trucks was recomnlended by Citizens Against Noise (A-2.4.3.4).

Discussion: Restrictions on truck usage is left to local jurisdictions by tile Noise Control Act.
Local regulations on the use of trucks should be used in conjunction with national new truck

and Interstate Motor Carrier Regulations to provide greater protection against noise in noise
sensitive areas. Tbe areas which are sensitive to noise can be better defined by local govern-
ments more familiar with the communities involved. A trade-off analysis of new truck regu-

lations versus regulations on tile use of trucks, other than tile estimates of costs and benefits
given by EPA far the Interstate Motor Carrier Regulations, is not required, since both local

in-use and national regtdatory uctions arc needed and may be nsed to complement each other.

EPA is considering modifying the Interstate Motor Carrier Regulations in the filture to
bring tile levels closer to the new truck regulatory levels. Tbis could be used to prevent sig-
nificant degradation of tile noise levels required under tile new truck regnlations. Retrofit-
ting old trucks will probably be considered, although it should be noted that retrofitting

trucks is less cost-effective in reducing noise levels !ban including noise treatment in design-
ing and building new trucks. Tlrerefore, the regulatory levels which require retrofitting
noise treatment should not be expected to be as low as regatatory levels for new trucks.

EPA has no legal basis in the Noise Control Act for setting a curfew ell the operation of
trucks ,_t night.
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Aetiotl ill Re.v_onse to I'tdJlic Comment: Modifying tha Interstate Motor Carrier Regulations

to br]ug I]le regulatory levels closer to l]lose in the new Iruck regldations are under considera-
tion by EPA, Other reguhltory actlr_ns or, truck use tire lel'l to Io¢;djurisdiction,

A-6,3 REGULATORY STRATEGY

]deJltificatiolt: Ford Motor Cmnpany (A-2,1,3.18) rcconlnlended that the regukltions oil
new trucks be delayed until the effects of tile Interstate Motor Carrier Regulations can he

assessed. Mack Trucks, (A-2.1.7.2), l_onaldsml Company (A-2.2.2,9), the American Truck-
ing Associations (A-2.3. I.I 1), and tile U.S. Chamber of Commerce (A-2.6.4.4) suggested that
the effect of the 83 dBA new truck regulation be assessed belbre adopting tile 80 dBA new
triJck regtdafim|, h|ternational Ilarvester (A.2.1.6.13) recommended lhat the 80-dBA regu.
lotion be delayed until 1983 and tile effect of tim new trtu:k regnlatlons be re-evaluated in
1979.

According to Pacc._r, Inc. (A-2.1.9.7) regtdating medium and heavy trucks separately
should he used to increase the ratio of the benefits and costs, since medh_m trucks impact

an estimated 34.6 million, whereas heavy trucks impact an estimated 2,7 million,

Dfscltssiott: Setting and assessing the effects of each regulatory level on trucks, one at a
time, wonkl delay the achievement of the ultimate goal of renloving the noise impact pro-
daced by meditun and heavy trucks. Time would be needed to perform an assessment of
the effects of each regulatory level, solicit end evaluate public comment, and provide suffi-
cient lead time for truck manufacturer's to respond to the next regulatory level. The strate-
gy taken by EPA in the proposed regulations is to obtain the greatest protection of the

public llealth and welfare in tile shortest time witbottt bnposing any unreasonable burdens
on track manufacturers and users, or the national economy.

EPA estimated that the equivalent number of people impacted (Peq) by urban street
traffic is 34,6 million and by freeway traffic 2.7 million. In making these estimates, it
was assmned that medlam and heavy t/licks arc part of both urbun street and freeway
traffic. In their comments, Paccar, Inc. appears to have incorrectly interpreted the estimated

Peq for urban street traffic as the ram|her of people impacted by medhlm true'ks only and the

estimated Peq for freeway traffic as the nnmber of people impacted by heavy trucks only,
Therefore, the information presented by Pacear, Inc. cannot be used to justify regulating
medium and heavy trucks separately.

Aetiott #t Response to P.b/ic Commettt; No clulnge in tile regulatory strategy taken by EPA
for new medium and.heavy trucks has been taken ip response to public comment.
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A-6,4 NEED FOR STRICTER REGULATIONS

Tile issue of nlore lenient regulations is addressed in Section A-6,1, "Jtlsfificatiml of Costs
anti Benefits", whom several of the public cmnnlents claimed that the benefits for the pro-
posed regulations do not justify tile costs so flint the regulations should be relaxed.

Ident/fication: Alan Parker (A-2A,5, I ), fl_c City of Chicago (A-2,5.2...), the City of Des
Plaines (A-2.5.5. I), Los Angeles County (A.2.5.12.2) and San D[ego County (A-2.5.18.2) all

recmnnlendcd that regulatory levels similar to those of Chicago and California be adopted
by EPA. San Francisco (A-2.5,19.1)commented that tim proposed regulations :ire too

lenient, Texas (A-2.5.20,1) suggested that lower reguhltory levels and shorter lead times be
cousidered. According to New Mexico (A.2.5,15,1 ), the regulations sllotdd be more in

keeping with the 70 dBA Ll a FHWA standards ['or residential, hospital and school areas,
Citizens Against Noise (A-2.4.3,2) claimed that the regulatory levels should be lowered to
bring truck noise levels down to the levels of antomobiles.

Disctlssion: The Noise Control Act requires that EPA set standards which are requisite to

protect the public heallh and welfare and Ihal EPA take into account the noise reduction
achievable through Ihe application of tlle best available technology. EPA has identified out-

door noise levels with an Ldn equal to or less than 55 dBA as requisite to protect public
health and welfare with an adequate margin of safety [ I ]. Using this level as a criterion,

estimates of the equivalent number of people impacted by urban traffic noise will be at least
I 1.5 million wifl_ the proposed regulations on new medium and heavy trucks in effect and
with noise levels from vehicles other than medium and heavy trucks reduced by 4 d BA [ 13 ].

Using the same procedure, the existing Pec of 37,3 million would be reduced by an esti-
mated 40 percent, fa no se from mad om and heavy trucks was removed and otler traffic
noise remained unchanged. If, in addition to removing all medium and heavy truck noise, a

redaction in noise levels from oflrer traffic noise sources of I 0 dBA is assumed, the Peq
would be reduced by an estimated 95 percent. These estimates indicate that the regulatory
levels lower than those given in the proposed regulations are necessary to protect health and

welfare, as suggested in the above public comments. However, in the above argument, tile
noise reduction achievable through tile application of tire best available technology was not

taken into account, as required by tile Noise Control Act.

The proposed regulations can be met with the application of the best available tech-
nology (See Section ),

At this time, tecl|nology availability cannot be wdidated for regulatory levels lower
than 75 d BA or for u shorter lead time on the proposed regulations. Therefore, taking into
account the noise reductions achievable through the application of the best available ted|-

nology will make it difficult for EPA to defend regulations which are more stringent than

those proposed. Further, the cost and economic impact resulting from various technology
applications must be considered by the Administrator.
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It is difficult to relate the FIIWA standards and the EPA regulations on new medium

and heavy trucks since tile FIIWA standards are given in terms of Lto for all traffic and the
EPA regulations are given in terms of not-to-exceed levels for tn=cks under test conditions

designed to measure the maximum noise level. Since the median roadside level for 75-dBA
regulated trucks is expected to be around 71 d BA [13] and medium and be_wy tracks will
make up about 7 percent of the traffic population on most streets in residential, hospital or
school areas, the F.PA regulations should not violate the 70 dBA Lto FIIWA standards

For existing aatomobiles, roadside levels are about 65 dBA [ 131. Therefore, in order to
reduce truck noise levels to the levels for automobiles would require lower regulatory levels
which may not be achievable using the best available technology,

Action hi Response to PltblJc Comment. The stringency of tile regulations from those

proposed by EPA has not been increased because the technology may not be available for
compliance with more stringent regulations.
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Appendix A-7
ECONOMIC IMPACT

A-7.1 CURRENT ECONOMIC SLUMP

/dentificatiou: Ford Motor Company (A-2.1,3.20) and Scbwitzer Company (A-2.2,6.4) in-
dicated that tile noise control costs will be an added inflationary burden upon tile trucking
industry, wblch would make recovery from the recession more difficult.

Tile State of Louisiana (A-2,5.11.2) and Ibe Associated General Contractors of Colo-

rado (A-2.6.2,4) expressed concern over the current state of the economy and asked that the
economic impact analysis be reassessed to take into account the current state of tile industry.

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce (A.2.6.4.8) claimed that the EPA economic impact analysis
on the proposed regulations is outdated.

Discussion: hldustry sales of medium and heavy tricks reached a pe,'ik of 446,993 in 1973,

In 1974 sales were only 420,534; down about 6%. Estimated truck production for 1975 was
down approximately 19% from 1974 levels. Track registration figures* for tile 10 months
t'hrough October 197.5 show a substantial variation between manufacturers. Substaatial

decreases occurred for all manufacturers. Cor0pared to the same period in 1974, the smallest
decrease occurred for Dodge (5%), Chevrolet, FWD, International and Western Star exper-
ienced decreases in the 20-27% range, Autocar and GMCexperienccd a 32% decline.
Broekway, Freighttinar, Kenworth, Mack, Peterbilt and White all experienced decreases
of over 40%,

The elasticity calculations for the change in demand for trucks given in Appendix C
indicate that although fewer trucks will he sold the act revenue to truck manufacturers
and employment in the indtlstry are not likely to fall and will even increase under all regu-
lations {Tables 7-13 and 7-14), The extent of tile adverse tinpact of tile regulations should
therefore be limited to tile increased inventory requirements for the more expensive
equipment.

*Registrations lag production so thai increases in registrations will occur later than production.
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The state of tile economy us a whole does have a direct effect on trucking and thus on

trnck sales [8]. Price hlcreases due to noise control equipment, however, are not likely to
exacerbate the cyclical downtunr from the manufacturers point of view. In other words, it is
the demand for transportation services rather than the price of trucks which primarily deter-
wdues truck sales.

Action ItsResponse to Public Comments: Tile EPA economic impact analysis has been up-
dated to reflect recent economic conditions,

Tile inflationary effect on tbe economy us a whole, if manufacturers pass on 1O0 per-
cent of cost is discussed in Section 7. Due to the inelastic nature of tl_e demand for trucks,

the manufacturing industry will not experience decreased revenue due to the regulation, as-
suming that all costs are passed on.

A-7.2 SUPPLY OF QUIET ENGINES

Identification: Ford Motor Compuny (A-2.1.3.21) and International Harvester (A-2.1.6.16)
indicated that manufacturers experienced a shortage of quiet diesel engines wl_.entire 83-dBA
regulatory level took effect in California and some otber States. It was furtber asserted that
tbis condition would be amplified when the proposed EPA regulations increase tbe demand
for quiet engines. Oshkosh Truck Corporation (A-2,h8.2) commented that heavy truck
manufacturers will be dependent on the ability of engine manufacturers to produce quiet
engines.

Discussion: Brand loyalty mnongst purebasers of trucks to particular engine manufacturers
is strong according to one truck manufacturer. In addition there is no company which pro-
duees only noisy engines, Therefore, it is not likely tbat individual engine manufacturers
will experience significant losses in sales due to tire 83-dBA regulation.

However, for the 80- and 75-dBA regulatory levels, the demand for quiet engines should
increase. The 80-d BA regulatory level is proposed to take effect in 1982, tlrus allowing o

6-year lead time for development of quieter diesel engines, It has been estimated that engine
noise can be reduced by as ruuch as 9 dBA without using enclosure techniques [ 1O],

The Department of TrunsportaUon is sponsoring researub to quiet diesel engines. The
results of this research arc scheduled for availability to the public witbin the next 3 years,
Assuming that a 2-year lead time is required for implementation, the DOT-sponsored engine
quieting tecbuology could be applied to increase the supply of quiet engines by 1982.
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Action lit Response to Public Comntent: Lead times appeur to be adequate Ibr diesel engine
manufacturers to meet the expected increase in demand tbr qtdcl engines Ibr tile 80- aud
75-dBA regnlatory levels.

.4.-7.3 SHIFTS IN BUYING HABITS

ldentlflleatlon: Ford Motor Company (A-2.1,3,22), Freightllncr Corp. (A-2.1.4.9), Inter-
national Harvester (A-2.1.6.15), and Mack Trucks Inc. (A-2.1.7.9) stated that fl_eadoption
of the proposed regulatory level will seriously limit their product line ofl_ring because
truck-engine configurations could no longer be marketed. According to these conunents,
this impact is expected to be particularly severe when tire 75-dBA regulatory level takes
effect. General Motors (A-2.1.5.30) asserted that the noise standards will cause m_ljor shifts
in buying habits. Federal Highway Administration, Ohio (A.2.5.8.7) pointed oat tllat the

impact of relative cost increments for gasoline and diesel trucks npou buyer patterns shoukl
be determined.

l)iscussion: Some trucks which comply with the 83-dBA regulatory level will probably cost
more than otltcrs [13]. However, the 83-dBA regulatory level applied nationally should not
force the elimination of any truck models, as suggested by International Itarvestcr and
Mack Trucks, The lead times for the proposed 80- and 7S-dBA regulatory levels provide suffi-

cient time for major truck redesigns where necessary, to accommodate noise treatments
(Section A-4.5. l) and avoid eIlmiuating truck configurations.

At all regulatory levels medium diesel trucks experience the greatest price increase [ 13].
Heavy diesel tracks experience tile second largest percent price increase at 83 dBA but tile
lowest at 75 dBA. Medium gasoline trucks experience large increases only for a 75-dBA
regulatory level. When no credit for the savings from mere efficient fans, lan clutches, and
exhaust gas seals is taken, the changes in annual operating costs are less than $38 for all types
of trucks for the 83- and 80-dBA regulatory level [ 13]. These small changes in operating costs

should not have a significant impact on buying habits, However, for a 75-dBA regulatory
level, the changes in annual operating costs are estimated to be $277 for meditnn diesel and
$180 for heavy diesel [ 13]. When credit for savings from more efficient fans, Inn clutches

and exhaust gas seals are taken, a savings in operating costs occurs for all types of trucks,
except the medium diesel. These changes in price and operating costs are likely to have some
effect on the type of engine and truck chosen.

Medium diesel trucks have a relatively unimportant role in most sectors of the economy.
About half of tile increased costs of medium diesel trucks will be borne by two sectors:
construction and for-hire (Sec Table 7.30). It may not be possible for the construction
sector to substitute gasoline for diesel tn_cks in many applications. Some substitution is
likely, however, in the for-hire sector.
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TIre largest potentkd impacl of increused costs for medium gasoline trucks is in
agriculture. The price differentials between meclhlm gasoline and medium diesel trucks
make any shifts away from gasoline trucks unlikely.

The construction and retail sectors each own 21 percent of all tile heavy gasoline trucks
bl use (See Table 7-30). Ileavy gasoline trneks, however, represent almost half of tile trucks
used by construction industry. No other sector depends on heavy gasoline trucks for more

tbau n quarter of its truck usage. The projected changes in both capital and operating costs
will tend to favor the use of heavy gasoline over heavy diesel tracks. However, the sector
purchasing the majority of heavy diesel trncks is the for-hire sector. TbJs section is also
tile most dependent on heavy diesel trucks, Costs for this industry are shown in Appendix G,
Due to tile Idgh mile_lge travelled by users of heavy diesel trucks, it is unlikely tit;It a major
shift will occur.

A shift has been predicted from light-beery to heavy-hear'/trucks in order to reduce per
ton-mile opentting costs [261. Tile same argument would indicate u willingness to buy heavy
diesel trucks as long us tbeir fnel costs per ton-mile is lower than for heavy gasoline trucks.

The EPA analysis of the economic impact of the proposed regulations does not include
the different demand elasticities for each type truck or the substitution of one type of truck

with another. Therefore, information on shifts in truck buying is not available, In order to
include tile necessary level of detail, an analysis of the market by truck model would be re-
quired.

Actlon In Response to Public Comment: Estimates of the reduction in demand have been
made for medium and heavy trucks, assuming equal demand elasticities. Estimates of shifts
in truck buying have not been made.

A-7.4 IMPACT UPON TRUCKING COMPANIES

[_conomie impact of tile noise regulation upon tile trucking companies is examined in
this document, Issues' reklting to profits anti competition were or particular importance to
trucking companies and trucking associations.

A-7,4.1 Profits

Identification: The Overdrive Magazine (A-2.3.5.4) made the assertion that increases in truck

costs will reduce profits for truckers and make it difficult to obtain necessary loans. Tile non-

availability of loans will fo_ce man)' truckers out of the trucking bnsiness, according to Over-
drive Magazine.

Discussion: Tile impact on total trucking revenues and operating margins has been considered

•, by EPA (Tables 7-25 and 7-26). The tbr-hire sector was considered separately {Appendix G).
The financial problems and the economic outlook for the industry are discussed.
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The ability to obt_dn loans is directly related to the financial strength ofa partieub_r
company as well as access to money markets. Certain segments of the industry are in financial
distress, The price increases which will occur in 1977 (only 1-1/2 years after tile economic
trough for tracking) are relatively small, Ilowever, eeonmnic conditions at the time wben

tile other regtdations come into effect are likely to be far more important determinants of the
ability of truckers to obtain loans, than the price increases due to noise control. A tlgbt money
market could make financing hard to obtain.

Action ill Response to Public Comment; Ensuring that rate increases coincide with cost in-
creases will avoid a heavy drain on truckers' cash resources. Means to assist truckers to ob-
tain lurers in _ competitive money market should be considered. Because of the relatively low
rates of return in trucking, the industry is particularly sensitive to high interest rates. Rate
increases should be allowed which pi'ovide for these interest payments as well as the capital
Costs.

A-7.4.2 Small & Independent Truckers Position

Identification: The Overdrive Magazine (A-2.3.5.6) asserted that the EPA had not detemdaed
'the economic impact upon independent truckers, who in the magazine's opinion will suffer
the most, The proposed regulations could reduce profitability, which could force some small
truckers out of basiness, according to Overdrive Magazine (A-2.3.5.4) and the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce (A-2.6.4,7). According to the Regular Common Carrier Conference (A-2.3.7.3),
operators cannot afford current increases in truck prices and tile noise regulation will make
conditions worse for track operators.

Discussion: This document covers all types of trucking. The problems of the smaller
companies are discussed (See Section 7).

it is generally accepted that a small company may not be able to absorb costs as readily
as a large one. Small tracking companies (including owner-operators) tend to have poorer
credit ratings, less sophisticated accounting practices, and pay higher pdees for fuels and parts.

Their operating margins are smaller (Table 7-27) than those of the large companies. Given
these disadvantages, an increase in tile price of trucking services may have a greater impact

on small companies than on large ones. Many trucking companies were operating very close
to break-even in 1974 and 1975, Obviously, even a small delay in passing on costs, can have

an impact on companies in this position.

If rnte increases are granted rapidly and loans can be obtained, tile small trucking com-

panies should net feel too great a borden. They may, however, have to pay a premiam for
funds which larger, more-profitable companies do not. Smaller bank loans, in general, carry
higher interest rates [27]. Tile rate increase should take this into account,
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Aet&n in Response to l"ttblic Cotmnent: If timely rate increases are granted to cover costs
dtla to noise treatment, little impact on small trucklng companies should result, Therefore,
the h|te_tate Commerce Comnl]ssion shotdd be aware of the increased costs which are likely
to occur,

A-7.5 IblPACT ON TRUCK MANUFACTURERS

Idcnt117cation: The Koehr/ng Company (A-2,2.4,5) claimed that tile proposed rcgnlatlons
could put some track manufacturers out of business. Crane Carrier Company (A-2.1,2.1)

commented that the small trnck manufacturer would experience a greater economic impact,
since tile small manufacturer cannot corupetc with larger mamtfacturers for the required
technical talent, The small manufacturer depends more on the specialty truck market that
is more sensitive to price increases, according to the Crane Carrier Company.

Discussion: Tile elasticity of the tmck market is such that truck price increases, when passed
ell to the truck purchasers, result in increases of revenue to the truck manufacturers. {See
Table 7-13), Some increase in the amount of financing required for inventories is likely,
however. This will affect cash flow to some extent, Tile proposed regulations are not

likely to put any truck manufacturers out of business, as long as all costs are passed on.

The demand for specialty trucks is estimated to be less sensitive to price increases than
the demand for general-purpose trucks. The sales ofspeciahy trucks are more sensitive than
the sales of general-purpose trucks to tll0 conditions of the sector of the economy in which
they are used. For example, sales of trucks for use ill tire construction industry are con-
trolled to a large extent by the economic conditions of that industry,

Some of the technology required For compliance has been or will be made available to

the public through research sponsored by the Federal government. Examples of such research
include tile DOT Quiet Truck Program and an ongoing program to reduce diesel engine noise,
l}.eseareh sponsored by the Federal government should reduce the costs to small truck manu-

factururs for obtaining technical assistance.

Action In Response to Public _olnmetll: A serious economic impact on truck manufacturers
is not expected,

A-7.6 IMPACT ON STATE HIGHWAY NOISE TREATMENT PROGRAMS

,Identification: The savings to States for highway noise treatments, such as noise barriers,
and in the values of private property, should be included in the analysis of tlm economic im-
pact of the proposed regulations, according to the States of Delaware (A-2.5.3A), Mississippi,
(.A.2.5.13.4) and New Mexico (A.2.5.15.3). New Mexico added that highway noise barriers
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cost about $ 100/Ibot. The State of Texas (A-2.5.20.2) suggested that the impact on Stats
governments providing highway noise treatments during tile f,_riod before EPA regulations
becolue effective, should be addressed.

Disct*sslon: Th_ States of Delaware, Mississippi, and New Mexico ;ire correct in suggesting
that scale savings in higbway noise treatmcats shonld restdt fronl the EPA proposed regula-
tions, Ilowever, because such treatnlents are used prinlarily in local areas Wllere Ibe noise
impact is lsigh, the total costs nationwide tbr sucb treatment are flnpossible to predict accur-
ately, Some treatment will still be required in addition to Ille EPA regulations in order to

provide sufficient protection it1 certab| situations, particularly along freeways where tire noise
dominates,

The Department of Transportation considered the of feel of the regulations on property
values, However, as discussed in Section A-6.1, assigning monetary values (in teons of cbanges
in property values) to the benefits to the public welfare can be misleading.

The lead times in tlle proposed regulations have been selected to provkle adequate time
for truck manufacturers to comply witb the regulations, Decreasing the lead times to decrease
the burden on States for providing bighway treatment, could have a serious impact on truck
manufacturers in attempting to comply with the regulations.

Action In Response to Public Comment: Estimates of costs to States for providing highway
treatments in situations of high noise impact are not included in tile economic bnpaet analy-
sis.

A-7.7 IMPACT ON NATION,_L ECONOMY

This part of tile analysis of public comments is concerned with tile national econon|y.
'l'ne eommentors expressed concern ranging from the inflationary aspects of the regulation
to cumulative costs of all Federal regulations that impact tile trucking industry, The major
issues are discussed below.

A-7.7.1 Inflation

Identification: Freightliner (A-2.1,4.10), General Motors (A-2.1.5.32), B. L. Atkins
(A-2.4,1.1), Paccar (A-2.1.9,8), White Motor (A-2.1,10.4) and the U,S. Chamber of Com-
merce (A-2.6.4,6) expressed concern about the inflationary effect of the proposed regula-

tions, The Federal Highway Administration, Ohio (A-2.5,8.6] commented that the bnpact
of the proposed regulations on consumer prices shonld be determined.
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Discussion: Tile greatest inflationary impact is fe[t if all costs are passed on by each sector,
The inFlationary effect thus shows tip as all incret_se in truck transportation cost per dollar
of final demand The average perceotuge increase slrunld be about 0.3 percent in the year
2000 ('Fable 7-29). The largest increase will be experienced by the miscelkmaoas i'nining
sector. This will be 0.19 cents per dollar of final demand. Other increases are around
0.01 to 0.03 cents per dollar (Table 7-29).

Acticm In ReslmnSC to Public Comment: The inflationary impact has been estimated by EPA,
No further action has been tuke_l.

A-7,7.2 Inflation Impact Stateroent

Identification: Gelleral Motors (A-2.1.5.33), International Ilarvester (A-2.1.6.14), White

Motor Corp. (A-2.1.10.8), Gifford Mill Company (A-2.3.3.1), Overdrive Magazine (,.',.-2.3,5.5)
and tire Motor Vehicle Manafacturers Association (A-2.6.6.4) requested at'J inflationary im-

pact statement. Overdrive Magazine added that the iot'iatioo impact statement should go into
greater depth than in the background document for the proposed regulatio_lS.

Discossion: An inflation impact stateeleot has been prepared by El'A, wllich goes into greater
depth than provided in the background document for the proposed regulations.

Action in Resl_onse to Public Comment: No farther action has been taken.

A-7.7,3 Total Costs of EPA Proposed Regulations

Identification: Table A-7.1 presents the yearly nod cnmulative cost estimates of tbe proposed
regulation by General Motors (A-2.1.5.31) and EPA. GM contended that the costs are un-
precedented in their magnitude and will contribute to inflation. The Department of Trans-
portation (A-2.5.4.19) claimed that the total cost estimated by EPA cannot be used to assess
the econonlic impact, since the EPA estimates do not include production tolerances. The
estimates of total costs should include agency costs for enforcement, manafaeturers' costs

and costs to small businesses and consumers, ;iccordlng to the Associated General Contractors
of Colorado (A-2.6.2.3). The Motor Vehicle M_mnfacturers' Association (A-2,6.6,3) claimed
that the EPA estimates of cumulative costs are low since all of the costs incurred in the inter-
vening years were nut taken into account.

Discussion; One of tile sources of the differences between tile GM and EPA estimates of

total costs is the differences in the computational procedures used ill making'fl|c estimates.
EPA depreciated the costs of the truck over a I 0-year period. GM accounted for the cost of
tile truck at the time of purchase. For the purpose of this discussion, the EPA estimates of
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Table A-7.1

GM Forecasts Compared With EPA Forecasts of Total Costs
(Millions of Dollars)

Year GM Forecasts Figure Vli-4, :o 76 Recommend EPA Estimate '1"
of

Purchase Option G* Option E Option A Option G Option E Option A

1977 100,6 100,6 100.6 19.7 19.7 19.7

1978 141,2 141,2 141.2 39.4 39.4 39.4

1979 183.6 183.6 183.6 59. i 59.1 89. I

1980 227.3 227.3 227.3 78.7 78.7 78.7
272,5 98.0 131.2 131.21981 459.1 459,1

1982 3.19.5 536,7 536.7 116.8 183.1 183.1
1983 368.4 617.4 1377.6 134.7 233.9 358.7

1984 418,9 701,2 1509.5 151.8 283,3 532.2

1985 463.0 779.9 1637.9 168.1 331.5 703.5

1986 508,7 861.8 1771.0 183.6 377.7 87I.1

1987 527.6 919.0 1881,1 196.1 419.4 1,031.7

1988 548,6 978,5 1995,2 208.6 459.5 1,186.2

1989 569,8 1040.8 2113,9 221.2 498.3 1,333.5

1990 591.9 1105.5 2236,7 233.9 535.8 1,472.9

TOTAL 5,241.6 8,652.6 16,171.4 1,909.5 3,650.6 8,000.8

RefeI to FJtA 0 tton in Table 4-1.

Without credit for costs and lavlnss from mote efficient fa,_. fan ¢lutghe_ and exhal_$t kla_ _ats.



total costs were recmnputed using the GM aecmlnting pracedure for the cost of tile truck.
With the GM accounting procedure, the I_PA esthnates of culntdative costs f_r the proposed
regulatJm_s increased by more tlunl $1 billltm,

Small differences result from slightly different projections of the truck sales Ibr each

type through 1990. Although tile same growth nltes were used, different initial nli×es were
used by EPA and GM, In tile EPA estimates, the projected sales ll)r each type of truck were
n'mltipllcd Iry tile capital cost and projected interest cost to obtain the anloont Lllbe expended
hi each year of tile life of Ibe truck. Changes ill [lUtilllenatlce and fool costs were colnptlted
for each track type based all mileage. Changes in fuel ct_sts were nat inchlded in lhe GM

esthltates of total costs. Total capdal and operathlg costs were then sllnllned to give the
total annual costs (See Appendix El.

For the proposed regulations, tile cumulative casts for 1977-1990 given by GM is 16,2
billion dollars. The EPA estimates of cumulative cost is 8,0 billion dollars. The difference

ill these esthnates is dne primarily to differences ill track price increases and changes ia main-
tcnance costs used by EPA and GM (See Sections A-5.1,1 and A-5.2.41. When credit for the

costs and savings for marc efficient fans, fan clutches and exhaust gas seals is taken, tile EPA
estimates of the cumulative casts is -$3.3 billion (a savings). "rite ctnntdative costs which
should be credited to tile proposed regulations is hetwcen tile two estimates of $8.0 and
-$3.3 billion.

These cumulative costs should be compared wJlh tile cunmlalJve revenues Ibr trucking
as a wllole for tile same period (1977-1990). These are estimated to he $1,315 billion al1-
proxhnately (extrapolated ushtg Table 7-22). The GM estimate of costs for Option A
represents 1.23 percent fo tile cumulative truck revenues. This, however, ignores the time

valoe of money. If we take tile GM cost estimates lbr tile proposed regulations (Option A)
discounted at 10 percent versos tile revenues silni[arly discounted, costs ;ire .97 percent of
revenues. The change is due to the fact that many of the substantial costs for noise treatment

are incurred in later years, particldarly ]n terlns of increased operating costs.

The GM estimates.for the proposed regulations in 1990 are 1.92 percent of 1990
revenues. This ignores fuel savings which is likely to reduce lids number to under I percent.
The EPA estimate of total costs for 1990 is 1.27 percent without allowing for fuel savings.
Witb fuel savings it is 0.10 percent,

The revised EPA estimates of total costs take into account production tolerances
needed to build trucks which comply with not-to-exceed regulatory levels. A tolerance of
2-3 dBA below the regulatory level was used hy EPA. This tolerance is in agreement with tile
tolerance suggested by several trnck manufacttners (Section A-4.,1.1).
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Tile I;,PA eSlJlnatesare Ibr lhe total eostsaxperlenced by track users, The costsulay be
passedo11,ill whicb case, tile costs will be iucurred by small basJocascsand other tlSe_ of
transportation services, The cosls Ibr EI)A to enlbrce tile regulatlozrsare estimated to be
small (Appendix ll) compared to tile costs to Ihe truck user; uJul tllerelbre huee not been
iil¢ludcd in tile eslinlates of tolal costs.

Tile original EPA estimate of tile total annual costs ill 1990 were $1 .l billion for tbe
proposed regulations 181. Tbe revised estimate is $1.5 billion ifno credit for any savings

ill operating costs are taken. Tberelbm, tile revised estimates of total costs with no credit
for sovhlgs are higher than the original estimates. In addition, estimates of tbe cumulative
total costs are given (See Appendix E), as suggested by the b,tolor Vehicle Mamlfaetnrers'
Association.

Action ill Response to Ptlblh" O.nment: Tile estimated costs used by EPA differ from those

used by General Motors. The principal source of tile differences between Ihe estimates were
discussed, llowever, using the General Motors estimates indicates a limited inflationary impact.

Since fnd savings are not included in the GM estimates, tile actual impact sbould be lower,

A-7.7.4 Cumulative Costs ofall Federal regulations

Ide.tificatio.: Mack Trucks (A-2.1.7.10),Overdrive Magazine (A-2.3.5.3), Regular Common
Carrier Conferenea (A-2.3.7.4) and the U.S. Cbamber of Colnmcrce (A-2,6,4,9) state that

tbe cuulalative costs of tile recent Federal regalations on trucks have contributed slgnific3antly
to increases in track costs, and therefore, have contributed to the preseni recession, The
American Trucking Association (A-2.3.1,14) and Paccor, Inc., (A-2.1.9.9) stated that truck-
ing costs have already increased by 14 percent and $2,550 respectively, due to Federal
regulations.

Discussion: The clnnulative costs of all government regulations on trucks has not been con-
sidered by EPA, Many different ageneles are involved in promulgating these regulations.
There is a need to evaluate tile proposed regulations on truck noise emissions in the light of
the impact on the economy of all government regulations on trucks. In addition to the cumu-
lative effect of Federal regulations on truck prices, the coordination of the effective dates in
Federal regulations could reduce the impact on mamlfiLeturers by decreasing tile number of
needed model changes.

Action In Respollse to Public Comment: An interagency effort is needed to evaluate tile
cumulative impact of government regulations ou the trucking industry. Tbese concerns will
be addressed as a part of the interagency/OMB review wbich will occur prior to promulgation.
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A-7.7.S Research and Development Costs

Identification: The costs of tile research and development sbonld be borae by ibe entire
public, according to Overdrive Magazine (A-2.3.5.2).

Discussion: Research and development costs that might be incurred by tn_ck manufacturers
will be reflected in higi_er track prices. It is expected that most of tbe increased capital and

operating costs of trucks can be passed along to the consumer and thus result in higher trans-
portation costs of commodities transported by tracks. Therefore, the entire public will bear
the noise costs. In addition, the Department of Transportation is sponsoring research and
development in quieting heavy diesel trucks and diesel engines. The DOT Quiet Truck Pro-

gram has produced 12 reports on noise treatments applied to tl|rae different heavy diesel
truck models.

Action h) Response to Public Comments: The noise control costs will be borne to a sub-

stantial degree by tile entire public in tile form of higher prices for transported goods and
federal taxation to st_pport research and development.

A-7.8 SECOND-STAGE MANUFACTURERS

A-7,8.1 Motor Homes

Identi.ficatlon: According to Recreation Vehicle Industry Association (A-2.6,8.2) an esti-
mated 28 - 34,000 1975 model-year motor homes would fall into the 10,000 Ib GVWP,
category. This amounts to 12 to 15 percent of tire trucks in the medium gasoline category
and about 35 to 40 percent of tire total motor home market.

The industry association points out that there are a large number of motor home man-
ufaeturers who are small in size and not likely to have sufficient fumls for noise control re-
search, development, compliance testing, and certification. It was claimed tbat unequal

hardships would affect competition in the motor home Industry.

Discussion: The major sources of truck noise are file engine, exhaust, and fun. These
sources will be treated by the chassis manufacturer. The Recreational Vehicle Industry
Association commented that mobile home manufacturers normally do not alter tlre engine,
cooling system, or exhaust system, In addition, chassis manufacturers should provide the
second-stage manufacturers with instructions on modifications that can be made without

affecting the noise emission characteristics of tire vehicle. Therefore, tire mobile home man-

ufacturers will not be required to make large investments for noise research and development,
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Before tile chassis is delivered to the mobile home mmlufacturer, it is usually not

drivable. Therefore, it is difficult for the chassis manufacturer to test before delivery to the
elobile home manufacturer. Tlmrefore, tile mobile hmne manufacturer may have to perform

tile required testing.

At'/ion ill Response to P.blic Comment: Tile requirements on tile chasssis and mobile home
nlanu faeturers in complying with tLteEPA regulations on noise emissions have been carefully

specified.

A-7.8.2 Specialty Trucks

hlentiflcation: According to the Donaldsou Company (A-2,2.2,10), tile small manufac-
turer ofspecial truck equipment will be subjected to unreasonable economic burden, The

Construction Machinery Company (A-2.3.2. I) claimed tbat. if mixer mounters are included
in the regulations, the entire sales distribution patteru would be disrupted. The National

Solid Waste Management Association (A-2.6.7.2)suggested tbat the economic impact of the
regulations on small companies engaged in solid waste collection be carefillly considered,
Second-stage n'tano facturers of solid waste disposal trucks eanuot afford the costs of testing,
according to the National Solid Waste Management Association (A-2.6.7.3).

Discussion: Compliance with the proposed regulations are largely the responsibility of the
chassis manufacturer, The second-stage mnnufaclurers will be required to comply with anti-

tampering instructions provided by the chassis manufacturer.

Truck-mounted waste compactors have been identified separately by EPA as major
sources of noise. EPA is investigating waste compactors for possible regulatory action. The
economic impact on these companies will be included in the EPA investigations.

Action In Response to Public Comment: Since most of the responsibility for eompliance rests
witb the chassis manufacturers, the impact on the second-stage manufacturers is expected to
be small.

A-7.9 OTHER ISSUES

.4.-7.9.1 Impaet on Loeal Areas

ldentilTcat/ou: The Koehring Company (A-2.2,4.4) commented that the impact on local
areas of closings of truck manufacturing plants, that could be caused by the proposed regu-
lations, should be considered.
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Discussion: Total track salesandemployment by truck manufacturersshould increaseasa
result of the regulations (Section 7-2). Therefore, plant closings due to decreases in plant
utilization should not occur.

Tbc Koehring Company mentioned that one truck manufacturing plant was closed be-
cause of the need to consolidate testing facilities required for the Federal brake regulation.
If the required testing lbr the EPA proposed regulations is performed at an EPA facility, the
total annual cost is estimated to range from $7450 for small manufacturers to $59,100 for
large manufacturers (Appendix H), These estimates include the production verification and

selective enforcement auditing testing costs and transportation costs to tile EPA facility. Tho
cost of closing a plant is probably much higher. Therefore, tile required testing should not
force plant closings.

Action In l_esponse to Public Comn|ent: No further action has been taken.

A-7.9,2 Impact on Postponing Regulatory Levels

ldenRfication: Schwitzer Engineering Components (A-2.2.6.3) claimed that tile costs will be
enormous if the 75-dBA regulatory level is established and then postponed.

Discussion: Schwitzer Engineering Components is correct in suggesting that there will be
added costs involved if a regulatory level below 80 dBA is established and then postponed.
Postponing or removing the below 80 dBA regulatory level could impact the ability of truck
manufacturers to effectively recover investments in research and development. Disruption
of model changes, which must he planned at least 2 years in advance, could be affected by
postponing or removing the below 80 dBA regulatory level.

The recent experience of the air-brake standard indicates the problems which can occur
due to uncertainty about the timing of a proposed regulation. One company had over 28

production days of finished buses that met the new brake standard in inventory, before the
postponement came. There are difficulties in recovering tile incremental costs incurred on
such inventory until the regulation comes into effect, If companies begin ordering parts and

modifying production schedules to meet a regulation, a postponement may be costly, Inven-
tories of parts and finished goods may become large, Tile lead time for a postponement should

be similar to that for any other model change,

Action in Response to Public Comment: The economic impact of any modification to the
regulations will be carefully considered by EPA prior to preparing a lower than 80 dBA
standard,
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Appendix A-8
TEST PROCEDURE

INTRODUCTION

The National Bureau of Standan:ls (NBS), in cooperation with EF'A, has examined tile
submission to the EPA docket and has contributed much to the response material in this sec-

tion (Appendix A-8),

In this chapter of the docket aoalysis, only those points having a significant impact on
the procedure are shown. Some of the chaoges offered by NBS are not included in tile final
regulation due to inadequate supporting data or information, Tile overall testing procedure
does,however, concur witb the views of NBS.

A-8.1 Cdtique of llasie Test Procedure

Identification: International Harvester (A-2,1.6.17) and White Motors {.4.-2,1,10.10) com-
mented that the test procedure should be improved.

Discussion: The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) consulted with the National

Bureau of Standards regarding the test procedure which was suggested in tile proposed
regulation. The Bureau of Standards made a series of suggestions for changes which were
adopted in the final version of the regulation. These changes are listed below:

Section 205.54-1(b)(1) in the proposed regulation has been replaced by: The test site
shall be such that the truck radiates sound into a free field over a reflcctiug plane. This con-
dition may be considered fulfilled if the test site consists of an open space free of large

reflecting surfaces, such as parked vehicles, signboards, buildings or hillsides, located within
30 meters of either the vehicle path or tile microphone (Figure 10),

Section 20LS4-1(b)(2) in the proposed regulation has been replaced by: The micro-
phone shall be located 15.2 + 0,3 meters from the centerline of track travel and 1.2 + 0.I
meters above the ground plane. The microphone shall ba oriented with respect to the
source so that the sound strikes the diaphragm at the angle for which the micropl|one was
calibrated to have the flattest frequency response characteristic over the frequency range
1O0Hz to I0 kHz,
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Section 205.54-1{b)(7) in the proposed regtdation has been replaced by: Tile reference
point on tile vehicle, to indicate when the vehicle is at any of the points on the vehicle path,
shall be tile front of the vehicle except as follows, If the engine is located rearward of the
center of the chassis, tile rear of the vehicle shall be used ;is the reference point. If the hori-
zonhd distance from the reference point of the vehicle to the exhanst outlet is more than
5,1 n;eters, tests sb_dl be run using bol h the front and rear of the vehicle as reference points.

Scclion 205.54-1(b)18) ill tile proposed rcgtdatlon has been replaced by: The pl;Hle
cont_dning tile vehicle palh and the nllcrophone location sllall be Ilat witllin -+0.05
nlclcrs.

Section 205.54-1(b)(8) in tile proposed regulation has been replaced by: _',leasurelnents
shall not be made when the road snrfaee is wet, covered with snow, or during precipitatlon,

Section 205.54-1(b)(9) in tile proposed regldation has been replaced by: Bystanders
have an appreciable infltlenee oll sotnld level meter readings when they are in tile vicinity
of tile vehicle or microphone; Iberefore, lint more lban one person, other than the observer
reading the meter, shall be within 15.2 meters of the vehicle path or instrument and tbe
person shall be directly behind the observer readin_ the meter, on a line through tile micro-
phone and observer. To minimize the effect of the observer and the container of the sound

level meter electronics on tile measurements, a cable sound may be used between the micro-
phone and tile sound level meter.

Section 205.54-1(b)(I O) in the proposed regulation has been replaced by: The maximum
A-weighted fast response sound level observed at file test site immediately before and after
the test shall be at least 10 dB below the regtdatory level,

Section 205.54-1(b)(I 1 ) in the proposed regulation has been replaced by: The road
surface within the test site upon which the vehicle travels, and, at a minimum, the measure-
ment area (BCD in Figure I0) shall be smooth concrete or smooth sealed asphalt, free of
extraneous material such as gravel.

A-8,2 Need fur Stationary or Oilier Simpler Test

Identification: Mock Trucks (A-2,1.7.11 ) and White Motors (A-2, I, I0.1 I) suggested that a
stationary test be included as a part of the enforcement of tile regulations.

Discussion: There is limited correlation between stationary tests and drive-by tests, llow-
ever, Ihere is insufficient data to enable EPA to l)ronmlgate a regulation hi which the
enforcement method utilizes a stationary test. The noise levels of new trucks tested under
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these conditions are not nearly as well known ;Is under the low speed, idgh acceleratioe
test.

A-8.3 Test Site Specifications and Certification

Idemification: General Motors (A-2.1,5,35), Mack Tracks (A-2.1,7.12) aml White Motors

(A-2.1.10.1 I) coramcnted that the test procedure in the proposed regulations may produce
excessive variability in the test data and should tilerefore include test site correction factors.

Discussion: Test site variability is known to exist to some degree. Ilowever, research is
needed before correction filetors and calibnltion procedures can be reliably established.

Until that time, the test procedure presently ill use provides tile most reasonable and accur-
ate measurement possible for ;ill sites.

Action lit Response to Public Coramell[: No change to the test methodology was made.
EPA clearly understands tile problem and intends to work toward development of site
correction factors and calibration procedures where possible,

A-8.4 Corrections to Standard Conditions

Identification: General Motors (A-2,1.5,36)and White Motors {A-2.1,10.I3) pointed out
that tbe proposed regulations contains no provisions for correcting measured noise levels
to standard conditions of temperature, barometric pressure and humidity.

Discussion: This question is discussed briefly by NBS and they concluded timt, "at the
present time, tbe data base is such that correction factors for temperature and'baroraetric
pressure cannot be defined. Such corrections are needed and research to provide definition

of such factors slrould bogiven a bigb priority."

In principle at least, the temperature, barometric pressure, and bumidity can influence
the measured sound pressure levels in several ways:

* By modifying engine operation (e.g., combustion),

• By affecting sound propagation between the source and tbe measuring location,

• By affecting tbe measurement instrumentation,
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Action in Response to l'ub,qc Comments: Stand*trd conditions sboubl be establisbed
(e.g., 20° C and 760nun llg). L:PAintends to investigate the problem and work toward
development of ways to correct d[ita to these standard Colldilions.

NBS supplied the lollowing connneut on this subject: If c_dibration devices are utilized
whicll are not independent of;imbient pressure (e,g., a plslonphone) corrections most be
made for barometric or altlmelric cbanges according to tile reeolnmeudation of tile instru-
ment manufacturer.

A-8.5 Engine Operatblg Temperature

Identification: Wl,dte Motors (A-2.1.10.14) suggested that testing take place with tbe engine
coolant at operating temperature.

Otscussiotl: Trucks spend a very small percenlage of oper_ting time with engines below or
above their "normal" temperature, Thus, the cost and inconvenience of testiug at a variety
of engine temperatures, in order to lind tbe one at wbicb nlaxh'tlnm noise is produced, does
not seem wortbwhile at this time. llowever, sitlce measurable differences could occur, the

variance in the test procedure may be better controlled if engines are _lt norlmd operating
temperature during testing.

It may be asstnned that truck manufacturers do not conduct tests in sncb il nlamler as
to result in engine overheating _nd possible damage. Ilowever, tests may be conducted by
personnel not nnder the olanufactarer's supervision. In most cases, u l-minute coollng-off

period would not be needed, and if stipulated, would only increase testing time and cost.

Action #t Response to Pttblie Comment: NBS suggested tlnlt the text below be incorporated
into the test procedure and tltis has been done.

"The truck shall be broagbt to its normal operating temperature prior to
commencement of testing, During testing, appropriate caution shall be taken

to maintain the engine at temperatures within normal operating range."

A-8.6 Operation of Them'tostatie Fans and Radiutor Shutters

Identification: Freightliner (A-2.1.4.11 ), General Motors (A-2.1.5.37), International
Harvester (A-2.1.6.18), White Motors (A-2, I, I O. 15), Schwitzer (A-2.2.6.5), Horton (A-2.2.8.1)
and Bendix (A-2.2,9.1) suggested tbat vehicles equipped with thermostaticaUy controlled fan
clutches should be tested with fan off.
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Di,l't'll&SiOll:Considentblt. TMdata exists dentonstrilllng tile small alnounl of time that a
thermostatically controlled nullator fun operalcs at or near nlaxflnmn rpln (see Appendix
I). Their use also causes sigulficant fuel saviugs to occnr.

Stuteulents h;lve been nlade for _dlowlng noise tests to be made with funs declntehed

thus enabling munuhJetnrers to use demund-_tetuated f_ms ill conjunction with m_rginal
cooling systenls that would require the fan to operate nlost oflhe time. llowever, at high-

way speeds additional cooling capacity of the fan it very _mall compared to tile cooling
provided by "ram air." Thus, tile truck manuhtcturer nrust size his cooling system so that
the fan is really needed only under conditions of very low road speeds and high engine beat

output (e,&, long, slow hill climbs).

Actiolt ht Response to Pltblic Colllmetll; Tile regulation now allows vehicles with fall
clutches to be tested with the fan not operating. Thereby, un incentive is provided to use fan

clutches, resulting in lower noise output for Ihe majority of the time _mdu fuel savings.

A-8.7 Deceleration Test

lclentllicatio_l: Chrysler (A-2,1,I,6) urul hlteruatioltal Ihlrvester (A-2.1.6.19) conlmented
tbat ,'1deeeleratiml test should be required only oll trucks equipped with an engine brake.

l_iseltssiotl." Tile conlnlents that deceleration noise levels ;tru below accelenJtion noise levels

for trucks not eqt_ipped with engine brukes are supported by discussions held between NBS
and olllers. NBS points out that tile deceJeratioJ_ lest procedure now specified ill
J366b was added to tile original procedure to address tile problem of engine
bn_kes.

Actlotl ill Response to Pttbllc Comment: The deceleration test is now required only on
trucks equipped will1 engine brakes.

A-8,8 Instrumentalio]|

ldentl]iealloJ_: lnternationnl H;lrvester (A-2.1.6.20),nd White Motors (A-2,I.10.16) com-

mented tllat tile iustrument_ttion required for compliance testing sholdd be ulore precisely
specified.

Discttsslon: The commentors are correct in that the htstrumentution required for compliance

testing needs to be more precisely specified.
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Action #t Re._ponse to Public Comment: Tire instrumentation required for compliance lastiag

has been more precisely defined, Sound level meters ;ire required to meet ANSI S1,4-1971
specifications.

A-8.9 Repeal Measurements, Tolermlces, and Round-Off

Identification: Chrysler (A-2. I, 1,7), Frelghtliuer (A-2. 1.3,23), M.ack Trucks (A-2.1.7.13)

and Schwitzer (A-2.2,fi.6) clabaed th.at the round-off procedure and number of tests to be
used nre not :ldequately described ill the proposed regulations,

Discussion: The regulation now allows an unexplained, and unusually high noise measure-
meat to be deleted, and two other points to be those used for eomptlting the average noise
level of one side of the vehicle. The points used uulst still be wltbin 2 dB of each other, as
before. Tile new provision also limits the maximum number of measurements to 4 on each
side of tile vellicle, to avoid unnecessary repetition.

With respect to variations in measured levels, much of the data upon which EPA bases
: tile analysis of economic and technical feasibility were subject to product variance and

measurement variance of roughly the same magnitude as that which will be in existence

after the regulation is ill effect. The costs of complying with the regulation ,are closely tied
to these variances and hence to the position taken with regard to tolerances.

Actlon hi Response to.Public Comment: The entire question of measurement uncertainty
requires further investigation snell that adeqautely precise measurements are made. These

are areas where tile present information is too limited to make a major change to the pro.
posed regulation at this time,

A-8.10 Meter Response

Identification: B.F. Goodrich (A-2.2.3.2) commented that the "slow" nleter response on the
sound level meter should be used,

Discussion: The commentrefers to the measurement of tire noise and does not apply to
low speed, engine-related noise measured in the compliance tests in the proposed regulations.

Aet#_n in Response to Public Comnlent: Tile "fast" meter response is required on testing.
No further action has been taken.
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Appendix A-9
CLASSIFICATION

A-9.1 Different Regulatory Levels for Different GVWR Categories

Identification: The State of Delaware (A-2.5.3.5) arid tile Associated General Contractors
of Colorado (A-2.6.2.5) suggested that trucks in different GVWR categories be regulated to
different noise levels.

Discttssloll: Data used in determining the classification system to be used in this regula-
tion shows that there are no reliable differences in noise levels between tracks of different
GVWR's.

Action In Response to Public: No change in the classification of trucks was made in
the regulations.

A-9.2 Vehicle under 10,000 IbsGVWR

Identification: San Diego County (A-25.18.1) commented all trucks over 6,000 Ibs GVWR
should be regulated.

Discussion: The lower limit for vehicles covered by this regulation was set at 10,000 Ibs be-
. cause of the natural break occurring between light trucks/automobiles and medimn/heavy

trucks. Also, this break occurs in industry, in many Department of Transportation safety
regulations, aml in the Interstate Motor Carrier noise standards, recently promulgated by
EPA. The single, over 10,000 Ibs classification allows a consistent and more simplified en-
forcement system, after the new trucks become "in use" trucks.

The proposed regulation allows other governments to set new product standards on
truck's under 10,000 lbs as well as allows the Federal Government to regulate the noise

: emissions of new light trucks (less than 6,000 lbs.).
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Aelion ill Response to Public Comnlent: The Preamble to the proposed regelatirul and the
Preamble to IIse final regulation adequately addrussos this issue. No changes to the proposed
regulation were nladtL

A-9.3 Motor Homes

hlentificatlon: Chrysler Corf, oraUon _A-2.1.1.8) and the Recreation Vebicle Industry Associa-
lion (A-2.6.8.3) coomlented that motor Ilolues should be excluded from the regulation.

D_cussion: Motor homes are considered to be designed primarily lbr tile purpose of trans-

porting one's property (his living area), not necessarily just persons. They are, therefore,
defined under the definition of trucks and are covered by this regulation.

Action in Response to Public Comment: No change was made to the proposed regulation
regarding exclusion of motor homes from the regulation.

A-9.4 Special Purpose Equipment

Identification: The Department of Transportation (A-25.4-20) and the State of New York
(A-2.5.16.3) commented that special purpose equipment should be covered under the
regulation,

Discussion: The document which identified "New Medium and Heavy Duty Trucks" as a

major source of noise did not identify the various ancillary equipment carried on the differ-
ent trucks. Due to the facts that the various ancillary equipnrent is often not continuously

operated along roadways (as are the engine and drive train) and produces substantially differ-
ent acoustic emissions that may require development of new test techniques, the problems of

special equipment noise will be addressed in filture regulations.

Act/on in Response to Pllblie Comment: No change to the proposed regulation was made,

A-9.5 Buses

ldenti.tication: Tbe Department of Transportation (A-2.5.4.21)and San Diego County
(A-2.5.18.1 ) corn met|ted that buses should be included in the regulations.
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Discussion: Tile Preamble to lhe proposed regulation adequately answered this comment,
It is also discussed in the Preamble to tile final regtdation. EPA plans to regulate buses
separately.

Action hlResponse to Public Comment: No change to the proposed regulation is necessary.

I
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Appendix A- I0
ENFORCEMENT

A-lO.l

Savcral of the cnmmenters questioned EPA authority to make broad inspections

and right to inspect and photograph recordsaod informution pertaining to a manufacturer's
activities under the regulations. The commenters felt that such provisions allowed entry
into all areas regardless of whether tile facility had anything to do with a mann faclorer'a
noisecontrol program.

The Agency authority for tile inspection and monitoring section of the regulation
stems from the provisions in section 6 of the Act, which provides that any regulations may

contain testing procedures necessary to assure compliance with the noise emission standard;
and from the authority of secUon 13, wiriei| provides the Administrator the authority to
have access to information maintained by a manufacturer to enable the Administrator to

make a determb|atioo as to whether a manufacturer is acting or has acted in compliance
with the Act. EPA interprets the words "testing procedures" to include actions taken to

determine either directly, e,g., by emission tests or by inference, by examining the
conformily of lhe product to the information provided the Agency inthe Production
Verification reports, whether the product is in conformity with the prescribed emission

standards. 'late regulations have been modified so as to lindt the inspections and acquisition
of data to that information necessary for the Administrator to make a detenoination that

the manufacturer has been or is distributing conforming products into commerce. The
atrthodty of EPA personnel is limited to examining records of tests conducted on production
verification products or products tested pursuant to SEAl inspecting areas where testing is
conducted, ,.vhe_ vehicles are stored prior to testing, and inspecting those portions of the
assembly line where the products are being assembled. EPA h_ no interest in entry into
developmental laboratory areas or areas not concerned with a manufacturer's activities
under the Noise Control Act of 1972.

A-10.2

Several.commenters were concerned with tile Administrator's discretion to refuse to
grant a hearing in situations in which orders were issued under section | 1(d) of the Noise
Control Act.
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The regulations havebeen modified so thai in sltualious ill which I I(d) orders are issued,
notilic_ltion and Opl_orlLUlityIbr a bearing are afforded.

A-10.3

Several corementers criticized tile attempt by tile regulations to limit tile rigbt of counsel
and reconunended that such limitation be stricken from the regulations,

As a result of those comments, portions of the regulations that, in fact, Ihnit tile right of
counsel have been deleted,

A-10.4

Two conlnrenters objected to the provisions in the proposed regulations requiring an
employee of a manufacturer to appear personally before an EPA Enforcelnent Officer on

tile grotmds that tile provisions violated tile basic principles of fairness and due process.

This portion of tbe regulation bus been eliminated, since section 16(d) of the Act,
which provides that the Administrator may issue subpoenas for file attendance and testill_ony
of witnesses for the purpose of obtaining information to carry out the Noise Control Act,
provides tbe necessary autbority to acconlplisb the Administrator's purpose intended by the
proposed regulation.

A-10.5

[ Several corementers'felt that cease-to-distribute orders and recall orders went beyond
] tile stahde and sbould be elireinated.

[ The Agency has interpreted seclion I I(d) of tile Act, which provides for the issuance of
Administrative orders, as inclusive of the power t(, issue cease-to-distribute orders and recall
orders. Any sucb orders would be preceded by notice and opportunity for a bearing.

A-IO.6

Two comreenters suggested that the provision requiring a nlanttfaeturer to filrnisb free
reasonable assistance to EPA Enforcement Officers is invalid,
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Till scope and definition of reasonable assist;aloe have been modJfied from that

contained bl the proposed rcgtdulion, It is not anticipated that a manufacturer will incur
any cost in comfdyh_g wit]l tile reasonable assislance requirements of Ihese regulations.

A-10.7

Two eommenters suggested that because of tile penalties provided for by the Act and
the cost associated with establishing and maintaining a test site it was their belief that EPA

must make a control site available to ,all persons affected by the regulations.

EPA is currently plasming a noise enforcement test facility to be located in Sandusky,
Ohio. The facility will be used to conduct EPA required enforcement tests in addition to
conducting manufacturer requested lesls. Such tests perfomled at tile request of tile
manufacturer will be accomplished at a reasonable cost to Ihe manufacturer.

A-10.8

One commenter suggested that the regulations purport to pemlit the Administrator

to superintend the manufacture of vehicles rather than control the distribution of such
vehicles into commerce,

EPA does not intend to hlterfere in file manufacturing process. EPA is interested only
in obtaining inlbrmation as to the conformity of production products with the regulations,
The criteria that the vehicles selected for testing be built using normal production processing
does 11ol "control" the production process and is included for the purpose of providing
assurance to the Administrator that tests are being performed On typical vehiales.

A-10.9

Many commenters requested that tile definition of manufacturer be clarified in view of
the fact that there are many companies that install ancillary equipment, and it was unclear
as to whether these nonchassis/cab manufacturers were also responsible for complying with

the individual requirements of the regulation.

The regulations require that the first person who creates tile entity that conforms to
the definition of vehicle is responsible for production verification and for complying with
the labelling requirements. Aoy person who performs subsequent mannfaeturing operations
on the new prodncts after it has become a vehicle as described within these regulations need
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=lot duplicate production verification or labelling operations. However, it is incumbent upon
this subsequent m=mufaeturer to assure that his manufacturing operations do not cause the

product to exceed the prescribed standards or obscure or remove the required labels. In
order that the Administrator may determine the effect ell the noise performance of the
vehicle, the subsequent manufacturer is subject to the selective enforcement attdit of tbese
regulations.

A-IO.IO

Several commenters described tile information recording and reporting requirements as
burdensome and costly.

The regulations have been revised so tbat most of tlse information required to be
submitted is sales literature that describes tile product, and the amount of infomlation to

be submitted with test reports bas been substantially reduced. T|re regulations have also
been revised so that "alldata may be mailed to EPA as opposed to the proposed telephone
reporting requirements. The regulations have 'also been revised so as to pem_it execution
of reports required to be filed by a manufacturer's autborized cmupany representative in
lieu of a corporate vice-president as specified in the proposal. The final regulations also
provide that when information has been previously submitted and has remained the same,
subsequent reports need only refer to previous submissions.

AolO.11

Several commenters felt the cost of the administrative enforcement provisions would
be significant because of the large number of products that would be required to be tested
as a result of the production verification and audit test provisions and tile need to construct
added test facilities to accomplish all the required testing,

EPA has reexamined the cost impact of the administrative enforcement provisions of
production verification and selective enforcement afiditing and have again found them to b¢
reasonable. As a result of information gathered during the rulemaking process, wbieh
included a public hearing and many written submissions to the docket, several modifications
were made to the regulations in the area of administrative enforcement provisions. These
modifications have made tile PV and SEA process more flexible and tailored to an industry
with varied production loads and a varied product line. These cbanges have resulted in
reductions in cost to the manufacturer over those that would have been incurred based on
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the proposed regulations. Significant capital expenditures may beeliminated by those
Jnanufaclurers who avail themselves of the EPA enforcement test facility ;it Sandusky, Ohio,
hi lieu of conslrueting additionul facilities.

A-10.12

Severalo1' tile con|nlenlers reconlnlended sell:cerlil'Jcalion, :ISis now nsed nnder the

Motor Vehicle Safety Act, as a method oFassuring compliance with the standards. Several
also suggested that if I.:PA believes that produulion verification testing is cost-effective, tlte

alternative propos;d of testing a preproductimt prototype eonld be adopted,

One nlanufacturer suggested that self-certification followed by selective enforcement

audit would provide the Administrator with an objective and cost-effective means of assur-
ing compliance.

The production veritlcation concept embodied in these regulations is essentially a self-
certification approach, However, the comphance testing is required to be performed on
production units. Tbe argued advantage of pre-productiml prototype testiogis that it would
preclude a delay on the part of the manufacturer at the beginning of sales of a particular con-
figuration due to his inability to test because of inclement wealher. 'lltese regulations

provide for a 45-day period in which conditional verification is ,granted by the Administrator
for a configuration pending completion of the required test.

"lllis change is intended to resolve the concern about delays caused by weather and to
preserve the EPA desire that production units be tested to determine compliance.

A-10.13

One commenter suggested that the regulations compelled him to schedule the noisiest
configuration in a category for the first production.

Another consmeeter furred that the cotffiguration identified ashaving the highest sound
pressure level within a category most probably would not be the first configuration built
and, in fact, might not be built until some tiine late in the model year or perhaps not built
at all in that nmdel year, The con|reenter suggestedthai tile viablealternative was to allow
the manufacturer to production-verify tile first configuration built in a category, in addition
to the requirement that be production-veriFy all conlignrations in a category that were known
or eslimated to have higher sound pressure levels at the time of their actual production,
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This would enable imOlUFaclurers to release some vchicles built-in categories that did not
have their loudest configuration f,roduction.vcrilied, but however did have some configura-
tious verified.

The finalregulations 1'3ennit manufacturers to verify portions of categories based on

tesls of configurations that arc not the highesl noise earl tlers of a particular category.

The rcgulatlons provide Ihal a inanufaclurer may production-verify selected configure-
lions iri any order he desires. That is, the nlanufacturer may. if he desires, select and schedole i

for production the noisiest configuration, in which case all other configurations within a
category would be represented by that configuration, or he could wait until that particular
configuration was in fact produced and then test it. Intermediate configurations would be

production-verified as they am produced.

A-10.14

One comolenler wanted to make clear that massproduction does not necessarily me_ul

assembly line production in the heavy trucking industry. Off-line or end of assembly line
modification are common.

EPA does i'_ot intend to interfere with the induslry's normal mode of assembling or manu-

facturing trucks. It is the intent of EPA simply to test products when they have completed
the manufacturer's assembly process regardless of what end of assembly line modifications
are required, as long as such procedures are part of the manufacturer's normal mode of opera-
lion. It is the intent of EPA to require testing of vehicles fimt are complete,

A-10.15

Some manufacturers commented that production verification would delay and unnec-
essarily burden the mannfacturor's distribution process since distribution in commerce could
not take place until production verification hns been completed.

The regulations have been modified so as to permit manufacturers to distribute vehicles

into commerce as soon us production begins. However, the requirement still remains that
the manufacturer must test certain of his early production models, for the most part the
loudest configuration era category, However, this testing must now take place as soon as

weather conditions permit within a 45-day grace period during which conditional production
verification is automatically granted,
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This 45,day period is designed to accommodatea manufacturer's transportation needs

and to provide for poor weather conditions. In addition.,,firerequirement that the manufacturer
provide lO-day advance notice of his intention to test hasbeen removed.

A-10.16

Some manufacturers commented that the number of configurations available for sale
by them were extremely largo and that an effort should be matte to minimize the number

requiring testing.

One manufacturer suggested that the parameters designating a noise configuration be
limited to those that are significant factors in affecting noise levels, The EPA proposed
definition of configuration included a great number of unnecessary parameters.

Both the definition of category and configuration have been changed, with the defining
parameters significantly reduced, The agency has calculated, based on available information,
the total number of categories that would require testing if production verification is carried
out in accordance with these regulations and has found that it does in fact require only that
a nominal number of products be tested.

A-10.17

Several manufacturers suggested the adoption of Military Standard 414 or some variable
tyne sampling plan in lieu of the proposed attributes plan.

An attributes-type sampling plan was proposed because it is independent of the under-
lying distribution of the data• Variables plans however are dependent on the underlying
distribution, and unless the distribution of rmise data is nnrm',d, the use eta variables plan
in any strategy that determines the conformity or'nonconformity eta manufacturer's

product may not be correct. Several manufacturers provided data to the Agency tending to
demonstrate that the distribution of no!so data was in fact normal. The Agency has further
analyzed such data and has determined that the evidence is not sufficient to warrant the
conclusion that noise data is distributed normally. In addition, to this analysis, the Agency is
proceeding with tile development of a variables-type sampling plan that may be proposed
for comment in tile near future. The sampling plan promulgated in the regulations is
independeot'of the type of distribution that characterizes the data.

One of the clfief advantages of a variables plan is that less testing is required to aeltieve tile

same information about a sample population.The sampling plan promulgated in the regulations is a
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modification of the attributes plan proposed several months ago. This plan provides for
situations in which production volume is small in addition to significantly redecing the
number of products reqtdring testing. Because of tile small number of tests required under
tile plan promulgated in tile rcgtulatioas, a shift to a variah]es plan could not be justified
on the b_isisof redtlciag lest herden.

A-IO.18

Several commenters interpreted the warranty required by §205.58-1 to he a defects
warranty over the life of file vehicle.

The warranty required of the mamffecturer is a performance warranty that the vehicle
meets tbe noise emission standards on the date of sale, to the ultimate purchaser° Because

performance is warranted for the date of sale only, warranty claims must relate back to a
ooncollformity on that day. To make the best ease in relating back to tile date of sale, tile
elt|hnant should be able to point to a defect in design, materials, or workmanship that existed
on the sale date and that caused noise emissions to exceed the standard. Thus, although tile
claim may be made against the mantd'acturer at any time during the life of the vehicle, sucll

dalm must relate back to noncompliance on the date of sale.

One eommenter stated that to warrant compliance with noise emission standards, all
replacement parts must be supplied by the original manufacturer.

This comment reflects a misunderstanding of the warranty required. Because tile

warranty covers the noise emission level on tile date of sale only, replacement parts needed
after a period of use of tim vehicle would not normally be at issue under tile warranty,

A-lO.19

Some commenters asked for a definition of what constitutes tampering and whetller the
use of aftermarket parts (parts not manufactured or authorized by the original equipment
manufacturer) would constitute tampering.

A llst of acts that could adversely affect the noise control system of a vehicle and tbat
would constitute tampering, as determined by EPA, will be published in the owner's manual.
This will give specific indications of those acts that will be considered tampering by the
Agency, unless it can be shown that noise emissions are not adversely affected by tile act.
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In general, in terms of noise-related aftermarkct parts, any nonodginal equipment after-
market part (including a rebuilt part) may be installed in or ou a vehicle sabjecl to these regu-
lations if the installer has a reasonable basis for knowing that it will not adversely affect noise

emissions. For noise-related replacement aftermarket parts, a reasonable b;isis exists if (a) tile
installer reasonably believes that the replacement p;irt or rebuilt part is designed to perform
the same function with respect to noise control as the replaced part, or (b) die replacement
part or rebuilt part is represented in writing by the part nlanufacturer or rebeilder to perform
the same function with respect to noise control as the replaced part.

For noise-related, add-on, auxiliary, augmenting, or seem|dory parts or sxslerns, a reason-
able basis exists if (a) the installer knows of noise emissions tests that show that the part does
not cause noise emissions to exceed the time-of-sale standards or to increase, if tile noise

emissions already exceed the tlme-of-sale standards; or (b) the part or system manufacturer
represents in writing that tests have been performed witll similar results {to (a) above); or (o) a
Federal. State or local environmental control agency with appropriate jurisdiction expressly

represents that a reasonable basis exists.

.4,-10.20

Some commenters indicated that, in the tampering requirement, submission of informa-
tion 90 days before introduction of the vehicle into commerce represents an excessively long
time period for the manufacturer,

The 90-day requirement in the proposed regulations was established to allow EPA suffi-
cient time to evaluate the tampering data, to prepare a list of the acts that tampering enforce-
ment would focus on, and then to forward this list In the manufacturer for incorporation into
the owner's manual. However, to account for the varying production schedules of manufac-
turers, tile final regulation has been changed to allow for a time period based on the need of
the manufacturer, The regulation now requires that the manufacturer submit the requested
information within an adequate amonnt of time to provide EPA wilh 30 days to review tbe

data and to return a tampering list to the manufacturer for printing in the owner's mammal. If
the Administrator fails to provide the list to the manufacturer within 30 days of the date fire
information was submitted, the manufacturer is not precluded from distributing the vehicles
into commerce. In this case, the list of tampering acts required in the owner's manual shall be
omitted until tile list is provided and the owner's manual is otherwise reprinted.
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A-10.21

Severalcommcnlers considered unre._onable and burdensome tire reqtdrements for the
submission of listings of noise control devices and elements of design (including performance

specifications) and acts that might constitute tampering.

The purpose of these requirements in the proposal was to enable the Administrator to
determine what acts will constitute tumpering. Information submitted by the manufacturer
is not to be considered as a final judgment of what constitutes tampering, but will only pro-
vide the basic information for determination by the Administrator. The final regulations have
been modified so that no separate submission of the list of noise control devices and elements
of design is required: this is part of the information required to be provided in the product
verification report. The requirement for submission of noise-related performance specifications
has been deleted, The generation of the required information by the manufacturer can be
performed concurrently witb tile development of appropriate noise control systems. The
testb|g that will normally be perfomred in tile development of the noise control systems and
tile manufacturer's engineering experience should provide a substantial basis from which the
required information can be generated.

A-10.22

Some eoammnters stated that tile requirement of issuing maintenance instructions

imposes a tremendous administrative burden upon the manufacturers.

The purpose of these instructions is to provide the purchaser with clear and simple pro-
cedures for the proper maintenance necessary to assure that degradation of noise emission
levels is eliminated or minimized during the life of the trucks. In the opinion of the Agency,
this requirements is not burdensome, because manufacturers presently provide purchasers
with instructions and recommended maintenance schedules necessary to keep the vehicles
in good operating condition, These required instructions would merely inform the purchasers
of the additional procedures and maintenance necessary to ensure that the noise control sys-
tem will operate as intended, Generally, the information contained in these instructions will
be that infonnation developed in the manufacturer's program to design quieter vehicles and
that has been obtained from experience with in-use vehicles. Thus, there is generally no need
to obtain significant information not otherwise available.
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Appendix A-II
MISCELLANEOUS

A-I 1,1 Effective Dates

Identification: Ford Motor Colnpany (A-2.1.3.24) comnlentcd that for lbe regnhltions
to [laVeconsistent ilnpaet on nlanufaetllrers, t[my silould be tflbctive on cldendar yt:ars

instead of mode/years,

Disenssion: Ford Motor Company justified their statement by lha fact lllat exhaust emission

standards go into effect on a calendar year basis and aecunlte noise tests can only be run after
exhaust emission ealibratiorts have been finalized, Having the two effective dates similar
would reduce testing requirements considerably. A/so, diesel engine manufacturers work on

a calendar.year basis for changes riley find necessary regarding exhaust emissions. Finally,
; since the date of manufacture appears on a vehicle's patent plate, enforcement on a calendar

year basis should not be difficult.

The manufacturer still holds the option of wizen to begin and end his model years, lie
may begin his model years on January I and, by his own cl|olce, be consistent with all other
mannfaaturers.

Action in Response to Pttblic Conlmellt: The regulation still requires model years as the
designator of the effeetivo time of the regulation, tlowevar, due to delays in this final pronnul-

'i

gation, the first standard (83 dBA) becomes effective on JuLy It 1977, instead of model year
i 1977, thereby allowing more time for compliance,

[

: A-I 1.2 HisIiway Noise Treatment by States

ldelltlftcatiol:: The States of Minnesota (A-2.5.14.3) and Virginia (A-2.5.1.2) pointed o_.lt

that states must rely on highway noise treatments until the regulations on trucks become
offentice.

Discussion: The proposed regulations were drafted considerlnt_ the requirements to protect
health and welfare by reduction of the source limited by the ability of technology to comply
and the costs of compliance within a specific time period. The proposed lead 'times and sound
levels were derived using the above logic. The Noise Act further limits the Agency' regulations

A-II-I
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to that covering specific products, No attthority is granted for other areas such as noise bar-
tiers and buffer zones. Grunted, the levels will not satisfy all highway noise requirements,
But they are the best that can be acbieved under tbe authority of the Noise Act, within the
constraints of teclmology and cost.

Action in Rcsponse to Public Cotrmwtlt: No further change to the regulation was made, as
the logic used in developing tile regulation is stated in detail in the Preamble. Extensive back-
up data is presented in the Background Document sections on Technology, Economic Im-
pacts, and Heallb and Welfare.

A-11.3 Representatiml of Trucking Industry

IdentiJ_cation: The Anmrican Trucking Assoeiatious (A-2.3.1.15) asserted that the trucking
industry was 11oladequately represented during tile development of tbe proposed regulations,

Discussion: Tile public has been invited to comment duriug the development of this regula-
tion by means of an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Notice of Proposed Rule-
making, and public bearings held in Wasldngton, D,C. and San Francisco. EPA has examined

all comments received as a result of tbese formal actions and those received as other industry
and citizen inputs were obtained tbrough less formal meetings. It is believed that adequate
opportunity for comment has been given to all parties.

Action hz Response to Public Comnlent: No change was made to the proposed regulation as
a result of this issue.

A-I 1,4 Availability of Equipment and Acoustical Engineers

Identi.fication: Buckeye Equipment Company (A-2.2.11,1) questioned the availability of
sufficient amounts of equipment and acoustical engineers, for use in quieting work.

Discussion: There are numerous large acoustical consulting lirms presently in existence.
Should the market demand require expansion in order to assist truck manufacturers, there
will be no severe problem, given the presently proposed lead time.

Action in Response to Public Cormnellt: No change was made to tile regulation as a result
of this issue.
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A-II.S Labeling

Identification: Tile State of Illinois (A-2.5.9.3) suggested that a label be attached to
regulated trucks which states the noise produced at the time of manufacture, GVWR, and
model year.

Dlscnssion: The noise level produced at tbe time of manul_acture is defined rally when the
measurement methodology is also fully described. For this reason, it is deemed unadvisablc
to place it on a label which could be misunderstood by local cnforccmeut officers wbo are
unfamiliary with the correct testing procedure.

The GVWR and date of manufacture are obtainable from the vehicle registration
documents,

Action ha Response to Public Comment: No change was made to tbe proposed regulatiml
as a result of tbis issue,

A-I 1.6 High Speed Standard

Identification: The State of New York (A-2.5.16.4) suggested that the regnlations hlcludc
a Idgb speed noise level standard.

Discussion: The Preamble to the Proposed Regulation, section llle, suitably discasses the

reasons for not proposing a high speed standard at this time. Those reasons are: (I) tires
may be regulated at a later date, thereby aiding high speed noise abatement, and (2) the
Agency has already limited, to a degree, high speed noise by use of the Interstate Motor
Carrier Regulation; more quieting can be required only after additional cost and economic
impact analysis work is performed,

Acllon in Response to Public Comment: No change to the proposed regulation was made
as a result of this issue.
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Appendix B
PREDICTIONS OF TRAFFIC POPULATION MIXES

B-I Traffic Population Predictions fi)r Trucks

"Filepercentages for different model year tracks in tile traffic mix are weighted accord-
ing to total mileage driven by tile tracks of the model year or years of'interest. Predictions

of Ihe total mileage driven are made using tile following equation (4 I.

k

j-_n i

where

Tck = total mileage driven by trucks of type k a ld model years (c-hi) to (c-n 2 ) in
calendar yoar c,

pnk_ = number of trucks of type k produced during model year Ill;

Sjk = fraction of trucks of k surviving j after production,type years

Mjk mileage drivenby type k,j years production;
annual truck of after

u t difference in calendar year c and latest model year of interest; and

n_ difference in calendar year e and earliest model year of interest.

Annual production rates by types of trucks (Pk1) necessary in computing Tek are given
in Table B-I. The production figures for model years prior to 1973 are reported by the
Motor Vehicle Munulaeturers Association [ I I. The figures fur model years 1973 and later
were computed by assuming a 1.4 percent production growth rate for medium gasoline trucks

-0.3 percent for heavy gasoline trucks, 1.5 percent for medium diesel trucks and 5.0 percent
I i [IS i_ k

for heavy trucks 121. Percentages of trucks surviving a function of age (Sj') for all truck
types are presented in Table B-2. The data contained in Table B-2 are based on I|eaw diesel
truck data both from/t.IVMA [11 and 1972 Bureau of the Census data [31. Because there were
inconsistencies in the data reported by MVMA and the Bureau of Census for heaw gasoline
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figures m rable B-. for I eavy des 1 trt cks have been assumed to
regarding annual mileage driven by trucks (Mk). required for corn-

Table B-3. These data were obtained from J1972 Bureau of tile

Table 13-2

Percentage of Trncks Surviving us a Function of Age

Ageof S_¢
Truck Precent _urviving

d) (k = 1,2, 3, and 4)

I 99
2 98
3 96

4 93
5 88

6 81
7 73
8 66
9 58
10 52
11 46
12 41
13 36

14 32
15 29
16 25

17 22
18 19

19 16
20 13
21 10
22 8
23 6
24 4
25 2
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Table B-3
Annual Mileage per Truck (Thousands)

Age of M_ M_ M_ M_
Truck (Medium (Medium (Heavy (Heavy

O) Gas) Diesel) Gas) Diesel)

1 23 30 33 73
2 20 27 29 67

3 16 24 25 61
4 13 22 21 55
5 II 19 17 50
6 10 17 16 45

7 9 15 15 40
8 8 13 13 37

9 7 12 12 34
10 7 I1 I0 31
11 6 10 9 28
12 6 9 8 25
13 5 8 7 22

14 5 7 6 20
15 5 7 6 18
16 4 6 5 16
17 4 5 5 15
18 4 5 4 14
19 4 5 4 13
20 3 5 3 12
21 3 5 3 12

22 3 5 3 11
23 3 5 3 10

24 3 5 3 I0
25 3 5 3 10

Using the values of 1'k in Table B-t, SkJ in Table B-2, and M.IgJin Table B-3, values

were computed for calendar years c = 1977, 1981, 1983, 1985, 1990, and 2000, for

gasoline trucks (k = 1), medium diesel trucks (k = 2), heavy gasoline trucks (k = 3),
heavy diesel trucks (k = 4) and for values ofnj and n2 which apply to the regulatory

given in Table 4-1.

hi order to aompi_te the fraction of the total truck population for truck type k in
year e which were regulated at level i, the total mileage of tile model years of truck
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type k which were subjected to regulatory level i and surviving to calendar year c is divided
by the total mileage for all model years ef truck type k which are still operating in calendar
year c, This ratio is then multiplied by the percentage of the tetal traffic mix for truck type
k to determine tile percentage of truck type k rcgelated at level i which is present in traffic

in calendar year c. The results from these computations are contained in Section B-5, where
different traffic mixes for trucks and automobiles are assumed for urban street and freeway
traffic,

B-2 Traffic Population Predietiens for Aetemobiles

Automobiles are treated as a single class and assemed te include all light veldcles except
motorcycles, The percentage of new automobiles introduced each year is assumed to be 9
percent, New automobile sales arc assumed to increase at a rate of 4 percent per year. Thus,
the cumulative percentage of new automobiles is assumed te increase by a factor of 0,09
(1 + 0.04) n each year, where n represents tile number of years over which the percentage of
new automobiles is accumulated, Using the above assumptions, tim percentage of new and
old automobiles shown in Table B- 4 is generated. For purpeses of predicting traffic noise
levels, new automobiles are defined as automobiles subject to local noise emission regulations,

which are assumed to be effective in 1973 and to remain unchanged. To compute the popu-
lation of new (regulated) automobiles in a given calendar year, the fraction of new automo-

biles is multiplied by tile percentage of the total traffic mix for automobiles. The results arc
contained in Section I}-5,where different traffic mixes for atttomobiles are assumed for

urban street and freeway traffic.

Table B.4

Percentage of New and Old Automobiles and Motorcycles

Year Percentageof Percentageof

(n) NewVehicles OldVeltieles

1 9,4 90.6
2 19.1 80.9
3 29.2 70.8
4 39.7 60.3
5 50.6 49.4
6 62.0 38.0
7 73.8 26.2
8 86.1 13.9
9 97.8 2.2

- , 10 100.0 0.0
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B-3 TrnfficPnpolationPredictionsforMotorcyeles

t',totorcycles are not included in the freeway traffic scenarios, [:or urban street traffic,
new (regu]aled) nlotorcyclcs are assunled to accnnltllate ut tile Same rate as atltonlobiJes.

Therefore the percen rage of new (regnlated) motorcycles in urban street traffic is comlmted

for a given calendar year by nltdtiplying the total traffic mix for motorcycles by the fraction
of new motorcycles (Table 13-4)for tile number ofyeufs after tile assumed regulalious on

motorcycles become effective (1975).

13-4 Traffic Population Predictions for Buses

Buses are not included in tile freeway traffic scenarios, bat are contained in the pro-

jections of urban street traffic noise levels. The percentage of the toted number of buses of
tile mode/years which are subject to local regulations beginning in 1975 is based on tile

cumulative mileage figures generated for medium trucks (Section B-I). That is, tl_e retire-
mcnt and production rates, and annual mileages Ibr buses arc assumed equal to Ihose for
nledlunl trucks. Table B-5 shows tile cmnulative percentages of noise-treated and untreated
buses as a function of the number of yeats after 1975, the year in which regulations on bases
are assumed to have become effective. Data in Table B-5 is fnultipiied by the traffic mix per-
ceutagc for buses to obtaill poptdafion figures for regulaled and unregulated buses.

II-5 Predictions of Tmffic Mixes

Urban street traffic is assumed to be comprised of 1,0 percent heavy trucks, 6.0 per-
cent medium trucks, 91.5 percent automobiles, 1.0 percent motorcycles, and 0.5 percent
buses [5]. For regulatory optious in which regulatory levels are set according to engine
type, a traffic mix of 6.25 percent gasoline trucks and 0.75 percent diesel trucks is derived
by assuming that I00 percent of the medium trucks and 25 percent of the heavy trucks are
powered by gasoline engines. Using the mileage ratios for trucks as a function of model
year presented in Section B-I and the percentages of regtdated and nnregulated automo-
biles, motorcycles and bnses presented in Sections B-2, B-3, and B..4, respectively, mixes for
urban street traffic as a fimction of calendar year are computed botl| with and without
assumed noise emission regulations no automobiles, motorcycles and b|_ses and for the

different time periods irivolved in regulatory options for new trucks given in Table 4-1,

Tile traflic mixas, wllich are nsetl ill predicting urban street traffic noise levels, are
given in Table B-6 for nledium Irucks, Table ll-7 for heavy trucks, Tuble B-8 for gasoline
tracks, "Fable B-9 for diesel trucks, Table/3-I 0 Ibr automobiles, Table B-I l for motorcycles,
und Table B-12 lbr bases.

Freeway traffic is assumed to contain I0 percent trucks und 90 percent automobiles.
. Applyblg tile same procedure used for urban street traffic, the traffic mixes, which are used

ill predicting freeway Iraffic noise levels, are computed. These mixes are given in Table B-I 3
for trucks and Table 13.14 for autonlobiles.
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T_ble B-5

Purcenhlge of Noise-Tre;Hed _md UIItc;Itcd Buses

Ye;irs From First Ferf2enlilga of Percellt_ga of
Noise-Trented Model Tre_ded BtJses Unlre;lted Btlses

I 19,7 80.3
2 36.4 63.6

3 49.4 50.6
4 59,5 40.5
5 67.5 32.5
6 74.1 25.9
7 79.3 20.7
8 83,5 16.5
9 86.7 13.3

I0 89.5 10.5
11 91.6 8.4
12 93.4 6.6
13 94.7 5.3
14 95.8 4.2
15 96.8 3.2
16 97.5 2.5
17 98.1 1.9

18 98.6 1.4
19 99.0 1.0
20 99.3 0.7

25 100.0 0,0 :

The nu tubers shown in Tables 13-6through B-12 _re tile predictions of tile percentages

of tile total traffic population comprised of vehicles of the indicated type and model years i
which exist in tile indicated calendar year. For exanlple, in Table 13-6,it is predicted that in
1983, 2.2 percent of tile total urban street truffle will be medium trucks of 1977-I981 i
model years, i
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Table B-6
Urban Street Traffic Mix for Medium Trucks

Percentagesot'Tolal Traffic in Given Calendar Year
Con'=prised of Trucks o1"Given Mndel Years

CalendarY_ar
Model
Years 1978 1982 1984 1986 1991 2001

Prior to
1978 6.0 2,6 1.7 1,0 0.3 0.0

1978-1982 3,4 2.2 1.4 0.5 0.0
,-) •1978-1984 3.4 4,3 __,8 0.9 0.0

1078 - 1986 - 3.4 4.3 5.0 1.6 0.2
1978--2001 - 3.4 4.3 5,0 5.7 6,0
1982-1984 - 2.1 1,4 0.4 0.0
1982-1986 - 2.1 3.6 1.1 0.1
1982-2001 - 2.1 3,6 5,2 6.0
1984- 1988 -. - 2,2 2.0 0.2
1984-2001 - 2.2 4.8 6,0
1986-2001 -- - 4.1 5,9
1988-2001 ! - - - 2.4 5.8

Table B-7

Urban Street Traffic Mix for Iteavy Trucks

Percentages of Total Traffic in Given Calendar Year
Comprised of Trucks of Given Model Years

Calendar Year
Model
Years 1978 1982 1984 1986 1991 200|

Prior to
1978 1.0 0.4 0.2 0,13 0.03 0.0

1978-1982 0.6 0.4 0,27 0,07 0.0
1978-1984 0.6 0.8 0.52 0.15 0.0
1978-1986 0.6 0.8 0.87 0.30 0.02
1978-2001 - 0.6 0.8 0.87 0,97 1,0
1982-1984 - - 0.4 0.25 0.08 0.0
1982-1986 - 0.4 0.60 0,21 0.01
1982-2001 - 0.4 0,60 0,90 1,0
1984-- 1988 - - 0.35 0.33 0.03
1984-2001 - - 0.35 0.82 1,0
1986-2001 - - - 0,69 0.99
1988-2001 - - - 0,67 0.97
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Table 0-8
Urb;m Street Tmfl'ic Mix for Gasoline Trtleks

Percentages of Total Traffic iii Given Culender Ye_JrComprised
of Tracks of Given Model Years

C_dender Year

Model Years 1978 1982 1984 1986 1991 2001

Prior to 1978 6.25 2.71 1.77 1.09 0.34 0.0

1978- 1982 - 3.54 2.29 1.51 0.55 0.0

1982 - 1984 - 2.19 1.43 0.52 0.0

1984-2001 - - 2.22 . 4,84 6.25

Table B-9
Urbtm Street Tr;tffic Mix for Diesel Trucks

Percentages of Total Traffic in Given Calendar Year Comprised
of Trucks o f Given Model Years

Calender Year

Model Years 1978 1982 1984 1986 1991 2001

Prior to 1978 0.75 0,30 0.15 0.10 0.02 0,0

1978- 1982 - 0.45 0.30 0.20 0.06 0.0

1982 - 1984 - - 0.30 0.19 0.06 0.0

1984 - 2001 - - 0.26 0,61 0.75
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'l';Ible B-I 0

Urban Street Traffic Mix for At|tomobiles

Percent;ige of Total TraMc in Given Calendar Year

Comprised of Given Category of Antolnobiles

C;lleltdar Year

Automobile

Category 1978 1982 1984 1986 1991 2001

Untreated 75 35 13 0 0 0

Treated 18 58 80 93 93 93

Table B-I I

Urban Traffic Mix for Motorcycles

Percentage of Total Traffic in Given Calehdar Yenr
Comprised of Given Category of Motorcycles

Calendar Year

Motorcycle
Category 1978 1982 1984 1986 1991 2001

Untreated 0.81 0.38 0.14 0.0 0.0 0.0

Treated 0.19 0.62 0.86 1.0 1.0 1.0

Table B-I 2
Urban Street Traffic Mix for Buses

Percentage of Total Traffic in Given Calendar Year
Comprised of Given Category of Buses

Calendar Year
DLIS

Category 1978 1982 1984 1986 1991 200 I

Untreated 0.32 0.13 0.08 0,05 0.02 0.0

Treated 0.18 0,37 0.42 0.45 0.48 0.50
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Table B-13

Freeway Traffic Mix for Tracks

Percentages of Total Traffic in Given Calendar Year

Comprised of Trucks of Given Model Years

Model CalendarYear
Years 1978 1982 1984 1986 1991 2001

l'rior to

1978 10 4.3 2.7 1,6 0.5 0.0
1978-1982 5,7 3.7 2.4 0.8 0.0
1978-1984 5.7 7,3 4.8 1.5 0.0
1978-1986 5.7 7.3 4.8 2.8 0,2
1978-2001 5.7 7.3 8.4 9,5 10.0
1982-1984 - 3.6 2.4 0,7 0,0
1982-1986 - 3.6 6.0 1,9 0.2

I982-2001 - - 3.6 6.0 8.7 10,0
1984-1988 -- - 3.6 3.3 0.3

1984-2001 - - 3.6 8.0 10.0
1986-2001 - - - 6.8 9.8
1988-2001 - - - 4,9 9.7

Table B-I 4

Freeway Traffic Mix for Automobiles

Percentage of Total Traffic in Given Calendar Year
Comprised of Given Category of Automobiles

Model Calendar Year
Years 1978 1982 1984 1986 1991 2001

Untreated 73 56 12 0 0 0

Treated 17 34 78 90 90 90
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Appendix C
THE ELASTICITY OF DEMAND FOR MEDIUM AND HEAVY TRUCKS

In tltis study, we have assumed tile dmnand elasticity for trucks to be -0.7. lllis is the

same elasticity which A. T. Kearney [ I ] used in file original economic impact analysis of noise
regulations for medium and Ileavy trucks.

Other studies which have explicitly considered the demand elasticity for heavy trucks
have concluded that the demand is inelastic (i.e., elasticity is greater than a minus one). For
example, Ueno and Tsurumi [2] estimated tile demand elasticity for trucks and buses to be
-0.32. This estimate contains (in addition to medium and Iteavy trucks) buses and light
trucks.

Tile results which were reported by Ueno et al. indicate a greater degree of price inelas-
ticity than that used. This implies that the estimate of economic impact is somewhat con-
servative, Yet anotlter way of approaching tile demand elastieity of trucks is via the produc-
tion function* of the trucking sector mid the elasticity of demand for trucking services.

Tile elasticity of demand e for a factor input is given by the following equation

e=(a-i)6 + _ N

wher_

i c_ is the share of total factor payments going to tile input witose elasticity is being
determined (i.e., tile share of capital costs in total cost),

i

! 6 is the elasticity of substitution in the production function, and_.

i N is the absolute value of tile elasticity of demand for tile product (i.e., truckingservices).
I

l JProduclion function is a statement of the ruladonship between different le'_els and combinationl of productive inputs

(called factor inputs, a.S,, capital, labor, fuel, raw mat0rial, etc,) _od the conelpnndlns outputs per time period,

2
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In u recent study by _ndenson and Staga 13], a prodtlclion fimction witl_a collslant elasti-
city of substitution equal to one (i.e., _=I ) wasestimated for the U,S. trucking industry,
Using two different definitions of capital, _ wasestimated to bebetween 0.1 and 0.5.

As pointed out earlier, the elasticity of demand for trucking servieesN is low. Assum-
ing a value for N of-0,2, then the demand elasticity for trucks wi]l range from a -0.12 to

-0.6 depending on tile value of_.

Tile evidence strongly indicates that tbe elasticity of demand is less tlmn one (i.e,, tile
absolute value), and that, in fact, the estimate of-0.7 is conservative.

SUPPLY ELASTICITY

AssunlptJons have been made that the industry operates under conditions of constant

i cost; tbat is, that tile industry supply curve is horizontal. There are, of course, a variety of
i cost conditions for individual firms that will lead to a constant industry supply price. A con-

slant cost industry does not require that eacb firm operate under conditions of constant cost.
In the Ueno and Tsuromi study [21 tbe production functions for the auto industry were esti-
mated using production functions which were homogeneous of degree one. This implies a
constant nest industry, In another study by Tsurumi [4], the production functions for each auto
producer were estimated using a production function whicb was homogeneous of degree one

(i,e., linear). Again, tbis implies a constant cost industry.

It should be noted that a production function which is homogeneous to degree one gives
a constant long run cost only if the firm purchases factor inputs at constant cost. ltowever, in

our altalysis, we are dealing with a reduction in overall numbers of tracks and a slight increase
in dollar sales. Thus, over this rather small range one can comfortably assume that factor costs
are constant,
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Appendix D
COSTS OF COMPLIANCE IN 1975 DOLLARS

From the wholesale price indices for trucks [11 given ill Table D-l, the track prices
(computed from price iucreases and average track prices given in Tables 6-7 and 6-4,
respectively, in terms of 1973 doll_trs) can be inflated to 1975 dollars. The truck prices
in 1975 dollars are given in Table D-2 for different regulatory levels when fan-off compliance

testing is permitted.

Similarly, the changes in the average annual maintenance costs given in 1973 dollars
in Table 6-17 with credit Ibr exhaust gas seals can be inflated to 1975 dollars using tile
commodity price indices in Table D-I. The resulting estimates are given in Table D-3. When

credit for savings from exbaust gas seals is not taken, tile ave!'age annual maintenance costs
in Table D-3 are increased by $65 for diesel trucks.

The average fuel costs per galloa are S0.60 for gasoline and $0.45 for diesel fuel il'_
1975 [21. The challges hi fuel costs given in Tables 6-14 and 6-15 were computed using 1973
fuel costs of $0.50 for gasoline and $0.30 for diesel fuel. With Ibc 1975 ftlel costs, the
average changes ill flJel costs given in Table D-4 are conlptlled for when credit for savings from
more efficient fans and fan clutches is taken. Without credit for these fan treatments, the
results in Table D-5 arc computed.

Table D-I

Price Indexes Used for Adjusting Track Prices and
Other Costs

Commodity Price Index for Transportalion, 1967 = 100

1972 1973 1974 1975{estimated

119.9 123.9 137.7 147.5

Wholesale Price Index for Trucks, 1967 -- I00

1972 1973 1974 1975 {estimated)

121.1 123.0 136.9 149.0
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Table D-2

Average Price of Trucks ( 1975 Dollars)

Type of Truck Baseline 83 dBA 80 dBA 78 dBA 75 dBA

Mediumgas $ 7,fl70 $ 7,112 $ 7,288 $ 7,469 $ 7,875

Heavy gas 14,068 14,219 14,377 14,528 14,934
Medium diesel 8,916 9,432 9,945 10,199 10,883
Heavy diesel 31,021 31,452 31,734 32,063 32,672

Table D-3

Average Changes in Maintenance Costs with Credit
for Savings for Exhaust Gas Seals ( 1975 Dollars)

Typeof Truck 83 dBA 80dBA 78 dBA 75 dBA

Medium gas $ I1 $23 $108 $117
Heavy gas 23 45 131 162
Medium diesel (7) 30 232 330

Heavy diesel (24) 38 I01 214

Table D-4

Average Changes in Fuel Costs with Credit for Savings
for More Efficient Fans and Fan Clutches (I 975 Dollars)

Type of Truck 83 dBA 80 dBA 78 dBA" 75 dBA

Medium gas $(53) $(94) $(125) $(122)
Heavy gas (307) (306) (306) (301)
Medium diesel (88) (182) (207) (202)

Heavy diesel (357) (350) (345) (301)
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l";iblc D-5

Average Chlmgcs in Fuel CostsW_lhotll Crcdi( for Savings
fbr More Efl'ick, llt Fires ;ind Fan Clutches ( 1975 Dolhlrs)

Ty,_(_or Tr,lck 83 dl-;IA I 80dBA I 7_dBA 75dBh

Mediumgas $0 _ I $ I $ 4
|-Icl]vy gas 1 2 2 7
Mediuln diesel 3 9 9 f 5

Heavy diesel 6 15 18 62
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Aplrcadix E
A COMPUTER MODEL TO DETERMINE

ECONOMIC COST OF' NOISE REGULATION

Purpose of'the Computer Model: A computer model has been developed for calculating the
fittum stream of annual economic costs generated by:

I. The proposed regalation, and

2. "File alternative regulatory optimls which were under consideration at EPA.

Statement of the Problem: Economic costs of a regulatory option are incurred in the year a
noise standard takes affect and in snbacqaent years due to (1) purchases oF new equipment
and (2) the changes in operating costs of all trucks.

In the computer model tile following calculations are made:

(a) Capital Costs: Capital costs consist of two parts - the cost of financing increased

truck prices and the depreciation cost of the noise control equipment, The finance
charges and the depreciation costs occur over the life of a truck. In order to

ealmdatc capital costs of a regulation in any given year, these costs mast be com-
puted and summed forall trucks operating in that year.

(b) Opemtlng Costs: Calculations of the operating costs include tire lbilowiog:

(i) The change in operating costs is composed of the incremental costs for newly
purchased trucks in any year and for all tracks pnrchased earlier (under
variotzs noise regulations), that are still in service. The attrition rate increases
with age.

(ii) Like the attrition rate, the number of miles, travelled by a truck in any given

year changes with age. In addition, annual mileage varies for each typa of
truck under consideration. For example, heavy diesel trucks travel greater
distances than medinm gasoline trucks. Calculation of the operating coats

E-I
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takes into account tbe changing annual mileage for the font categories of
trucks.

(c) Regulatory Levels and their Timing," Calctllations are performed for each option
shown ill Table E-I. Note that a regulatory option is a set of noise levels aml
tbe effective date. A change in either of the two factors generates a new option.

Table E-I

Sequence of Options

Regulatory Effective Date of tbe Standard
Option Code 1982 1984 1986 1988

A 83 80 75 --
B 83 80 - 75
C 83 80 78
D 83 78

E 83 80 - -
F 83 80
G 83 ....
H .....

I 83 - 80 - 75
J 83 - 75 -

75 gas
K 83 80 78diesel - -

L 83 80 75 gas only _ _

75 medium
M 83 80

78 heavy - -

N 83 80 75 medium only - -

Description o/model: RDP Inc. has developed a computer program to compute tbe cost
of truck regulations in accordance with tile model fommlated by A. T. Keamey, Inc.*
The salient |'eatures of this model are reviewed below,

*Certain modifications to the original equations wero mad©by Bolt Beranek _nd N©wnlan, Inc,
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Tile basisof the model is tile following concept; tile economic costof the noise regula-
tions Jsequal to tile number of trucks in each of several categories rnaltiplied by the unit
incremental cost (doe to the regulations) for each of those categories. Mathematically,

i 4 i i

Ai ---j__l m=_ 1 PmJ Cm'j ...(I)

where

Aj Annual economic cost of noise regulations in year i,

i Year under consideration,

j = year truck was built,

m = tmck type:

m = l _ medium gas

2 _ heavy gas

3 _ medium diesel

4 _ heavy diesel

i

Pm,j = Number of type m trucks produced in the yearj which are in service in the
year J, and

Cim,j = Unit incremental cost due to noise regulation in the year i for truck type m
produced in the yearj.

There are then two questions to answer:

1. How many trucks are there in each category?

2. What are the costs associated with each category?

Considering question I first, we begin with a baseline population for each type of truck

in some base yearj_ and an expected gmwth rate for each track type. We can then calculate
a baseline forecast for tn=ek population:

". E-3
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Fm,j Pm [1 + Gm) J'Jn ,.. (2)

where

Fro, j Baseline production forecast for type m truck in the year j,

Pm Production of type m truck in the base yearj D,

Gm = Expected growth rate in production for type m truck, and

J "Ja = Number of years between baseline year and model year j,

Equation [2) gives us the projected truck population in the absence of any noise regu-

lations, It is expected that the regulations will increase truck prices and therefore lessen
demand. A demand reduction factor can be calculated as follows:

: Era'J= Nm [Tm'j-" T'-'m I ,.,(3)L Tin, J

where

Era, j = Demand reduction factor reflecting the price elasticity lbr type m truck
produced in year j

Tin, j = Price of type m truck produced in yearj

Tm = Price of type m truck in tile absence of regulations

Nm = Price elasticity factor for truck type m (See Appendix C).

In addition, truck population will be reduced by normal attrition, We therefore intro-
duce an attrition factor

Si . j = Percentage of original production of yearj still in service in year i.

We are now in a position to answer the first question; how many trucks are there in
each category?

P_,j = Fm, j (l+Em,j) Si. j ...(4)
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where

p i . = Population of type m trucks produced in year j in service in year i; and allmJ
other quantities have previously been defined.

We can now move on to the second question; what are the costs associated with each

category? There are four ty.pes of costs included in the mode/: depreciation, capital costs
(interest), and operating costs. We now consider tile three cost categories in order.

A straight line depreciation model is used. That is, depreciation is taken as

Di .- I
m,J-'_ (Tin,j-Tin) ...(5)

where

i
Din, j = Annual increased unit depreciation chargeable in year i to type m trucks

produced in year j.

k = Econnmie life of truck.

The cost of capital is given by

i i , ' -_m,J = R ITm, j-Tm] [I- I}

where

i _
Ira, j - Annual increased unit cost of capital (interest) chargeable in year i to the

typa m truck produced in yenrj

r = Cost or capital rate.

Note that equations (5) and (6) only apply to trucks which are less than L years old.

For trucks older thsn L years, depreciation and cost of capital are zero.

Operating costs are computed as follows:

Om,j = Fm, j Mi-j, m +'am, j ...(7)
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where

O i " -- Change in annual operating costs per truck in year i for truck type m producedm,l
in yearj

Fru, j = Change in fuel costs per truck-mile for truck type m produced m year j,

Mi-j, m = Annual mileage for truck type m, i-j years after production

am, j -- Change in amlual maintenance costs for truck type m produced in year j

The use of more efficient fans and thermostatically controlled fans as a means of

reducing noise actually adds to vehicle horsepower since the power required to drive
the fan is reduced, qllere is some question as to whether the fuel savings associated
with more efficient fans and fan clutches should be included in the model. There, calcu-
lations were made with and without the costs and fuel savings from more efficient
fan and fan clutches. Shnilarly, a question of whether the savings in maintenance costs

associated with exhaust gas seals should be credited to the regulations. Therelbre,
calculations were made with and without costs and savings from exhaust gas seals.

We can now answer the second question, what are the costs associated with each
category of truck?

Cmi,j i i i= Dm, j + Im, j + Om, j •.. (8)

where all quantities have previously been defined.. Equations (4) and (8) can then be fed
into equation (1) to calculate the annual economic cost of the regulations.

Two additional quantities are calculated as well; present value of annual costs, and
uniform annualized cost, Present value of annual costs is computed from

N Ai ... (9)
-- )i 1 (l+r i
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where

o Present value of costs,

N Number of years for which calculation is done.

Uniform annualized cost may be defined by use of the following corn f,utatiox'tal procednre.

Let there be a sequence of annual costs (Ai) i = 1,2 .... N, width are not necessarily all equaL,
"llle present wllue of an annual cost is defined as that sunl of money which, if it were

available at the start of the monetarv transactiml and if it was invested at an interest rate (r)
would just be sufficient to pay tile costs (Ai) when it was dne. Tile sum of the present values

for all of tile costs Ai (i = 1,2.,. N) is the present value for the transactiou. The unifoml
annualized cost is the annuity of level payment, taken over the same period of time as tile
original transaction, which. Ilas the same present value as the original transaction.

The uniform annualized cost is precisely defined by the following formula

i=N Ai

r E_ = t.(l÷ry n (l+r)i ..._LO)
i= I

where

¢t Uniform annualized cost,

A i Actual cost incurred in the ith year,
r Cost of capital or annual interest rate, Note: r is a fraction e,g,, if the annual in

interest rate on a percentage basis is 5 percent then r = 0,05 (/), and
N = Number of years which have elapsed from the start to the end of tile entire

transaetiono

Since uniform annualized cost may not be entirely dear to all readers, an attempt has
been made to provide, in addition to the mathematical definition above, some qualitative equiva-

lent definition which are not mathematical. These are given below:

I. Uniform annualized cost is the cortstant anniaitv whose present value is tile present
value of the actual annual costs incurred over the period of time under consideration.

2. Uniform annualized costs are the equal annual annuity payments made on a
hypothetical loan borrowed bY tile user of a product to pay for the additional
annual operating, maintenance, and cr ,ital expenditures incurred over the life

E-7



of the product due to tile application of noise abatement technology. Tire principal
of this hypoflretical loan is equal tOtile total presentvalue of these initial and fLItUrc
expenditures.

3. Tile physical changes required to quiet a product generally cause the user of that
product to incur three types of expenses;an initial "capital" expenditure oil the
quieting technology embodied in the product, and continuing additional operating
and maintenance expenditures incurred over the enlirc life of tile product. These

induced expenditures are likely to changeduring the life of the product, In parti-
cular, tile capitol expenditures will probably all occur at tile beginning of the product's
life while anmml operating expenditures could increase as tile product gets older;
so that the annual sum of all three types of expenditures will differ from year to
year,

Tile concept of uniform annualized costs assumes that these expenditures are not made
when they actually conre due but rather are met by equal annual installments paid over the

life of tile product. The user of the product is viewed as initially borrowing a sum of money
equal to the total present value of all these actual payments. That is, a sum of money which,
if invested at some rate or interest, would yield enough money during the life of tire product

to just meet all of the induced expenses when they actually come due, with nothing left over
at tile end. The user conceptually pays back this hypothetical loan over tile life of the pro-
duct in equal annual installments. These payments include not only the original principal
borrowed but also interest charges on file unpaid balance of the loan. That is, they are
annuity payments. These equal annual expenditures are referred to as uniform annualized
cOStS.

The net present value and uniform annualized costs are calculated for 1978, tile first
year in which a regulation takes effect, for tile stream of costs through 1991.

The program outputs are given below.

r

i

]
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PROGRRH TO COMPUTE COST OF NOISE REGULRTIOH$

RS_UMIP_G FRM-OFF CONPLIRrfCE TE_TIft_
WITHOUT CREDIT FOP CO.GT Rr_D _AVlr_G_ FOR MORE EFFICIEHT FARE,
FAR CLUTCHESt AHD E_HAU_T JOItfTS

OPTIOM A REGULATIOt( SCHEDULE:
RE_ULATIOtf LEVEL

TRUCK TYPE 83 DDA 80 D_ 70 DBA 75 DDA
MEDIUM GAS 1979 1902 19_4
HEAVY GA_ 1970 1902 1904
MEDIUH DIESEL 1978 1982 19_4
HEAVY DIE_EL 197_ 1982 1984

ALL FIGURES IH 8ILLIOHS _F DOLLAR3

YEAR TOTAL CUM TOT OR & MHT CAPITAL

1975 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1976 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0
1977 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0
1978 0.0_04810 0,0204810 0.0104030 0.0099900
1979 0.0409846 0.0614656 0,0211400 0.0190446
19_0 0.0615281 0.1229937 0.0319831 0. fl095450
1981 0.0819441 0.2049378 0.0429245 0,0390197
1982 0.1065052 0.3415229 0.0712225 0.065_62_
1983 0.1904693 0.5319920 0.0996146 0.0900546
1984 0,3726530 0.9046451 0.1987034 0.173919_
19E5 0._06049 1.4572496 0,_901685 0._544364
1086 0,7303097 8.1876392 0.0979543 0,_324357
1987 n.�n43999 3.0920391 0.4971740 0.4072255
I_G_ _,0711746 4.163214? 0.5953_25 0.47_794_
1989 1.2317514 5.3949642 0.6913303 0.540424_
1990 1.3048009 6.?797648 0.7840037 0.6007196
1991 1.5298586 8.3096199 0.8732482 0.6566t46
1992 1,6645090 9.9741278 0.9598635 0.704649_

1993 1.7936306 11.7677584 1.0404914 0.7501_5
1994 1.9042770 13,6720343 1.1_54129 0.778_659
t995 2,0147600 15.686795_ 1,2050344 0.80_9300
1996 2.1059384 1_.0127289 1.2055_07 0.0404006
1997 2.2381792 _0.0509033 1.2640329 0°0?33463
1988 2,3520927 22.4028999 1.4442530 0,9078392
1999 2.4685440 24.8715_63 1.5245857 0,9439560
2000 2,5072936 27.4589318 1.6055174 0.9917746

GROWTH RATE FOR
MEDIUM 6R$: 0.014

'HEAVY ORS: -0.003
MEDIUM DIESEL: 0.015
HEAVY DIESEL: 0.050

i
COST O_ CAPITAL RRTE_ 0.10

DERRECIA_LE TRUCK LIFE_ I0.0 YEO_$
STRAIGHT LIHE DEPRECIATIOH USED

RRESEMT VALUE OF AMHUAL CO_TS (1978 m 1991> m _.329 BILLIOP_ DOLLARS

UtiIFO_M AHMUALIZE_ COST C1970 - 1991) = 0.452 BILLI_M _DLLARS



PRDJ3PFIM Tn CD;,IPUTEL_O;_TDF r;OI_E F:E_3LIL_TIDt1_

A_ZUNIr_3 FA_-DFF cnr_PLIFIr_CETE_TIf_I_
blITH _.F'E_ITFI3_ EDiT F_IID_FIVIt_I3SF[_R II_]PZEFFIClEf_T FAi'L_,
FI_PICLUTJ:HE_, Arid E:.;H_U_TJnlrlT_

np'flntJA I_Et3LiLATInN_CHZDULE:
PEI3ULATIO;i LEVEL

TRUCK TYPE :_3 DBFI _t_ D_Ff ?_ DBA ?5 BI_F_
PfEl_ILIN _3F_ 19_8 198;3 - 19_.I
HEAVY _F_ 197'8 I_92 - I_4

HEAVY BIE_EL 19T8 19_ 19_4

ALL FI_U_;_E_ IN _ILLInf;_ IF bnLLr_'_̧

¥ZF_R TnTAL CUN TnT ZIP _ NIIT CF_F'ITAL

1975 0,_ 0.I_ 0.0 0.0

1976, O. 0 _I.0 O. 0 O. 0
1977 0._ 0.0 0.0 0._
1.378 -0. 11816;",_ -0. 11_167_ -0. !3_4054 O. ¢15_>381
19?9 - 0°_:;"1118 °O._45_?_,9 - O,,P.573._ 0_' 0°03021 ,_4
1980 -0° 325_045 -0,67_ _)8_5 -0, 3?0?538 Oo 04494_'_

19_2 -_. 4_315_35 -I°5_,72455 -0. 57214 ¢_. O° 09_547_I
19_3 -0.5:39_?9_ -_, 1065_54 -0o 659._39_ O, I_0.,3_04
19_4 -0. 466P.?:35 -2, 57_79._? -0° 674_.578 O. _08_8_ !
1985 - 0•_84._541 -_, ._577532 - _,6"_8,"404 O,_._ 78_
198_ -0 •297319? _3°_55 _728 - 0°_,7_3_O_ 0°37,30614

•19_9 - 0. 0359_72 -_,6 !44_6 - rj.62_6618 rj.59_?_47

I_91 O* I_10173 -_.44E,_15_ -0.59_64_.5 O°71 _E,6rJ9

1993 O. _440_E,3 -_. (H7129._ -0, 5,378._50 0._1 i_'51_
1994 O_3.8"_57E' -_°73347_ -0°55931 _? 0._4_9F36
1995 O. 3_16739 -2,41 ]7985 -0° 5537;'05 0._._754445
199& O. 35_3791_, -_, 0530071 -0. 5506429 0. 9094351
199? O, 395483.] -I,_575_51 -0.54._5368 _.94"30199
199_ O° 4314_I -I,_60971 -0.55_8475 O°982_7_ _
1999 O, 4675788 -0, 75_518_ °0. 5537_8 i. 0_I_870
_O00 O.50307_J9 -8,25543_3 -0.55.Q0577 i, (_' 13_J6

_3R_M'iHF'FtTZF[;R
MED IUr'I13A$: O° 01_I
HEAVY _3A_: -0°_3
MEDIUN DIESEL: 0,015
HZAVY I)IESEL: 0._50

C_$T [_F CFI,°ITF_LF'F_TE: 0.10

I_EP_'ECIF_I'LET_UCI,"LIFE: 10.0 V_F_R_
_TRF_IGHT LIrlE BEpRECIATIni'_ U_E[J

PF'E_ZfITVALUE _F ANr_LI_Lcn_T$ (197_. - i._91_ = -_.264 ._ILLII3r!_nLL_'_

.... ' UHIFORUI APIi'_UF_LI_'EI_CO:T (1978 - 1991) = -0.307 _ILLIO;I I_IOLLAP_

E-IO'



P_DG_) TD CDPIPLITE CD_T DF f;DI_E F'E_UL_TIOfI_

_)ITH_UT CREDIT FDP CD_T _rJD _AVI_5_ F_P HD_E E_FJCIENT F_N$,
F_I_ CLUTCHES) _t'(_ E_H_U_7 JDIt_T_

DPTIDt_ _ PE_UL_TIDr) _HE_ULE:
REGUL_TI_H LEVEL

ME_IUH _ 1970 _9_ _6
HEAVY _3 19?_ _9_ I_6
MEDIU_ _IESEL 1_?_ _ _9_6
HEAVY bIESEL 197_ _ - 19_

_LL FIGURE_ IH BILLIDH_ DF _DLL_

YEaR TDT_L CUM T_T DP _, HHT C_PI_L

1975 0.0 0.0 0.0 0°0
1976 0.0 0._ 0.0 0,0
1977 0°0 0.0 0.0 0°0

I_79 0.040_04_ 0.061_856 0.0_11400 0°019_446

19_I 0°0_1_44! 0,_04937_ 0.04_9245 0°03_01_?

1903 0.190469_ 0°531_9_ 0°0_98t4_ 0.090_546
1904 0._4330_9 0o775300_ 0.1279116 0°_5_972
1955 0._94770! 1.070070_ 0.1559333 0._3_?0

1909 1._E0166_ 4.10_1300 _.5714_53 0o_567437
1990 1,_0148_ 5._04_18_ 0._?3916_ 0°_?_888

Z_9_ 1._54_00 13.641018_ 1°1453705 0._0093_0

1997 _.1915_94 17._054E_0 1.310_430 0.0?33463
199_ _._1_335 _0._16_595 1°4033_47 0.907_92

1999 _°43_163_ _2._40_190 1°4_0_06_ 0.94395_0

GR_)TH _ATE FDP

'_ HEAVY _$: -0,003

HEAVY _IECEL: O, 030

CUff DF U_PI?AL P_TE: 0.10

DEP_EC_R_LE T_UC_ LIFE: 10.0 Y_A_S
STraIGHT LIllE _EPRECZ_TIDt_ USeD

PRESENT V_LUE DF _HP_LIALCDST£ <1978 - 1991) < 2,64_ _ILLIDH DDLLAR_

Ur_IFD_Pt _Mt_U_L_ZE_ CD3T (1978 - 199l> = 0°359 BILLIDH DDLL_R_
t

E-If



PRDGRF_MTD cDr,IF,UTE CO'_T DF _]OI._E F:EGUL_TIQH'."

A_UrlIMG FAII-rJFF CO_IPLIFtltCE TE_TIMG
hlITH CREDIT FLRFCCI]_T A_ln :':AYIIIG. :¸ Fnp r,lnPE EFFICIEMT FAII:_̧ ,
FA_I _LUTCHE _., FtI_[_ EXHFtU_T JnIr_T._ ¸

_PTI_r_ I) REGULF_TlrlI.I _CHEI_ULE:
PEGULAT IOM LEYEL

TRUCK TYPE 83 _R =_n D_A 7=_ [l_F_ }'5 P_:A
_lEl] I UM GAS' 197_ 1_'.'.'2 1._._6

ME[_IUM I)IE_EL 1,_78 1 ._=_' t ,_,__6
HEAYY I)IE_EL t _ ,"_3 t '_;_ 19_E,

F3LL FIGUF:E$ Ir_ _ILLIDH; nF [_nLLA_'_

¥EFtR TDTAL _JJ_ TOT np =_ ;'I_T CRPITF_L

t976 0o0 0.0 O.O 0.0
19_? 0.0 0.0 0o_ 0.0
.1979 -0.11_1,_7_ -0. 1t_1_72 -0.13_4_54 O. 01523_1

; 19?9 - 0• _271118 - 0 ° 345_-?_ - 0. _573302 0° O_02 ! _4
1980 -0. 3258045 -0. ,_710_35 -0.3;'07_ _=-3 O. (/44_4iw_

19_ -0_ '1815935 -1. 567_455 -0o 57_140=_ Oo0_)5470

19_ -0. 530,9416 -3. _5045E._. -0.7_T'! 151 O. ,_6_740
1987 -0° 4310_14 -4.38 t5.?,_[_ -0, 7_35 ._)6 O. _5_5099

t990 _0.1314.°,._4 -4.97,'34:B81 -0,71@._575 O. _41_7
II_91 _0.0._089_ -5. 012574_ -0. _8_4_ O, 6508_1_5
l!)9_° Oo04;_! 712 -4 o9_44003 -0.66,3390? Oo7115650
1993 O. 1_58942 -4.83_5057 -0o _4L_,_._ Oo?,_=B8_.52
1994 O. 198! 55._ -4 o64_)34._4 -0o _25L_8_ ! O, E_234424
1') ._5 O°_°633_00 -4 • _7_9_94 -0.6t 20_39 O. _3754445
1_96 O. 307471_ -4.06._5171 -0._0196_? O. _0._435!
1997 Oo35033E,0 -:_° 71_1_1 I -0. 594_ O..'_450 t _._
1_9E_ O°3,_19014 -L_° :_272E_00 -0.5._ 0374 ! Oo9822;'6L_
1999 O°43_831 -L_..3 ._4?,_,_ -0.5;_t:0S5 t. 0_1_?0
2000 0.4?18804 -2.4_311_7 -0.5_02574 to 0._ 1C_

_RD_ITH RF¢1"£Fn_
I'IEI)IU_I GA_: O. or4

H_DIU_I _IIE3EL_ 0.015
I_EAVY i'_IESEL= _).050

_I]$T:IDF'. CAF'ITAL _'F_TE_ O, ! 0

IJEPRECIFt_LE TRUCK LIFEI I U. 0 5'EF_;
_TRRIGHT L IItE I)EPF'ECI_TIDIt U:_EI_

PRE_.r'I_T Y_LLIE OF F3r_HURLCD_T_ (197_ - 1991)= -2.914 BILLIfql4 hDLLRR_

UHIFORFI Ar_NUALIZE_ CO:_.'r (197_ - 1991_ = -0.396 I_ILLInM _*nLLAF'_

E-12



pRnGRAPI TO cnFIPUTE cnC'T DF IIOI_E PEGLILAT.InH_

_UHIIII3 _:Afl-rrFFCnI,IPLIArlCETE_TINI._
_IITHnUT CPEI)IT Fn_ ch,_T AI_P_AVI_G:'-"¸FOP _n_'E EFFICIErlT FFfr1,_:,
FAr_CLUTCHE:'J AI_I,EXHAU._T Jnlt_T_

OP'rlnl_C _E_ULFfTII3r__CHEDULE_
_ECGULFgTInr_ LEVEL

T_l_F: TYPE _3 I_F_ _0 D.BA 7_ I_A 7_ _A

HEAVY.DIE_EL • 19_'$ 1982 I_4

ALL FIL3U_'_ IN I_ILLInH_ _]F I_OLLAF':_

YEA_' TnT_L CUPI TnT I_F:'_ lq_IT CAPI]'AL

I_75 _).0 0.0 0.0 O.L)
l!_T& 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2977 I).O 0.0 0.0 0.0

I")79 Oo040_84,_ O.0614_5_ Oo 0;'_!140_) O. 01.'P_44_
!_$ 0 O.06 !_ ! 0oI_2 .¢'_' 0°03 !_,_ ! 0. t_954_ 0
I.<:,81 O.0_I._44! 0.204_7_ O° 04._4_ O. O_'OI ."P_'
!_ O. !36_E_5._ O.34 !522_ 0.0_'1222_ 0o065_.
I_83 0. 191)4_93 O°5319.c'2(_ O. 0_6146 O, 0_0LB546

!9_6 O.4_896") I !.7_2._c,)9 0•2_ !._707 0._ !_ .'P_,"

I_9(] O.86")1187 4,6_47415 0°,51? I(_OC_ 0. _5._0;'0_

!9_3 !o09._4406 7.74_5 !_' 0.674 !450 _).425_9
I_._4 !oI_5_00_ 8°9(I_4!01 O.7_351 ::'3 O.4.4_3
199'_ Io23_I043 I0.1405115 O.7718136 O.4_(_2'_4._
!_9_ !.2_5,_68 I!.43._ 07._3 O.C_!_5230 0°47._ 04_9

I_._.¢, !°50_ 0_._._ 15,73_74_0 O°.'P6);'_4 O._40_ I_4
,2000 !°57_ O_p. 17.31 !_!$4 !. 00_64 ! .0._._4 _)3_

_Rn!_ITH_ATE FnR
FIEI)IUFI_A_z O° 014
M_AVY GA_z -0,00_

H_AVY I)IE_EL_ 0.0.'50

Cn_T nF CF_PITFILRAT _'z C_,IO

I_P_'CI_I_LE TFtUC_"LIFE_ _0°0 YEAF'_
_TRP_I_HT I_I_E _P,_ECIATIO_I U_EI)

LI_IIFnF'PIF_I_ILIF_LIT.EPCnST _I_7_ - I.'PgI_-- 0._,I? _.ILLInrlI_{]LLAF'._

I



PRD3PAM Tn COI'IPIJTE u_rl:_T nF ttQ[:SE F._ULRT_Ort_

R_IJ_Illt_ FF_T_-QF'F £OPIFI.IA_CE TE_TIIIG
blI'n-I CPEr_IT FQP CO:_T RIll* :_.FtVII_G_ FnP. f,IDF_E EFFICIEMT FAtl$_
FRtl CL.IJTCHE._ RI_ EXHAI.I_:T ,JnlHT_

OPTION C REGULATIOI_ _CHE_I_Et
REG_t.AT! 0II LEVEl..

•rF.u_ TYPE 83 I)E_R _=O _._ _ _R 75 [J_R

t'IE._IUI,I _lr:_EL. _?_ 1._ > 19_ _,

ALL FIGLIPES Ii'1 E_II.!-II311._ OF _OL.LRF_

N'ER_ TnTRI.. CUI'I TOT 13P _ I'II'_T CRPITRL

1975 O,0 0.0 OoO O,0
tg?_, 0°0 0o0 0.0 0.0
1977 0.0 0°0 0.0 0,0

_.9_,0 -0, 3258045 -0o _?_.0835 -0° 370_3_ O. 04.4_9_

_.98_ -0, 4_ 159_35 -1, 5_,7_,__ - O. 5?21408 O, _._0"3470
_.983 -0. _3_.2?_,8 -2. 106._ 5,_ -: O. _.5_9:3._ O. 1_6_._4
1.9F34 -e. 5471525 -_o 6536?7'9 -0.71_.6.t48 O° t _._'_ ._
_.9_5 -0o 545,_6_5 -3.1_,91405 -0° ?_,_._71,_ O, ._t.-340_,!
19 _'_ - 0° _S_ ! _'_ -3. 73._ 705 - 0• 7976 __ 0 • _._1.,I,_3_
•_.__T -_o 5_ 1T_ -4, _TG t 9G -O ° .5,_6_T_.& _, _,04.3_.;'4
19 _ - 0° _ 0,976_,9 -_,. ?_,_7852. - O° 849¢_79r= 0, 34 0._I _

1._90 - 0 o48 ! _:_47 -5 • ?42?51 1 - 0.89 _340_ O.40_ 06 !
1991 -0o _7119_._ -_° ,_t3947'3 -0o9107143 0°4.3_185
_.992 -0°,_67_.4 _ -_o _,811571 -0o9319t73 0,4647'040
1993 -_° _F5_.5 -?o 1469049 - Oo955_.9_._ O.4_._44_9

199_ -0. -18_3093 -8 • _8_3_. _ - ! o 03_93_'9 _o 550_,_ 0
1997 -0° 4"_55389 -_° (_7_'._'76 -_. ° 0_.851 _6 O..%72_02
t 998 -0 ° _ 0_,448_, -_o _,,_,437 3 $ - I. ° _ 02._34_! _o5 ._ ".._9_3
t99_ -0°_._393_ -_.0. _0_7632 -1° t_93,_42 _._..='0_306

,GR_,I'_I _RTE Fn_

HERV'¢ _A.'.'_ -0o 0_3
I,E1_ILII,I D IESEL._ 0._15

_EPF_E_.IA_L.E TPUCK I.IF_E_ 10.£_ YERF_
_'FRAIGHT LIllE _EPRECIR3"IOt_ U._E_

E-|4



PROI.;RAFITn I.'nFIPUTECn_T nF IIOI:_EREGI.ILFITIOrl.{

_.,'_UMII'_GFP,I'I-nFFr_ni,IPLIF_J'ICETE_TIi'(_
l.llrHnUTC:REI"IITFOB' l_n,.'TANn :ZAyIr'_G_FI]R ;'10,_'EEFFICIEr'IT FFIr_,.",
F_H CLUTCHE_, F_i'_llE×HI_I._T JnIl_T_ ¸

nPTION I) REGI.JLFfTInl_ _CHEI_IJLE:
REGULFIT Ihi'(LEYEL

TRUCK TYPE _3 DI_ _ D_A 78 DI_F_;"5 I)_F_

HEFJVYGF_ L9;'_ - 19;_4
_IEI)IUI,I[__E:.CEL 197'8 - 1954
H_AYY l_IE_EL 197_ - 19_4 -

ALL FII._UPE_: II'_BILLIn;_ OF _I_]LLF_F_

YE_ TrlT_L CUI'ITI]T np _, _NT CF_PITAL

19_'5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1976. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
_.977 0°0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1970 O.0204810 O°0204810 O. 0104830 O.009_9_0
1979 O.0409_46 O. 0_1465_, O. 02.114('0 O. 019,'3,44,S
1980 O° 0615,:?,81 O, 12_9_7 O. 0_19_:31 O. 0_9545n
19,_! O. 0_19441 O°204'_378 l:,.04_9,_45 O,0_,0 t'_T'
198 _' O. 10209;'.° O.30,"(_49 O. 053896_ O.048_004
L983 0. I_°16?',_4 _.428"_07L_ O° 0_4716,3 O.056_56 !
1984 O._857_ O. 6575_44 O. 126,2_8 O.I_,m5_4:'
1985 O.3_49798 O°9925442 O. I,_01697 O.i,:,.-;:_II'_!
1906 0°440297_' I.4_841 :._ 0. ;'50557_ 0.!_,"_._'m
1987 0•54399;'5 1.976033_ 0.3129 n95 0.2 .:'IO_ ._0
!988 O.6431cj!_._ _. 6_00;'47 O. _75n4_(, o._6_ )4_ l
19,99 o. 7:_95537 3.35._579 ! 0°4360_9 0°._0*..:5 !51
1990 0 °8_ 18354 4.191413_ 0 °4-c,50_84 0._,_6?c-.:._
1991 0.9195950 5. 11100.36 O. 5'_16406 O.3_;'95,."_
199_ I. 0038586 6.114_64_ o. 60640_4 o._9;'4540
1993 1°084:='533 7.19_1167 o. ,:,589508 o.425L_989
1994 I. 15252?8 8. $5164 (t? o. 7101404, o.44_.3,_
1995 1°2_ 035:_2 9. 5719910 O°T'600,S14 o°460_.'949
1996 1._00_'404 10.86022,95 o._0_196_. 0.4 ?'_0459
1997 I°35.328_,_ 12 o2165_79 0°_575974 0°49_,Se;'0
1998 1. 4250_0_ 13.6415_'72 o. _057587 o.5i._6.30
1999 1°494994;' 15 °I$_5!75 0•954 !7.$5 O.5408 I_4
2000 1. 5659361 !6 °70,:'4_4 !. 00;'53_._) 0°56340:,;_

_RI]t._TH_F_TE FDF.'
I,tEI_IUI,Il_: O° 014

_EIIILINI_IE_EL: O. 015
FIEF_VYI)IE_EL: O. 050

.l?nSTnF CFIPITF_L _ATE: 0.i_

I_EPR_'CIF_I_LETl_tICl,,"LIFE: I_3.0 YEF_R_
STRAIGHT l-II'_EI)EPI_E¢I_TI(]FI U_E_I

PRE:_ENT V,_LUE nF F_I'_r'IUALc:n_T:_ ,'1978 - 1991 _ = 2. _r.:,1I_ILLII]_I_LLFII;_

U_(IFrlRMF_NHUF_LIZED cn_T (1978 - 1991"_ = 0°_34 I_ILLION _I{:]LL_'_

E-IS
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PROGpFIM TO COMPUTE f.D:T DF tiOZ_E FEGULRT(rIII:

R_UrlIMG F_H-nFF CDt'IPLI_t4CETE_TIr_G
hlITHCPEI_IT FOP ,:O_T RF_I,_VI_G'." FO_ I'IOFEEFFICIEIIT FRr_.%
F_t__LUTI:HF..-',AFIIJEXHF4U_T JOlt17"."

OPTIOr_ D PEI._ULRT[011_CHEDULE:
REGUL_TIO_ LEVEL

TRUC_ TYPE :.::._DB_ ,'.aODB_ 7_ I_B_ ,"5 DB_
_IEDIU_IGR_ 1978 - I_4
HEAVY GR_ I'_78 - _9_B4
_IEDIUrlIIIE_EL 1._?:._ - 1994
HEAVY D IE_EL I?'78 - 19_.I

_LL FIGURES Ir_ BILI.IOt_._O_ DOLL_'_

YEaR TOTRL CU_ITOT OP _ I1t_T C_PIT_L

197_ 0,0 0.0 0.0 0°0
_976 0°0 0,0 0o0 0.0
1977 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0
197_ -0° II_1672 -0, _I_1672 -0o 13_4054 O.015_3_1
1979 -0, 2R?! !i_ -0, _452789 -0, _.57330P. O,0302184
19_0 -0° 325804_ -0.67 _0_5 -O, 37 _7_.3_ O.0_49492
19_I -0°-;14569,:' -I, 0_6_24 -0°_73_,75J7 0o059_097
1992 -O,49568.q I - t°5;BI_40_ - O,5_B_4 ? 0°07_ !967

1984 -0,591_90 -2.73_4_.=.,_ -0,?185_4_ 0.1373253
I_5 -0,582834? -3, _I5,:'8._5 -0. 7692702 O.1864_9
1986 -0o _74_ 0 -_° 8.R9914_ -_, _(_5675 O.233',a4_?
19._7 -0.5_90_50 -4. 44900_9 - O,8_63 (,6 O.2795q.54

19_9 - 0°5_63994 -5 •_!873_ 0 - O._ _.633E, O,3_.72_41
19_0 - 0.50'.a890,9 -6.0_$6_.36 -0,903_JI_ O°_9_I_'89
199 f -0 •_;_5577¢_ -_, 5_4 !98_ -0 •._2,;60! 0•4R6,S_30

99_ -0 o4756_69 -? °483_._4,B - O,965 !_26 O°489,;,I5_
19_4 -0,4_0161_ -?°9_3_927 -0° _89(_6_ 0,5089042
1995 -0. 4863_4._ -8.4_ 007_! -I •01_6660 O.5_'928_0
1996 -0 •4935910 -_ •9436646 - !.04,_2152 O°550_2_ 0
199? -0. 502R73_ -9°44_36_ -I, O?_B. _ O.5729_0:'
1998 -0° _I _63=.,_ -9,9585714 -I °1090336 O,_639_3
1999 -0._237609 - i_°4_._3313 -I °1446_I._ 0,62093116
¸2000 -0.._6816.; -11,0191450 -I° I_44_8 .0._4663_!

GPO_,ITHF_F_TEFOR
_IEDIU_IG_t 0.014
HF._VY GR_; -0.00_
fIEDIUIdDIE_EL: 0.015
HER_tY DIE.._EL_ O. 050

CO_T nF C_PIT_L RRTE: 0.10

I)EPPEC_RBLE TPUC_ LIFES loon YE_
_TRRIGHT LIF_ IIEP_ECI_TInll U_ED

PRE._E_;T_LL_ nF _I_I11.1r_LCOST.e _197_B - 19._I_ = -._.4_ I_ILLIOF_bOLLiX._

ur_IFOR_IRt_MU_LIZEI, CO_T _197_ - 19,_I) = -O°q6_ BILLION I,OLLR_'._

[ E-16



P_O_M TO COFTPUTE CD_T OF NOI_E PEGUL_TIO_I._

_U_IIN_ FAt;-nFF CQ_IPLI_t_CE TE_TItI_
_IITHOUT _E_IT FnR CO;-T _r_l_ _VIt_G_ Fn_ _10RE EFFICIENT FA_I_,

OPTIn_ E RE_UL_TInt4 _CHEDULE:
RE_UL_TIOt_ LEVEL

TRUCK TYP_ B_ _BA _0 _ ?;-_D_ 75 _B_

HEAVY GA._ 1978 19_ -

HEAVY l_IE_EL 1978 19_2

ALL FI6URE_ IN _ILLIn_I_ _F _OLLAR$

YEaR TOTAL _U;I TOT np _ _Ir_T C_>ITAL

1975 0.0 0°0 O.O 0.0
1976 0.0 0.0 O.O 0°0
1977 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1978 O. 0204810 O. 0_04810 O°0104_0 O.009_9_0
1979 Oo 0409846 O° 0614656 O,021140_ O.019844_
198_ O. 0615_81 O. I_29937 O. 0319_I O. 0_95450
1981 O. 0819441 O._049_78 O. 0429_45 O. 0390197
1982 O. I_6585_ O. 3415_9 O.0712_5 O. 065_6_6
1983 O. 190469_ O° 53199_.0 O. 099_146 Oo 0_0_546
1984 O.:_433089 O. 7753009 O. 12791 I_ O. !153972
19_5 O.2_47701 !. 0700_03 O. 15593_3 O° I_8_370
19_6 O._448734 I•414._4_7¸ O. 18_._I O. I_1175_
1987 O°_930_55 1•8079700 O._! _83_9 O. I_218_5
1979 O.4_5n4_ _, _4_7_ n._7_n_ n __4._
1989 0•4782_ 15 _ °7_27_54 O._-_4 !5 0._ !54_ 02
!990 O.5!87704 3._m41505_ O°_694 0._0. _011
!99 ! Oo5579 !94 _. 7994251 O._ !_ !17 O._457076

1993 0._6_79 5o 0!75915 0.3601295 0.2_61085
1994 O._609_46 5.67_5259 O._83_9_5 O.7_77_41!
1995 O,6961797 6. 37470_5 O°407_85! O._0_49_6
1996 Oo7321_56 7. 1068_68 0.4316718 Oo300493_
1997" O.7,_90_42 ?. _7594_0 0.45_0179 _o3130_6_

199._ 0.845}'096 9° 52_5_06 0.5056655 0°3_004_7
_000 O°88576_9 !0.41428_5 O.5_1 _58_ O.3545103

_DI.ITH RATE _0_
r1_l_IUM GA_: 0.014

_;EDIUM _IE_EL: O. 015
H_VY _IE_,_EL: O. 050

CnST 0_= C_PITAL _TE: 0.10

D_RECI_L_ T_UC_ LIFE: IO._ YEA_?
_TRAI_HT LIME _EpREr. I_TIO_ U_ED

PRE_ENT V_LUE OF _r_UAL ¢05_ (197_ - 19._I).= I._61 I_ILLID_ _OLL_

UI41FnR_;_U_LI"ED cn_._T(1978 - 199L_ =" 0._5 _ILLIOt_ I_OLL_R_

E-l?
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PPDJ_H TD C_PPIJTE C_T DF tf[II_E F_E_.;UL_TIQ_t'_

_$_aJ_lIr_G FAr_-DFF CDI_FI-I_tlCE TE_TIH_
_IITH CREDIT FDP CD.CT _IIb ,.'_vIfIl_ FDP I,I[]PE EFFICIEftT F_r_,'°
F_J CLUTCHE_ _i_ E_H_I.I_T JDI,_T! "

DPTIDt_ E _UL_TID$_ _CHE_._LE_
REGU/AT I{]H LEVEL

_LL FIGURE_ Irl _ILLI_t'_ DF DE_LL_P_

YEaR TDT_L CUH TDT DP & HNT C_PIT_L

197_ 0.0 0._ 0.0 0.0
1._7_ 0°0 0o0 0.0 0.0
_977 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

t97.Q -0° _7! %1,_ -0.34_78_ -0o _7330P. O. 0 _0_ 1:_:4
980 - O. _58045 _0.671 D_3_ - 0. $707_3_ t]° 0_ 4._4'.__.

_9 ! - O. 4 ! 456,_ _ ! ° 0_6_4 - _. _ _'3_?_ _ (_.05._ ._ "

1986 -0° _60_0_ _'3.9_444_ -0._374_7 0.202._141

_3C -0. ;'_ _2_ ._3 -_, _ _2_ - ?° _ ? C_._._ _ C'° :__._ _'-:'7

1._u -0o 7_47_,_. _ -B° _30:_'_ -l° _504_ u° _:._1_04

1998 -t.072_705 -14. _1_1. _ - _ °-_ Oo_0_05

_'D_ITH I_TE FDP

HE_II.H,1 DIESFL : O. 01_
HE_Vf I_I _EL _ 0._50

CD'-_T DF C_;_ITAL I_TE_ 0.10

STF_I_I_T LIHE I, EP_ECI_TIDr_ U_-E_

PF'E._EttT VF_UE DF _rIr_J_L CD_T.c c_._F'_ - l,._._l_ _ -3°_5_ _ILLI_ D_L._

I_18
i

[



PREGPRM TO COMPUTE CO_T OF MOISE PEI._ULATIOM_

A_UMI;_ FA_I-OFF COHPLIF_CE TE:._TI_I3
IJITHOUT CPETJIT FnR I._O_THHIi _:F_!IMG_.FO_ MO_E _FFICIEHT FAH:_.
FAN CLUT_HE._. _;_ EXHAUST _OIHT_

OPTION F F_E_ULATIOM _.:NEDULE:
_'EGULAT IOH LEVEL

TF_UCK TCpc 8_ _A 80 l_:R _'_ DE:A ;'5 DP_
MEDIUM GF_ 1978 I'_:._4
NEAVY _A_ 1978 1984 -
MEI_IUM I)IESEL 1978 1984 -
HEAVY DIESEL 197_ 1984 -

ALL FIGURES IM BILLIOM._ OF I_OLLA_

YEAR TOTAL CI.t_lTOT lIP _, MMT _APITAL

1975 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1976 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
197_. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
_9;'8 O. 0204810 O° 0_04810 O.0104830 0. 0099_0
1979 O. 0409:_46 O. 0_14656 O. 0_1140_ O. 019_446
1980 O. 0615e81 o. 1_299:._? o. 0319931 o° 0_95450
1981 0° 0819441 0°_049378 o. 04_9_45 0. _390197
1982 0.1020972 o.307034,_ o° 0538969 o. 048_00_
1983 o. 12167_4 0.4_87073 Oo _647163 o. 0569561
"19_4 0 °1775580 o.6_62653 o. 09399_6 0. 083559_
19_5 o. _3_._?_ 0._3._59_5 0. I_31565 o. 109! 706
198_ 0. _62016 I. 1247940 o. 15_850 o. i_39164
19_ n.3_ _I 1.4_:_4_ o.1811619 o._5_6480
1988 0 °387_95 ! i._5 I_993 o.-_0._ 13 0°I_'_ u$7
1989 o. 4 _5_89_ _. E._66_79 0._3_ I_ 11 o. 19;'20.°,3
1990 0.4814858 2. ;'6817_2 0._6_071 0._.15_789
!_91 0 °5_58m._8 3. _.940569 0.2_6819 0._3_ 009
199_ o. 56908_3 _.86_1401 0.3190766 0._5_057_
1993 0.6110517 4.4741917 0. _44_4_0 0._661085
1994 0°64756_? 5. I_7527 0. 3705_15 _._?70411
1995 0°684427_ 5.8061781 0.39593_6 0._884946
1996 0.7219391 6°52,90161 o.421345_ 0.3004938
1997 0.75_87"55 9._.m;'8_95 0°4468 o_ I 0._!_ 066_
1998 o. 79_7484 8.086653? 0.4_250_ o.3_6_395
1999 0 °83866_9 9.9 _5_9 _9 o.49_61 ._6 0°_40043 ?

_000 0. B796_? _. 8(4_ )? 0.5_51_64 0.3543103

_ROhITH F_TE _n_.
MEDIUM F_A_: 0.014

MEDIL_ I)IE_.EL: 0.015
HEAVY DIE_EL : 0.050

CO_T OF CF_°IT_L _ATE_ O.10

D_PRE_I_BLE T_UCI< LIFE: I(40 _A_
STRAIGHT L!I_E _EP_EC IATIO_ U'.'E£_

P_EI'_T VF_,UE OF RI_tIAL C05T _. _197_ - 1991_ = 1.4_0 _II.L_n_ I_nLLAF_

UMIFn_M AI_UALIZED cn._T ':1978 - 199_ = 0.19._ _ILLInM DOLLAF_ ¸

E-19



PRDGF_PI TO CnHPUTE Cn':'T OF ttDI:_E FEGULATIOrl;

A;._UMIrl3 FArI-DFF cnMpLIArICE TEZTItlG
IdITH I:_'EDIT Fnp CD_T Ar_0 _.:_I1_3_ FO_' r.IO_E EFFIOIEHT FAH_,
FArl CLUTOHE_., Arid EXHpIJ_T .IDIttT"

DPTIDH F F'EGLILATIDII ;=:HE_JULE:
REGI.LATI OH LEVEL

TRUCF 7¢pE :-_.3DI:A _0 DIA F8 DBA 75 DI:A
pIEDIUPIGA._ 197.3 1984
HEAVY 61:1._ 197_ 19:.:{4
fIEf)IUM D IE_'.EL 1_7;_ 19.34
HEAVY DIE3EL 1978 19_4

ALL FIC'_JRE_IN BILLIntI_ OF D(]LLAF_3

YEAR TOTAL CUIq TrlT Qp _, Mr.IT EAPITAL

1975 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1976 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1977 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0
197'3 -0, 1181672 -0.118167:' -0.13.34054 0. 0152381
197'3 -0.2L_7111'3 -0,34527'39 -0. 257390 -_ 0,030P.I.34
19.30 -0.3P.5.3045 -0.6710835 -0.37075.3.3 O.0449492
19'31 -0.414569_ -1.08565E4 -0.47.38787 0,0593097
19'32 -0.49568'31 -i .5'31'340'3 -0.568.3847 O.07.31967
1989 -0. 5698557 -_, 1511965 -0. 656.3667 O.0:_6411_>
1984 -0. 6208227 -_'.77201 ")4 -0.7'3'315'37 O. I17.3295
19'335 -0.66_7452 -3,495764_ -0.8106652 O, 1469P-04
19'336 -0. 6999_54 -4.1350899 -0..3746990 O. 1759735

19.3.3 -0. 7593295 -5,6;_3.9067 -0.9.33404.3 O.E_45765
19.39 -0.7.3649.3.3 -6,40940.3.3 -I. 0'324"_II O,,_,45'_41
19.30 - 0•_12,7.3_'.6 -7, ,_,_1851 -1. 0791917 O,_664016
19.31 - 0.8.391.3_5 -8 •061.3E03 - I•I_'51_64 0.P.85_996
1992 -0. _66_01.3 -.3.9275179 -I •171156') 0,.304.35.39
199.3 -0 •.3946970 -.3..3_22119 - I•_179909 0. _,P.$2957
19.34 -0.9292561 -I 0,751466.3 -I. _657681 0,9365£45
1995 -0.9649(60 -I 1.716_._96 -1.315_695 0.350.3644
1996 -I. 0014696 -12, 71783.33 -I •766_464 0.364.3770
1997 -I. 03918_6 -13.757021.3 -1.419.3667 O..3800.34,-_:
199.3 -1.0785570 -14.6955761 -1.4745770 0,.3960205
1999 -1.1191797 -15.954754_ -1.5.319014 f,.4127_'_4

_000 -1.1617651 -17,1165161 -1.5919914 "0.490_74

_OI,ITH RATE FDF:
HEDIUfl GA_: 0,014
HEAVY GA,'_:-0. 003
i_tED ILI'II_IESEL: 0.015
HEAVY I)IE_EL: 0.050

CO.eT OF CRPITAL PATE: A. lO

DEPRECIAI'LE TFUCK LIFE: 10.u _EAR_
_TF'AIGHT LIHE TJEPRECIATIDH U_ED

PREEEHT VALUE OF AI'IHIJALCQC.T_ (197,'.W - 19:,I'_= -'_.995 BILLIDr_ I,OLLAF,_

UHIFO_'M ANrIUALIZEIJ CD'.'T(197.3- 1991) = -0.54_ HLLIOII DOLLF,P$

I E-20



P_(]G_RM TO CO_IPIJTECO_T OF N(]I_E PEGULRTIOII_

A_:._UNI_J.;FRH-OFF COf,I_LI_rlCETEeThinG
_IITHDI.ITCF<EI)ITFO_' CO_T Fired_YINI_: FOR _IOFE EFFICIE_IT F_,
FR_ CLLITC:HE_ _rlIJEXHAUST JOIHT'."

OPTIOH 15 PEGULATIO_f :_CHE_ULE:
PEGULATIOH I.EYEL

TPU_'_!TYPE 83 D_R 80 'I,_R 7._ D_A 75 D_A

HERYY ¢_r_$ l_?_
_IEDIUI4 DIE._EL 1978

HERYY D_E _EL 1978 - -

RLL F_UPE_ IH _ILLIOH_ OF DOLLR_:_

YE_ TOTRL _U_I TOT OP _ tINT _RPIT_L

197_ O.0 O. 0 O° 0 O. 0
1976 O,0 O. 0 O° l) O, 0
1977 O° 0 O. 0 O° 0 _° 0
197_ 0, 0204810 O. 02048! 0 O,0_04_3_ _. 0099._,°.0
1979 O. 040984_ O°0614_ O._?.11400 O,01984_6
19_0 O° 061_.81 O° 12_9_7 O.03_3! Oo02._5450
19_1 O.0819_q l l)°_0493_8 O.0.;2,_24_ O°_33'_0197
198_ O,I0_0972 0.3070349 O.0538_9 O.04:._004
1983 O,121_77.4 O°4,_87073 O, 0647163 O° 0569561
19_4 O°1403}'?0 O° 56_ 0,04! O. 0751972 O, 0_5179_
1995 O. 15_1289 0°72721 _ O. 0_52742 O. 072_._4._

19_? O° 19131_ Io 09367"37 O. 10441 i_ O.0_._072
19_;_ O°_04_ I'_ !°_._0 _ _, _I_ v.v.TM u_ _
19_9 O,_174_ I._15568_ Oo 12_509_ O.09-191"._8
19._0 0._0_491 !.'7462!_.7 O. 1313_I 0 O. 099_0_1
1991 O°_439251 I,9901_8 O. 14007_8 O, 10 ?_
1992 O°2_74225 2.2'_75653 0°!4_80:3_ O. !0_ l_9

I_94 O°285346_ &°_041_30 O. 16_4_ O,1 I_41

1996 O,314_._,_. 3,418674_ _, 184553 ? O°I_01389
19,_7 O.3_79 _.l_. 3.}'48_65_ _.1_._7._ 4 O.136194_
!9._8 O,3,157428 .I°09440_ 0 0°_ 0319_ ? O.1.;_54_2
1999 0,_6_?14 4° 4_637_0 _°_I_7_7_ O° 149_I_0
•_ 000 O,3787963 ';°_._ !717 O.2?.25891 .0°!5_. 07_

_._t_YY_F_._ -0,003

HERVY _ IE_EL." 0.050

CO_T _]F CRPIT_L _TE: ¢_,10

DEP_E_IR_LE T_U_.k"LIFE: I0.0 YE_
ST_RI_HT L I_IEIIEP_ECI_TIO_I U_Eb

P_ESENT Y_LUE nF R_IURL _O_T$ _1978 - 19_ = 0,._ I_ILLIOIIDOLL_'_ ¸

UH_O_M RNNUr_L_.gEb COST _I._7_ - I._._I_= 0, I_? _ILLIOrl I)OLLR_

E-21



PRO_PAH Tn CDHPUTE CO:_T OF HOI._E PEGUL_TZDH_

A_UI4ING FAP_-OFF COHPLtFtrlCE TE_TIH_
_ZTH C_E_ZT FmP C_3_T P¢_/) _VIP_G. _ Fn/_ pirate _FFIC/E/'_T FFI_/_.
FRH CLUTCHE$_ AP+_ E_,_t.l$'; J[JIHT_

npTIO_ G F_EGULATIOP_ _CH_DULE:
F_EI_LLATI FJr_LEVEL

TRUCK T_PE $3 I, BA _n _I_A 7,'-': D_F_ 7S _BI_

HERVV GA_ t978

HEF_VYDI_EL 197_3

_LL FIGI.IF_E_ _H _ILLIDH- _ OF _OLL_P_

YEAR Tr1TAL CUH TOT rip & HP_T CF_PITAL

_-Q?5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1976 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1977 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0

1_79 - _ • _7111B - 0 °3-_5_7_, _ - 0. _573_ O_ _. 03 O_! _'_
1._0 -0.3_5_045 -0.,_710_J3_ -0. 370753;_ O. 044_49P.

1982 -0° 49_81 -l. 58t 340_ _. 5_:_-_? O. 0;'31 ._; "
_83 -0+ 5,_355_ -2,151 _65 -0. 656_6,_ _ O, 0_11_

1986 -0°75_P.3_ 0 -4. _4307-_ _0. 8773-_-_ O. 1_! 1=.6_,
_987 -0.810_.1;',_ -5. 0_7_ +.-0"°._41_,_7_ ' 0'. 13L_._O

198_ -0. _J1_'16_ -6. _3_'_ _-l. O_ 1_. _ O. _

1._9_ -1.0_1091_ -8.82_07.1_ _1.1 ?724_ O. 15_ 1_3:_

19_ -t. 1_67_'_ -11.0-_4._._._ -1 °294153_ O. 170++741

_000 -1.5_9_3_ -_0, 4510_6 -1.75._9_. _ 0._3_748

_OhlTH RATE FOP
HED_UH GA_I _.01 _,
_R¥_ _= -0.0_3
PEI_IUH DIE_EL_ _. 0_.5
HEFtVy II_E3EL _ _l+_0

C_T OF C_PITAL RATE_ O. 10

DEPRECIR_LE TI_UCK L[FE_ I0._ YF.A_
_TPR_6HT L_t_E _P_EC_AT_Ot_ _J._E_

P_E_EPIT VF_LUE _DFA_LIF_L CnST_ (_,_7_ - 1_._1) = -4<_73 _LLI_+ _DLL_- _

ur_F_H FtHHUF_LI_E_ CO_T .'1._7_ - _._91) --'-0.5;.:0 _lLL_nt_ ]_OLLAF_._:

E-22



PRD_._RRHT{_ CZII_PUTE CD_T DF MDI_E RE6ULRTIDI'I_

A_UFIII4G FRN-DFF CnfIPLIA_4_E TE_TING
_ITHnUT CPEDIT FDR CD_T RInD _YIMG:" FEF HnPE EFFICIENT FRrt_t
FAr_ I'LLITCHE_ F_I_I) E,_H_U_T dEIIr_r:._

npTIDN I PEGUkFITInN ._CHEI_JLE_
REGUL.RTI DI_ LEVEL

TRUCK TYPE 93 DBF_ _0 DI_F_ 7,'.:,' DP,Ff 7._ 13_rF_
FIE_I Ur,I GR_ 197_ _84 1._8_J
HEAVY _R8 197g 1_.; 1_.3_
_EDIUM D IC_EL 1'_78 1._.m._ l_g_
HEFtVY 31E_EL 1978 1_1 19E__J

_LL FI_.URE_ I_l _,ILL.InH_ 13: _DLLF_._

YERF_ TDTRL CIJM TE1T np _ M_tT C_PIT_L

1_?_ 0°0 g°O 0°0 0.0
]._76 0°0 0°0 0.0 0°0
1977 0.0 0°0 0.0 0.0
19}'8 O° O_Oqg! 0 O. 0_04_! 0 O, 01 g4830 O. 00._99_0

19,90 O. 0615281 O° 1_9937 O, 0319831 O° _._._4_
19_1 O. 0_1_44 | O. _0_9578 O° 04_9_4_ O. U390197
19_ O. ! 020_;'_ 0. 3070349 O, 05389_9 O. 04_04
1983 O° 1216724 _. 4_7073 O, 8647163 O° _6._!

19_7 0°_3_@101 ! ° 46_6040 O°_ 1_,1._ O. 1_76_

19_1 ! ° 1179790 4. 7799_.9_ 0.6_._6_; O, 4_._33_3

!993 1 ° 4846077 7,5699_I (_ 0 o_43_7_ _ O°64094 ! 0
1994 1 ° 6_827 9.2_.I _2 _9 O. 94g_668 O, ?_39_19
19._._ 1 • gl_7_ '_1° 0340_6 !. 049_3_9 O°7_,3_9
19_6 _. 96E__8_ ! ?° 00_16_ ! ° ! _J3994 0 o_ 196,_3-_
19._7 _° ! 174049 1_. ! 1._$6_ _ ° _440._ g, _37_463
199_ 2. 2460527 ! 7. 3656 _g !. _3g_ ! 49 O.._07_39_
199_ _.• gT_ 0744 19. 74136_1 1 ° 43 ! ! 1._0 Oo._4_560
2000 _. _0S2_62 _2, 24_9L-_59 1° _._470_ O°9g17746

G_I_I_TH R_TE F{]_

_IEI)IUM DIE_EL_ _,_1_
HEAVY _IE_EL_ 0o050

CD_T (_F CRF'ITRL RATE_ 0,I0

DEP_C IFI_1.E T_UC_ LIFE." 10.0 YERP.e
_,T_'RI_HT LII4E DEPRECIRTIntl U._ED

_, P_ESENT V_LUE I_F F_t_NI._L CD._T_ (I_TL_ - 19'_1_ = 1°Z'9_ I'ILL.IEI_ _nLL_

UNIFnF_I R_IJ_LX_ED Cn._t _1._?_ - 1991_ _ _°_ _ILLID_t I)DLI-_6S ¸

t E-23
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PRO_I_A_ITO _OMPUTE cn._T OF HnIsE PEf_JLAT_OfI_

A_.Uf,IINr_FAH-I]FF CO_IPLIA_I£E TE-_TI_IG
_IITH C_,b-DITFI3PCD_T At_D ._AV_3 _. FOR rI3F_EEFFICIErIT FA_I_,
FArl CLUT(HES_ _IID E,S_HAI.ISTJOIHT_

OF'TION I REGULATIOf_ _(HEIIJLE:
PEI_JJI-ATIOrl LEVEL

TI_I.Ir_KTYPE _3 DBA 80 _BA 78 D_:A 75 _A
IME_IUM _-_ 1978 1984 - 198_
HEAVY I_A$ I._78 1984 - 1988
NEll U_I _IIESEL 1978 1984 I._88
HEA_y _IESEL 1978 19_4 I._88

ALL FIGLRE_ I_4 _ILLIOHS OF _OLL_:_

YEAR TOTAL CUr.1TOT 13P _ M_IT _APITAL

1_75 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1976 0°0 0,0 0.0 0.0
1977 0,0 0.0 0.0 0°0
1978 -0. 1181672 -0. !18167_ -0 •_4054 O. 01523;_I

19_0 -0° 3_50045 -0. 671 _,_85 '_0.._7075_ O. 044._4._.
1981 -0. 4145692 -I° 085_4 _0.47_8787 O. 05._0-'37

19_3 -0.5_._8557 -2. 1511_._5 -0.6._67 O. i_4! 1_
1._84 -0. _082_7 -_o 7720 i._4 -_. 73r_15_7 0. !17_._5

1986 -0° 6._3_54 -4. I_0_._. _0. _74_,9._' i_.I75_73._
19_'_ - Oo ?_8._97 -4.8_4077_ _0..q315_.7._ 0°20_53_4
i._8_ -0. _18366_ -5.4:324-_I._ _0.._!_)8_,_)_ O.2_.4_5_
19_9 -0,'_04930_ -5. 987_724 -_. 8_508_'0 O.:3_01._74
1990 -0. _8884 I? -t_o37_ 140 _0. _54_ I._ _° ,_5 -_7._._

1995 - O° 053090-_ -6. _7901 -0. 754_6_3 0°70157_

!996 0 •_00 !446 -6.4_52781 - O._80:_6_,._ 0.8$8-_ !2
19._7 0°_80_60_ -_° _ 045 18:_ - _.,_12578 _._4 __I._9
I._9_ O°3_04_40 -5. 8740:31_ -0. _._I_4(L7 O.a_227_._
Ie_9 O°37830_3 -5. _195_7_ _0. _42._03 !° 0212_TI_l

_'O_,_TH_TE FOR
_E_IUM r_s: 0.014
HEAVY _$: -O._l._
_IE_IUM 131E_EL: • 0.015
HEAVY _IE_EL_ 0,050

_.O_T DF C_PITAL _ATE: 0.10

_E,_I_LE TPUC_, LIFE: 10.0 '_E_
_TPAIGHT LIN_ _E_'ECI_TInf_ U_.E_I

I_I_E._EI4TVALUE I]FA_UAI. _n_$ _i._'_ - I._1) = -_.54_ _LLID_; _nLLA_$
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PROGRAMTO COHPUTE Cn_T DF MOIRE PEGULATIOM_

A$$UHIItG FArt-nFF COHPI-iA_iCE TE:_TI_G
_IITHOUT CF_EDIT FOP CO_T _rt_ :._FtVIM_ FI]P'_InRE EFFICIE_T FA_o
FAll CLUTCHE_, A_D EXH_LI_T JOIHT'.-¸

OPTIOH J PEGULATIOll "CHEDUL_':
RE_.L ATI nH LEVEL

TP,UCK TYPE ,$3 _,I_ :_0 I_Z_F_ _ I,.BFt ?_ DE_Ft

HEAVY I_S l_?_ 1"P$6
ME]DIUH DIESEL 197,.'B 19_
HEAVY _DIE_EL I.q7_ 19_6

ALL FIGL_'E$ I_t _ILLIOP_- _ QF _LLAPS

YEaR TOTAL CUH TIlT OP _ HMT CAPIT_L.

19_5 0o0 OoO O.O 0°0
1976 0.0 0°0 0.0 0_0
1977 0.0 _.0 0.0 0o0

1979 Oo_)409_46 _. 0._H_ 0 • 0211._0_) O__)t_44_
1980 O°0_15_.8] O. 1_-'9._3_" _). 0319_'31 O, 0;'._._4-_n
1_! O. 081944! O. _4_7_ _). _.4,_9_.-15 O° 03._0I ._,"

1984 O. _403770 O°_'PO:._41 Oo07._1_7_ _. _51 ?._
19_5 O. _58]_. _ O. _7_t20 O. 0_-_._74_ O. 07_::_46

_._, 7 Oo54_531 ? ! • _,_._.__39 _o 6:_,B79_7 _. P.__,T'_'?_.

19_9 O. 926 ?_ ! ;' ?o2.¢,55_-; 7 0 • 5 ! 4_387 O. "_! 2_,;29
1_90 ! • ! _ 15112 4.40"_0_$0 O._ 47:3 .). -1_3-A55
19_ ! !. 2._03_00 _. 6._74 82! O. _27. _ 032 0 • -_'_ 0,_
199_ !. 4610405 ?° 1._,_2 l;' O..930,_7 ! _, _:_.O?C-,T';_

1._96 _o 047_7_4 24.53_._146 ! ° 2_75_06 O. _404 Z_O_,
! 9.q? 2. ! 6 ._(_21_ 16. ? 0'-',_21 ;' 1 ° 276_?,.=,! O°_37334_3
19_ 2.2_ ! _ 054 1_. _9 ._'.4_24 !.._406;'_ _..'3 n?:_?9.Z
199.Q :_°415 lLanO 21 °41_.5_70 1o4711657 O. '._4.'3_._,_0

2000 _.5,403147 _3._(.CS6_,7 1,5_. 3_.4 O.._,t _';'4_

GP_,rTFi PATE FOP'

• NE_VY _A_ -0.003
H_-_IUH DIEC'EL: O. Ol_
HEAVY 1_IE_EL _ 0°_50

COST OF CAPITAL RATE_ 0.!0

DEPPE_ZF_LE TPUCt: LIFE_ _0,0 YEAP_
_T_'F_IGHT LIttE DEPRECIATInr_ U,.'E_

Ur_IFtlRH AHI'fUALIZED COST L1_8 - _.'3_,1) =' 0.300 HLLII_H Z_LL_R. C

; E-2S
i

;f_



PRn6RRM TO corIPUTE CO_T OF rlOlSE REI._LLRTION_

A._UMI;4C_ FRII-nFF CDMF'LIF_NCE TE_TIrO._
I,IITH CF_EDIT FOP Cn_T R_[r _RVII_ Fn_ I_ORE EFFICIEI_T FRN._,
FRI_ CLLITCHE_:_ RIID EXHF_.IY.T3_]INT_̧

OPTION J C-I_C_.LLRTIOII_CHE_IJLE:
pEGLL RTInN LEVEL

T_'IJCF" TyPE 83 D_R 80 _F_ 78 _ 75 I)_R

HEF_V%'6_ ¸ I._?_ 19_
NED IkI_1ItIE_EL 197_ 1._;B_

RLL FI6UPE.e II_ BILLIO_:_. OF I_OLL_P'."

YElP TOTAL ¢_4 TOT OP _ _It(T _._PITRL

1975 0,0 0.0 0°0 0.0
I._7_. O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0
1977 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O° 0
1978 -0. 11_1672 -0. 11L_1672 --0.I_4054 O. 015_3_!
I-_7-_ -0o;_271_18 -0.345;'TE_ -_)._57"_302 O. 0_0_I 8._
198Q - 0•325_ _45 - 0.'_?!08._5 - O.3707 ._8 0•04494._
1981 - O,4145,5'_2 - Z•0856_._.4 -0.473_,7_7 O. 0_._"_0_.?
I._8_ -0. 49568_1 -I. 5._I_408 -0°5_847 O. 0731"36;"
19:_3 -0,56,')8557 -_. 1511 ._65 -0° 65_2_67 O. 0;_'_'_1I_
I._,_4 -0° 6370_ -2. ?_2 185 -0.7_5_14 ! O. 0')_?._ 15

I._06 -0, 60_'?017 -4. 0.'_4_,_._? -0.81_05_7 0.P-0'_514
19_7 -0, 50._._9,_ -4.604_.._4! -0° 8f_5_?'_8 O,L_9._:._O_

i_._. -0, _0_'_8S2 "5.31T_,_59 -0.7_71971 O.463207":'
1._._) -0, 19_51 _2 -5. 5150795 -0. 740_i O.54_874"_

)._._3 O° 0_2565 -5.51 ._@_53 - 0.6(_606_! O, 755_195

i._97 O.3547803 -4.4_0_.742 -0.6106_3 0•_'150!9._
1._'8 O,37762_.'_ -'_•10P.644._ -0 •_04_4._ O.._:_2;'6_
I._9._ Oo41._'_._:_ -3, 6_31F_F,._ -0o _,61}B_O i•02128_'0
2000 O,4._03_37 -3, 2_8_,_ _ -0, _017541 _. 0621 :_:_

,._Rr%_TH_FWTE Fn_ '

14EIllL_I _lIE:_L.: 0.015
HERVY DI E._EL." 0.050

Cn_T OF CRPIT_L _'ATE: 0. I0

£1EPF_ECI_I_LET_UCK" LIFE: 10,0 '_ER_$
_.TF_I6hT LINE BEF_ECIRTInt_ :.O'.'EI)

U_IFO_:I'IRI_I_URLI_EI)_.O_T _7_- _._'_I>-- -0,430 _.ILLIn_ _OLLR_'."
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PPOGRRPITO COI,1PUTE CO_T DF NOI:_E PEGULAT,IOrt _.

A_SUMII_ FAt_nFF COICPLIAH(E TE:_TI_G
I,_ITH_I_" C_EIqT FOF' Cn:_T F_D _AVIt_13_ FD_ rlO_E EFFICIEIIT FRr_.:,
FRH CLUTCHE:_., hind E×HF_U.'.T JDlr_T_

OPTIO_ K F'EGULATIOI4 _CHEDULE:
_EGULRT IOrl LEVEL

TRUCK TYPE 83 I_A 80 _P 75 I_A 75 F,E;_
1,1E_I U_I 6R_ 197L_ 19_32 - 19_4
HEAVY _ 197=_ 1._._ - 1_4
MEII I IJl,I DIE._EL 1978 19_ 19::.;4
HEAVY I_I E:_EL 197_ 1983. 19C_

ALL FI6U_E3 IN _ILLIO_ OF IJ_LLF_

yEAR TnTAL CUI_ TOT np _1 _T CRPITAL

1975 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1976 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
19?? 0o0 0.0 0.0 0°0
19?B O. 0204810 O. 0204810 O. 010483_ O. 009,_9_0
19?9 O. 0409-°,46 O. _ 14656 O. O_11400 O. 0199446
19_0 Oo0615281 O. 1_._3? O. 031_B31 O. 0_95450

1982 0.13;_5_52 O. :34 ! 52_9 0o O?12_5 0 o 0._536_6
19_3 O. 1904693 O.53! 99_0 O° 0_9_ 146 O. 0,_03546
1._4 O. 3140994 _).8,t6 0915 O° 1_33594 O. 150739_
1985 O.4354258 t. _151_0 O. 227t 179 O. L_O_._0 ":'.',
1986 _.5544642 1.835._I._ 14 O. 2_089-. 6 O. _635790
19_? 0.6?00710 _..50605_0 O°3._402._5 0.3_60417
l.w_8 U° ?/.wtL_4 3. _J,9 _o u. _lo_u_ u. _._ 0
19 _9 0° 8:_32.455 4 o ! 6_333 ! 0.4?_.._ 1 0 • 40_579¢"
199_ O.9;_2145_ 5, 15047_4 U. 5_5_515 O. 44709 ?,_
1991 1.0?5-°535 6o2_57309 O. 5_h_5 0.4"_47773
1992 1, t595_31 7.3_529;:1 O. 644_755 O°514_9__6

._93 t ° _40196_ S° 6_ 48? 3 0. 6568309 U° 543¸3692
1994 ! ° 309_794 9. 9347658 O. 74744_. 5 O. 5518547

1996¸ 1. 446_9 f_ 1_, ?596617 O°_4559_5 O. 601-_9_6
1997 1,5161619 14, _,"5;_07 O. _3794._ O. 6_ 3_:._0
1998 1,5_6 ! 0 ! 5 15. 86191_ O. 94 t ? 031 O, 644 _9_ 0
199_ 1._5724;'5 17.519t650 O.9_ _;-'_t71 0.667429%

_000 h ?_94693 19._4B6267 1° 0_7957_ .0. 691.51 O?

_Jl,l?H PRTE FO_
_EI_IUra _R$: fl°014

_E Iq UI'_ DIESEL: 0°_15
HEAVY ]]_E.eEL_ 0.050

Cn_T OF CAPIT_L RF_TE: 0.10

_EPPECIRI_LE TPUCK L_FE: 10.0 YE_P_
_T_RI_Hr LlftE I+EPP.ECIFtIIOI_ U._ED

PRE_E_T VALUE OF _Mt_U_L CO_T_ _1978 - 1991> = _.56_ _ILLInf_ I,E]LL_'_

Ur;IFI_f_ At_tUALI-.-_D CO_.T _1978 _ 19'_1_ = 0o:._47 _:ILLIDI_ I_OLLA_ _.
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PRO_3pRI'ITO i3ONPI.=TE _'O;T OF _lOI ;E REGULATIOrtS

R_LB_,1Ir(G FAr(-DFF" C rT_IF'LIAr_CE TE_ "rING
I,IITH I'F'EDIT FD_ EO_T _1I_ :_fiYIrIG_ Fn_: I,_n_,E EFFIEIEHT FAi'I_,
F_r_ I".LUTCHE_ Arl_'l E>_HAUST jLTIHT"

OPTlOr( _ pEGUL_TIOrl _F.I_ErlLiLE=
F'EI._L_LATI nH LEVEL

_IE_I UPI i._ 1975 1_-::_ t ._:':4
HERY'¢ _._A_̧ 1'_7':._ t '_:::." - t'3_4

YEAR TnT_L _UP1 _nT OP • r'lr_T CAPITAL

17_5 O. _ Oo0 O° 0 O. i_
1._7_ O. 0 O. 0 Oo0 O. 0
19_";' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
197_ -0.11'31672 -0.1 t_1_7_ -0. 1:_340.¢,4 O. 01_-":3:_1
1._?'._ -0° _271 1 t_ -0.3452789 -0. _5;'3:_0_. O. 0:302l_4
1980 -0.3258045 - 0.6710_35 -0o :_7075 _.'3 O, i)44 ._493
tg_ t - O. 4145E_'_2 - 1.0 _5_5=34 - 0 o47_::._7_ ? O. 0_._ ?n _7
_'_J2 -0.4_15935 -t. 567_455 -0o 57._14 LI_ O. O_L'_47_
1-_3 --0.53._2798 -_. I (6 ._.=4 -0. _5'._.m39_ O. 1,_066i_'_
1_4 -I). 5_51_? 3 -3. _2 t7_._ "i -0. 71 G_l_ ¢1,l_?=.,E_.43
1_5 - 0 • 5 _5_2 - 3. ! 3 __;-_ 5 - 0° ;'50,_" 0. _.47'_'_
l_'_ -0.4_4_14_ -3. _ 0_ _7'2 -_. 7,"t_7"_ O. 30;_5_ ":
tg_? -0 • 44_ 1::':_ -4. 051077_ -0. _6_7_:._ O, _40'_

1989 -0. 384451 _ -4. :'__ _40:'0 -0. _40217" I!. 4_._5_ 06
1._0 -0° 3580_343 -5. ,_Ooq 8 E:'3 - _. $_ 06410 O. 50_55 ._6
_I9._ t - 0 ° :_3_ 1$;'2 -5, 54_ 1_ - 0° 87:_-_46_ 0• 5"_1_ m

t9¢_4 -0,314_0._ -6. 4.m_.06 -0.._417' t_7 O._705_4

t-_6 - 0 ° 324 @3_ I -7 ° 134772_ - _ • -m_564:-_4 _, _,_1=:51

1._._8 -0. _38'._074 -?._043051 -1 • 05'._n87_ 0.7_1_15
_._'._'_ -0. _4831_5 -% t_-;_.-" O-_ -I. 0_4_:_,_0 O. ,"4._!_'_._

_Or,ITH _RTE Fnp
_EI_ I Ltr't _ 0,014
HEAVY _._A_: -0, 0_):_
_IF_IU_ )TI_E_EL_ O. =."15
HEAVY rllESELt 0o0_0

_O_T OF _f_PIT_L PATE: O. 10

rlEPPE_I_:LE TF:Ur._ LIFE: 10,0 YE_'_
_rPR_H1 _ LIllE DEPPEF.I_TI_ u_Er,

F'_E_E_IT VALUE n_ A_U_L Cn_T. _ _1_7_ _ I._1_ = -_. 0".-_'__lt.Llnrl [,OLL_

Ll_IFn_'r't Ar_HUALI_EI[_ CD'.'T ¢1_7_- l_,.ml_ =-('_°41_: I_ILLiOr_ _I'].L,L_,F__.
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PPDGRR_I TO cn_IpIJTE CO_T nF NOISE REGULATION. _

R_LJ_lIr_3 FF_I_-nFF CDbIPLIArtCE TE:._TIt03
_IITHDUT I._E_IT FrlF_ CD_T _f_ _F_/Itll3._ FE_ I,_PE EFFII_IErlT F_
FRtt CLUTCHE:_ Att_ E_H_U='T JDII_T."

DPTIDt_ L pEI_ULATIOrt _CHE_._I.E:
REI3UL.ATInT_ LEVEL.

TRUCK _F'E _3 _A I_O _A _ _BA 7_ _I_A

I_ IH_J_t DIESEL 1._?_ 1._
HEAVY _JI_ _EL 197_ l_

ALL _IGU_E$ It_ I_IL.L_DH_ D_ DOLLAR_

¥EAP TrtTAL CUM TnT np _ I'I_IT CAPITAL

1975 0.0 0.0 0.0 0°0
1976 O. 0 O.0 O, i) O. 0
1977 0.0 0.0 0°0 0.0
197,_ O° 020_! 0 O. 0_04_I0 O. O104_:30 O. 00999_0
1979 O° 0409_,4_ O. O_14_ O. 0_! _40_1 O° 019844_
1980 O. 0_15_1 O. 1_299_? O° 0:319_1 O° 029_4_0

1983 O. _9046_ O._l _'_ 0 _. 09_6_4_ O. 0_0,_5_
1984 O°28_6974 0.819_'._5 O. 149_,_73 O° 1_0700

19_ 0 • 34= _4._;-_ _. _._ l _ (i. $,_ _ o • _ u_ u._

1990 O, 7_479_4 4. _9_7507 O°4_l,_01 _' O° 36_094Z
19._ ] O. 8_9_ 19 _ ° 2_7_._7 0 ° 4 ;_7_72 O. 3901 :_5
199 _' 0 ° 92_ 09_ _. ! _819_ 0 ° 51 _.929 _. 410_ 047

t99_ ! ° 07_77_4 '9. _.74 _:_._ 0 O. _,_64 0 ° 4_! ! 0

.! 997 1 ° 17_._ O_! ! _, 5_ 7_49 _. _91 '._._? _ 0 ° 48._ _4_ ?
199_ 1 ° _54_95 12. _04 _ 14 5 O. ?_1_ 0 ° 500_4
1999 1 ° 2750,_ 14.0_"9 _41,_ O. 7_92_3 0 ° 5 l_ 10_,-_

13PDI_ITHF_F_TEFOP
_DI_I,I _A._I 0°014

HEAVY _IE_EL_ 0°050

CO_T DF CAPITAL _ATE: O°lO

I_EPRECI_LE TPU_' LIFF.I l tl. O'(_A_.. _
,_TIRAII3HT LI_tE DEPF_E_IF_TInlt U_E_

_RE_EtlT VF_LUE DF ANItUAL CD_I. _ _197_ - l._._lJ _ _._._ BtLLIOt_ TI_LL_. _

IJI_IFDR_I RH_UALI-'E_ _.n._'T _19_'_ - 19'_1_ = 0._. _ _ILL_nr_ [InLLA_'_

E-29
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PRoISRI_I'1TO COMPUTE I:OST OF _JDI:'.'EPE_SULRTInI'_

AS_UI'IItI3FRH-nFp rnFIPL_RTW._ETE_.TIFI_
hlITH C_'EI)IT ROP Cn_1" _II11_F_VIItG._ FO_' _t{3_EEFFII21ETIT F_I_,
FRtlCLLITC:HE_. R_D E_HRU_T JOITJT_

OPTIOf_ L PEF.,UL_TII]F__CHEItILE:
_E_UL_TIOII LEVEL

_IEDIUM DIESEL 197_ 19_2

HEaVy DIESEL Ig?8 i',_:.-'_ -

_LL RI_U_E_ Ir_ DILLIO_$ 0_ DOLLAr'.'."

_RR TnT_L CU_ITOT OP _ MI_T C_F'ITrqL

197_ O.O O.O 0.0 0.0
_97_ 0.0 0°0 0.0 000
1977 0.0 0.0 0o0 g.g

197_ -0° 2_7! 118 -_. $4_7_. _ -0.2573302 O. 0_0_!_4

Igg2 -0.4_I_._35 -I05£72455 -0. 572140._ O. 0_05_7_
1993 -0.5_._7._8 -2. I0_5_$4 -0° 659_3 ._ O. 120_6P._
!._g4 -O. 55g_Og._ -_ •_3_55 -0. 726_&77 _. 17_ 01 _,

!_$_ - 0°560923 ! -_. 78 _590_ -0._._31_2_7 _._ 7Z'!_,

19gg -O. 5577247 -4.8 ._7_3_ -0o ._0._4._4 O._ I_-i_5
1._gg - g°5577 ._40 -5 °4550772 -0. 944547_ O._7_ _._
I._0 -0. 558gq14 -_° 0140171 - O.977._I_I O.41:._._T_'_
I_._! -0.56._4414 -_.577454_ -I. 0120_I_ _.44:':5.__I_
I.d._2 -O. 57_g01 -_. 15_7424 -1° _4,5._g'._,R O.471 ?0_

_._4 -0. 613_911 -8. 3562_51 - I° 122_! O._0_._3_I
1995 -0° 638551 O -8.._94815_ -I•165_63_ 0.524_! 3_
t99_ -0. _654_2_ -_° _2475 -I.20_I ._ O°54_ _'._7.°

19_g -0. 7243397 -I I° 07_._05 -I.3flI07_8 O.57_742.1

_F.DIUM _._: 0.014

MEDILIF_DIESEL; 0.01_
HEAVY _IE_.EL_ O.O_h

_I_._TOF C_PIT_L F'_TE: _.i0

DEFREClADLE T_I._KKLIFE: 10.0 YE_
STR_IISHT LITiE _,E_'E_I_TII]T_LI_ED

•. P_E_.EI_TV_LUE OF _HI_U_L _O"T_' _ I'_7_- 1_'_I_ = -.%,_I.__ILLIOII [,nLL_'._
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PPDGPQD) TZ] cnr,IPUTE _ZnST _F i'tnI_E PEGIJLFtTIQT_;_.

R_SUMIHG FRr6-OFF r.DrIPLIF_.'E TE_T I_
IJIITHnUT CPEDIT Fnp Cn_T _tlD :-_6':11_ Fnp r II]FE EFF[_IEt_T FRr_o

npT1nrl F1F:EGiJLRTTnI_ _CHE_ULE:
PEGULRTI_I LEYEL

TPU_V: TYPE _3 D_R :._ D_ 7:._ D_'F_ 7'_ D_

FlED[ IJr_ DIE_EL 1._7'_ _._2 19_4
HEF_Yy D_E:_EL 1978 19_2 1'_-_4

RLL FIGURES IM _ILLInrt_ nF DnLLQF_

','E_R TOTal. CUM TnT _P _: I_rlT _RPITF_L

1975 0.0 _J°_ 0.0 0.0
1976 0,0 0.0 0.0 (,.0
1977 0,0 0.0 0.0 _.0

1979 O. 0409._46 O. _,_14,_5;_ O, 0_1140_ O. 0'_9:_-_6

198 _, O, O_j19441 O. @04_7_ 0.0_29,_4 _ i_. ,j3,_(i ! _7

1987 (1°_86B6_, _,, _76_4_ 0 o_5 _3_,_ 0 o3 (_270._

19_ O._6744;J3 4, _ 09:._035 0.47 ! 570._ 0 o 3_5:___ O_
1,_._0 _, 9_455_ '5, f)73_6_-1 O. 5,_93_4 n O, 435_t

195'3 1o_ ! 8_50 ! _, 48F_09_, ! 0. _._'_,_ 5 _ ° _? t ._4

199"_ 1, _;_1974 1 !, 1319G._ 0. ,_! 0(,5 0. _6;'0_, _
_? _ !. 4249239 12, _56 _F_.__ 0, _37_7_2 O. _:_7747 t
1._,_7 ! ° 4940?96 _4, 05 (v.__,72 _. _5_T'._ _, Oo_ _5 _'_
_9_ 1.5639400 1_,_,14_63 0,_3_31_.; O. _ _.;_E_7
_._ 1,6_0._0"? 17o_4_._.3, _ _, _ 1E::__? (,. n'3._7 _ _,_.

,_n_,ITH _RTE FDP
,_tEDIUM GR_: n.014

FE_IUI_ DIE_L_ 0°015

_n_ _F ,:_PTTRL P_TE_ 0.10

DEPr_-c_IR_I-E TPUCK L_FE: ! 0.0 ¥ER_'_
_TPRIGMf L!r_E D_P_EC[RTTO_I L:_.ED

U_F_I'I Rr_ttUF_LIZ'ED _n_T <t_.7_ - 19911, = _._4_: _;ILL_r_ DnLL_. _
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PRnGFAr.ITO cor,IPUTECn:._TOF rfOi_E _EGLL_TION_

A_IJMI_IG FFI_-_FF cnf'IPLIAt_CETE>.'TI_IG
I,IITHCPEDIT FOF' _O'.'T_r_[l>.'ftVII_G_FOP r,lO_EEFFIC:IEr_T FF_tI,_¸,
F_;I CLLITCHE:_, _;_ E:_:FIAU_T.ID!r_T."

[lPTIO_ M PEGI._L_TI{_r_CI'HEDLILE:
_EGLILFITIO_ LEVEL

_'F'IJCKTYPE :._3Z'BA 'BO I)P_ 78 _FI ?5 _IBR

HEAVY G_ 197_ 1 9:'_ 19:34

HEAVY I)IE_EL 197_ 19 _-"_ 19_4

ALL FIGUPE_ It_I:ILLIDr_._ OF _nLLAP_

'_A_ TOTF_L _U_I TOT np _,_I_T _APITF_L

I"375 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1976 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1977 0._ 0.0 0°0 0.0
1978 -0. 1181_7_ -0.11_t67_ -0. 13¸34054 O. 0152_:_I
197C_ -0.2_7111_ - O°34.=_7_._ - O°_573C_0_ O. 0_02184
i_80 -0° 325_045 -0. 6710_35 -0. _7075_ O° 044"_492
1981 -I_o4145._._2 -I. 0_5_5_4 -0.4?_R.?_Z O. 059_0.m7
19_ -0. 48159_5 -I °567_455 -0. 5721405 O°0.__547_
19_3 -0.5392798 -2. 1065254 -0. 6599"_9,_ O. I_.066_4
1984 - O.52874o.,_' -_ °_352701 -n°? !_232_ _. 13._48,9"_
I._'_5 -0.50._700_ -3. _44._709 - O.75:34_5_ O,24:37'64_
19,9_ -0,4_4_040 -3. _-_!742 - _. ?._5??_ O._I_156_.;

19,_,._ -_)°4_184_ -4.91_9051 -l_°85090_0 O°44_9_._I
1990 - O.3?_'3937 -5 •_9 !_979 -0. _,_ 1958 0°490_ 01_'
199_ -0.35?0406 -5.64_33_3 -0.8_6649_ O°5_.6 _"._4
9_2 - O. 34455?8 -5 °992894_ -O.._0615 }'6 O.56 !6 _'07
1993 - O. _57 I_6. -._°3_6 t04 -O. 9278_40 0°59_ 1659
1994 - O. $38_53_ .-_.66_625 -0o_51 _ 175 O._ I_ 0644

1996 -0. _480._?_ -7. 3574438 -l °005_231 O°65772_7

: I._9_ -0° _631_70 -_. 0753_50 -I °0696507 O,7065_47
19._ - 0°37_5947 -8.44;_9 !?9 - i•1051950 0°732_ 006
2000 -0. _8._9r_7 -_. 831,_195 -I °143771_ O°759_681

G_D,_rH _TE _np

HZ_Y GA_: -0,003
!.IE_Itlfl_IE._Zk_ O.015
HEAVY DI6_EL: O,F)5_j

cn_,T nF C_PIT_L _TE: O°If_

I,EPP6CI_LE T_JC_ LIFE: 10.0 YZA_
_,T_'AI_HTLI_E DEPPECIF_TI_r_ _EI_

P_'E_EIITVF_LUE OF RI_U_L _.n_T_. ,_I._7_- 1991_ = -3,078 _ILLID_ pnLL_4pS

ur;IFn_1 F_t_rIuF_LIT.EI_CnST _197'B - 19_,I) = -0.41,9 I)ILLInr_ I_Ot.L_:_
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PRO_.;B_H TO COHPUTE CO_.T OF rJOI:._E REGULAT'IOtI_

A_UHIr_G FAH-DFF CaHFLIF_HCE TE_TIH_
t,_ITHEIUT CF_EDIT FDF' C[1,'T F_rlI) S_VIN_. _ F[3F_PI[3PE EFFICIEt_T FF_tt.._,
F_ CLUTCHS:'."_ _rtI_ E×H_U._ T _10!tiT'.',

OPTI[3_ _f pEC;UL_TI[lr_ _CHEDULE_
F_EGUL_TI Df_ LEVEL

r,lEI_i UH _._ • 1_7_ I_E_ 1984

_LL F[IK_FE_ It1 ]BILLID/t_ DF DDLL_P_

y_'F_' TNTAL CUH TI3T /_P _ HNT C_PITAL

_75 0.0 0.0 0.0 0°0
1_,76 0°0 0.0 0.0 0.0
_._.77 0°0 0.0 0°0 0.0
l._?g O. O_04g_ 0 0. 0204310 O. 01 _4_._0 O, O09'P,_gO

_..__4 0°_._1S41. _ O. 81 _53_-_. O° 14_,44._._ O. 13_096_

1_7 O. 53.'9721 0 _ ° 1g 0 ! 376 n, _a_ 14 n.._o _ _
19_ 0.6 ! 6_44 _ • 7._,"_ ! 5 0.32_L_ 0. ::_6_ ,_!,_

! ._3 0. _35_740 6 ° 0_4-c'41 ! 0 • 5_4_ 1," O. 4106_74
1_ _4 0 ° _83902L_ 7 ° _,_gg4 ! r. 0° 5602 .'5_ R O. 4,:'3_47_
1_9_ ! o03_g06_ _° 900,_4_! 0._5_'46S_- _ 0.4371561
199_, ! ° 07_72 9. _.g0_.743 O. 6_4._ I :_ O°45t_40 ,v

_.cj_0 ! ° ! 7631_ ! ! _° _ 4 .=,_45 O. 6._5077 ! O. _ ! _4_
!'_ !. 22_44! ._ ! _, 50._,64 0 ° 7_ 0 _ u° -_I_7.-"._ O_
2000 ! ° 27.522! _ 14.7_ ! 6 _ O° 761 _;_ _ I _° 5 ! 3_ _,0'_

_nI.ITH PF_TE _UF_
HEI)I U_ _F_. z 0.014

_ I_I UH I_IE_EL_ 0.015
HEFfeY ,DIESEL_' 0.0_0

CO_T ElF CFPIT_L R_TEz O, 10

_PPECI_I_LE TRUCk LIFF._ _0°0 YF._'_
'.'TP_r61_" LIr_E _EPPECI_TInN U,-.'_I)

r-_E'_'EHT VFCUE DF _HU_L. CD._T.¢ (1_75 - 1._,_1, -- .:'°_ _ILl.l_rt _LL_. ",

U!_IF_'H _ttlU_LI_'_D CD_T (_7_ - _.._1) _- 0.289 [_ILLII3t_ I;_LL_
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PRDGPRM Tn COMPUTE COST OF MOIRE RESIJLATInM$

R_SIJMIIfGFA_-DFF Cor,IPLIAM,:ETESTTrIG
I,IITH C_'EILIT FOP rO_:T AMrl _8'_,'Iri8z FO_, r,IDFE EFFICIErtT FRITZ,
FAM I:UJTi:HE_, ArEI EXHAU;_T JOIHT:_

opTIOt_ rI PEGULATInI'I _CHEI]ULE:
AEGI.LATI OH LEVEL

TRUCk' TYPE 8_" D_Ft 80 bier 78 Iris8 75 DBA
MEDIUM GAS 1878 l9_;_ 1984
HERVY 8A_ 1'978 1982 -
r'IEDI ur.I D_E,SEL 1978 1882 - 1984
HEAVY DIESEL 1878 188_ -

ALL FII3URE3 IN 31LLIOH_ OF £mLLAFI$

YEAR TOTAL CUM TOT liP _, r,IHT CRpITF_L

1975 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0 O, 0
1876 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O
1977 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
1978 -0. 1181872 -0.I 181672 -0. 1334[_54 O. 01523,_1
1979 -0. _271118 -0. 3452789 -0.-_573:_0:= O. 03('_.184
1980 -0. 3258045 -0, 87 I08"_5 -0.37A.7538 O. 044948_
1981 -0. 414589_. -I. 0_56524 -0. 4738787 _,058"3L'r97
1982 -0 •4815835 - I,567_ 455 -O.5721 "!,08 O. _ _'_47¢,
1983 -0,5382798 -2. I OE,5P54 -0. 6599393 O, I_06_,04

1984 -I).5605813 -3,6671076 -0. _30_58.4 O. I?I_070_
1985 -0. 5735 (,50 - 3,;'4(,_130 -0.79 ¢'6tII O. _I? IOG_.
1988 -0.5801846 -3. 8_ 07464 -0.8418714 O. _61'3_69

1988 -0. 5877478 -4.981,:'987 -0.9_69183 O. 3._91663
19_8 - 0•59_5020 -5,58379?5 -0•964624o O.3721229
1990 -0.597?'705 -6.1815681 -I. 00i)52E4 0.40_5_:
1991 -0. 805782? -6. 7873497 "I. 0._68508 0.4310691
1992 -0.6_06402 -7.4079_5 - I. 073?562 O.4531174
1998 -0•63?9588 -8. 04594 [,4 - I•I133475 _.474_.942
1994 -0•66_.5186 -8. ? 0845._2 - I. 15214.'-5 O,4896 ._O_
1995 -0. 6887631 -9. 8972149 -I. I_4 _;84 0.5056289
1996 -0, ?165550 -I O, 1137E_6 -I •2388706 O. 5_'23165
1987 -0,74561"72 - IO.8593_45 -i .._53470 0.5997308
1988 -0.77,_80 (_ -I 1.6361_8 - 1• ._4 ;"044 0.557?054
1989 -0,8096?52 -12. 4458551 -1.3865518 0.576_??0
2000 -0. 844:_834 -13. 2807372 -I .44156_5 '. 5m_ _,8:'_5

r_O_,ITH RATE FOR
I'ED IUN 8A_:: 0.014
HEI'V._Y8A_: -0. 003
NEDIU_I I_IE_.EL: 0,¢n5
HEAVY I_IE_EL: O. 050

EO_I' OF CAPITAL RF_IE: 0.10

I,EP_ECIAI_LE TPUCK LIFE: !0.0 '/EAP_
_T_AI,_T LIHE DEP_'ECIATIOM U;ED

PAE$EMT VALUE OF _IMMUAL CO_.T$ ,'187_ - 1991_ = -;.4%_ _ILLIOrl DOLLAF-';

. ,.IrlIFr'lAl,I F,HNUALIZEr, CO_T ,19;'8 - 1981,, = -0.475 _ILLIOrl I_OLLAF':
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Appendix F
NET OPERATING INCOME DEFINED

Net Operating Income is computed as in Trinc's Blue Book [ I ]. Numbers in parenthe-
ses indicate the numbers in 1975 edition.

Net Operating Income = Operating Revenues (I 4) Minus Total Operating Expenses (21 ).

Total Operating Expenses (21) consist of the following:

• Salaries of Officers and Supervisory Staff (26)

• Salaries and Wages (27)

• Miscellaneous Paid Time Off (30)

• Other Fringe Benefits (31 )

• Operating Supplies and Expenses
Fuel, Oil, Tires, etc. (33)

'• General Supplies and Expenses (37)

• O' Operating Tax and Licenses (38)

• Insurance (41)

• Communications and Utilities (45)

_, s Dcpraciation and Amortization (46)

• Revenue Equipment Rents and Purchased Transportation (48)

• Building and Office Equipment Rents (51)

• Gain or Loss on Disposal of Operating Assets (52)

F-1
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• Miscellaneous Expenses (53)

All items listed above are attributable to the following activities. Trinc's gives this break-

down also,

• Linehaul (54)

• Pickup and Delivery (55)

• Billing and Collecting (56)

• Platform (57)

• Terminal (58)

• Maintenance (59)

• Traffic and Sales (60)

• Insurance and Safety (61)

a General Administrative (62)

REFERENCES FOR APPENDIX F

[ I ] TRINC TRANSPORTATION CONSULTANTS. TRINC's Blue Book of tile Trucking
Industry, published anmlally by TRINC Transportation Consultants, Division of
Dun & Bradstrcet, Inc.

'i i
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AllpendixG
METIIOD FOR COMPUTING IMPACT ON A SPECIFIC SECTOR

OF THE TRUCKING INDUSTRY

Table G,I gives tile total =mnual costs by truck type for all purchasers of trucks. To
adjust for tile different mixes purchased by various sectors, we compute the following
equation for a given year foi: each type or track.

ct.i =_ M q ... (G-I)
where

i Ctj is tile total annual costs for truck typej,

! Sj is tile sector percentage for tile particular year in question,

Bj is the baseline percentage lbr that year,

M is the market share and

Cj is the costs for truck type j.

Example; Tile For-l fire Sector

The projected truck mix* for the for-hire sector is

Medium Heavy Medium Heavy
GaLore Gi_s_lit_ _A¢_.. _J_q_l

32.68% 19.2 I% 2.36% 45.75%

This is substantially different fron| tile total population given in Table G.2 I I 1. Adjust-
ments factors for the for-hire sector are given in Table G.3. The projected market
share of trucks purchased by the for-lOre sector is 50,6 percent._ Tile noise-control
regulation itself may cause a change in pnrcbase-mix due to tile use of thermostatically
controlled fans and tile restdting savings. Accurate figures of the market sbare and purcbase-

I ruix in tile for-hire industry arc difficult to obtain,T_IC_ f_gurt!$ _lsfll[IC that new trucks are purcha_d in the £,_II1_ proportion as thu_ pr©sently owned by a par titular
_ctor. The nend toward h¢llyier diesel trucks Inky chongo tll¢_ nunlbet_,The source for present ownership is the 1972
Census of Transportation, Tru_ Inventory, und U_ Survey,

tSee Table 7. IS for 1980 projected Malket Share, It hi assUllled that ttuek_ ar_ purchated in proportion to revenue share,
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Table G. 1

Total Annual Costs by Truck Type (Millions of 1975 $)

Without Fan Savings WithFan Savings

Truck Type 1981 1991 2000 1981 1991 2000

Option A:

Mediumgas....... 11.4 350.5 493.0 (66.9) 41.2 106.8
Heavy gas. 3.9 70.6 88.7 (63.9) (42.1) (25.6)
Medium diesel 1.6 15.0 21.2 (.4) 7.8 12. I

Heavy diesel, 65.1 1093.8 I984.5 (283.4) 114.2 409.7

Option C:

Medium gas 11.4 249.7 363.2 (66.9) (68.9) (35.5)

Heavy gas... 3.9 47.7 61.0 (63.9) (67.1) (55.7)
Medium diesel ..... 1.6 11.2 15.7 (.4) 3.7 6.2

Heavy diesel ....... 65.1 643.0 1132.1 (283.4) (338.9) (447.1)

Option E:

Medium gas ....... 11.4 93.6 116.9 (66.9) (159.4) (192.4)
Heavy gas ..... 3.9 22.4 25.4 (63.9) (92.9) (91.9)
Medium diesel ..... 1.6 6.3 7.8 (.4) (.6) (.9)
Heavy diesel... 65.1 435.6 735.7 (283.4) (561.9) (871.9)

Option N:

Medium gas .. 11.4 350.5 493.0 (66.9) 41.2 106.8
Heavy gas .... 3.9 22.4 25.4 (63.9) (92.9) (91.9)
Medium diesel 1.6 15.0 21.2 (.4) 7.8 12.1

Heavy diesel.. 65.1 435.6 735.7 (283.4) (561.9) (871.9)



Tabl+ G.2

lilasdine Sales Projection Resulting Track _+i×

: Track l)tlrchase J>erccnt

MixUsed 1983 1985 1990

Medinnl gasoline ....... 45.40 44.05 40.58
llt_avygasoline......... 7,85 7.37 6.24
Meditnndiesel.......... 69 .67 .62

Ileavy diesel ........... i 46.00_ 47.92 52.56

100 100 I00

Table G.3

Adjustment F_letors fnr tile For-lfire Sector,
Using 1991 Baseline Mix*

Medilml gasoline 32.68/40,58: .8053
Heavy gasoline 19.21/6.24 : 3.0785
Medium diesel 2.36/ .62 : 3.8065

Heavy diesel 45.75/52.56: .8704

*Th[I 1_ slightly Inaccurat_ as tllJs mix ix not adjusted for dl¢ _la_ticity of de,hand.

Table G.4 shows the total annual costs for the for-hire sector. Any one company
will differ from the aggregate. Tables G,5 and G.6 show these costs as a percentage of

for.hire revenues and operating income, respectively.

8lllnnlary

To assess the impact of tl_e regulation on any group with a different purchase mix, it
is necessqry only to recompute the costs rising equation (G-I). This is also true if we

G-3
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"I'nble G.4

Total Annual Costs for the For-llire Sector Adjusted for Truck-Mix
;md Market Share in 1990 and 2000 (Millions of 1975 $)

Withotlt Credit for Savings With Credit for Savings

1991 2000 1991 2000

Option A 763.4 t 253.!_' 32.7 207.4
Option C 480.8 771.9 (274.7) (136.6)
Option E 277.0 426.2 (458.3) (607.3)
Option N 398.4 605.3 (360.4) (460.3)

wish to adjust tile mix of tile total pol'Jtdation shown in Table A.21*. In this case tile

equation woakl be

4 F.

= _ (Blj)CtjCt j = I .., (G-2)

where

Ct is the total costs for all Ibur types of trncks Ibr a given year, and

14 is the forecast percent of sales for each thick type j.

It is critical to remember that certain sectors will experience a more than average share of

savings while others will experience more than average costs. Table G.7 shows the mix by

sector of present truck ownership. These percentages can be used to compute a sector's
specific costs, assuming that trucks are purchased in the same proportion that they are
owned.

*Thcr© life iomt_ indl_,lliQn:i that Ihe mix dlos_n by A. T. gearney [ 1] is not r_presenlall_.
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Table G-5
Total Annual Costs as a Percentage of Revenues*

For the For-Hire Sector

Without Credit for Savings With Credit for Savings

1991 2000 1991 2000

Option A 1.298 1.663 .056 .275

Option C .818 1,024 (.467) (. 18 ] )

Option E .471 .565 (,779) (.805)

Option N .678 .803 (.613) (.610)

abased all Table 7.23

Table G.6

Total Annual Costs as a Percentage of Operating Income*

Without Credit for Savings With Credit for Savings

1991 2000 1991 2000

OptionA 27.33 35.01 1.18 5,79

Option C 17,22 22.56 ( 9,83 ( 3.81)

Option E 9.92 11.89 (16,40) (16.95)

Option N 14.27 16.90 (I 2.90) (12.84)

*Auumel Operating Incomei_ 435%

Table G-7

Medium and Heavy Truck Mix by Sector

Medium Medium Heavy Heavy Total
Sector Gas Diesel Gas Diesel Percent

Agriculture 87.59 ,41 9.61 2.39 100

Forestry and Lumbering 52.99 .62 24.29 22.09 100

Mining 49.47 1,23 24.07 25.24 100
Construction I 1.87 4.52 48.94 34.68 I00

Manufacturing 47,82 1,90 20.79 29.49 100

Wholesale and Retail 72.70 .15 16.53 10,62 100

For Hire 32.68 2.36 19.21 45,75 100

Personal Transportation 96.12 0 3.88 0 100
Utilities 79.66 1.91 17.18 2.98 100

Services 87,38 2.24 7,57 2,8 I00

AllOther 71.85 4,15 13.14 10,87 100

"Sourt_: Bised on 1972 C_nsus of Transporlatlon Truck U_ and Inventory Vol, It

G-5
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REFERENCES FOR APPENDIX G

[1 ] KEARNEY, INC, A, T. A study to determine the economic impact of noise emission
standard in the medium and heavy duty truck industry (EPA Contract No. 68-01-154),
A. T. Kearney, Inc. (1974).
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Appendix H
COST ANAlysIs OF PRODUCTION VERIFICATION AND

SELECTIVE ENFORCEMENT AUDITING FOR TIlE
MEDIUM AND HEAVY DUTY TRUCK INDUSTRY

An analysis has been performed to estimate tbe costs associated with typical manufac-
turer production verification testing and selective enforcement audit testing.

For tbe analysis, it was assumed that most of the testing would be done at tbe manu-
facturer's facility. However, because some manufacturers may prefer not to construct a test
facility, an EPA facility will be available for their use at a fee wbich will cover actnal costs
incurred by tile government. Data gathered from manufacturers and the assumptions listed in
Table H-I served as tile basis for tlle analysis,

From this analysis, it has been projected tbat the total cost to tile industry for produc-
tion verification testing during the first year of compliance will range from $64,600, if all
testing is done at manufacturer's test facilities, to $99,600 if all testing is done at tile EPA
test facility. The true figure should lie somewhere between these two values. In snbsequent
years, this figure can be expected to decrease due to tile fact that manufacturers may be able

to utilize the initial production verification report for at least several models, wlren no change
has been made in the vehicle for the next model year.

The individual yearly cost figures for production verification testing at the manufac-
turer's facility range from a high of $12,000 to a low of $4,000 with an average value of
$8075. For production verification testing at the EPA test facility, tile breakdown by indi-
vidual companies ranges from $22,600 to $4,700 with an average value of $12,450.

Selective enforcement audit testing will be conducted by the manufacturer bath on his

own initiative and upon request by EPA. Costs associated with testing requested by EPA
conducted at the manufacturer's facility are estimated to total $90,000 for the industry as
a whole. This breaks down to a range of $24,000 to $2,000, with an industry average of
$11,250.

Manufacturers may be expected to utilize the EPA test facility to conduct selective
audit testing on tbelr own request, primarily to determine tile level of performance of their
products at the EPA facility. Costs associated with this testing, including transportation of
the test vcllicles to the facility, are estimated to total $130,550 for the industry during tile

3
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Table It- I

Exphmatory Notes

Report Preparation Costs

All report costs are based on $100/test (1 day at $25k per man year)

Transportation Costs

CFor two products)

Fixed

$30.00 (Basic cost of short haul)

Variable

16 cents/mile.driver ($8.00[hr or $16,00/100 miles)

20 cents/mile-truck (12 cents/mi, for fuel, 8 cents/miles maintenance +

depreciation)

36 cents/mile = total variable cost

Summary

$30.00 ÷ $,36[miles (transport 2 products)

$ ! 5.00 + $.18/miles (transport I product)

Cost of Testing

The nest of conducting the measurement methodology is estimated to be
approximately $ 100.

Test Requests

The number of test requests issued to the medium and heavy truck industry
each year is estimated at 45,
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first year of compliance, The breakdown within tire industry ranges from a high of $36,319.

to a low of $2,750, with an value of $16,319. These costs can be expected to decrease some-
what following tile first year the regulations are effective, as mamlfacturers become more

familiar witb the compliance scheme, the prodnction variance of their prodncts, and the cor-
relation of results at their facility with those at the EPA facility.

Finally, based on EPA requestiog that SEA of prodncts be conducted at the EPA test
facility, the industry total is estimated at $40,550 per year for snch testing (cost of traos-
portation only, since EPA would conduct tile test at its own expense). Individual nlanu-
facturer costs range from a high of $14,500 to a low of $750 with an average of $5,069.

Table 1-t-2summarizes the estimates.

Table H-2
Production Verification

Manufacturer Facility EPA Facility*

Total $64,600 $99,600

Average 8,075 12,450

High 12,000 22,600

Low 4,000 4,700

Selective Enforcement Auditing

Manufacturer Facility EPA Facility* EPA Facility**

Total $90,000 $130,550 $40,550

Average . I 1,250 16,319 5,069

High 24,000 36,500 14,500

Low 2,000 2,750 750

*Mallufactulerl lcq tt¢$t.

• * F.PA'I tcqu¢lL

1

1
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Appendix 1
SUMMARY OF FAN CLUTCH FIELD TESTS

(Excerpt for Docket Submission TI04, Attachment B, Docket No.
ONAC 74-2, U.S. Department of Transportation)

Tile anclosed resnlts summarize tile fan clutch data acenmuhtted througil September
1974, Separate results arc given for tile on-off type clutches and the modulating type since
the data obtained from these units arc in a different format.

/ For the on-off units, the annual average total fan-on time is less than 3 percent, For

botlt types of clutches, tile annual average significant fan-on time (from a noise point of
view) is low I percent. These results are based on more than 30,000 hours of engine opcr;ttitJn

representing nearly 1,100,000 vehicle miles on 24 trucks.

Tids summary supersedes the earlier projections since many of the units have now been
in service for at least twelve months.

Data Acquisition

Clutches and data acquisition equipment were installed in 24 vehicles. Sixteen of tlrese
units were of the on-off type, while the other eight were modulated drives. The fleets and
their operation are described in Table I-I,

For the on-off clutches, hour meters recorded the engine operating time as wclI as the
operating time of the fan. This data was used directly to obtain the "total" fan-on percent.
However, tile fan is not a significant noise contributor all that time since many of tile clutch
engagements occur st a low engine rpm, To determine the "significant" fan-on time (from
a noise point of view) a multi-channel taclmgraph recording is used. One channel displays
tile engine rpm while an event marker indicates the clutch engagements, All clutch engagements
above 1600 engine rpm were considered significant while those below 1600 rpm were not.
This engine rpm was selected as the cut-off since the fan noise would be approximately 10

dB below its maximum level at this speed.

For the modulating type fan clutch, a strip chart recording was made wldch contained
engine tom, fan rpm, coolant temperature and ambient temperature as a function of time.
This recording was used to obtain the "significant fan-m: time" (dEfined as the time the fan
speed exceeded two-thirds of its maximum possible speed) as well as the total engine tirne.

1-1
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Table 1-1

Faia Clutch Inst',dlations

DOT Fan Clutch Program

No.
Unit Type Truck/Engioe Fleet Location Operation

Installed

Horton On-Off 3 F..4370/NTC290/335 Farmland Oinaha, Tanker, Grain_
Industries Nebraska

Horton On-Off 2 COF4070A/SV71N55 Ryder Truck Jacksonville Van, High Cube
Lines Florida

Schwitzer On-Off 4 F4370/NTC350 CapitoI-Rent-A Omaha, Van, High Cube

Truck/Hioky Dinky Nebraska Groceries

Schwitzer On-Off 4 CO4070A/SV71&T O N C Los Angeles, Doubles,
C',difornia Common Carrier

Rockford Modulated 1 F5070/Super250/270 Bairstow Inc. Hammond, Dump Trailer
Indiana Urban Area

Rockford Modulated 4 COF4070A/SV71 N65 Leaseway Inc./ Chicago, Van, High Cube
Cotter & Co. lllinois Hardware

Rockford Modulated 2 COF4070A/Super 250 Arrow Motor Chic;Igo, Van, High Cube
Transit Illinois Vehicle Parts

Rockford Modulated I COF4070A/SV71N65 Clinton Electronics Rockford, Van, lligh Cube
Illinois



Data was reported at one week periods, which were grouped into 2 or 3 nlontb intervals
for easeof analysis, hlstrLunenlafion problenls prohibited all of Ihe data fronl being included
in tile analysis, Generally, dab= from 8 to l 0 of the on-off units and 5 to 8 of tile modulated
ddves were nsed to establish tire average time in each interval.

Results

The resulting fan clutch operatirlg lime is shown ill Figure I-] and I-2. Tire unonal aver;,lg¢
total fan-on thlre for the on-off ehltch is sligblly under 3 percent. There is a trend toward

increased total fanion thne daring tile warnler nlonllls. Significant fan time is below I percent
and does not appear to cbange with the season of the year.

Tile modulated fan drive shows no signilleant fan time during the greater part of the
year. Even during the warmer months, file significant fan time is below I percent, The range
of fan-on time for each of the individual fleets is listed below,

Farmland Industries with Herren On-Off Clutcbes

Based on a I I-to 12-month operatiag period, the annual average total fan-on time ranged
from 4 to 9 percent for three trucks. For the majority of the one week reporting periods, the
total fan-on time occurred between O and 20 percent. The ulaxinlmn it reached for any one
truck was 41 percent du.ring told-July. Most of tbe fan engagcnrents occurred at low engine
speeds so that significant fan-or* ranged between 0 anti 5 percent for even tile nlost severe
periods.

Ryder Track Lines with Horton On-Off Clutcbes

Based on a I -.?-month operating period with two trucks, the annual average total fan-on time
was 2 percent and 7 percent for each truck, respectively. "1"11orange for tile individual weekly
reporting periods was from O to 17 percent with tile peak period distributed randontly through-
out tbe year. Significant fan-on time ranged fronl 0 to 10 percent.

Capitol Rent-a-Truck with Scbwitzer On-Off Clutches

J
,_ Data for 12 months indicates that tbe annual average total fan-on time was I or 2 percent
_' for tile four trucks. Tile total fan-on time for tile weekly reporting periods range from 0 to 6

percent with tile n|aximum generally occurring in mid-July. Significant fan-on time ranged
between 0 and I-1 ]2 percent.
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ONC with Sebwitzer On-Off Clutches

The data received free1 tile four trucks ill this Ileet was somt,'wbat inconsistant due to

instruinentation problems. Tim total 12m-on tio'_e for weekly reporting periods ranged between
0 and 8 percent with the peak periods distributed tbroughont the year. Significant fan-no time
ranged frol'u 0 to 6 percent,

Bairstow hre, with Rockford Modulating Clutch

After 12 months of operation on the track, the Idghest fan speed achieved was 900 rpm,
Since this was well below tile cut off speed of 1300 rpm, this tmlt bad 0 percent significant
fan-on time.

Leaseway. Inc. with Rockford Modulatiug Clutches

In the 7 month period from March througb September. 1974, tile I;an speed exceeded
1600 rpnl for about l- I/3 hours out of a total of 4025 engine hours for tile four trucks (0.03
percent significant tan time), For tile individual, one week reporting periods, tile significant
fan-on tinre was near zero except on one truck during the week of August 31 to September 7
where it reacbed 5 percent.

Arrow Motor Transit with Rockford Modulating Clutches

Two trucks in this fleet were equipped with Rockford clutches. In the S-month

period from February through September. 1974, the fan speed on one truck exceed 1300 rpm
for 9-1/2 hours out of a total of 1608 engine hours (0.6 percent significant fan-on time). Per the

individnal, one-week reporting periods, the significant fan-on time was near zero except for the
two week period fronlt July 6 through July 20 where it reached 8 percent,

Tile second truck, which was identical to the first one, showed significant fan-on times
as high as 41 percent during the periods from mid-June until mid-September. This tmusually
high operating time has not been explained', however, it undoubtedly indicates a defective cool-
ing system. This truck has not been included in the summary.
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Clinton Electronics with Rockford Modulating Clulch

In tile 4-month period from June through September 1974, this Olle truck has
accumulated 9 hours of significant fan-on tiln¢ (above 1600 rlml) out of 448 engiue hours
(2 percent significant fan-on lime). During tile individual, one week reporting periods, tile
significant fan-on was normally near 0 percent except for the period fronl June 29 through

July 10_.where it reached 8 percent.
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